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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The history of mankind can boast not only of its times of
fame and glory but also of quieter times with a different
kind of heroism. People cherish not only the names of great
warriors and politicians but also the memory of sages,
poets and spiritual teachers. Some of them died in obliv-
ion, only to become absolutely indispensable at some
crucial turning point in the development of cultural or
religious life. (One remembers how, half a century after
his death, Sören Kierkegaard, the eccentric Protestant
mystic was posthumously recognized as a founder of exis-
tentialist trends in religious and philosophic thought.)
Others were luckier: they came to this world so oppor-
tunely that their teachings were destined to influence
their surroundings, enthrall thousands of followers and
stamp the epoch with their own image. Such were the
founders of the world religions and also such figures as
Francis d'Assisi and Martin Luther.

According to the religious tradition of India, a happy
correspondence between the efforts of a sage or reformer
and the response of his followers is explained rather
simply: when the world once again becomes steeped in sin
or ignorance and deviates too far from the true path of
knowledge, the higher God—Visnu or Siva—is embodied
again and enters the world to restore its moral order. We
have heard of ten principle auatäras1 of Visnu, among

1. Avatära (from Sanskrit root ava-tr or go down, descend, be mani-
fested) means descent or manifestation of a God in a lower form,
accessible to perception.
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whom one may note Krsna, who took part in the famous
battle between the Pändavas and the Kauravas on the
field of Kuru as a charioteer and spiritual guide of the hero
Arjuna. Many orthodox Hindus still believe that one of the
avatäras of Siva was Sankara, the philosopher and relig-
ious figure of the early mediaeval period.

Sankara is an amazing figure and, to my mind, the most
brilliant personality in the history of Indian thought. An
outstanding religious philosopher and mystical poet, an
orthodox theologian and a shrewd reformer, a founder of
monasteries, an errant preacher and a brilliant polem-
ist—this is not even a full enumeration of his achieve-
ments, known to contemporaries and, more than a thou-
sand years later, to us as well. He is believed to have died
at the age of 32, approximately the age of Christ, but
during his lifetime he managed to compose more than 400
works of various genres and to travel throughout nearly
all of South India, edifying disciples and disputing oppo-
nents. It is Sankara's preaching and philosophic activity
that, in the eyes of orthodox tradition, accounts for the
ultimate ousting of Buddhism from India in about the
eighth century AD, and the revival of Brahmanism. But
what matters most is not even the scale of the task set
before the philosopher. The teaching of Sankara is an
example of extreme, perhaps unprecedented intellectual
courage: starting with the orthodox idea of the unity of all
being, he did not shy away from tracing all its conse-
quences.

Vedanta, a religious and philosophical school founded
by Sankara, was shaped later than other daräanas: it
happened after India had passed through Buddhist temp-
tation and was moving back towards the womb of Brah-
manist religion. The very name of this system (veda-anta,
literally, end of the Vedas) is interpreted either as a
systematic summary of their main points or as a school
having its immediate source in the final portions of the
Vedas, that is, in the Upanisads.

According to the venerable tradition of coupling ortho-
dox philosophical schools, Vedanta is usually grouped
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with Mlmämsä; hence its other name—Uttara-Mimämsä,
or later Mlmämsä. In contrast to Pürva-Mimämsä, or first
Mimämsä, which also declared its close connection with
sacred scripture, Vedanta teaches not about ritual rules
and laws, based primarily on the literal interpretation of
Vedic texts, but about the integral sense of revelation.
Philosophic trends within Vedanta vary greatly: starting
with Öankara's monistic school, passing through the sys-
tem oFRämäniijä, wherethe world and souls are consid-
ered to be parts or attributes of eternal Brahman, and
winding up in the theistic dualism of Madhva, where
Brahman is opposed to nature and living beings.

The system of Sankara is called. Advaita-Vedanta, that
is, non-dual Vedanta; its task is to teacH about eternal
Brahman as the higher and only reality. Here Brahman is
not simply one from the standpoint of higher knowledge
(päramärthikam), nothing ever happened to it; all the
multiplicity of the phenomenal world is unfolded through
mayay its own creative power. Mäyä is a kind of screen or
magic illusion but, at the same time, it is the reverse side
of Brahman itself. Just as a rope in the hands of a juggler
seems to turn into a snake, or just as a piece of shell can be
taken for silver from a distance, the qualities of the uni-
verse, according to Advaita-Vedanta, are only temporarily
superimposed on the unchanging foundation of being.
Liberation from this cosmic illusion (moksa) is achieved
only through the return to Brahman as true knowledge.

The European public became acquainted with the ideas
of Advaita as early as the first part of the nineteenth
century;2 however, a solid base for research into Sankara's

2. One might remember in this respect a Latin treatise written by
F. H. Windischmann (Sancara sive de theologumenis Vedanticorum,
Bonn, 1833); a monograph by G. C. Haughton (The Exposition of the
Vedanta Philosophy, London, 1835); and a somewhat later critical work
byT.Fou\kes(The Elements of the Vedäntic Philosophy, Madras, 1860).
There is also an interesting work by J. R. Ballantyne (Christianity
Contrasted with Hindu Philosophy, Madras, 1860) in which Sankara's
teaching is seen in relation to the ideas of G. Berkeley.
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system was not supplied until nearly the end of the
century. In 1883, Paul Deussen, an outstanding German
scholar (who was, incidentally, also a friend and biogra-
pher of Nietzsche), published a monograph in which the
teaching of the Indian philosopher was investigated mainly
in the light of classical German philosophy, primarily the
system of Kant.3 Four years later, he published a full
German translation of Sankara's principal work, his
Commentary on the Brahmasütras.4 After this, works
dealing with Sankara and his teaching started to appear
by the dozen. By now their number has grown so vast that
it would be senseless to suggest even a tentative review of
the main ideas put forward by different scholars. One can
take into account only some of the works which are still
relevant for present-day Indology.

The exploration of Vedanta by the German historian of
philosophy F. Max Müllar followed more or less along the
lines drafted by Deussen, but he was mainly looking for
analogies between the systems of Sankara and Plato
(discussed in one of his most popular books Three Lectures
of Vedänta Philosophy). A monograph on early Vedanta
written by Max von Walleser dealt with the teaching of
Sankara and some of his predecessors.5 In 1926 an inter-
esting book appeared by a German historian of religion,
Rudolf Otto, who compared the notions of Sankara and
Meister Eckhart, while describing pecularities of the mys-
tical traditions of East and West.6 By that time Vedanta,

3. P. Deussen, Das System des Vedanta, Leipzig, 1883.

4. P. Deussen, Die Sutra's des Vedänta, nebst dem vollständigen
Kommentare des Sankara, Leipzig, 1887.

5. M. von Walleser, Der ältere Vedänta, Geschichte, Kritik and
Lehre, Heidelberg, 1910.

6. R. Otto, West-östliche Mystik, Vergleich und Unterscheidung zur
Wesendeutung, Gotha, 1926. Later I will be considering some of the
ideas of this book, as well as its critical review published by Paul Hacker
in connection with its new edition (1971).
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presented chiefly by Sankara's Advaita, became (along
with Buddhism) a popular subject not only for scholarly
research but also for fiction.7

7. Vedantic themes, taking their origin in the ideas of the Upanisads,
appear inthe works of the American Transcendentalists—Emerson and
Thore'au. Fiction writers of the end of the nineteenth and the beginning
of the twentieth century derived their image of Vedanta mainly from the
first volume of Arthur Schopenhauer's famous work Die Welt als Wille
und Vorstellung (1819), in which the German philosopher bases his
research not on Buddhist sources but clearly on the Upanisads. Most
susceptible to the ideas of Vedanta among all the literary currents
proved to be the poetry of Symbolism. One is reminded, for example, of
the Russian Symbolists with their frequent image of mäyä. A poem by
Konstantin Balmont "Mäyä" was written in 1899 and included in the
poetical cycle Indian Herbs, Its epigraph is composed by one of the 'great
sayings' of the Upanisads—Tat tvam asi (Thou art that), as well as a
saying "who knows the essence transcends grief," attributed by the poet
to Srl-Safikaräcärya. One remembers the lines of Vyacheslav Ivanov:
"O Transparence! make a smiling fairy tale / Of the visions of life / Make
lucid the veil of mäyäl" (1904). And there is a quatrain of Maximilian
Voloshin: "Sadly I accept / Lingering of ancient snakes: /A slow Mäyäl
Of hastening days." (1905). Playing with the name of his correspondent,
Voloshin writes to M. Kudashova (future wife of R. Roll an) "I am
accepting you so: / Earth's midday mirage, / An illusion, a deception—
a mäyäP And in the threefold poem of an Akmeist poet Nickolay
Gumilev "Soul and body", which is part of his collection of verses Fiery
column, one encounters a threefold division of human nature: it is
composed of soul, body and some "demanding subject", embracing all
the universe. Though at first glance this poem is devoid of Indian
notions and terms, this third entity invisibly present in every human
being is evidently correlated with the idea of ätman: "When from the
height the word of God /Blazed like a Polar Star, /Asking: "Who are you,
the Demander?/ The soul appeared before Me, and the body." And here
is the answer given by the Self "I'm He who dreams, and depth is
covering / His ineffable name, / While you are only a weak glimpse of a
dream / That is unfolding at the bottom of His consciousness!" (1919).
It is fairly clear that Vedantic images are assuming here the traits of a
widely shared metaphor, almost a platitude; they should be considered
essentially a tribute to an accepted cultural tradition. A deeper acquain-
tance with Indian philosophy is more characteristic of prose writers of
the next generation—H. Hesse, T. Mann, R. Rollan, A. Huxley. But it
should be admitted that in their writings as well as in those of our con-
temporaries J. Kerouac and J. Salinger, Vedantic notions cannot be
practically separated from Buddhist or Indian motifs in general.
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Starting from the first decades of this century, the
Western public became acquainted with the works of
Indian scholars who received their education not only in
traditional Indian centers of learning but also in Western
universities. These scholars interpreted the religious and
philosophical systems of India in the context of world
(primarily European) history of philosophy. One should
mention here the fundamental many-volumed works by S.
Dasgupta and S. Radhakrishnan, in which Vedanta occu-
pies the most extensive as well as the most prominent
place.8 A more concise exposition of Indian philosophy can
be found in the well-known monograph by M. Hiriyanna.9

Indian and Western historians of philosophy laid a
foundation for the comparative analysis of Vedanta and
other religious and philosophical schools of India. A fruit-
ful comparison and investigation of the main notions of
Öankara's Advaita and Rämänuja's Visista-Advaita can
be found in the works of D.N. Srinivasacari,10 O. Lac-
ombe,11 P.N. Srinivasachari12 and other scholars. The
problems of historical borrowings and typological affini-
ties between Vedanta and Buddhism were raised in the
works of H. von Glasenapp.13 The orthodox Indian scholar
T.M.P. Mahadevan published several books on Advaita
and a work dealing with the ideas of Öankara's prede-

8. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vols. 1-4, Cambridge,
1921-22; vol. 5, Cambridge, 1955. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philoso-
phy, New York, 1951.

9. M. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy, Bombay, 1976.

10. D. N. Srinivasacari, äahkara and Rämänuja, Madras, 1913.

11.0. Lacombe, Uahsolu selon le Vedanta, Paris, 1937.

12. P. N. Srinivasachari, Advaita and Visistädvaita, Bombay, 1961.

13. H. von Glasenapp, Der Stufenweg zum Göttliche, Sahkaras
Philosophie der All-Einheit, Baden-Baden, 1948. H. von Glasenapp,
Vedänta und Buddhismus, Wiesbaden, 1950.
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cessor, Gaudapäda; he also translated into English some
works of Sankara and other Advaitists.14

Probably the most noticeable trait, and one of the major
shortcomings, of the first scholarly works on Sankara is
their enthusiastic superficiality of investigation. In the
words of Paul Hacker, taken from his review of I. Vecchi-
otti's book on present-day Indian thinkers, "ist es gewiss
... Gewohnheit, Probleme, statt sie zu lösen, in schwebender
Formulierung literarisch zu stilisieren" ("It is certainly ...
the usual practice instead of solving the problems to
stylize them literarily in misty formulae.")15 Though this
scathing remark applies mainly to the peculiarities of
Radhakrishnan's literature style, which differs considera-
bly from the more sombre and sober style of Sankara, it
also pertains to quite a number of critical essays on
Advaita.

Among the historical works on Sankara's teaching which
resisted the temptation of too sweeping generalizations,
one should note two books and numerous articles by P.
Hacker,16 as well as a precise and serious work by K.
Satchidananda Murty.17 In my opinion, they not only en-
sure the right direction of analysis but also substantiate
the examination by a thorough analysis of original San-

14. T.M.P. Mahadevan, The Philosophy of Advaita, London, 1938.
T.M.P. Mahadevan, The Study of Advaita, London, 1957. T.M.P.
Mahadevan, Gaudapäda: A Study in Early Advaita, Madras, 1952.
T.M.P. Mahadevan, The Hymns ofSahkara, Madras, 1970.

15. P. Hacker, Review of Icilio Vecchiottf s Pensatori delllndia con-
temporanea, Roma, 1959, in Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländis-
chen Gesellschaft, no. I l l , 1961, p. 373.

16. P. Hacker, "Untersuchungen über Texte des frühen Advaita-
väda." /. Die Schüler Sahkaras, Meinz-Wiesbaden, 1951. P. Hacker,
Vivarta, Studien zur Geschichte der illusionistische Kosmologie und
Erkenntnistheorie der Inder, Meinz-Wiesbaden, 1953. P. Hacker,
"Eigentümlichkeiten der Lehre und Terminologie Sankaras: Avidyä,
Nämarüpa, Mäyä, Isvara," Zetschrift der Deutschen Morgenländis-
chen Gesellschaft, no. 100, 1950, pp. 246-86, etc.

17. K. Satchidananda Murty, Revelation and Reason in Advaita-
Vedanta, London, 1959.
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skrit texts and their categorical structure. I will often
make use of these works in my own investigation of
Advaita that follows.

Recently a new period of Vedantic studies has develop-
ers which is characterized by philological methods and
specific textological devices. Many works have appeared
dealing with the technical terms and notions of this reli-
gious school of thought, as well as with some of the actual
texts. This trend looks most promising and may well
become highly significant in the historical and philosophi-
cal analysis of Advaita. A close interweaving of philology
and philosophy is characteristic of recent publications by
Lambert Schmithausen,18 Klaus Rüping,19 Tillmann Vet-
ter,20 Wilhelm Halbfass21 and other German and Austrian
Indologists. New critical editions of Sankara's works have
appeared,22 as well as numerous new translations.23

18. Lambert Schmithausen, "Mandanamisra's Vibhramavivekah",
Mit einer Studies zur Entwicklung der Indischen Irrtumslehre, Wien,
1965.

19. Klaus Rüping, Studien zur Frühgeschichte der Vedanta-Philoso-
phie, Part 1. Philologische Untersuchungen zu den Brahmasütra-
Kommentaren des äahkara und des Bhäskara, Wiesbaden, 1977.

20. Tillmann Vetter, Studien zur Lehre und Entwicklung Sahkaras,
Wien, 1979.

21. Wilhelm Halbfass, Studies in Kumärila andäahkara, Reinbek,
1983.

22. One of the most active scholars in this field is a professor of Indian
philosophy from Tokyo University, Sengaku Mayeda, who recently
published a new annotated edition of Sankara's treatise (Upadesa-
sahasri, Sahkara's Upadesasahasri. Critically edited with introduction
and indices by Sengaku Mayeda, Tokyo, 1973.)

23. Among more recent translation of Sankara's Commentary on
Brahmasutra one should mention an English translation of Swami
Gambhlränanda, closer to the original text than a famous classical
version by G. Thibaut, Brahma-Sütras with Sahkara's Commentary,
translated by Swami Gambhlränanda, New Delhi, 1968. Another fairly
exact rendering is that of V.H. Date, though sometimes it seems too
literal. V.H, Date, Vedanta Explained, Sahkara's Commentary on the
Brahmasutra, vols. I-II, New Delhi, 1973.
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The Italian scholar Mario Piantelli wrote a biography of
Öankara in which he brought together the material of
hagiographical sources and also analyzed extensive liter-
ary, historical and archaeological data on Sankara's life.24

Even in Russia some recent work seems to be pointing
in this direction. V. S. Kostyuchenko published Classic
Vedanta and Neo-Vedantism, part of which is devoted to
the analysis of the main notions of various schools of
Vedanta.25 V. G. Lysenko's work on Indian atomism in-
cludes a chapter on Sankara's polemics with the
Vaisesikas.26 The first excerpts from Sankara's original
texts were published in Russian by E. Zilberman and
later, after his emigration, by myself.

The aim of this book is to examine the main notions of
Sankara's Advaita: his concept of the identity of ätman
and Brahman, his unusual understanding of causality, his
idea of mäyä, etc. It goes without saying that at some
points this goal presupposed an explicit interpretation of
the inner logical connections inherent in Advaita. Such an
interpretation unavoidably requires a certain arbitrari-
ness: these inner connections and logical links are usually
anything but self-evident, and Sankara himself probably
did not consciously lay them down in the foundation of his
system. Indeed, the Advaitist regarded his own school of
thought basically as a true reflection of the original teach-
ings of the Vedas, where each notion was equally impor-
tant, that is, theoretically independent. In my opinion,
logical correspondences, outlined in this work, were brought
about mostly by the needs of inner structure and the
balanced architectonics of Advaita itself.

24. M. Piantelli, Qahkara e la rinascita del brähmanesimo, Fossano,
1974.

25. V. S. Kostyuchenko, Klassicheskaya Vedanta i neovadantizm,
Moskva, 1983.

26. V. G. Lysenko, Indiyskaya filosofiya prirody; Atomizm shkoly
vaisheshika, Moskva, 1986.
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All of this does not mean, however, that the historical
development of Vedanta as well as its immediate roots and
sources will be ignored. Some historical material is to be
found mainly in the first two chapters of the book. The
problem of historical analysis of Advaita is not as simple
as it might seem at first sight. It compels the researcher to
assume a definite attitude towards the problem of the
influence of Buddhism and other religious and philosophi-
cal schools on Sankara's teaching.

It is well known that one of Sankara's closest teachers
was Gaudapäda, whose main work, Mändükya-kärikä,
was undoubtedly composed under the direct impact of
Buddhist ideas. Sankara wrote a deferential commentary
on the Kärikä; it was owing to the intermediary position of
Gaudapäda that there appeared in Sankara's works the
notion of different levels of reality, the concept of higher
and lower truth, and even the idea of mäyä, which was not
clearly elaborated in the Upanisads. Many present-day
scholars maintain that Advaita was formed through the
decisive influence of earlier teachings and that its main
notions were intentionally or unintentionally borrowed
from earlier and contemporary systems, some of them
even from heterodox ones.

It goes without saying that historically Advaita could
not have taken its distinctive shape without the contribu-
tion and experience of its numerous predecessors. Sankara
was quite ready to acknowledge the connections of his own
teaching with Pürva-Mimämsä, especially as regards its
relations to the Vedas or to pramänas. Quite evident also
is the conceptual affinity between Advaita, on the one
hand, and Sämkhya and Yoga, on the other. And of course,
Öankara owes much of his inclination towards logical
argumentation, as well as his interest in epistemological
problems not only to the orthodox systems but primarily to
Buddhism and Jainism.

Nevertheless, an attempt to understand Advaita's con-
nections with other systems seems rather futile when it is
made not to clarify historical influences but to single out
'borrowed' elements from this solid and complete system.
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Polemizing against other teachings and defending his own
school of thought, Sankara often assimilated and inte-
grated religious and philosophical concepts of his prede-
cessors and opponents; but he bore full responsibility for
the specific way in which these blocks were fitted into the
balanced structure of Advaita, as well as for the part they
were forced to play to maintain its new equilibrium. His
task was to try to curb the activity of 'heretics', to put an
end to mental instability in general and what was of no
less importance—to set limits on ritual trends within a
former Brahmanist unity, submitting it to a new kind of
spiritual order. He became the author of a precise and
internally consistent system, which later proved to be
sufficiently tolerant to interpretations at the level of ordi-
nary life, which marked the beginning of numerous trends
and new schools—but which still played its part in the
gradual restoring of a Brahmanic unity.

In this context an essential issue, as well as a particu-
larly delicate one is Öankara's relationship with Bud-
dhism. Judging by the crucial position of Gaudapäda, who
presented a sort of intermediary between Mahäyäna and
Vedanta, this problem cannot be solved by determining, so
to speak, Buddhist fragments inside Advaita teaching.

Sometimes scholars seek a satisfactory solution by divi-
ding Sankara's work into several stages. Early Sankara is
virtually identified with Gaudapäda and Buddhism, while
his mature works, to their mind, testify to the growing of
more traditional and objective or even realistic elements.
This attitude is characteristic of S. Dasgupta and P.
Hacker; the latter singles out yet another stage in the
development of Sankara's thought—his alleged attraction
to Yoga, preceding even the Buddhist period.27 This opin-

27. Cf. P. Hacker, "Sankara der Yogin und Öankara der Advaitin,
Einige Beobachtungen." Beitrage zur Geistesgeschichte Indiens. Fest-
schrift für Ericn Frauwallner, Wien, 1968, pp. 119-48. In the work
dealing specially with Sankara's commentary on Mändükya-kärikä of
Gaudapäda, P. Hacker writes, "The only possible explanation of the
inconsistency and confusion of Sankara's argumentation is the hy-
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ion became more or less prevalent among Western Indolo-
gists. In the words of F. Whaling, "Part of the story of
Sankara's own development is his own reaction against
the undue Buddhist influence he felt he had received from
Gaudapäda... While Sankara applied Gaudapada's key to
his interpretations, the very fact that his canvas was so
much wider, and his task more varied, meant that he could
not follow Gaudapäda in every detail.28

In my opinion, this division of Sankara's—rather brief,
incidentally—activity into periods seems a bit strained.
Differences in the contents (as well as style) of his works
are not that great; his divergencies from Gaudapäda and
the Buddhists look far more significant. Finally, the no-
tion of the gradual development of Sankara's views from
Buddhist inclinations towards conventional orthodoxy
leaves without any satisfactory explanation the fact that
all his life was devoted to a fierce struggle against the
Buddhists and other heterodox opponents.

In general, the problem of the essence of Advaita and
the scope of Buddhist influence on its formation continues
to draw the attention of scholars interested in Sankara's
system. Though a wide variety of opinions has been pre-
sented, their very approach to the problem suggests a
common presupposition to which I feel bound to raise an
objection.

According to T.M.P. Mahadevan, an apparent similar-
ity between Advaita and Buddhist Öünyaväda was simply
a tactical device of Sankara, his means of overcoming an
opponent, while pretending to take his side. He is speak-

pothesis that he tried his level best, but failed, to unite into a consistent
whole elements of different traditions and some ideas of his own .... In
his other commentaries the same confusion does not appear again.
P. Hacker, "Notes on Mändükyopanisad and äarikara's Ägamasästra-
vivarana", India Maior, Congratulation volume presented to J. Gonda,
ed. J. Ensink and P. Gaeffke, Leiden, 1972, p. 129.

28. F. Whaling, "Sankara and Buddhism7', Journal of Indian Philoso-
phy, Dordrecht, vol. 7, no. 1, March 1979, p. 23.
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ing about Gaudapäda but his words are meant to embrace
the attitude of Gaudapäda's disciple: "[T]he main aim of
the teacher is to expound the philosophy of the Upanisads,
and ... he does not deviate from his purpose even when he
adopts the arguments of the Bauddha Idealists and dresses
his thought in Buddhist terminology."29 Summing up
similar statements, characteristic of traditionally minded
Indian scholars, S. Mudgal says that according to them,
Sankära "adopted practically all ... dialectic (of the Bud-
dhists), their methodology, their arguments and analysis,
their concepts, their terminologies and even their philoso-
phy of the Absolute, gave all of them a Vedantic appear-
ance, and demolished Buddhism ... Sankara embraced
Buddhism, but it was a fatal embrace.30

There is great support for the diametrically opposed
point of view according to which Mahäyäna Buddhism and
Advaita of Öankara absolutely coincide in their main
tenets. In the opinion of S. Radhakrishnan, C. Sharma and
many other scholars, any differences found between these
schools concern barely perceptible academic (that is, scho-
lastic) matters and do not touch the core of the problem. In
the words of Chandradhar Sharma, "Buddhism and Ve-
danta should not be viewed as two opposed systems but
only as different stages in the development of the same
central thought which starts with the Upanisads, finds its
indirect support in Buddha, its elaboration in Mahäyäna
Buddhism, its open revival in Gaudapäda, which reaches
its zenith in Sankara and culminates in the Post-
Sankarites."31

On closer deliberation, the roots of similar statements
can be found in the views of those passionate advocates of

29. T. M. P. Mahadevan, Gaudapäda: A Study in Early Advaita, p.
219.

30. S. Mudgal, Advaita of Sahkara: a Reappraisal, Impact of Bud-
dhism and Sämkhya on Sahkara's Thought, Delhi, 1975, p. 187.

31. C. Sharma, A Critical Survey of Indian Philosophy, London,
1960, p. 318.
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Vedantic tradition who suspected even Sankara himself of
hidden sympathies for Buddhism. These views go back to
Sankara's junior contemporary, the Vedantist Bhäskara,
who thought that Öankara's notion of may a, derived from
Buddhism, was undermining the authority of Vedic relig-
ion. Later Rämänuja was to call Öankara a 'crypto-
Buddhist' (pracchanna-bauddha).32 It is clear, however,
that the matter boils down to a shift in emphasis. The
aspects that aroused the indignation of strictly orthodox
Vedantins are now extolled by their more liberally-minded
successors. After a small cosmetic operation, after purify-
ing Buddhism and Advaita of accidental or historically
conditioned accretions, both systems can be safely re-
garded as an expression of one and the same eternal
absolute truth. In the words of one of the leading histori-
ans of religion, "the differences between Sankara and
Mahäyäna doctrines are largely a matter of emphasis and
background" rather than real essence.33 The same notion
prevails in the fundamental work of S. Radhakrishnan
Indian Philosophy, the last chapter of which deals specifi-
cally with the unity of all systems.34

Finally, a modification of this thesis is presented by the
notion of a deep and decisive influence of Buddhism upon
renewed Brahmanism. When a scholar feels reluctant to
deny the originality of Vedanta, he can find a solution,
ascribing to Sankara an attempt at reconciliation of two
currents of thought: the Buddhist and the orthodox one
(the latter starting with the Upanisads). According to S.
Mudgal, for example, "the Advaita Vedanta seems to be an
attempt on the part of Gaudapäda and Sankara, to recon-

32. The definition can be found in Ramanuja's main work, his
commentary on Bädaräyana's Brahmasütra (see Sribhäsya, II.II. 27).

33. Ninian Smart, Doctrine and Argument in Indian Philosophy,
London, 1964, p. 104.

34. See S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, New York,
1951.
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eile the two currents of thought, Buddhist and Upanisadic.
The two currents thus developed separately and inde-
pendently, are opposed to one another, as the orthodox and
heterodox, the thesis and its antithesis, and a synthesis
was attempted by the Advaitin Öankararäcärya, in his
Two Tier Philosophy.35

According to the extreme version of these notions, one
cannot even maintain the thesis of mutual enrichment of
both teachings within the Advaita framework. Talking
about Buddhist impact on Advaita, S. Dasgupta, inciden-
tally, flatly denies Sankara's system any originality: "I am
led to think that Öankara's philosophy is largely a com-
pound of Vijnänaväda and Sünyaväda Buddhism with the
Upanisad notion of the permanence of self superimposed.36

In other words, some scholars try to create the impression
that the new ideas, dialectics and other intellectual achieve-
ments of Buddhism were extracted by the Advaitist from
the 'heretical7 teaching of his opponents and hastily dis-
guised with the help of conventionally safe orthodox phra-
seology—just so that their explosive potential could be
rendered harmless and adapted to the existing religious
and social order. The same conclusion is drawn by C. Eliot
in a fundamental work devoted to the problem ofinterre-^
lations between Buddhism and orthodox religion: "The
debt of Sankara to Buddhism is an interesting question.
He indited polemics against it and contributed materially
to its downfall, but yet if the success of creeds is to be
measured by the permanence of ideas, there is some
reason for thinking that the vanquished led the conqueror
captive."37

Irrespective of whether a scholar acknowledges or denies
a certain independence in Sankara's teaching, such state-
ments subtly convey the idea of an obsolete tradition

35. S. Mudgal, Advaita of&ahkara:A Reappraisal, p. 175.

36. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. I, p. 494.

37. C. Eliot, Hinduism andBuddhism, vol. 2, New York, 1954, p. 211.
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grafting on new tenets, whether original or derived. Hence
all the bitter laments over the 'excessive' dependence of
Advaita upon sacred texts and Vedantic orthodoxy. Hence
all the endeavors to explain and excuse the Advaitin's
'narrow-mindedness', indicating that, after all, he was a
son of his time, the limits of which he could not exceed, no
matter how he tried. In the above-mentioned work by C.
Eliot one finds the following argument about Öankara:
"But since his whole object was to revive the traditions of
the past and suppress his originality by attempting to
prove that his ideas are those of Badarayana and the
Upanisads, the magnitude of his contribution to Indian
thought is often underrated."38

Of course, it goes without saying that renewing Brah-
manism, the roots of which were nourished by Vedanta,
was not a mere restoration of conceptual schemes preva-
lent before the rise of heterodox schools. But Advaita,
which lent scope and significance to this process, was by no
means just a chaotic mixture of Buddhism and Brahman-
ism with a handful of other ideas derived from various
systems thrown in. If one assumed it to be this sort of
mixture, one could only regard the traditional religion as
some accidental and obsolete container for a new content.

I try to show in this book how Advaita succeeded in
reshaping and assimilating some major notions that origi-
nated within the Buddhist frame of thought. But even
more important for understanding Sankara's teaching is
the problem of Advaita's attitude towards sacred tradi-
tion, towards Vedic sayings. The sacred tradition here is
not simply a bursting wineskin which cannot contain new
wine: after audacious 'heretics'—the Buddhists and the
Jainas—dared to doubt the infallibility of the Vedas,
Sankara had to rethink the role of sacred scripture, trying
to tie it more strongly to the core of his own teaching.
Finally, in spite of the obvious similarity between Sankara's
and the Mimämsäkas' attitude to the Vedas, Advaita's

38. C. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, vol. 2, p. 312.
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belief in the eternity and absolute importance of scripture
was not just an artless repetition of Pürva-Mlmämsä
dogmata. When concepts that look identical at first glance,
fall within the gravitational fields of different premises,
centripetal forces shape them in their own peculiar way.

In order to determine Sankara's place in the history of
Indian culture, it was essential to deliberate over the way
the sacred texts, and sacred tradition in general, were
refracted in his system. That is why I have presented
Advaita first in its vehement opposition to 'heretical'
schools and to Lokäyata, and subsequently in its compari-
son with Pürva-Mimämsä. In order to achieve a more vivid
perception it seemed a good idea to trace an outline of the
system against a strange background, and then check the
accuracy of the contours by seeing it in relation to its
closest yet still different orthodox counterpart. However,
what was meant to be merely a formal method for organ-
izing the material, produced unexpected results. This
method revealed some important inner tenets of Advaita,
precisely because attention was brought to the role of
sacred scripture in Sankara's teaching. It turned out that
Vedic texts play a serious theoretical part in securing an
inner intellectual balance to his system, valid for every
specific problem arising in course of the polemics.

This method not only clarified the main direction of the
work but also the concrete means of its accomplishment.
Besides textual analysis and historical and philosophical
deliberation, there was occasional need to resort to a more
specific analysis of Sankara's theological concepts. Though
I tried as far as possible to avoid somewhat strained
comparisons between Advaita and Christianity, certain
notions of Christian hermeneutics (even in the absence of
any direct references to it) helped bring to light Sankara's
attitude to revelation and, in a wider context, to his phi-
losophy of language.

One can find many features in common between Ad-
vaita and Western religious and philosophical systems:
similar points could be determined in the scholastic teach-
ings of Thomas Aquinas and Bernard de Clairvaux, as well
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as in the mystic Christianity of Meister Eckhart; indeed,
they can be traced as far as some notions of German
dialectical theology or Christian existentialism. It seems
that in the history of philosophy the same problems keep
surfacing with surprising regularity. They come up again
and again but receive different interpretations—and dif-
ferent solutions—depending on the intellectual life of the
time and predominant cultural dispositions. Finally, it is
sometimes important to draw comparisons even between
distant concepts and systems to clarify what is really
disbimilar in them. In his review of a German edition of
Mircea Eliade's famous book on Yoga, Paul Hacker under-
lines the necessity to approach the study of theological
distinctions between religious and philosophical systems
by way of philological or historico-philological investiga-
tion. He further specifies: "Das Unterscheiden ist hier
doch wohl wichtiger als die Feststellung von Ähnlich-
keiten, die, füz sich allein Betueben, allzu leicht zu einer
falschen Gleichsetzung wizd" ("The difference here is
much more important than any determination of similari-
ties, since the latter being treated by themselves, lead only
too easily towards a false concept of identity.")39 I have
tried to abide by this warning while working on this book.

39. P. Hacker, Review of Mircea Eliade's Yoga, Unsterblichkeit und
Freiheit, Zürich, 1960. In Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft und
Religionswissenschaft, Münster, no. 46, 1962, p. 318.



CHAPTER II

The Beginning of Vedanta:
A Historical Sketch

1. VEDANTA AND HETERODOX SCHOOLS IN
HISTORICAL RETROSPECTIVE

One of the most popular notions in the history of philoso-
phical and religious thought in India is that of extraordi-
nary mutual tolerance allegedly displayed by different
teachings. In the words of S. Radhakrishnan, "That is why
the heretic, the sceptic, the unbeliever, the rationalist and
the freethinker, the materialist and the hedonist all flour-
ish in the soil of India."1 This apparently peaceable—and
surprising-—disposition of opposing views has usually
been explained by the 'harmonious' and 'antidogmatic'
character of the Indian tradition. In the interesting collec-
tion of comments on the posthumously published 7raklusi-
vismus2 by P. Hacker, this tradition is discussed primar-
ily from the standpoint of its ability to incorporate alien
ideas. Special flexibility and tolerance are ascribed to both
Buddhism and Öankara's Advaita; these features are
judged to be indications of their maturity as compared
with other philosophical systems. The latter are mostly
regarded as preparatory stages to a higher order of
reflection.

To my mind, though, one can maintain the thesis of
special tolerance of these religious and philosophical

1. S. Radhakrishnan, Indian Philosophy, vol. I. New York, 1951,
p. 27.

2. Vide: Inklusivismus, Eine indische Denkform, Wien, 1983.
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teachings only with regard to their interpretations at the
level of ordinary life, ritual and other 'applied' versions. At
the level of metaphysical tenets, however, we encounter in
Indian philosophy and religion a diverse and colorful
picture of the collision of different currents and concepts.

While one is trying to comprehend the role played in the
history of Indian thought by heterodox and 'heretical'
schools, as well as by some unconventional currents within
the orthodox framework, the very notion of the develop-
ment of this philosophy inevitably changes. It becomes
clear that its rhythm and direction are to a great extent
determined by the mutual opposition and struggle of the
main philosophical systems.

The shaping of philosophical teachings which consciously
opposed themselves to Brahmanist orthodoxy had been
preceded by a stage of unrest closely connected with the
crisis of the previous forms of Vedic religion. According to
the classical work of S. Belvalkar and R. Ranade, "the
evidence ... would go quite a long way to confirm, in the
first place, what we have said above ... the existence in the
Upanisadic period of a large mass of'heretic' or 'heterodox'
philosophy outside the pale of Brahmanism, but percepti-
bly influencing the tone and trend of its speculation in
ways more than one."3

The early opposition to Brahmanism was formed mostly
by the efforts of errant preachers, or parivrajaka's (wan-
derers, in the terms of the Upanisads) and sramana's (as-
cetics, those who mortify the flesh). Mendicant teachers,
wandering with their disciples, often expressed views
deviating from orthodox tenets. The Buddhist Pali canon
mentions six of the most popular sramana teachers as
early as the fifth century BC.4 One of them—Makkhali

3. S. K. Belvalkar, R. D. Ranade, History of Indian Philosophy, vol.
2, The Creative Period, Poona, 1927, pp. 443-444.

4. The usual list of teachers who were widely known to take part in
discussions with the Buddhists includes the names of Pürana Kassapa,
Ajita Kesakambalin, Pakudha Kaccäyana, Sanjaya Belatthiputta,
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Gosäla—is considered to be the founder of the so-called
Ajivika sect,5 some ideas of which had a considerable
impact on Buddhism itself.

Within the framework of Ajivika a concept of rigid
natural determinism was elaborated. This concept ofniyati,
(lit.: fixed, restrained order of things; hence—necessity,
destiny, fate) excluded the intervention of any supernatu-
ral or divine powers—and also excluding the very possibil-
ity of individual free choice. Along with the denial of the
basic tenets of traditional religion, this school of thought
stressed a fatalistic notion of the vanity of any human
effort that aimed at change. Thus, simultaneously with
the criticism of Brahmanic ideas, the Ajlvakas arrived at
the conviction of the absurdity of any notions of freedom
and moral responsibility, as well as the denial of accepted
ethical norms. Finally, the concept of karma in their
system lost most of its moral implications and became
closely identified with the impersonal operation ofniyatL
A famous German scholar, Hermann Jacobi, once voiced
the opinion that even the Buddha and the legendary
founder of Jainism, Mahävira, were much indebted in
their concepts to these 'heretics' and that they formed dis-
similar notions, consciously distancing themselves from
these early critics of Brahmanism.6

Nigantha Nataputa and Makkhali Gosala. A more detailed account of
their activities can be found in a somewhat biased study of Indian
philosophy by Walter Ruben in which the greatest emphasis is placed
on 'materialistic' or 'naturalistic' trends (W. Ruben, Geschichte der
indischen Philosophie, Berlin, 1954, pp. 104-111.

5. Afwika, from äjivaka, a religious mendicant, somebody who is
following special rules with regard to finding his livelihood (ajiva) in
different parts of the country. The most comprehensive work on the
history of the Ajivika sect was written by A. Basham (A. L. Basham,
History and Doctrines of the Afwikas, A Vanished Indian religion,
London, 1951).

6. Vide: H. Jacobi, Introduction to the Jaina Sütras, Part II, Sacred
Books of the East, London, vol. 45, p. xxvii ff.
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Unlike the Ajivakas, later 'heretics'—the Buddhists
and the Jainas—left intact the traditional notions of
karma and liberation. However, these heterodox teach-
ings also contributed significantly to undermining the
former Brahmanic religion based on sacrifice. One might
note that 'heretical' schools and Lokäyata (Indian materi-
alism) mainly opposed the minute regulation of human
life by Vedic injunctions, rejecting some obsolete and cum-
bersome Brahmanic rites.

Having introduced the ideal of monastic community
(sahgha), Buddhism indirectly encroached upon the form-
ing social base of Brahmanism—the institution of the four
varnas and the four 'stages of life' (varnägramavyavasthä).
It is well-known that the Buddhists preached the equality
of all people regardless of their social status. They believed
in honouring as Brahman a person on the way to liberation
and not the one who laid claim to it by his birthright. They
considered to be most beneficial from the standpoint of
moral and religious merit not the consecutive passing of
all four stages7 but the direct transition to the higher plane
of resignation from worldly cares. That was the plane sym-
bolized by the monk's role, wholly absorbed by the desire
to be liberated from the cycle of reincarnations (samsära).
In the words of S. Mudgal, "so tired were the people of
Brahmin sacerdotalism, that they responded fully to the
call of Buddhism/'8 According to him, "[TJhe Buddhist
movement, institutionalised, organised, and having impe-
rial patronage and general sympathy, with their monas-
teries and universities, monks and nuns, coming from all
orders of the society, was sympathetically received, and
fashionably accepted.9

7. That is, the stage of an unmarried student getting Vedic lessons
from a teacher (brahmacärin), that of a householder (grhastha)—a
Brahman performing the duties of the father of the family, that of an
anchorite living in the forest (vanaprastha), and finally that of a relig-
ious mendicant (sannyäsin).

8. S. Mudgal, Advaita of Sahkara: A Reappraisal, p. 170.

9. Ibid.
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One might note that heterodox teachings opposed not
only Brahmanism. In the eyes of the Buddhists and the
Jainas, it was not only the adherents of other schools but
very often even the followers of other currents of thought
within their own system who were regarded as heretical,
even as their own teachings were heretical for the tradi-
tionalists. Brahmanic orthodoxy was quick to realize what
constituted the core of contradictions separating it from
the heterodox opponents, and usually lumped them to-
gether under the name of "nästika". The best known
definition of the term is given in Manu-smrti (II.3): "the
follower of nästika is a man who does not recognize the
authority of the Veda."10 Teachings of this kind gradually
became rather popular. Their prevalence, judging by the
testimony of orthodox opponents, continued till the fourth
and third centuries BC.

Up to this time similar new sects were appearing while
the existing ones were often splitting up into smaller
branches. The Jaina canonical texts enumerate as many
as 363 schools (ditthi); the Buddhist Dlgha-nikäya classi-
fies 62 teachings opposing Buddhism. Indeed, the concrete
figures are more or less arbitrary, but they are inconte-
stable evidence of disunity and rivalry. The prolification of
ideas and sects was a sure sign of imminent decline.

For fairness' sake one should say that religious beliefs
and philosophical teachings based on traditional ortho-
doxy were no less varied. However, in spite of all the
multitude of voices inside the Brahmanic universe the
common tuning fork for every one of them was the Vedic
texts. A somewhat new conception is slowly making its
way here: all ritual rules and ethical norms, as well as all

10. Cf. a similar interpretation of nastika in the Mahabharata (XII.
162.7; XII. 15.33; XII. 12.4). There is also a well-known etymological
reconstruction by Pänini (Astädhyäyi, IV.6) who derives nästikamata
from na-asti, saying that nästika is a person who maintains that there
is no 'other world' (paralokam nästi), that is, any existence after death.
The later interpretiton of nästika is, strictly speaking, applicable only
to the Lokäyatikas.
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philosophical notions, are ultimately just an outward
projection of a certain common foundation.

Nostalgic longing after lost spiritual unity and the re-
lated consolidation of traditional elements coincided with
the weakening influence of heterodox teachings. The
reasons for the decline of nästika can be found in the
changing political and economical situation in India and
in the inner development of the 'heretical' doctrines.

During its flourishing, Buddhism enjoyed the patron-
age of many mighty rulers. It is generally known, for
instance, that the Buddhist sahgha received active sup-
port from a Maurya, king Asoka, in the later part of his
reign, that is, in the second half of the third century BC.
Buddhism also experienced the extensive growth of
Mahäyäna with the blessing of a Kushana King Kaniska
at the end of the first and the beginning of the second
century AD.11 After the Gupta dynasty came to power, royal
assistance was also rendered to Brahmanic sects. A re-
newed and modified version of Brahmanism later ac-
quired the name of Hinduism.12 Hinduism in its various
forms, often rather far removed from the initial orthodoxy,

11. Scholars are of the opinion that the policy of religious tolerance
practice by Asoka at the beginning of his reign was later replaced by an
obvious inclination towards Buddhism. Judging by the 'Schism decree'
concerning Buddhist samgha, as well as by the materials of third Bud-
dhist council that was convened during Asoka's time, the king was fully
aware of the importance of Buddhism for the strengthening of his
empire. As for Kaniska, it was at his time that such outstanding philoso-
phers as Asvaghosa and Nägärjuna were preaching in North India.
During Kaniska's region the Buddha's images start to appear on royal
coins; and Mahäyäna was spreading as far as Central Asia, through
Tibet and Bactria. About Buddhist kings of India vide: R. Thapar, Asoka
and the Decline of the Mauryas, Oxford, 1961; B. N. Puri, India under
the Kushanas, Bombay, 1964; A. K. Warder, Indian Buddhism, Delhi,
1970, etc.

12. For precision's sake there is a need to explain that the term
Hinduism referring to orthodox tradition of early Mediaeval India,
started to appear in scholarly studies on Indian religion and philosophy
as late as the nineteenth century. Usually the implication is that
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became more and more popular due in part to the practice
of generous donations to the Brahmins and to Hindu
temples. Up to the reign of a later Gupta King, Harsa,
(c. 606-48) who was personally rather close to Buddhism
but tried to encourage equally all religious cults, Bud-
dhism in India was still quite viable. But already, accord-
ing to the notes of a Chinese Buddhist pilgrim I-Ching,
who visited the country between 671 and 695, "the teach-
ing of the Buddha is becoming less prevalent in the world
from day to day."13 The decline of Buddhism was probably
to some extent caused by the marked waning of important
city centers.

During the reign of the Gupta dynasty, the efforts of the
rulers towards more centralization and social stability
were on the whole beneficial for the renaissance of ortho-
dox beliefs and traditions.14But one should note that in the

Hinduism (as compared to early Brahmanism) is characterized by a
shifting of emphasis to the whole complex of religious and philosophical
problems, as well as by its ability to address wider social strata of the
country. Vide: V. Möller, Die Mythologie der vedischen Religion und das
Hinduismus, Stuttgart, 1966; P. Hacker, "Zur Geschichte und Beur-
teilung des Hinduismus, Kritik einiger verbreiteter Ansichten," in Ori-
entalistische Literaturzeitung, no. 59, 1964, pp. 231-45.

13. I-Ching, Record of the Buddhist Religion As Practised in India
and the Malay Archipelago (AD 671-95), Oxford, 1896, p. 17. Vide also:
C. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, vol. 2, pp. 97-106.

14. It is not such a rare occurrence in world history that dispositions
of the subjects are determined primarily by the preferences of the
monarch. Indeed, Brahmanism never really disappeared in India: it
continued to exist in everyday ritual practice, household rites and local
beliefs. However, owing to royal support Buddhism succeeded in secur-
ing predominance at least for a short period of time. Probably the
situation was somewhat akin to that described by Thomas Babbington
Macauley when he discussed the destiny of the Reformation in England.
In his words, Restoration was so easy here because "the fact is that the
great mass of the people was neither Catholic nor Protestant, but was,
like its sovereign, midway between the two sects .... The nation, as it
was clearly ready to profess either religion, would, beyond all doubt,
have been ready to tolerate both." Lord Macauley, Historical Essays,
London, 1910, pp. 251, 255.
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gradual weakening of Buddhism an important role was
played by some of its own inner tendencies.

Mahäyäna proved to be extremely susceptible to the
doctrinal and ritual peculiarities of Tantrism and Saktism.
It appears that inner rivalries and continuous mutual
strife, as well as extremes of Buddhist Tantrism, such as
Vajrayana,15 were to some extent instrumental in the loss
of authority. Various local beliefs now freely penetrated
Buddhist teaching, also changing its mode of worship and
rites. Often such a fusing together became possible through
the mediation of Hinduism. C. Eliot says: "The Hindu
reaction against Buddhism became apparent under the
Gupta dynasty but Mahayanism in its use of Sanskrit and
its worship of Bodhisattvas shows the beginnings of the
same movement. The danger for Buddhism was not perse-
cution but tolerance and obliteration of differences."16

Unlike Buddhism, Jainism probably never faced a real
danger of being swallowed up by the Brahmanic tradition.
Perhaps that was the reason why the threat to Jainism

15. Vajrayana (from vajra, a thunderbolt or a diamond) is the third
current (along with Hinayäna and Mahäyäna) in the religious teaching
of Buddhism. This esoteric sect appeared in the North-East of India and
later spread to bordering regions, primarily to Tibet. The main core of
the teaching is the idea of releasing dormant powers within human
nature—first of all sexual energy, which is used for the instantaneous
accomplishment of spiritual liberation (moksa, nirvana). Vajrayana
based itself on local pre-Buddhist cults, genetically ascending to various
types of worship of a Mother Goddess. This Goddess played the part of
a female counterpart of energy (sakti) of the higher Godhead; the female
primary source or energy was usually identified with Mäyä (magic
illusion) or Siva's spouse, Käll-Durgä. Parallel with Buddhist Vajrayana,
currents of Hindu Tantra were developing. For more detailed account
of Buddhist Tan trie notions and their interrelations with a Saivite
trend of Hinduism see: S. Dasgupta, Introduction to Tantric Buddhism,
Calcutta, 1950; A. Wayman, The Buddhist Tantras. Light on Indo-
TibetanEsotericism, New York, 1973; H. V. Günther, The Tantric View
of Life. Berkeley, 1973; W. D. O'Flaherty, Asceticism and Eroticism in
the Mythology of Siva, London, 1973.

16. C. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism vol. 1, Introduction, p. xxxviii.
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was, so to speak, more direct. It is believed that a Maurya
King, Candragupta, (second half of the fourth century BC
was probably himself a Jaina, but later the Jainas (like the
Ajivakas) were persecuted both by the Buddhists and by
the Brahmanists. Vivid accounts of persecutions of the
Jainas were preserved even in works written by their
orthodox opponents.17 Small but rather stable Jaina
communities can now be found mainly in the south of
India,

It is quite clear that the most uncompromising break
with Vedic religion came in the teaching of the Lokäyati-
kas, or Indian materialists.18 In the words of T. Stcherbat-
sky, "the spirit of negation and indignation against the
fetters of traditional moral and connected religious values
was perhaps nowhere as vivid and evident as among
Indian materialists.19 And Haribhadra, a Jaina who lived
about the ninth century, says in his compendium:

The Lokäyatikas speak thus: there is no God, no cessa-
tion / of samsära /,

there is no duty and no unlawful / act /, no fruit of merit
or sin.20

17. Vide: C. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, vol. 1, p. 114 ff.

18. The name of the system (Lokäyata) is usually etymologized as
lokäyata, that is, worldly, connected with the world. Synonymous
names are Cärväka, meaning either sweet talks (from caru pleasant,
sweet and väk, speech) or the teaching of gluttons (from a verb root carv,
to chomp, to chew). Sometimes, though, Indian materialism is also
called Barhaspatya-mata, after the name of the legendary sage
Brhaspati, the author of the lost Brhaspatisütras; some passages from
these sütras are cited by the opponents of Lokäyata.

19. T. Stcherbatsky, "K istorij materializma v Indii," 'Vostochniye
zapiskf, Part I, Leningrad, 1927.

20. Haribhadra, Saddarsanasamuccaya, Tenali, a.o.y p. 27:

Lokäyata vadantyevam nästi devo na nirvrtih /
dharmädharmau na vidyate na phalam punyapäpayoh II
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The opponents of the Lokayatikas reproachfully em-
phasized the unrestrained hedonism of this teaching, but
even they had to admit that" [T]hose loving worldly songs
... regarding only wealth and love to be human goals and
denying the sense of'other world', follow the teaching of
the Cärväkas".21 It looks as though the Lokayatikas' views
were tending to coincide with the opinions of ordinary
people, quite remote from philosophical discussions.

The ontology of Indian materialists was not very devel-
oped; sometimes it is explained by the rather low level of
scientific knowledge at the time. (True, the same situation
did not prevent Vaisesika from elaborating a developed
and completely speculative natural philosophy and meta-
physics.) Judging from accounts of the opponents, the
Lokayatikas paid some attention to epistemological and
logical problems,22 but it is difficult to say anything spe-
cific about their views in this field, as no work by Indian
materialists has survived.

Orthodox religion was strengthened under Gupta pa-
tronage. It also submitted to a complex process of renewal
and transformation. Discarding obsolete rituals, it be-
came more flexible, easily absorbing regional cults and
popular local deities. Numerous objects of worship were
more and more often regarded as the emanations of the
one Godhead. The sign of the times was mutual coordina-
tion, concering not only ritual but also doctrine.

21. Madhava, Sarva-darsana-sahgraha, Poona, 1966 (Carväka-
darsana): lokagäthämanurundhäno ... arthakämäveva purusärthau
manyamänäh päralaukikamarthamapp.hnuvänäscärväkamatamanu"
vartamänä(h).

22. For instance, Kautilya in his Art has äs tra mentions Lokäyata as
one of the 'reasoning systems' (änviksiki): sämkhyam yogo lokäyatam
cetyärwiksiki, that is, the teachings that "examine /things/ through
reasons, (hetubhir anviksamänä). In Manusmrti the Lokayatikas are
indentured with 'reasoning logicians' (haitukäh), and according to
Medhätithfs commentary to this text (IV.30), the Lokayatikas are
logicians, denying the authority of the Vedas (vedavirodhltarka-
vyavahärinah). In the same commentary (VII.43) the author speaks
about the logical science' (tarkavidyä) of the Cärväkas.
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What is more, the Hindus were quite ready to extend
their notion of avatära to embrace Buddhism and other
'heretical' systems: the Buddha, for instance, was consid-
ered to be an embodiment of one of the traditional Gods.23

At the same time (by the first century AD), six philo-
sophical schools directly connected with Hindus doctrine
were already shaped. These schools, or daräanas (lit.:
seeing, looking at; hence view) are Sämkhya and Yoga,
Nyäya and Vaisesika, Pürva-Mimämsä and Vedanta.24

Unlike 'heretical' teachings, they are sometimes charac-
terized as "ästika" systems (from ästika, a person who
recognizes the existence of other worlds), or, often enough,
as the orthodox systems. The last system to be formed was
Vedanta, which was most closely connected with Vedic
texts.

By the beginning of Sankara's epoch, heterodox move-
ment in India—and primarily its Buddhist current—had
virtually spent its momentum. The appearance of Ve-
danta more or less predetermined the outcome of this
process, while the preaching and philosophical activity of
kSankara probably precipitated the ousting of Buddhism.
However, Buddhism successfully continued (and is con-
tinuing still) outside India; having left its native soil, it

23. For example, in Matsya-purana which appeared according to
accepted opinion about the sixth century AD, the Buddha is even
included in the Hindu pantheon as one of the Visnu auatäras. One must
say, however, that in similar cases the. Buddha is assigned the role of a
tempter who is supposed to lure the weak and wavering into the pitfalls
of a false doctrine.

24. As previously noted, the orthodox philosophical schools form
pairs, the parts of which are rather close to each other and, simultane-
ously, mutually complementary in their main tenets. So, Vaisesika's
philosophy of nature and atomistic postulates need as logical correl-
ative the reasoning foundations and techniques of Nyäya; the dualistic
realism of Sämkhya is supplemented by the theistic approach and
meditative practice of Yoga; while the ritualism and linguistic interests
of Pürva-Mimämsä were preparing the way for the spiritualistic mo-
nism of Vedanta. However, all these systems are united by their uncon-
ditioned acceptance of the authority of Vedic sayings.
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acquired tremendous popularity and underwent extraor-
dinary transformations, which, of course, can not be exam-
ined here. What is relevant for this book is the fact that all
further development of religious and philosophical thought
in India continued, with some insignificant exceptions, to
be guided by unswerving devotion to Vedic orthodoxy. And
the greatest significance was undeniably acquired by
Vedanta.

Nevertheless, during the transitional period, while the
stress was so radically shifting back to orthodox schools,
Buddhist views were sometimes surfacing in new forms in
the works of early Vedantins, who were paving the way for
Öankara's Advaita.

2. PREDECESSORS OF SANKARA

In trying to examine the succession of teachers who
influenced Sankara and more or less directly contributed
to the forming of Vedanta, it would be a vain effort to
persist in looking for an absolute chronology of their life
and activity. Attempts of this kind have proved useless
more than once. Owing to certain peculiarities of Indian
culture, time and its precise determination obey rules that
are in some respects quite different from those concerned
with exact fixation of events and accuracy of dating.25 A
popular Hindu belief that every man comes to this world
many times and, therefore, it is not really too important
when he said something worthy of attention, did not
promote interest in determining the place of phenomena
upon the time axis, especially if these phenomena belong
to ancient or early mediaeval periods.

25. These problems are still widely discussed by the Indologists;
without goinginto details one should note that the image of phenomenal
time characteristic of Indian culture is an essentially cyclic one. For the
western world a similar cyclicity inherent in paganism became sur-
mounted by Christianity, while time itself was forcibly straightened by
the only significant historical event—the incarnation of Christ.
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Because of this, there is nothing to do but to rely on a
relative chronology. Here one is helped by the extant texts
that abound in cross-references, citations, lists of well-
known names and schools. Perceptible attempts of Indian
orthodox authors to secure a firm foothold for their teach-
ings in Vedic sayings is somewhat akin to the scholastic
tradition of the European Middle Ages: both here and
there one can easily discern a striving to read all answers
in the holy scripture, assiduously demonstrating the cor-
respondence of a developed idea to theological premises.
(One might add in parentheses that the demonstrations
are in both cases strictly and consistently reasoned.)

This may be the appropriate moment to deviate slightly
from the subject of the book in order to specify what could
be the sense of the term "holy scripture" in Indian culture.
Sacred scripture is, of course, the four Vedas, taken in the
broad sense of the word; that is, the four samhitäs—the
collections of hymns, chants, sacrificial mantras and magic
spells (Rgueda, Sämaveda, Yajurveda and Atharvaveda),
their corresponding brähmanas (brahmanical explana-
tions), äranyakas (forest texts, that is, religious writings
composed by hermits living in the forests) and upanisads
(philosophical texts). Orthodox teachings must inevitably
and without fail recognize the authority of Vedic writings.
The authorship of the Vedas is ascribed to God-inspired
poets or sages (rsi), and consequently, these texts are
regarded as äruti (lit.: heard), that is, eternally heard or
communicated, actually, a revelation.26 In contrast to
that, epic writings (for instance, the Mahabhärata to-
gether with its most esteemed part, Bhagavadgitä, and

26. We are by now quite used to the definition of Christianity as the
religion of the Scripture (Schriß religion, in the term of German theolo-
gians); even the Muslims included the Christians in the list of ahl al-
quitab (the people of the Book). With some necessary reservations to be
elaborated below, this definition might be extended to Hinduism. At
this point I would like only to emphasize that, unlike the Bible, the
Torah or the Koran, the Vedas exist eternally and do not have a Creator:
even the Gods, who are sometimes regarded as the authors, are just as
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the Rämäyana), puränas (lit.: ancient, old), containing
theogonic and cosmogonic myths, sütras (fundamental
treatises on exegetics, philosophy, poetics, grammar, etc.)
are nothing but sacred tradition, or, to put it in Sanskrit
terms, smrti (lit.: remembered), writings and codes re-
membered (and composed) by human teachers.

It is quite clear that sacred tradition is wholly basing
itself on sacred scripture—in other words, that smrti texts
can by no means contradict äruti texts; indeed, any dis-
crepancies between them should be explained away from
the standpoint of revelation. According to ancient Brah-
manic rules, the reading of the Vedas was allowed only to
the 'twice-born' (dvija—those who have undergone a 'sec-
ond birth', through investiture with the sacred thread), or
to the representatives of the three highest uarnas. Hence,
a widespread definition of the epic and puranic writings as
'the fifth Veda', destined for women and südras; it was
supposed that they transmit basically the same Vedic
knowledge, only slightly simplified and adapted to the
imperfect understanding or ritual impurity of these
listeners.

Any independent teaching within the framework of
orthodoxy had, on the one hand, to comply with Vedic
tradition (ämnäya), and, on the other, to follow some
influential teacher's tradition. The general practice of the
authors of Indian philosophical treatises and compendi-
ums of seizing every opportunity to refer to previous
authorities also has an unmistakeable scholastic tinge.

In Sankara's words, a true teacher's tradition is called
"sampradäya" (transmission, granting; that is, a handing
Over of an established doctrine from teacher to teacher).
Öankara values the knowledge of this tradition more
highly than any kind of learning or erudition. He writes,
"[A] conceited knower might say: I shall reveal the essence
of samsära /bonds/ and the essence of liberation, /I shall

mythologic and conventional in their authorship as the legendary
sages; their role is limited to the transmission of sacred knowledge.
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reveal/ the essence of the äästras but he is himself con-
fused and is stupefying others since he rejected the teach-
ers' tradition of deliberation on the essence of the sästras
and came to the refutation of scripture and to mental
constructions opposing scripture.27

Of course, not all the teachers and predecessors are
equally venerated by Sankara. Depending on the degree of
closeness to their systems, as well as on his personal
esteem, Sankara addresses his direct or indirect teachers
differently and bestows his praise on them differently. The
codes of veneration here more or less coincide with the
traditional classification of teachers' titles in Brahman-
ism,28 though there are certain individual preferences and
interpretations.

27. Sankara's Commentary on theBhagavadglta (Gitabhasya), XIII.
2: evam manväne yah sa panditäpasadah samsäramoksayoh sästrasya
ca arthavattuam karomityätmaJiä, svayam müdhah anyämsca vyämo-
hayati sästrärthasampradäyarahitatvät srutahänimasrutakalpanäm
kurvan.

Cf. also his commentary on Kenopanisad, L 4: "Indeed, Brahman can
be grasped only through the instructions of teachers, transmitted from
one to the other, and not owing to reasoning, nor through intelligence
or many heard/texts/, ascetic practices, sacrifices, etc." (brahma caivamä-
cäryopadesaparamparayaiuädhigantauyam, na tarkatah pravana-
medhä-bhusrutatapoyajnädibhisca.)

The instructions of the teachers are referred to as äcäryopadesa. One
should note here an interesting word combination parampara, that is,
from one to the other. This will be discussed later, in the course of
comparing Advaita and Pürva-Mlmämsä, since for the Mlmämsakas it
plays quite a particular role in their conception of sacred scripture.

28. Vide, primarily, the works by a well-known Indian historian of
religion and culture P. V. Kane, e.g. his History of Dharmasästra, vol.
2, p. 1. Poona, 1941. Mainly on the basis of Visnusmrtihe maintains that
a guru (lit.: heavy, weighty, important in the broad sense of the word
means usually any older, venerable or respected person who is worthy
of esteem; in the strict sense the term defines a kind of a spirtiual parent
or a first preceptor who gives the youth his initial instruction, mantras
and prayers, reads to the youth the first sästras and performs the
necessary ceremonies before the investiture. Another general term for
a teacher is adhyäpaka (from the verb root °adhi, to turn the mind
towards something, to understand, to study), or a teacher of sacred
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For example, a guru for him is usually a teacher who is
instructing his disciple personally, through direct contact,
while an äcärya is more often not so much a spiritual
guide, investing the student with the sacrificial thread,
but an influential thinker who is remembered owing to his
connection with particular writings. However, in one of
Sankara's own works we find a somewhat more vague
description: "An äcärya is he who can memorize and grasp
the affirmations and negations /in a discussion/, who is
endowed with calmness, inner control and mercy, who
knows the texts of Vedic tradition, who rejects seen and
unseen enjoyments, who is withdrawn from all the actions
and /their/ means, who knows Brahman, who is abiding in
Brahman, who does not break the rules of conduct."29 One
might note that according to Vedanta, an äcärya is primar-
ily an authoritative commentator on one of the fundamen-
tal texts of this system, Brahmasiitra. An upädhyäya
occupies a much lower position in the hierarchy of precep-
tors, since he gives instruction only on particular points
connected with Vedic knowledge. Sometimes Sankara and
other Vedantins define their teachers as äcärya-deäiya, or
almost äcärya, meaning that the statements of a vener-
able teacher contain only a part of the truth and can raise
doubts. From time to time a highly esteemed preceptor
who is not fully entitled to the name of an äcärya is

knowledge. There are two main kinds of these preceptors, an äcärya
(from äcära, conduct, custom, traditional usage or established rule), a
spiritual teacher who comes to instruct the youth in Vedic knowledge
after initial training given to him by the guru; an äcärya invests the
pupil with the sacrificial thread, instructs him in the Vedas and sacri-
ficial laws, and gives him some knowledge of religious mysteries. An
upädhyäya (from upädhi, a peculiarity, attribute, qualification), that is,
a teacher who subsists by teaching some particular knowledge, some-
times a particualr part of the Vedas or some auxiliary works based on
the Vedas (vedähgas).

29. Sankara, Upadesasähasri (Gadyabandha, 1.6):äcäryastühäpoha-
gr ahanadhär anas amadamadayänugrahädis amp anno labdhägamo
drstädrstabhogesvanäsaktah tyaktasarvakarmasädhano brahmavit
brahmani sthito 'bhinnavrtto.
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addressed as bhagavan, (that is a venerable one, an
illustrous one). That is how Sankara often refers to
Gaudapada, who did not write his own commentary on
Brahmasiitra.

Thanks to Öankara's constant references to basic texts,
as well as Vedanta teachers tradition of Vedanta, one can
form a fairly clear notion of the relative chronology that
binds together the life and creative activity of Vedanta
preceptors.

The line of teachers starts undoubtedly with Bädarä-
yana, the author of Brahmasiitra, who is addressed by
Öankara as bhagavan, or, more often, as sütra-kära (that
is, the creator of the sütra).

The Brahmasiitra of Bädaräyana (or Vedäntasütra, as
it is sometimes called)30 occupies quite a special place
among all Vedantic writings. Indeed, the text forms a part
of the so-called triple-canon (prasthänatraya) of Vedanta.
Literally, prasthäna means departure, setting out (from
the verb root prasthä, proceed to, set out); however, in
theological and philosophical systems the term acquires a
new meaning: that of a method or canonical system. The
first and the foremost canonical source of Vedanta is the
äruti-prasthäna, or the canonical base of revelation, formed
by the Upanisads. The second, or smrti-prasthäna (cano-
nical base of remembered tradition) is presented by
Bhagavadgitä, while the nyäya-prasthäna (canonical base
of reasoning) is Brahmasiitra. According to Vedantic
tradition, Brahmasiitra presents the teaching of the
Upanisads systematically and consistently; Bädaräyana's
text gives an aphoristic and concise rendering of the main
notions of revelation.

30. Other, less widespread names are äarlrakasütra (Sutra on an
embodied /soul/), Bhiksusütra, since the text was destined first of all to
religious mendicants (bhiksu), andUttara-Mimämsäsütra, orthesütras
of the school of Uttara-Mimämsä (as contrasted to those of the
Pürva-Mlmämsä). The first of these names is most frequently used by
Öankara.
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Earlier I touched upon the inevitable difficulties con-
nected with the attempts to fix an exact dating of impor-
tant religious and philosophical works. Bädaräyana's text
is no exception. Indian scholarly tradition of modern
times, usually inclined to increase the age of the sources,
attributes it to 500-200 BC. However, proceeding from
mutual cross-references of Bädaräyana and Jaimini, Paul
Deussen maintained that this work was written more or
less simultaneously with Mimämsäsütra (not earlier than
200 BC and not later than AD 400-500).31 S. Dasgupta puts
Bädaräyana's work closer to the earlier limit of this time
interval.32 According to A.B. Keith, it could not have been
created later than the second century AD.33 Basing on some
references to the Buddhist notion oföünya-väda, H. Jacobi
places Brahmasätra between AD 200-450.34 On the whole,
scholars are rather unanimous, considering the most
probable date for Brahmasütra sometime between the
second century BC and the second century AD.

Nothing much is known about Bädaräyana himself;
probably, he is more a legendary than a historical figure—
a kind of generalized image of the very first Vedanta
teacher. A later Vedantist, Vacaspatimisra, identifies him
with Vyäsa, a mythological compiler of Vedic hymns; in his
Bhämati Vacaspatimisra also calls Bädaräyana an em-
bodiment of Visnu's intelligent energy.

The sütras of Bädaräyana are undoubtedly the accepted
theoretical source of Vedanta; nevertheless, they are cer-
tainly not as significant as the later interpretations made
by numerous commentators. Indeed, the workis extremely
terse; each sütra consists literally of two or three words

31. P. Deussen, Das System des Vedanta, p. 22.

32. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 418.

33. A. B. Keith, "The Karma-Mimämsä", Journal of the Royal Asiatic
Society, 1907, p. 492.

34. H, Jacobi, "The Dates of the Philosophical Sutras of the Brahmans",
Journal of American Oriental Society, 1911, vol. 31, p. 29.
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(mostly, they are the names,35 bound together by case
inflections) which are incomprehensible without some
development and clarification of their content, and, conse-
quently, without an interpretation. One might remember
in this connection that the very term "sütra" means pri-
marily a thread, a string; that is, a cord running through
or holding together the beads of more detailed delibera-
tions. A western scholar once aptly defined the sütras of
Badaräyana as a synopsis of lectures. In fact, Brahmasütra
was meant to be memorized by heart; for Vedantic stu-
dents it obviously served as reference points, introducing
an extensive and lengthy preaching of the teacher, while
the latter, in his turn, formed a foundation for subsequent
interpretations and new polemical arguments.

All the commentators on Brahmasütra abide by the
initial compositional structure of the text, which is divided
into four chapters, or lessons (adhyäya), each of them
containing four parts (päda). The text or Badaräyana
contains about 550 sütras and more than a hundred
adhikaranas or topics for consideration.36

The first chapter of Brahmasütra is called Samanvaya
(lit.: succession, regular sequence), that is, harmony. Its
main goal is to show that all the sayings of the Upanisads,
dealing with the higher reality, refer to the eternal Brah-

35. According to linguistic theories of ancient India, the names
(näma) apply to—any definitions of objects, phenomena, notions, as
well as to all their possible qualifications, so the term is extended to
embrace adjectives, adverbs, etc.

36. It is impossible to be more precise, since the terseness and,
consequently, some mysteriousness of the text allow for arbitrary
joining together and separation of different fragments. Öankara, for
example, singles out as many as 555 sütras and 192 adhikaranas) the
latter are provided by separate titles. For Rämänuja Brahmasütra has
545 sütras and 140 adhikaranas; according to Madhva, 534 sütras and
123 adhikaranas; Nimbärka counts as many as 549 sütras and 161
adhikaranas; for Vallabha Brahmasütra numbers 554 sütras and 171
adhikaranas. Other versions are possible, since there are other ways of
distinguishing separate units of meaning within Brahmasütra.
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man as the source and the only foundation of the universe.
The second one, Avirodha, or absense of contradictions,
aims at the refutation of the opponents' views on the
nature of the world and embodied souls. Here one can find
the polemics with the Sämkhya notion of prakrti as the
origin of the world, the dispute with the Vaisesika concept
of atoms, with heterodox teachings of the Buddhists and
the Jainas, as well as some Vedanta arguments against
conceptions of certain theistic orthodox schools, for in-
stance, against those of Päficarätra. In the third chpater,
Sädhana (lit.: an effort, or means), the author deliberates
on the ways and means of liberation (moksa) and discusses
some characteristics of hermits and religious mendicants.
Finally, the fourth chapter, entitled Phala, or fruit, is
concerned with theological problems connected with ulti-
mate liberation: the difference between deva-yäna (the
path of gods) andpitr-y ana (the path of the manes) which
open before a human soul after death, etc. From a theoreti-
cal point of view the most interesting are the first four
sütras of the first adhyäya, dealing with the nature of
Brahman, as well as the two first pädas of the second
adhyäya, containing the Vedanta notion of causality and
its role in the dispute with the Samkhyayikas and the
Buddhists.

Though the concise text of Brahmasütra does not allow
one to form a definite opinion about the position of its
author, still it is possible to assume that Bädaräyana's
concept probably boiled down to a version of the theistic
Bhedäbheda (identity-and-difference). According to this
doctrine, Brahman is inherent in the world as its inner-
most essence, and, simultaneously, it transcends the world
as its higher ruler and omnipotent God the Creator (Hvara).
The universe is regarded as a real emanation of Brahman,
as its own modification or evolution (parinäma) in time
and space. Sometimes, however, while discussing the
nature and attributes of individual souls, the author
enumerates possible standpoints without indicating which
of them is preferable to him.
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Vedanta tradition ascribes one of the first attempts to
comment upon Brahrnasütra to Upavarsa. Sankara, for
instance, mentions his commentary, allegedly called
Särlrakasütravrtti; however, this work did not survive. It
is assumed that it was Upavarsa who was the first to
divide Vedic texts into 'parts of action', or ritualistic
sections (karma-kända), and 'parts of knowledge' (jnäna-
kända), that contributed towards a more precise defini-
tion of themes and problems in Vedanta. Upavarsa was
also interested in some epistemological problems con-
nected with the use of the sixpramänas, or means of valid
knowledge. Finally, according to Sankara's testimony,
Upavarsa was the first Vedantin to draw attention to the
paradoxical essence ofätman, which eludes ordinary in-
tellectual understanding. The views of Upavarsa are re-
ferred to by the Vedantins Sankara, Rämänuja and
Yämuna, as well as by Sabara, the adherent of Mimämsä.

Yämuna, in his treatise Siddhi-traya (Triple grasping),
reminding the reader of an earlier tradition, gives the
name of one of the first Vedanta preceptors, Tanka. This
thinker is also mentioned in Rämänuja's Vedärtha-
sahgraha (A collection of sayings on the essence of the
Vedas). Tanka is believed to have written a commentary
on Chändogyopanisad; some sentences from this work are
preserved in the writings of Sankara and his followers, as
well as in the writings of philosophers of Rämänuja's
school.

A little more is known about another Vedantist ofthat
time, Bhartrprapafica. Sankara often mentions and cites
him in the commentary onBrhadäranyakopanisad (though
he does not call Bhartrprapafica by name, references to
this Vedantin are reliably established by a later tradition).
It was probably Bhartrprapafica who elaborated a popular
simile, equating Brahman and the world to the ocean and
its waves. Later this simile was often used by Yädava and
Rämänuja. In the words of Sankara (who is paraphrasing
Bhartrprapanca's statements), "Brahman is simultane-
ously dual and one. Just as water is real, so its modifica-
tions are also real: the waves, the foam, the bubbles. They
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come and go, but they are a part of the ocean and, because
of that, they are real. In the same way this multiform
/universe/is real, like the waves, ... but the higher Brah-
man itself is the water of the ocean."37 For Bhartrprapaiica
himself the admission of two equally real forms of the
existence of Brahman quite consistently led to the belief in
the necessary combination of the path of knowledge and
the path of action, that is, the combination of the knowl-
edge of Brahman and ritual practice. However, Sankara
cites Bhartrprapafica's words only in order to refute them.
According to him, these views are "opposed to äruti, to
smrti and logical reasoning",38 because the higher Brah-
man can be only one, and it is devoid of any qualities or
attributes.

Bhartrprapanca's notion of the two forms or two mani-
festations of Brahman found its further development in
the ideas of the Bhedäbheda school, which was repre-
sented by Bhäskara (c. eighth century), Yädava (eleventh
century) and Nimbärka (second half of the eleventh cen-
tury), as well as in some conceptions of Rämänuja's follow-
ers. They regarded the idea of complementing true knowl-
edge by good deeds as extremely appropriate.39 The logic of
reasoning here is quite clear: if the world is as real as the
higher Brahman, it could not be a matter of indifference
for the ultimate liberation of a person whether he is acting
well (that is, in conformity with Vedic injunctions) during

37. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad, V. 1.1: evam
ca dvaitäduaitätmakamekam brahma lyathä kila samudro jalatarah-
gaphenabudbudädyätmaka eua lyathä cajalam satyam tadudbhauasca
tarahgaphenabudbudädayah ... euarn saruamidam duaitam par-
amärthasatyam eua jalatarahgädisthäniyam samudrajalasthäniyam
tu par am brahma.

38. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad, V.I.I: tasmä-
cchrutismrtinyäyauirodhäd....

39. It was Bhäskara, probably a younger contemporary of Sankara,
who gave a precise wording to the doctrine of'combination of knowledge
and actions' (jnäna-karma-samuccaya), which subsequently became so
popular with Vedanta scholars of the Visnuite school.
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each successive episode of his samsäric existence. In other
words, the augmentation of merits and securing of an
auspicious karma, according to these systems, is directly
conducive to moksa. (Within the orthodox tradition only
Sankara was bold enough to suggest that no human
action—including the rites prescribed by the Vedas—
leads directly to liberation.)

One of the early teachers of Vedanta who was clearly
inclined to the notion of non-dual (aduaitct) Brahman was
Dravida (or Dramida). He invented a subtle fable which
exquisitely illustrates the foundations of Advaita. Once a
king sent his young son and heir to be brought up in the
family of a poor hunter. The boy grew up without any
knowledge of his high rank and status. However, as soon
as he came of age he was told about the true state of things.
Having heard about his title, the boy at once acquired the
dignity and confidence fitting to his rank. That is just the
way, says the Vedantin, every person lives in this world:
as soon as he hears that his ätman, or Self, is identical with
the higher Brahman, his inner nature is revealed to him.
He acquires liberation, and after that no force in the world
can bring him back tojiis previous condition. Judging by
the commentary of Anandagiri, Sankara considered
Dravida to be the knower of sacred scripture (ägama-vid),
as well as the knower of the teachers, tradition (sampra-
däya-vid).

In his Commentary on the fourth sütra of the first päda
of the first adhyäya oiBrahmansütra Öankara cites three
kärikäs that were later determined to belong to the
Vedantin Sundarapändya.40 His contribution was mainly
in the sphere of logical and epistemological problems. It is

40. These kärikäs are placed at the very end of the commentary to the
above-mentioned sütra] their sense does not go beyond a mere illustra-
tion to Sankara's reasoning. The text of the kärikäs runs as follows
(usually their metrical lines are not singled out in Sankara's commen-
tary on Brahma-sütra): api cähuh—gaunamithyätmano 'satva pa-
trade hädibädhanät /sadbrahmähamityevam bodhe käryam katham
bhavet //anvestavyätmavijnänät prak pramatrtvamatmanah /anistah
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believed that in his Commentary on the Bhagavadgitä
Öankara implies the doctrine of Sundarapändya when he
mentions a logical method of prior superimposition and
subsequent denial (adhyäropa-apaväda) used in Advaita
with reference to phenomenal attributes of Brahman.
Unfortunately, the whole of Sundarpändya's Kärikäs has
not survived.

Now we can leave the shifting soil of conjectures and
fragmentary data in order to examine in more detail the
systems of three Vedanta teachers who had a profound
influence on Sankara's Advaita. They were a grammarian
and philosopher, Bhartrhari; an Advaitin, Gaudapäda;
and an older contemporary of Sankara, a philosopher who
was also drawn to Mimämsä, but probably finished as a
Vedantin, Mandanamisra. We can form a more considered
and justified opinion about the essence of their teachings,
since the main works of these philosophers are still extant.

Bhartrhari lived probably during the fifth and sixth
centuries. Some scholars tend to identify him with a cele-
brated Sanskrit poet of the same name, the author of a

syätpramataiua papmadosadivarjitah / de hatmap raty ay o yadvat-
pramänatvenakalpitah llaukikamtaduadevadampramänamtvätmani-
scayät //.

''But some say:
When false names are rejected like 'a son', 'a body' and so on,

when the false Self and the figurative Self are seen as unreal,
When the consciousness awakens: 'I am really Brahman',

how could any action be /possible/?
Before the knowledge of the longed-for ätman appears, this ätman

can be regarded as a knowing subject,
But the know er, having rejected the blemishes

of sin, becomes himself the desired goal of his own wishes.
Just as the body is arbitrarily ascribed to ätman with the help of the

means of valid knowledge,
Everything remains unchanged in this world until the realization

of ätman."
The authorship of Sundarapändya was allegedly determined by a

later Advaitin Ätmasvarüpa who commented on Padmapäda's Panca-
pädika, that is, wrote a sub-commentary on the first four sütras of
Sankara's Commentary on Brahmasütra.
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three-part cycle of poems called Satakatrayam (Three
hundreds): Niti-sataka, or A hundred /poems/ on moral
duty; Srhgära-äataka, (A hundred /poems/ on carnal long-
ing) and Vairägya-äataka, (A hundred /poems/ on renun-
ciation). One might say that the general mood of the last
Sataka is more or less in conformity with popular views on
Vedanta; so the image of the poet at least does not contra-
dict the main ideas of Bhartrhari the philosopher, though
Satakatrayam gives a smoother interpretation of Ve-
danta, without any of the peculiarities and marks of the
rather unusual system of Bhartrhari the grammarian.
Anyway, whether we are dealing with namesakes or there
was only one Bhartrhari—a sage and a poet—I will ana-
lyze here only the teaching of Bhartrhari, the author of the
famous treatise Väkyapadlya (A treatise on the sentence
and the word), as well as of some extant fragments of the
commentary on Patanjali's Mahäbhäsya (that is, of a sub-
commentary on Pänini's Astßdhyäyl)}1

According to Indian tradition, while he was still very
young, Bhartrhari was very enthusiastic about the ideas
of Buddhism, but later he became a staunch supporter of
orthodox Brahmanism. The Vedantic position of Bhartr-
hari—which, however, is not entirely free from some
Buddhist influence—can be clearly discerned in Väkya-
padlya and, even more so, in the partly extant portions of
its commentary, Vrtti42

41. Lately Vakyapadiya is receiving much attention from historians
of philosophy. Besides the usual textological and philosophical analysis,
repeated attempts are made to examine Bhartrhari's system in the light
of present-day notions of linguistic philosophy. One might note in this
connection the following works: K. Kunjunni Raja, Indian Theories of
Meaning, Madras, 1963; M. Biardeau, Theorie de la connaissance et
Philosophie de la parole dans le brahmanisme classique, Paris, 1964;
B.K. Matilal analyzes Bhartrhari's teaching from the standpoint of
logical positivism (B.K. Matilal, Epistemology, Logic and Grammar in
Indian Philosophical Analysis, Mouton, Den Haag, 1971).

42. There is some dispute among scholars over the authorship of
Vrtti. The most prevalent opinion is that it belongs to Bhartrhari
himself; however, Madeleine Biardeau regards it as a later work from
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The treatise itself is composed of three parts (kända);
the first one deals with the nature of Brahman, hence its
title Brahmakända, the second one discusses complete
sentences (väkya), and the third kända analyzes words
(pada) as sense units forming phrases of the language. The
essence of the grammarian's teaching is outlined already
in the first two kärikäs of the metrical treatise:

Endless, eternal Brahman is the nature of the Word,
which cannot be destroyed;

From it is manifested the evolving world
through the nature of things.

Though it is known by sacred tradition as one,
it shelters different potencies.

And even if the potencies are not separated /from it/,
they are manifested as if apart.43

The metrical form of Väkyapadlya helps the philoso-
pher to find aphoristically elaborated wordings for his
notions, it also contributes to creating a tinge of solemn
mythological pathos characteristic of the treatise. The
word mentioned here is not just something pronounced,
uttered—no, it is Speech, Language itself, existing before
the creation of the world; Speech that creates both the
universe and ordinary human language.

Unlike the Naiyäyikas and the Vaisesikas, who re-
garded words as just external, unnecessary shells, envel-

one of Bhartrharf s disciples, Harivrsabha. In her opinion, the views of
the author of Vrtti represent a further stage of development of the
notions characteristic of Väkyapadlya, a further progress towards
classical Advaita (vide: Bhartrhari, Väkyapadlya Brahmakända, avec
la Vrtti de Harivrsabha; traduction, introduction et notes par Made-
leine Biardeau, Paris, 1964, pp. 5-11).

43. Bhartrhari, Väkyapadlya (Brahma-kända), I.I:
anädinighanam brahma sabdatattvam yad aksaram /
uivartate 'rthabhävena prakriyä jagato yatah //I//
ekamevayadämnätam bhinnam saktitavyapräsrayät /
aprthaktva 'pi saktibhyah prt hakt vena ca vartate I! 21/
(Väkyapadlya of Bhartrhari, edited by Prof. K.V. Abhyankar and

Acarya V.P. Limaye, Poona, 1965.
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oping the inner content of perceptions, Bhartrhari places
the word inside the very core of consciousness. The Nai-
yäyikas usually referred to the example presented by
newborn infants and dumb persons who are devoid of
speech but are obviously conscious and capable of forming
ideas. However, according to Bhartrhari, the foundation
of every idea is a non-manifested, latent word—a kind of
seed (hlja) of thinking and consciousness in general. This
word, which is entirely silent in the beginning but slowly
manifests itself is presented in three forms: as a 'seeing'
(pasyanti), a 'middle' (mädhyama) and a 'pronounced'
(vaikharl) speech;44 that is, as a mental image of desired
object, as an inner urge to act, which finds its expression
in a command or in a silent reasoning to oneself and,
finally, in an ordinary spoken utterance.

However, Bhartrhari probably would not be so interest-
ing for us as Sankara's predecessor and one of the founders
of Advaita, if his teaching boiled down simply to the
admittance of an indissoluble relation between language
and consciousness. His former sympathies for Buddhism
might have induced him to take yet another step and
connect language with being. Almost on the same lines as
the Buddhist Vijiiänaväda, the grammarian identifies a
perceived object, a perceiving subject and the very state of
perception, merging them together in the fourth, the
higher form of speech (parä väk). The notion of parä vak
appears in the commentary to the 142nd kärikä of

44. Bhatrhari, Vakyapadiya (Brahmakanda), I. 142:
vaikharyä madhyamäyäsca pasyanty äscaitad adbhutam /
anekatirthabhedäyäs trayyä väcah param padam //142 //
The pronounced one, the middle one and the seeing one

form the many divisions
of the triple speech, /which finds for itself/

a marvelous and higher abode.
According to Harivrsabha, the 'seeing' form of speech is still full of

inner potencies, but "the highest seeing form does not contain false
modifications, it is unsoiled and beyond ordinary world practice".
(Param tu pasyantirüpam anapabhramsam asahkirnain lokavya-
vahäräritam I.)
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Väkyapadiya; scholars may still discuss the probabilities
of Bhartrhari's authorship of Vrtti. But the idea of higher
speech seems quite appropriate in the general context of
Bhartrhari's writing.

It is true that for Bhartrhari himself—as distinct from
the Buddhists—the highest, the only reality is nothing but
the sacred, initial Word of the Vedas, which forms a
foundation for each new cycle of the world creation. In the
text of the Väkyapadiya one can read:

From the Word alone comes this evolving /of the
world/,

so teach the knowers of the sacred tradition,
From Vedic verse all this starts to rotate for the first

time.45

This sacred word, placed in the beginning of the world as
a sort of homogeneous unity f as an unchangeable matrix,
giving birth to everything existing in the universe, is,
simultaneously, the higher Brahman. The symbol of this
Brahman as taught by the Upanisads is the mystical
syllable Om.

It may be out of place, here to deliberate on quite a
different tradition, which posits the Word, AX/TOS, at the
very source of being itself; still, it may be worthy of
attention that creative activity of the Word in Christianity
is expressed by its role as a verb. But going back to
Bhartrhari, one becomes aware that Brahman for him is
fully defined by the term sphota-äabda, or, an utterance
that is bursting, swelling up. If one remembers the tradi-
tional Indian etymology, which derives the very word
Brahman from the verb root brh meaning to swell up, to
grow, to expand, Bhartrhari's definition seems quite per-
tinent. But the verb root sphut, as well as its derivations
sphuta and sphota have yet another shade of meaning: the

45. Bhartrhari , Väkyapadiya (Brahmakanda), L 120:
sabdasya parinämo 'yamityämäyavido uiduh /
chandobhya eva prathamametadvisvam vyavartate //120 //
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verb also means to appear, to become manifested, while
sphota is not just an appearance or manifestation, but a
certain state of mind when, after the word has been
pronounced, the consciousness is suddenly lit up by the
image of the object. The evolving of a mental image,
brought about by the correctly pronounced utterance, is
likened here to the creation of the universe, based upon its
correct name.46 So from Bhartrhari's standpoint, the knowl-
edge of Brahman can be achieved primarily through the
science of grammar, that is, the teaching about words,
their appropriate use and distribution:

Since the one is split up many times by the dividing
/during the time/ of creation,

The higher Brahman is grasped through the knowledge
of grammar.47

46. One is reminded here how in a well-known story by Arthur Clarke
the accomplishment of the existence of the universe and, ultimately, the
end of the world is connected with the finding of the true name of the
God. The science fiction writer is somewhat superficially using Bud-
dhist realities (the scene is in Tibet) but does not seem to realize that,
according to the Buddhist or Brahmanic tradition, the revelation of the
true name would have led only to the ending of one world cycle—and the
beginning of the following one. The holding of the world in its 'folded'
state is possible only on the stage of a latent, not-yet-pronounced Word.

47. Bhartrhari Väkyapadiya (Brahmakända), I. 22:
yadekam prakriyäbhedairbahudhä prauibhajyate /
tad vyäkaranamägamya param brahmädhigamyate //22 //
However, M. Biardeau has certain reservations with regard to the

liberation promised for those learned in the science of grammar:
"si Bhartrhari promet le selut aux connaisseurs et aux usagers du

language correct, ce salut reste indefini; appele tantot moksa, tan tot
apavarga ... il est aussi ä l'occasion appele abhyudaya, qui est 1 terme
couramment employe dans la Mimämsä et la Grammai ze de l'ecole de
Pänini, pour designer ä la fois la prosperity terrestre et la bonheur
celeste apres lamort comme fruit du dharma" ("[I]f Bhartrhari promises
salvation to the knowers and the users of the right language, this
salvation remains undefined; sometimes called moksa, and sometimes
apavarga ... it is also on some occasions called abhyudaya, the term
currently employed in Mimämsä and in Pänini's Grammar school in
order to define simultaneously earthly prosperity and heavenly happi-
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It is clear that grammar (vyäkarana) is understood here
in a very broad sense and the second and third parts of
Väkyapadlya, dealing with linguistic matters, are act-
ually just auxiliary interpretations of the notions pre-
sented in Brahmakända.

Öankara, for whom Bhartrhari was a highly venerated
teacher, never engages in open polemics with him. Never-
theless, one can get some idea of Sankara's divergence
from the teaching of the grammarian from the critique of
Bhartrhari's system that can be found in the works of a
later Advaitist, Vimuktätman (c. thirteenth century). In
his treatise Istasiddhi (realization of the desired)
Vimuktätman notes that a word or a saying (sabda) could
be regarded as an object, and therefore it could never be an
inner Self, or ätman of living beings. And since the Upani-
sads insist on the identity of ätman and Brahman,
Bhartrhari's teaching is evidently deviating from ortho-
dox tradition. It looks as if Sankara himself would not go
as far as that in his differences with this famous predeces-
sor, but still, even for him, Bhartrhari is in many respects
too 'mythological' and one-sided.

In the eyes of later Vedanta, Bhartrhari lacked primar-
ily a concept of ätman, an ability to relate the mental and
psychic life of an individual to higher reality. One might
note that another teacher and predecessor of Sankara—
Gaudapäda—devoted himself mainly to this subject. One
should not, of course, examine his teaching in the light of
a present-day 'psychologism'—his aim and his task were
somewhat different from that—but he did elaborate a
singular analysis of mind and consciousness, which was
directly projected upon the cosmological picture of the
world. Gaudapäda's sphere of interests was greatly influ-
enced by the Buddhist Vijnänaväda. Just like Bhartrhari,
he tried in his own way to develop and restructure some
Buddhist ideas, adjusting them as far as possible to the

ness acquired after death as a result of the corresponding dharma.") M.
Biardeau, Theorie de la connaissance et philosophie de la parole dans
le brahmanisme classique, p. 268.
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accepted orthodox tradition. Some scholars, for instance,
V. Bhattacharya, who published Gaudapäda's main work-
ins Kärikä on Mändükyopanisad—are of the opinion that
practically all his notions were simply borrowed from
Buddhist teaching.48 In contrast to this attitude, another
well-known Indian scholar, T.M.P. Mahadevan, insists
that Gaudapäda was a direct follower of Upanisadic tradi-
tion and so it is quite out of the question that Buddhist
doctrines could have any impact on his thought.49 How-
ever, the correctness of similar statements can be judged
only after at least a preliminary acquaintance with the
work of one of the first Vedantins.

Max von Walleser, German Indologist, thought that
Gaudapäda lived at the beginning of the eighth,50 though
lately scholars are inclined to the opinion that he lived
much earlier (ca. fifth and sixth centuries). According to
Vedantic tradition, Gaudapäda was not Sankara's imme-
diate contemporary and is separated from him by at least
one generation. Towards the end of his commentary on
Gaudapäda's Mändükya-kärikä Sankara hails him as a
pararnaguru, that is either as a great teacher or the
teacher of the teacher. (In the living chain of Vedantists
who transmitted their teaching orally between Gaudapäda
and Sankara there is another teacher, Govindapäda).

As mentioned above, Gaudapäda was the author of the
philosophical treatise Mändükya-kärikä (its other_names
are Gaudapäda-kärikä, Gaudapädlya-kärikä andÄgama-
sästra (asäs£ra on Vedic tradition). Sometimes Gaudapäda

48. Vide: V. Bhattacharya, The Agamasastra of Gaudapäda, Cal-
cutta, 1943 (Introduction).

49. T.M.P. Mahadevan, Gaudapäda: A Study in Early Advaita.
Similar views were expressed by S. Mudgal: "The Crypto-Buddhism of
Gaudapäda and Sankara, therefore, was mere 'play acting', and 'tran-
scendentalism' was a bait to catch the Buddhist in the Vedanta net."
S.G. Mudgal, Advaita of Sankara: A Reappraisal, p. 187.

50. Max von Walleser, Der ältere Vedanta, pp. 16-17.
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is regarded as the author of other writings (usually of a
Tantric kind) but this attribution is rather doubtful.

The_ first chapter (prakarana) of Mändükya-kärikä,
titledÄgama, is a commentary on Mändükyopanisad. It is
interesting to note that the text of this Upanisad, divided
into twelve prosaic fragments, is fully included in
Mändükya-kärikä and is not known to exist independ-
ently. It led some scholars (among them such serious
Indologists as Paul Deussen) to presume that Gaudapäda
himself was the author of this late Upanisad. That hy-
pothesis—bordering on sacrilege in the eyes of an ortho-
dox thinker-—does not find any historical or textological
corroboration. In Visnuite Vedanta tradition, especially
for Rämänuja and Madhva, the whole of the first chapter
of Mändükya-kärikä, including the metrical commentary,
is considered to be Mändükyopanisad.

Agama-prakarana starts with the analysis of the four
states (avasthä) of consciousness, or, as Gaudapäda has-
tens to add, of the four steps (päda) to liberation (moksa).
The first one is the state, characteristic of every person
(vaisvänara), or consciousness during wakefulness (jäga-
rita). It is determined by the orientation towards external
objects and enjoys simple sensations (smell, taste, color,
etc.). The second one—taijasa, or brilliant, luminous—
begins during a dreaming state (suapna) when conscious-
ness is absorbed by its own inner content. The third step
of consciousness is made during profound sleep without
dreams (susupta); there it becomes wise (prajfia), becomes
a united, indivisible entity (eklbhüta) and because ofthat
is also called prajnänaghana, or, literally, a lump of
consciousness. (In Sankara's words from his commentary
on Mändükya-kärikä, the details are indiscernible here
under the veil of night.) In Gaudapäda's metrical Kärikä,
where he tries to summarize the deliberation on the first
three states of consciousness, one reads:

External knowledge/is grasped/ everywhere by
the consciousness belonging/ to every person,
internal knowledge—by the luminous one,
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The lump of consciousness is the wise one;
so one is remembered as triple.51

One might think that a wise consciousness is the su-
preme goal taught by the Upanisads—and presented by
Gaudapäda, the Vedantin. Actually, it is more compli-
cated than that. According to Mändükyopanisad, there is
yet another, utmost state, where there is absolutely no op-
position between external and internal, between sleep and
waking, darkness and light, anxiety and bliss. This pecu-
liar state cannot be expressed in words, it is called the
fourth one (turlya) and is defined primarily in an apo-
phatic way: as something unseen, beyond empirical prac-
tice, impossible to grasp, without any signs, unthinkable,
indescribable {'adrstam avyavahäryam agrähyam
alaksanam acintyam avyapadeäyam', Mändükyopanisad,
7). In Gaudapäda's commenting Kärikä this passage is
clarified as follows:

These two /states/, the one /belonging/ to every person
and the luminous one, are regarded
as bound by cause and effect,

Even the wise one is bound by cause, but both of them
do not exist for the fourth one.

The wise one does not discern anything—
neither itself nor the others,
neither truth nor lie,

But only this fourth one is eternal
witness of everything.52

51. Gaudapada, Mandukya-karika, I (this karika is attached to the
sixth saying of Mändükyopanisadi:

bahisprajno vibhuruisuo hyantahprajnastu taijasah /
ghanaprajnastathä präjna eka tridhä smrtah 111//
(Eight Upanisads, with the Commentary of Sankaräcärya, vol. 2,

Calcutta, 1978).

52. Gaudapäda, Mändükya-kärikä, Lll-12:
Käryakäranabaddhau tävisyete visvataijasau /
präjnah käranabaddhastu dvau turye na sidhyatah fflllf
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In other words, only the mysterious fourth state is
really beyond any duality, beyond any restless world
activity. The notion of non-duality (advaita) of the higher
reality ultimately lent its name not only to Gaudapäda's
teaching but also to the system of Sankara. The trend
within orthodox philosophy which was founded by them
later became known as Advaita-Vedanta. When he op-
posed the restless activity of usual knowledge and expe-
rience to this ineffable and unintelligible entity, Gaudapäda
was basing his thoughts mainly on Buddhist concepts.
And it was in Buddhism that Gaudapäda borrowed the
notion of the illusiveness of manifold world activities and
perceptions that are being cut short and exhausted in the
moment of true seeing. The term, used to define the
falseness of any duality, was that of the Buddhist mäyä,53

As one can read in the first chapter of Mändäkya-kärikä.

natmanam na paramscaiva na satyam napi canrtam /
präjnah kincana samveti turyam tat sarvadrk sadä //12//
The notion of a seer, a witness is borrowed by Gaudapäda from the

Upanisads, in particular, from a famous fable about two birds, one of
which (symbolizing the empirical Self) is tasting of a sweet fruit, while
the other (the higher spirit, or ätman) is only watching (vide:
Mundakopanisad, III. 1.1).

53. The word mäyä can be found in Svetäsvataropanisad, IV, 10,
where it signifies a divine creative power and is more or less identified
with prakrti, or nature, as the origin of the universe. Indeed, it was only
in Buddhist Sünyaväda that the notion of mäyä was developed into a
consistent doctrine of the illusiveness of the phenomenal world. One
sees, for example, in Nägärjuna's Mädhyamika-kärikä, VII, 34, the
following definition:

Just like /illusive/ mäyä, just like a dream,
just like the city of the /heavenly musicians,/

the Gandharvas,
Just like a beginning is this state, it is called

the momentary, /changing flux/.
Yathä mäyä yathä svapno gandharv anagar am yathä /
yathotpädas tathä sthänam tathä bhahga udiritah II34JL

However, Gaudapäda and Sankara relate mäyä to the Vedic meta-
phor of a ^hidden' (güdha) Brahman (cf., for instance, Kathopanisad,
1.3.12).
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When a soul wakens from sleep, /evoked/
by endless mäyä,

It reveals something undual, devoid of sleep or dreams,
something unborn,54

However, unlike the Buddhists, who left open the ques-
tion of an ontologial status of the higher reality, Gaudapäda
maintains that this fourth state, which cannot be grasped
by the usual means of rational knowledge, is nevertheless
undoubtedly real and is nothing but the higher Self—that
is, ätman, essentially identical with Brahman. One of the
means to get closer to this unique entity is, according to
Gaudapäda, meditation on the sacred syllable Om, where
each of the first three states is in its turn associated with
one of the sounds composing this syllable by the rules of
Sanskrit phonetics. (That is, Om is divided into: a-u-m).
One might say that turlya does not find a direct correspon-
dence in the sound structure of the syllable; the symbol of
the fourth state is a dot (bindu) as a part of the graphical
image of anusvära, or the nasal aftersound, belonging to
the preceding vowel.

In the last chapters of Gaudapada's work, called "The
Chapter on Falseness" (Vaitathya-prakarana) and "The
Chapter on non-duality" (Advaita-prakarana), he exam-
ines the nature of the empirical world and the problem of
its creation. The Advaitist notes that the causality doc-
trine of Sämkhya, according to which the effect is pre-
sented as an evolution (parinäma) of the real primal entity
(for the Sämkhyayikas it is prakrti which is naturally
evolving and transforming itself into the real universe),
leads to the infinite regress (anavasthä) of the chain of

54. Gaudapäda, Mandukya-kärika, I.16:
anädimäyayä supto yadä jiuah prabudhyate /
ajamanidramasvapnamadvaitam budhyate tadä 11161 I.
One might note that in the next kärikä Gaudapäda is further

specifying: "[T] his duality is nothing else but mäyä"—mäyämätram
idarn dvaitam (I. 17).
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cause and effect. At the same time, the Naiyäyikas' and
the Vaisesikas' conviction that the effect is qualitatively
different from the cause amounts to admission of the
possibility of emergence of real from unreal—and as such
cannot provide a satisfactory explanation of the creation of
the world. The only doctrine free from these contradictions
is, to his mind, that of Mahäyäna with its concept ofajäti
(absence of birth). According to this concept, both creation
and the existence of the world are essentially illusory.
What is more, Gaudapäda practically equates states of
sleep and waking, asserting that all our perceptions are
similar to dreams and serve just as empty signs of absent
and essentially unreal things:

Wise people say that the states of dreaming and waking
are the same,

Because different things are identical, and there is
a reason for this, which is known.

And what does not exist in the beginning and in the end,
does not occur even now.

These /perceived objects/ are similar to false /illusions/
but still they are defined as true.55

According to Mändükya-kärikä, the world of individual
souls and external objects is just a projection of one
indivisible consciousness (citta). However, it is important
not to overlook the fact that—in contrast to momentary
vijnana taught by the Buddhist schools—this conscious-
ness, forming the background and foundation of the per-
ceived universe, is identical with the eternal and immutable
ätman of the Upanisads. In the words of Gaudapäda,

55. Gaudapäda, Mändükya-karika, II. 5-6:
svapnajägaritasthäna hyekamähurmariisinah /
bhedänäm hi samt vena prasiddhenaiva hetunä US/l
ädävante ca yannästi vartamäne (pi tattathä /
vitathaih sadrsäh santo 'vitathä iva laksatäh //6/f
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God, /who is/ ätman, thinks himself through his own
Self, owing to his mäyä;

And then he realizes different /objects/—this is the
thesis of Vedanta.56

The assumption of the absolute reality of the higher
consciousness allows Gaudapada to construct a peculiar
hierarchy of different levels of being and their respective
levels of perception. Though the first three states of
consciousness, as well as the phenomenal world in gen-
eral, are real only relatively and illusively, they are still
radically different from simple mistakes and errors. Of
course, it would not be difficult to trace Gaudapäda's
concept back to the Buddhist doctrine of two truths, but
one should always bear in mind that in Mändükya-kärikä
the interest is concentrated not on the problem of profane
(samvrta, lit.: covered, concealed) and higher methods of
knowledge, but on that of the inter-relations of the planes
of reality of everything that exists. Gaudapäda's notion of
the grades of reality and consciousness found a further
development in Öankara's Advaita. Finally, just as it was
later in Sankara's system, the ultimate liberation from
samsära is regarded in Mändükya-kärikä as the achieve-
ment of the already achieved (praptasyapräpti), that is, as
a return to some originally existing _entity. It can be
revealed not through ritual worship of Isvara, or personi-

56. Gaudapada, Mändükya-karikä, II. 12:
Kalpayatyätmanä 'tmänamätmä devah svamäyayä /
sa eva budhyate bhedäniti vedäntaniscayah IIY2JI
Somewhat later (Mändükya-kärikä, II.16) Gaudapada explains how

and in what order 'thinking* or imagining proceeds from ätman: in
the beginning ätman forms an illusory notion of individual soul; only
later, through an effort of creative imaginaiton, does ätman project
outward images of the objects desired by the soul, as well as the images
of actionsandreapedfruitofsamsära. In his commentary on Gaudapäda's
Kärikä Sankara emphasizes that the fantastic picture of this universal
dreaming is still essentially different from the Buddhists'concept, since
for Gaudapada even this world illusion has its inner support in real
ätman.
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fied God, but only owing to a particular kind of knowledge
(jnana):

It is said that unthinkable, unborn knowledge
is not different from the known /Brahman/.

The known Brahman is unborn and eternal: /just so/
the unborn /Brahman/ is revealed through
the unborn /knowledge/.57

The fourth chapter ofMändükya-kärikä is entitled "The
Chapter on the Extinguishing of the Burning Coals"
(Alätaäänti-prakarana). In its ideas, its style and termi-
nology it is so close to some Mahäyäna works that it looks
like a direct imitation of the treatises by Nagarjuna and
Asanga. The illusory creation of the world is explained
here by a vibration of consciousness (citta-spanda), which
has close parallels in the philosophical constructions of
Vijnänaväda. In the words of Gaudapäda,

This pair of the perceiver and the perceived
/is produced/just by the vibration of consciousness,

And consciousness is devoid of objects—that is why
it is declared to be eternally unbound.58

Knowledge or consciousness is divided into a worldly
(laukika) one, which starts during ordinary waking state,
a pure worldly (äuddha-lauk ika), or perceptions in dreams,
and above-worldly (lokottara) one (vide: Mändükya-kärikä,
IV. 87-88). These terms almost literally reiterate the
terminology of the Buddhist Lahkävatära-sütra (III. 65).

Since all worldly activity is for Gaudapäda practically
equated with dreaming, it seems quite appropriate that

57. Gaudapada, Mandukya-karika, III. 33:
akalpakamajam jnänam jneyäbhinnam pracaksate /
brahmajneyamajam nityamajenäjam vibudhyate //33//

58. Gaudapäda, Mändükya-kärikä, IV. 72:
citt as pandit ameve dam grähyagrähakavaddvayam I
cittam nirvisayam nityam asahga tena kirtitam
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the crossing of its limits is defined as waking (prabodha).
Certainly, it is not accidental that he calls theJiberated
sages the awakened ones (prabuddhäh, buddhäh); here
one can recognize another sign of the Advaitist's sympa-
thies towards Buddhism. Some scholars (among them V.
Bhattacharya) tend to identify the intangible yoga (as-
paräa-yoga), or, yoga, free of touches and bounds, which is
mentioned by Gaudapäda in the fourth chapter of his
Kärika (IV.2) as a path to the higher bliss, \vith the ninth
dhyäna of the Buddhists.

To my mind, however, it is hardly correct to insist on the
identity of the main notions of Gaudapada's Advaita and
Buddhist doctrines. Though in some passages of his
commentary on the Kärika of his teacher Öankara has to
admit that sometimes Gaudapäda does share some opin-
ions of the Vijiiänavädins, he hastens to add that it is done
only to refute the views of the materialists who believe in
the real existence of external objects (vide: Sankara's
commentary on Gaudapada's (Kärikä, IV.27). One might
remember in this connection T. M. P. Mahadevan's words
to the effect that Gaudapäda used the ideas and terminol-
ogy of the Buddhists only as a sort of sophisticated bait in
order to lure them into the net of orthodox philosophy. At
the end oiMändükya-kärikä Gaudapäda has to dissociate
himself from the Buddhist concepts: the danger of confu-
sion was decidedly too great:

Since the knowledge of awakened and omnipresent one
does not touch /objects and other/ souls,

All souls, just like that/are not connected with objects/
—but it was not said by the Buddha.59

However, the interpretation (and eventually, the transla-
tion) of this rather vague kärikä is based primarily on
Sankara's commentary; and Sankara directly identifies
this awakened ätman with Brahman and the higher

59. Gaudapäda, Mandukya-karikä, IV. 99:
kramate na hi buddhasya jnänam dharmesu täyinah /
sarve dharmästathä jnänam naitadbuddhena bhäsitam f/99//.
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knowledge. And Brahman, reminds the Advaitist, is known
only from the Upanisadic sayings.

The problem of the similarity of certain of Gaudapäda's
notions with Buddhist ideas borders a more general prob-
lem of the historical influence of Buddhist concepts on
Öankara. F. Whaling finds it historically probable that
"the Advaita Vedanta set forth by Gaudapäda was differ-
ent from the Vedanta that had gone before, and much of
that difference can be explained by reference to his con-
scious or unconscious debt to Mahayana Buddhism."60 Of
course, it was not just a chance coincidence that a later
Advaitin Sriharsa (c. twelfth century) in his work
Khandanakhandakhädya (Assimilation of chapters on
refutation) could declare that he really has no essential di-
vergences of opinion from the Madhyamikas, since, to his
mind, Buddhist Sünyaväda is very close to Advaita.61

Indeed, it is difficult not to notice how much Sankara is
indebted to his predecessor. They are quite in agreement
in defining the higher reality as non-dual (advaita), that
is, devoid of any attributes; they are quite close in their
views on mäyä; and, finally, both of them identify the
higher ätman with knowledge, or supreme consciousness.
It was directly from Gaudapäda's Kärikä that Sankara
derived more particular details of his teaching: such as his
concept of the levels of being and knowledge, his simile of
an individual soul and space (äkäsa), his favorite example
of a rope that looks like a snake from a distance, an
example that was extremely useful in illustrating percep-
tual errors. In the Kärikä of Gaudapäda one finds the
division of sacred texts into sayings that have absolute
value (the so-called sayings 'on the absence of difference,—
abheda) and those that have relative value and depend on
context, though in Öankara's system a similar tenet played
an essentially different part. T.M.P. Mahadevan, who was

60. P. Whaling, äahkara and Buddhism, p. 23,

61. Vide: Phyllis Granoff, Philosophy and Argument in Late
danta: äri Harsa's Khandanakhandakhädya, Dordrecht, 1978.
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certainly far from identifying the ideas of Advaita and
Buddhism, was still of the opinion that "doctrinally, there
is no difference whatsoever between what is taught by
Gaudapäda in the Kärikä and what is expounded by
Sankara in his extensive works."62

Feeling that similar statements were perceptibly strain-
ing a point of discussion, and trying to take into account
the undeniable fact that Gaudapäda was standing in
dangerous proximity to Mahäyäna concepts, some schol-
ars try to separate the views of the two Adyaitists by
indicating that Sankara's ideas underwent an important
evolution. In the words of S. Dasgupta, Sankara's develop-
ment from his Commentary on Mändükya-kärikä to the
Commentary on Brahmasütra was marked by the growth
of'realism'.63 A minute analysis of the evolution of Sankara's
conceptions was carried out on the same general lines by
Paul Hacker. To his mind, an early stage of Sankara's
writing is represented by his Commentary on Mändükya-
kärikä, commentary on Mändükyopanisad, Commentary
on Taittirlyopanisad and, partly, his treatise Upadega-
sähasrl (A thousand teachings). It was the time when
Sankara allegedly shared Gaudapäda's interest in Yoga,
as well as in the Vijiiänaväda version of Buddhism, widely
using in his works the ideas and even the terminology of
Buddhism. The most profound influence on Gaudapäda
and Sankara was, according to Hacker, exerted by the
concepts of Lahkävatära-sütra and by the writings of
Nägärjuna and Vasubandhu.64 Hence the inevitable con-
clusion that in his works of the later period Sankara was,
so to speak, atoning for the sins of his early enthusiasm of
Mahäyäna. And in the words of F. Whaling, Sankara's

62. T.M.P. Mahadevan, Gaudapäda: A Study in Early Advaita,
pp. 231-232.

63. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 29.

64. Vide: P. Hacker, Beiträge zur Geistesgeschichte Indiens, Leiden,
1968.
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own development was in some ways a development away
from Gaudapäda and Buddhism.65

However, instead of dividing into stages the essentially
integrated creative activity of Sankara to my mind there
are far more fundamental grounds, for trying to single out
the subsequent stages in the development of Advaita.
Gaudapäda, who got carried away by some of the ideas of
Vijnänaväda, voluntarily assumed the task of supplying a
bridge between Buddhist doctrines and orthodox tradi-
tion. As for Sankara, he actually left behind both Mahayana
and the somewhat 'heretically' colored teaching of
Gaudapäda, and one should note that he forged ahead of
them in the very beginning, in the work where he was so
lavish in his praise of Rparamaguru. When one is analyz-
ing a relatively short Commentary on Mändükya-kärikä,
it virtually leaps to the eye that Sankara's sincere respect
for his teacher does not prevent him from taking certain
liberties with the basic text. I would not say that he
consciously distorts the tenets of the Kärikä] he rather
proposes essential additions which sometimes entirely
change the perspective of Gaudapäda's work.

When Mändükya-kärikä deals with pure conscious-
ness, which is devoid of any attributes, uncreated, but by
its own efforts creating the world of phenomena, Sankara
does not omit to specify that the entity that is implied here
is nothing else but the higher Brahman of the Upanisads.
Even for the obviously Mahäyänic passage about the
vibration of consciousness he selects a sruti saying, that
the higher reality is not bound by any relations.66 And the
guarantee against a psychological interpretation of
Mändükya-kärikä—an interpretation that would directly
pave the way to the Buddhist 'heresy'—is secured by

65. F. Whaling, &ahkara and Buddhism, p. 24.

66. Sa yattatra kimcitpasyatyananvägatastena bhavati asahgo
hyayam purusa iti/"He is not touched by anything that he sees in this
state, because this Purusa is devoid of bounds" (Brhadäranyakopanisad,
IV. 3.15). Here the passge deals with dreaming (svapna), but in the very
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Sankara owing to his reference to the authority of sacred
tradition. That is why he supplements the last (the hund-
redth) karika of the fourth chapter of Gaudapada's work
with an extensive conclusion which completely changes
the context of the basic saying. Gaudapada's Karika runs
as follows:

This hard-to-define, deeply hidden, unborn,
equal and wise

State having awakened, this /state,/devoid of
differences, we worship with all our force.67

And how does Sankara respond to that? The move is
quite simple: instead of Gaudapada's term padam (state,
step, part) he inserts Brahrnanam, which glibly enters the
structure of the stanza, coinciding with the replaced word
even in its grammatical form—the accusative of the neu-
ter gender. In my opinion, twists ofthat kind were meant
to be not only an outward method for securing 'heretical'
ideas a safe harbor inside the orthodox tradition. This is
not the place for more details; we will encounter a similar
manipulation when we analyze Öankara's polemics with
the Buddhists. However, one cannot overlook the fact that
the same mechanism is used again in his later writings.
The core of this method is by no means exhausted by
introducing the notion of divine entity into the exposition,

next saying of the Upanisad (IV.3.16) the same words are literally
reiterated with reference to Purusa who has returned to his awakened
state. And when Sankara cites this text in his commentary onMändükya-
kärikä (IV.72), he is clearly implying both meanings and both passages.

67. Gaudapäda, Mändükya-kärikä, IV. 100:
durdarsamatigambhiramajam sämyam visäradam /
buddhvä adamanänätvam namaskurmo yathabalam //100//
It is quite interesting to note that immediately after this kärikä is

placed the well-known conclusion of Sankara, in which he praises the
higher Brahman and deferentially addresses his paramaguru,
Gaudapäda.
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which could well do without it for the inner logic of the
development of ideas,—but is mainly clarified from the
Advaitist's foothold in Vedic texts.

Unlike the above-mentioned early Vedantins, Mandana-
misra lived approximately at the same time as Sankara.
He had already become a recognized teacher by the time
when Sankara was only starting his work; according to
some extant evidences, he survived his younger contempo-
rary. Indian scholars are generally of the opinion that
Mandanamisra lived in the seventh century,68 while
Western Indologists put it later. According to the orthodox
tradition, Sankara personally met Mandanamisra during
his wanderings and even defeated him in philosophical
disputes.

Mandanamisra left many different works; it is interest-
ing to note that they are written in the traditions of various
orthodox schools. Among his other works three treatises
composed in the spirit of Pürva-Mimämsä became widely
known and commented upon: Mimämsänukramanikä (The
enumeration of Mimämsä categories), Bhavanä-viueka
(The distinction of becoming) andVidhi-viveka (The distin-
ction of injunctions). Fairly popular was also his epistemo-
logical work Vibhrarna-viveka (The distinction of errors),
as well as some philosophical writings, composed from the
standpoint of grammar theories. The only Vedantic work
of Mandanamisra is his treatise Brahma-siddhi (Realiz-
ation of Brahman), which had a profound impact on the
development of post-Sankara Advaita.

Brahma-siddhi comprises four parts that subsequently
treat such matters as the nature of Brahman, the founda-
tions of philosophical discourse, the essence of Vedic
injunctions and the ways of achieving ultimate liberation.
Even this treatise betrays a considerable Mimämsä influ-
ence (especially the impact of Kumärila's ideas), but what

68. Among these scholars one might name S. Kuppuswamy Sastri,
who published a reliable edition of Brahma-siddhi (Vide: Brahma-
siddhi by Äcärya Mandanamisra, with commentary by Safikhapäni,
edited by S. Kuppuswamy Sastri, Madras, 1937, Introduction, p. lviii).
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is particularly noticeable here is the imprint of Bhartrhari's
teaching about the Word. It is Speech itself that rules the
world, forming the basis of all worldly things: "And the
world follows the form of the speech—that is why it is
known either as the evolution of the speech, or as its
revelation."69 Consciousness itself, the very ability to think,
is identified by him with an inner form of speech that
accompanies every possible object.70 Following Bhart-
rhari—and even directly referring to him—Mandanamisra
considers meditation on the sacred syllable Om to be one
of the means of knowing the higher reality, and hence one
of the means of liberation from samsara. In his words, "he
who knows the essence of ätman of all /beings/ is instru-
cted to meditate on this /syllable/.71

Though Mandanamisra himself did not call his system
by the name which it later acquired from Advaita follow-
ers, this name—Bhävädvaita (bhävädvaita, lit.: Advaita
of being)—reflects one of the essential concepts of the
Vedantin. According to Mandanamisra, the higher
Brahman exists and is revealed along with the cessation
of all world manifoldness and diversity (prapancäbhäva)
and the folding of nescience, or avidyä (avidyänivrtti).
Indeed, the ending of avidyä and the emergence of true
knowledge is in itself equal to the confirming of the
existence of the higher Brahman, and, thereby, to its
realization. The opponents, in the words of the Vedanta,
usually imply that "allegedly it is impossible to admit a

69. Mandanamisra, Brahma-siddhi, 1.2: uagrupänuitam cajagat ato
uäco viparinämo vivarto väuasiyate /

70. One reads in Brahma-siddhi (1.2): "the thought is the very
potency of the speech, and so, when it is drawn inside, there is left only
the subtle speech potency; and every where the understanding of objects
follows the form of the speech." "väksaktireva uä citih tat prat isamhäre
'pi süksma väksaktirityeke sarvathä vägrüpädhino jneyabodha iti /,"

71. Mandanamisra, Brahma-siddhi, 1.2: särvätmyauida eva tena
dhyänopadesah /.
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simultaneous /existence of the two states/ in one and the
same reality, but /we/ object to this, /saying that it is
possible,/ since here one reality is defined through the
forms of being and non-being."72 In other words, the higher
Brahman in Advaita can be defined both cataphatically—
as a positive liberation (moksa)—and apophatically—
through a negation of the false, illusory world ofavidyä.
This dual approach to the realization of Brahman reflects
the inner duality of the realization itself, which is achieved
through this knowledge.

Mandanamisra often emphasizes that Brahman is
grasped neither by perception, nor by logical inference or
other means of valid knowledge. These means, orpramänas
(of which there are six, according to Mandanamisra's
Advaita, as well as Pürva-Mimämsä) cannot lead an adept
to the higher reality. The only exception is partly made for
the 'evidence of authority' (sabda), however, the Advaitist
specifies that the authority should not be interpreted here
simply as the opinion of the wise or as something generally
accepted. To Mandanamisra's mind, only the Vedas can
really lead to Brahman: "The seers say that it is known
from sacred tradition; and this /Brahman/ is defined
through the destruction of any division and diversity."73

Up to this point the views of Mandanamisra examined
here do not apparently differ much from the later Advaita
of Sankara. Nevertheless, one should not forget that some
notions of his system raised serious objections from the
younger contemporary, as well as a severe critique on the
part of many of Sankara's followers. The problem concerns
mainly Mandanamisra's attitude to Vedic ritual and tra-
ditional religious injunctions. Trying as far as possible to
reconcile and bring together the concepts of Pürva-

72. Mandanamisra, Brahma-siddhi, III.106: nanuekatue tulya-
kälatäpyanupapannä na ekasyäpi vastuno bhäväbhävarüpena
vyapadesät /.

73. Mandanamisra, Brahma-siddhi, 1.2: ämnäyatah prasiddhim ca
kavayo'sya pracaksate /bhedaprapancavilayadvarena ca nirüpanam /
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Mimämsä with those of Vedaiita, Mandanamisra stresses
the absolute, immutable significance of Vedic precepts.
And here, one should say, he could hardly count on
Sankara's agreement, since the latter assigned to tradi-
tional religion only the role of a subsidiary step on the way
to liberation. The author ofBrahma-siddhi appeared to be
far closer in this respect to Bhäskara, one of the founders
of Visnuite trend within Vedanta.74 Probably some incli-
nation towards Visnuism to some extent explains also his
insistence upon a special condition, indispensable for the
unity of a soul with the higher Brahman; this condition is
represented by love, passionate affection, which in the
first place induces an adept to seek the higher entity. In
Mandanamisra's words, "it is established that Brahman is
essentially bliss, the higher self-luminosity o{ atman; the
atman is essentially bliss, since it is attained through the
higher passion."75 Passionate love (prema), preached by
Mandanamisra, bears a strong resemblance not only to
bhakti (lit.: being a part of, hence—attachment, devotion),
propounded by Rämänuja and Vallabha, but also to the
'gentle tenderness' (sneha), which is so important for the
religious mysticism of Madhva and other Krsnaites.

If Sankara essentially restrained himself from holding
open disputes with the older Vedantin, many of his follow-
ers later engaged in polemics with Mandanamisra in their
theoretical works. It was Suresvara (c. eighth century)
who was probably the mostly successful in this polemics.
Incidentally, according to Vedanta tradition, it was Manda-

74. As previously mentioned, Bhaskara (ca. eighth century), who was
a propounder of the concept of 'the combination of knowledge and
actions' (jnäna-karma-samuccaya), in some respects bitterly opposed
Sankara's Advaita. This Vedantin^ who could certainly be regarded as
a forerunner of Rämänuja, maintained that an adept, aspiring for unity
with Brahman, should resort also to accumulating religious merits
(punya).

75. Mandanamisra, Brahma-siddhi, I.I: tasmädätmaprakäsapra-
krstänandasvabhävameva brahmeti yuktam Iänandasvabhäva ätma
paramaprernäspadatvät /.
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namisra himself, who, having succumbed to Sankara's
arguments, in the later period of his life changed his name
and, calling himself Suresvara, decided to write only
Advaita works. In his treatise Naiskärmyasiddhi (The
realization of non-activity), as well as in his sub-commen-
tary to Öankara's commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad
(called Brhadäranyakabhäsya-värttika), Suresvara ap-
proached Mandanamisra's teaching in the true spirit of
Sankara. At the same time, one of the elements of Sure-
svara's polemics proved to be extremely significant for
post-Sankara Advaita. Unlike Mandanamisra, Suresvara
maintained that the origin of universal nescience (avidyä)
is the higher Brahman itself and not an individual soul;
this issue later became a point of divergence of two influ-
ential schools within Advaita-Vedanta. After Suresvara,
Mandanamisra's teaching was opposed by the philoso-
phers Sarvajnätman (ca. the beginning of the tenth cen-
tury), Vimuktätman (the beginning of the thirteenth
century). The latter became one of the founders of an
Advaita school called Vivarana.76

However, Mandanamisra's teaching, in its turn, found
many adherents even among the followers of Sankara.
The most prominent of them was, undoubtedly, Väcaspa-
timisra (the beginning of the tenth century). Just like
Mandanamisra, he considered avidyä to be rooted not in
the higher Brahman, which is eternally pure and there-
fore unsoiled by nescience, but in the limited and dark-
ened soul (fwa) of a living being. The concept offiva as the
support and locus {äsraya, lit., refuge) of avidyä became a
specific trait of the Advaita school Bhamati, called after
the title of the main work by Väcaspatimisra—his sub-
commentary Bhamati (The brilliant one), written on
Sankara's commentary on Brahmasütra. It was with

76. The school is given this name after the main work by
Prakäsätman—Panca-pädikä-vivarana, or The clarification of Panca-
pädikä. Panca-pädikä was written by Padmapäda, Sarikara's closest
disciple.
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Vacaspatimisra—and so, indirectly, with Mandanamisra—
that Prakäsätman disputed the locus ofauidyä. Mandana-
misra was an accepted authority also for the Advaitins
Anandabodha (ca. twelfth century), the author of the
treatise Nyäya-makaranda (The honey of reasoning); Cit-
sukha (ca. thirteenth century); andMadhusüdanasarasvati
(ca. the beginning of the seventeenth century).

So, on the whole, the system of Mandanamisra proved
to be more important for later Advaita than for the teach-
ing of Sankara. Besides strictly theoretical problems raised
in his works, one should probably mention the fact that it
was thanks to him that the literature of Advaita became
enriched with a new genre—the prosaic treatise of the
'siddhV type. In works of this kind, a doctrinal tenet is
proposed or specified by the author only after a thorough
consideration of the opponent's arguments. It is believed
that the pattern for Sphota-siddhi and Brahma-siddhi of
Mandanamisra was provided by Vijnaptimätratä-siddhi
of the Buddhist philosopher Vasubandhu. And the siddhi
treatises of Mandanamisra were followed by Suresvara's
Naiskämya-siddhi, by Ista-siddhi (The realization of the
desired) of Vimuktatman, by Adv aita-siddhi (The realiza-
tion on the non-dual) of Madhusüdanasarasvati, as well as
by similar works by later Vedantins.

Now, when Sankara is placed inside the Vedanta tradi-
tion, which started to develop even before his time, one can
outline both the problems that were of interest to him—
and the totality of opposing teachings from which he tried
to distinguish his own system. It seems clear that the
content of Sankara's doctrine should be searched for at the
point of intersection of three main philosophical trends:
the grammarians' philosophy of language, the Vedic orien-
tation of Pürva-Mimämsä and the Buddhist teachings of
the Mahäyäna fold. Actually, these three vectors (in their
various combinations) had already defined the theoretical
constructions of the three principal predecessors of
Sankara: Bhartrhari, Gaudapäda and Mandanamisra.
For these essentially transitional thinkers the result of
their theoretical efforts was shaped mainly by the me-
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chanical law of simple 'addition of forces' and a rather
incoherent mixture of manifold ideas. However, in the
case of Öankara's system we are dealing with a consistent
concept of being and knowledge. After a brief historical di-
gression devoted to the Advaitist's life and work, we shall
return to the analysis of his teaching, examining it from
this point of view. Then it will be possible to show how the
crucible of Advaita successfully melted down the frag-
ments and vestiges of alien (or just unacceptable) concepts
that served as raw material for the new teaching.



CHAPTER III

Biography of Sankara and His Main Works

1. SANKARA'S LIFE

We know both too mucJbL̂ sydjtoo little about Sankara's life.,
The hagiographical tradition of Vedanta overflows with
descripjbionsof ^nderful signs arid prophecies, fantastic
occurrences and brilliant aphorisms that accompanied
literally every day and hour of the Advaitist's earthly
existence. Meanwhile, the reliable data are quite scanty
and difficult to single out from the colorful mass of contra-
dictory evidence.

There are several accepted biographies of Öankara, but
some of them are still unpublished. The only source of this
genre available to me was a present-day compilation by
V.S. Radhakrishna Sastri, entitled Sri-Sahkara-vijaya*
makaranda,1 and therefore I also made extensive use of
the previously mentioned book by Mario Piantelli, where
tales from various hagiographies are brought together. In
the last chapter of his work Piantelli gives a short synopsis
of the extant biographies of the Advaitist, making use not
only of Sanskrit sources, but also of manuscripts in other
Indian languages.

Probably the earliest of all Sankara's biographies is the
one traditionally ascribed to Citsukha. Like other works of
this kind, it includes in its title the word vijaya, that is,
victory, conquest, and is called Brhat-äahkara-vijaya (The

l.VaidyaV.S, Radhakrishna Sastri, Sri-aahkara-vijaya-makaranda,
Tirachy, 1978.
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conquest of great Sankara), or, sometimes, Guru-äahkara-
vijaya (The conquest of teacher Sankara). The author
declares himself to be a native of Kerala; he says that he
comes from the same part of the country as Sankara and
so was able to preserve the evidence even about the early
childhood of the great teacher.

The iiips t authq^^ hagi-
ography of §ankara belongs to Anandagiri. While
Citsukha's work is sometimes regarded as doubtful (some
scholars cannot exclude the possibility of a later forging),
Pracina-£ahkara-vijaya _(The collection of tales about
Sankara's conquest) by Anandagiri is quite an accepted
and reliable source, which is well-attributed and dates
back to the 14th century. However, as some scholars have
noticed, the biography of Sankara in this text is supple-
mented by evidence of the events, that had taken place in
the monastery of Kafici under the priors, or jagadgurus,
bearing the same name of Sri Sankaräcärya.

Another popular biography was composed by the Ve-
dantin Vyäsäcali; it is entitled Vyäsäcaü-sahkara-vijaya.
Though the tradition relates it to the Sankara who is of
interest for us now, one must note that its hero is often
called either Vidyäsankara, or Sankaränanda; therefore,
there is a definite possibility of confusion between the
founder of Advaita and a certain Sankaränanda who
flourished in Kashmir about the 11th century. Inciden-
tally, the same nickname was used also with reference to
Sankaramisra—a renowned commentator of the Vaisesika
school.

Finally, among the most well-known hagiographies of
Sankara, one usually mentions Sahksepa-sahkara-vijaya
(A short rendering of Sankara's conquest), which is as-
cribed to the Advaitist Mädhaväcärya, sometimes consid-
ered to be a brother of the celebrated Säyana Mädhava, the
author of the compendium Sarva-darsana-sahgraha. The
composer of the biography is often identified with the sage
Vidyäranya, who wrote one of the simplest and most
intelligible manuals of Advaita metaphysics—the treatise
Pancadaäl (Fifteen chapters). Based on this evidence, the
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biography should be probably dated back to the fourteenth
century. Nevertheless, quite recently compelling argu-
ments were offered that Sahksepa-äahkara-vijaya was
composed in the second part of the 17th century, perhaps
even later, and was primarily the fruit of protracted dis-
putes between Vedantic monasteries. In the opinion of the
Indian scholar W.R. Antarkar,2 this hagiography is noth-
ing more than a moderately skillful forgery, made in
Örngeri monastery and destined to substantiate its claims
on certain rites connected with Sankara's life. Indeed, this
hagiography, which is attributed to Mädhaväcärya-
Vidyäranya, contains almost no new material, mostly fol-
lowing the earlier sources. Its original value is not great,
but it still remains a much-cited and convenient synopsis
of many legends related to the Advaitist's life.

Mario Piantelli mentions another interesting biogra-
phy—Sahkara-vijaya-viläsa (An exquisite/rendering/of
Sankara's conquest). Its authorship is ascribed to one of
Öankara's minor disciples; his name is supposed to be
Cidviläsayati. However, this text probably owes its exis-
tence to the dispute between two South Indian monaster-
ies. The hagiography is composed in the form of a dialogue
between one of a Sankara's pupils and a certain Vijnäkända,
but the greater part of its material is borrowed from
Brhat-äahkara-vijaya.

Some of the less-known biographies probably also de-
serve at least a brief mention. Among them one should
note Govindanatha's text, published at the end of the last
century and entitled Keraliya-§ahkara-vijaya (Öankara's
victories in Kerala); it mainly relates to the local Kerala
tradition of Sankara's biographies. There is an unpub-
lished manuscript, containing the poem "Sankara-
bhyudaya" (The rise of Sankara), and written in the 17th
century by a religious poet Räjacüdämani Diksita. A

2. Vide: W.R. Antarkar, "Sanksepa Saiikara Jaya of Madhavacarya
or Sankara Digvijaya of Sri Vidyäranyamuni," Journal of the Univer-
sity of Bombay, vol. 41, no. 77, November, 1972.
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celebrated Vedantist Sadänanda, the author of a popular
treatise Vedäntasära (the essence of Vedanta), composed
at the end of the fifteenth century, is supposed to be the
author of the hagiography Sahkara-digvijaya-sära (The
essence of Sankara's conquest of the world). In the monogra-
phy by M. Piantelli are also enumerated some of the later
biographies of Öankara, manuscripts of which are kept in
the libraries of Madras, Kafici and other places.3

In what way do the celebratedhagiographers depict the
life of the great Vedantin? First of all, descriptions of His
destiny start with events that took place well before his
birth. Äs previously mentioned, Sankara is most often
regarded as an earthly incarnation of Siva, and so, as
befits an auatära of God, his birth is preceded by miracu-
lous signs. Siva, who is sitting atop the Kailasa mountain
together with his heavenly consort, gives the other gods a
solemn promise to descend to the earth in order to rein-
state the shattered foundations of true knowledge—that
is, of Vedanta. It is interesting that many of the well-
known Vedantists were also regarded as incarnations of
various gods: Mandanamisra was considered an embodi-
ment of Brahma; Sadänanda, of Visnu; Citsukha, of
Varuna; and Anandagiri, of Agni.

According to an old legend, in a small village in Kerala,
at the extreme south of India, there once lived a Brahman,
whose name was Vidyädhiräja; he came of the family of
Nambütiri, which was famous for its wealth and learning.
The only son of Vidyädhiräja, Sivaguru, or in other ver-
sions Cürnin, from his early youth was distinguished by
his inclination towards asceticism and a secluded way of
life. All of his father's eloquence was needed to persuade
the youth to postpone sacred vows and marry a. suitable
girl. Sivatärakä (some hagiographers call her Aryämbä),
daughter of a learned Brahman from a neighboring vil-
lage, became his wife. As one can judge from the highly

3. Vide : M. Piantelli, Sankara e la rinascita del brahmanesimo, pp.
217-24, especially pp. 223-224.
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significant names, the young couple enjoyed the special
protection of Siva himself (Sivaguru. means, of course, the
teacher Siva, while Sivatärakä means either Siva's eye, or
Siva's falling star).

In spite of a virtuous life and unswerving performance
of all rites, the couple remained childless for a long time.
After many years they finally decided to go to Trichür,
where there was an important Saivite sanctuary, Vrsädri-
näth, known as a popular place of pilgrimage. They wanted
to ask the gods' blessing for a child. It was there that Siva-
guru saw in a dream an old man who offered him a choice
between a hundred quite happy and successful sons—and
just one son, destined to become a great sage but conde-
mned also to a short and severe life. According to Vyäsäcall-
Sahkara-vijaya, Sivatärakä also saw Siva in a dream; the
god was not disguised but was revealed to her in all the
brilliance of his glory, riding the bull Nandi. He openly
declared to the woman that her son was destined to
become a great Vedanta teacher. After husband and wife
had awakened and told each other their dreams, they
suddenly heard the voice of Siva, who exclaimed: "I will
myself be born as your son!"

The birth of the wonderful child was accompanied by
heavenly music and singing, the sweet fragrance of flow-
ers and unusual meekness of savage beasts. The body of
the newborn child was dazzling in its brilliance; on top of
his head one could clearly discern a crescent, the sign of
Siva; on his palm there was a mark left by the god's trident;
while on his breast, by the heart, there was an image of a
coiled cobra; finally, on his forehead one could see a trace
of the third eye.4 The hagiographies also give astrological
data, that make it possible to know something about the
time of his birth, though they relate mainly to month, day

4. All these signs directly correspond to the accepted iconography of
Siva. For instance, the crescent that adorns his headdress on almost all
pictures symbolizes the cup with the drink of immortality (amrta). The
trident is supposed to emphasize that Siva rules over three worlds
(triloka)—the nether world, the earthly world and the heavenly world;
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and time of day, rather than to a specific (even if legen-
dary) year. The very name Sankara means auspicious,
merciful; it is one of the most sacred and revered of Siva's
names.

Just as wonderful, according to the biographies, was the
early childhood of the future teacher. According to one of
the legends, Sankara's mother once returned home to find
a large cobra, coiled around his neck; while she was still
looking at it, stunned by the horrible sight, the cobra
turned into a necklace of sacred flowers and fruits. It is
said that while he was only one year old, the child could
already speak and read Sanskrit. According to the hagiog-
raphies, once some children were arguing with each other
about the number of seeds inside a large melon. Young
Sankara said that the number of the seeds would corre-
spond to the number of gods who had created the universe.
And how great was the wonder of everybody present,
when, having cut the melon, they found inside only one
seed! The most detailed account of Sankara's childhood,
including some less-known tales, can be found in Sahksepa-
gahkara-vijaya.

Soon before Sankara was to celebrate his fifth ye^r, his
father Sivaguru was dead (this is probably why the adher-
ents of Dvaita-Vedanta often refer to Sankara as the son
of the widow). Soon the boy wasinvested with a sacred
thread and so could start the study of the Vedas, as well as
the arts and sciences based on the Vedas. (They are
usually called Vedähga, that is, the limbs of Veda, or the
parts of Veda.) Sankara soon surpassed by his learning all

or that he is the lord of the three times—past, present and future; and
that he appears in the three states of consciousness—the waking state,
the dreams and the deep sleep state. The cobra is the sign of eternal
renewing and, simultaneously, the sign which bars the way to anyone
who would be bold enough to approach Siva without first renouncing his
own personality. The third eye of Siva, which burns by its blaze all the
objects of the ordinary world, signifies absolute seeing, the vision that
surpasses the difference between subject and object (which are in their
turn represented, respectively, by the left and the right eyes of the god).
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the local Brahmanic teachers; he was often asked for
advice and spiritual guidance not only by his neighbors
but also by the nearby villagers. As befits the true hero of
a hagiography, Öankara from early childhood felt an irre-
sistible inclination towards the life of a hermit (san-
nyäsin), but the entreaties of his mother held him. back
from taking sacred vows.

When he was almost eight, an unusual occurrence took
place which is unanimously related by all of his biogra-
phers. The problem was that it was time for his earthly life
to end. It was then that, according to the hagiographies,
under Öivatärakä's very eyes her son was suddenly caught
by an enormous crocodile that dragged its prey to the river.
Sankara managed to cry out to his mother, telling her that
a promise to become a sannyäsin would be the same as a
new birth and would, therefore, save him from this violent
evil or bad death (durmarana), which was considered in
India to be one of the greatest misfortunes and even sins.
So Öivatärakä finally agreed that her son would become a
hermit, the crocodile released its victim, and Öankara's
life span was doubled (by some accounts, multiplied four
fold). On the same day Sankara left his native home,
having promised, though, to return before his mother's
death, in order to console her and then to perform her
funeral rites. "/• i - ^ 0 <? /-' .\-.> f" './.,> r-A ..

The young hermit went to the north. He walked until he
finally reached the banks of the Narmadä River, where at
that time were many Öaivite sanctuaries. Having looked
into one of the caves situated under the shade of the sacred
trees, Öankara saw a group of sannyäsins surrounding an
imposing old man, who was deeply engrossed in medita-
tion. He folded his hands respectfully, approached the old
man, and, having stretched before him on the ground,
exclaimed: "I bow down before revered Govinda, my
teacher!" Govinda asked the boy to introduce himself and
then greeted him fervently as a long-promised disciple, a
future great sage and an earthly incarnation of Siva. In
later hagiographies, however, such as the compilation of
V.S. Radhakrishna Sastri, the emphasis is different:
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Öankara hastens to introduce himself to Govinda as the
great Siva, who only temporarily assumed a human form.5

In any case, Govinda was not bewildered by these speeches
of the child; it seems he had been waiting for Sankara for
quite a long time, having been forewarned by Gaudapäda.
Thus began the discipleship of the young sannyäsin under
the guidance of Govinda.

Different hagiographies describe Öankara's stay on the
banks of the river in slightly different ways. According to
Brhat-gahkara-vijaya, the period of discipleship under
Govinda continued for two years, but there are other
estimates. Regardless of lengths this time was extremely
productive, since it was at the feet of Govinda that Sankara
became acquainted with the foundations of Advaita. It
was probably at this time that he composed many of his
Saivite hymns, some philosophical treatises and the
Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad. It goes without
saying that it was during this period that Govinda first
showed Sankara the Mändükya-kärikä of Gaudapäda,
which served as a basis for a deferential commentary by
the pupil.
f As to Sankara's main work, his Commentary on the
Brafimäsütra, its creation has inspired a special iegend.
According to Sahksepa-gahkara-vijaya, while §ankara
was staying with Govinda for his second year, suddenly a
great flood came. After severe rains the waters of the
Narmadä inundated the villages in the area and finally

5. Moreover, in the same Sri-sahkara-vijaya-makaranda Sarikara
boldly engages in self-praise during the whole of the chapter, telling
Govinda:

I am the pure Siva, defined as the beginning,
as truth and bliss;

If someone were to say that my essence is not that of the
beginning and bliss, it is not so,
for I am immutable, imperishable.

Ahamänandasatyädilaksanah keualah sivahl
änandädirüpam yattannähamacalo 'vyayah II\AII.
V.C. Radhakrishna Sastri, äri-sahkara-vijaya-makaranda, X.14.
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rose up to the very entrance of the cave, where the teacher
and his disciples were engrossed in meditation. Having
seen what had happened, Öankara pronounced a special
incantation (a mantra 'on the drawing of the waters') and
put his begging bowl on the threshold. The torrents of
water immediately rushed into the small bowl and soon
disappeared there, while the river again resumed its
natural course. It was then that Govinda remembered
Bädaräyana's famous prophecy, according to which the
best commentary on his text would be written by some-
body who would succeed in taming the wild river.

Having received the blessing of Govinda, Sankara,
according to Vedantic tradition, managed to compose in
four years commentaries on all thewörks~of thê  'triple
cänon^thatis, on the Brahmäsütfä, on Bhägävaägiiä, as
well as on the principle„Upanisads. : ^ • — - —

Hagiographical legends tell us about the young Sankara's
journey to the sacred mountain Kailasa, where for the first
time he personally encountered Siva in the form of
Daksinämürti, or as the giver of true knowledge. It was at
that time that Sankara performed a pilgrimage to Be-
nares. On the banks of the Gangä river—in Benares, as
well as in the ancient sanctuary of Badarinätha—he
stayed until he received tidings of his mother's grave
illness.

Returning home, Sankara found his mother on her
deathbed. According to Brhat-sahkara-vijaya and Sank-
sepa-gahkara-vijaya, Öivatärakä entreated her son to con-
sole her and dispel her fears. It is said that Öankara tried
at first to acquaint her with the essence of Advaita, but the
image of an illusive world, based on an impersonal at man,
only frightened the poor woman still more. And so, the
young ascetic, having forgotten for the time being his
higher philosophy, chanted hymns devoted to Siva and
Visnu; this chanting helped his mother to meet her death
with.greater calm and courage. Finally, though his san-
nyäsin vows did not in principle allow for following the
usual ritual practice, which ordinarily befitted the only
son (a sannyäsin was considered to be beyond any worldly
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and family ties), Öankara performed all the necessary
funeral rites.

Soon after his mother's death, Sankara had to endure
another blow: his teacher Govinda was also dying. Accord-
ing to most of the KägiograpHies, Sankara came to say
farewell to his teacher, accompanied by his own first
disciple, Padmapäda.6 Much later, on one of the Narmada
islands, where Sankara had paid his last respects to
Govinda, a temple was erected which became an impor-
tant center of Hindu pilgrimage. From the Narmadä,
according to Vedantic tradition, Sankara started for the
famous city of Prayäga, accompanied by Padmapäda and
several other disciples, including Citsukha.

It was in Prayäga, in the words of the hagiographers,
that Sankara's meeting with the most noted Mimä-
msakas—Kumärila and Prabhäkara took place. One might
mention here that the biography of Kumärila has survived
to these days only owing to some episodes inserted in the
traditional biographies of Sankara. According to these
sources, Kumarila was born in a Brahmanic family of
South India and from his early youth decided to dedicate

6. In Brhat-sahkara-vijaya and Pracina-sahkara-uijaya we meet the
first and the most beloved of Sankara's pupils under a different name;
these texts tell of the Brahman Sanandana, the native of Ahobala. As
for his other, more famous name, its appearance is explained by a
popular legend. The story goes as follows : some years after the first
meeting of Sankara and Sanandana, when the Advaitist was in Benares
together with his pupils, he asked them to go and fetch his clothes that
were drying on the other bank of the Gangä. While other pupils delib-
erated on the most suitable way to cross the river, Sanandana, without
thinking twice about it, rushed across the Gangä, hurrying to fulfil the
wish of his teacher. Like Saint Peter, he literally walked over the water.
However, he was far more resolute and certainly more modest than the
Apostle—he did not even notice the miracle. Nevertheless, the miracle
did not pass unnoticed by the eyewitnesses, and Sanandana got his
nickname—Padmapäda, that is, havinglotus feet. Padmapäda received
his initiation directly from Sankara, and it is believed that it was for
him that the teacher composed his treatise Ätma-bodha, The awaken-
ing of ätman.
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all his efforts to the struggle against the 'heretical' doc-
trines of the Jainas and the Buddhists.7 By the time of
their meeting with Sankara, Kumärila and his pupil
Prabhäkara (so he is presented in most of the Advaitist's
hagiographies) could boast of many victories during public
philosophical disputes. Their opponents during these
popular contests were mainly the 'heretics', the enemies of
Brahmanic orthodoxy,8 but generally any philosopher and
any errant preacher could take part in the dispute. The
opponents might belong to different schools or to one and
the same school—what really counted was good memory,
cleverness and skill in verbal wrangling. Actually the
image of oral disputes presented by the biographies does
not differ greatly from the descriptions of philosophical
contests held at the courts of the kings, descriptions amply
provided by Brhadäranyakopanisad and Kausltako-
panisad.

It goes without saying that in the hagiographies where
Sankara is the main hero he invariably defeats all his
opponents. It is believed that after one such dispute
Sankara acquired a new pupil—none other than Prabhä-
kara's son, Prthivldhara (arid according to some hagiogra-
phies even Prabhäkara himself, and—not long before his
death, having repented his former views—Kumärila).

More plausible, though, was an Advaita conversion of
another well-known Mlmämsäka—Mandanamisra. The
episode of Mandanamisra's dispute with Sankara

7. It is said that, having disguised himself as a Buddhist monk,
Kumärila even got his instruction from celebrated Buddhist teachers,
so that the could get a clear notion of the ideas of his opponents. This
kind of ruse proved to be somewhat risky : according to the hagiogra-
phies, Kumärila lost one eye, in a Buddhist monastery and only divine
intercession helped save his life.

8. It is ssddinBrhat-sankara-vijay a and Sahkara-uijaya-viläsa that
Kumärila's victories over the "heretics' indirectly contributed to the
death of his former teacher, the Buddhist Sugata; after that, Kumärila
had no option but to commit a ritual suicide.
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(Sahkam-mandana-samväda) was described extensively
in Brhat-sahkara-vijaya and Sahksepa-gahkara-vijaya.
Unlike Sankara, according to the hagiographies, Mandana-
misra was not a sannyasin, but a learned and pious
householder (grhastha), who had reached the heights of
wisdom due to his unswerving obedience to ritual injunc-
tions. Sankara came to his house just at the time when
Mandanamisra was occupied with preparations for the
yearly ceremony of memorial sacrifice. With his imperti-
nent remarks and direct ridicule, the young ascetic forced
Mandanamisra to engage in a dispute with him, having
set the condition that in case of defeat, the adversary
would leave his household and become an errant mendi-
cant. According to legend, the contest between Sankara
and Mandanamisra continued for fifteen days without any
intermission. It is related that after it was over, the
Advaitist had acquired a new disciple.9 As mentioned
above, Vedantic tradition identifies Mandanamisra (who,
of course, had to assume a new name at his initiation) with
one of Sankara's followers—Suresvara.

The hagiographers differ in their efforts to give a precise
determination of the time spent by Sankara in Benares,
though his visit to the sacred city is not disputed. Väränasl,
or Käsl, as it is most often called in Sankara's biographies,
the city of a thousand temples, had for a long time drawn
many pilgrims—or simply travellers—from all over India.
It was there that the preaching of the Advaitist expanded
greatly; among his listeners and opponents were not only
orthodox-minded Hinduists, but also Buddhists and Jainas.

9. According to popular legend, after the defeat of Mandanamisra,
his wife (as the incarnation of Sarasvatl, the spouse of Brahma) decided
to dispute with Sankara. Her questions concerned mainly the sphere of
human love, and Sankara could answer them only after a month of delay
during which he gained the necessary experience by temporarily enter-
ing the dead body of the king Amarüka. One might note that the legend
provides an indirect explanation for the origin ot Tantric and Sakta
works by Sankara, as well as his erotic poems.
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In Benares, Sankara resided with his disciples in one of
the most famous ghattas, that is, the sanctuaries used for
performing funeral rites on the banks of the Gangä River.
This ghatta is known by the name Manikarnikä, or, the
earring/of Siva/. According to legend, it was the very first
piece of earth fished out of the primeval waters by the
trident of the God. Sitting in this ghatta, Sankara received
alms, taught pious Hindus and converted 'heretics'. The
Advaitin's image still occupies the most honorable place in
the neighboring temple of Visvanätha.

However, the story of Sankara's stay in Benares would
not be complete if one were to omit a popular tale about a
cändäla, which was probably composed with Buddhist
influence. It is said that once a cändäla, that is, a person
of mixed varna—a son of a äüdra and a brahman woman
(in orthodox belief, the most miserable and despised
being)—was encountered by Sankara and his disciples on
one of the narrow streets of the city. The Advaitist, afraid
of the ritually impure touch of the wretched man, ordered
him to clear the way and let them pass. He got quite an
unexpected rebuke. Directly referring to Advaita tenets
about the unity ofätman, the cändäla boldly defended the
idea of the original equality of all living beings. According
to the same legend, Sankara bowed down to the cändäla
and, having acknowledged his blunder, composed on the
spot a poem about the higher ätman that shines forth
equally both in a dvija Brahman and in an untouchable
cändäla.

After Benares, Sankara continued his travels. The
hagiographies relate that he not only indefatigably
preached Advaita, but also founded Vedantic monasteries
(matha) in various parts of India, organized after the
Buddhist pattern. Most of the biographers are of the
opinion that the main monasteries, which were founded
by Sankara when he was about thirty, were established in
the following order: Dvärakä, Badarinätha, Purl, Srngeri
and Kanci. Sometimes, though, this sequence varies; and
usually the list of monasteries is supplemented by other
mat has in various combinations.
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It is generally believed that Sankara assigned the
sannyäsins, who shared Advaita notions, to ten monastic
orders—according to the number of main monasteries—
and instructed each order to stay in the place prepared for
it.10 At present, only four associations of Sankara's follow-
ers remain truly monastic in character; they are the mona-
stic orders of Bhärati, Sarasvati, Tirtha and Äsramin. All
the rest have become more or less secular organizations.

According to the hagiographies, Sankara died in his
thirty-third year, surrounded by his numerous föllöwiers
and disciples. Even today several Hindu monasteries
contest the honor of being regarded as the place of the
teacher's last repose. According toPräclna-sahkara-vijaya,
Sankara died in Kafici, while the compilers of some of the
biographies give preference to the sanctuary of
Kedäranätha. Sahksepa-sahkara-vijaya relates that
Sankara actually did not die at all, but, having climbed the
mountain Kailäsa, assumed his original divine form. The
Advaitist's demise is dealt with in the same spirit in
Sahkara-vijaya-viläsa, the text that seems most prone to
relating absolutely fantastic events.

P' Of course, it is no simple task to gain an understanding
of the peculiar intertwining of fantasies ancLrealityJhat
characterizes the accounts of Sankara's life. Let us make
at least a preliminary effort, singling out some reasonably
reliable facts from the whole conglomerate of colorful
legends.

10. The monastery in Dvaraka corresponds to the monastic order of
Äsramin; that of Badarinätha, to the order of Giri; the Pur! monastery,
to the order of Aranya; the Srngeri monastery, to the order of Bhärati;
and the Kane! monastery, to the order of Sarasvati. To five other
monasteries were assigned the monastic orders of Tirtha, Purl, Vana,
Parvata and Sägara. As one can judge by the very names, the order of
Äsramin was supposed to abide to monastic shelters, or äsramas; the
orders of Aranya and Vana were to stay in the forests; the monks
belonging to the orders of Giri and Parvata, in the mountains; those of
the Sägara order, on the seashore; those of the Purl order, in the cities;
and the monks of the Tirtha order had to remain in the centers of
pilgrimage.
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First of all, the question that naturally arises concerns
the exact dating of his life. It is fairly understandable that
hagiographies provide us mostly with astrological data. If
one were to rely on the material of Brhat-äahkara-vijaya,
Sankara was born in the year Nandana, or the twenty
sixth year of the sixty-year cycle, in the lunar month
Vaisäkha (corresponding to May-June), under the Zodiac
sign of the Archer. Sahksepa-äahkara-vijaya confirms
these data, specifying that this notable event took place on
a Monday, and determining the phases of the moon. Accor-
ding to M. Piantelli,11 these astrological characteristics
correspond to only two possible dates: AD 568 and 805.
Relative dating of the year and day of Saiikara's birth are
accepted by all the biographies composed within the sphere
of influence of the monastery of Kancl, though some extant
South Indian versions of Sankara's biography offer a
different date.

According to the same Brhat-gahkara-vijaya, the
Advaitist's death falls on the month Vrsabha (April-May),
or, possibly, Pausa (December-January) of the year
Raktaksin, or the 58th year of the sixty-year cycle. So if
one believes the hagiographies, Sankara died, probably, in
his thirty-third year : either in 600 or in 837 year AD.12

As for the Western tradition, for quite a long time
scholars adhered to a definite dating. In 1877 a German
scholar, Prof. K.P. Tiele, in his essays on ancient religions
suggested as a probable date of Öankara's life an interval
between788 and 820. He based his estimate on the evi-
dence of a later Vedantin, Yajnesvara Sästri, who cites in
his treatiseAryay idyä-sudhäkär (The moon of noble knowl-
edge) an earlier work by Bhatta Nilakantha, entitled
Sankara-mandära-saurabha (The fragrance of Sankara's

11. Vide: M. Piantelli, Sahkara e la rinascita del brähmanesimo,
pp. 12-13.

12. M. Piantelli, ISahkara e la rinascita del brähmanesimo,
pp. 103-4.
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paradise tree).13 Somewhat later, an Indian scholar, K.
Pathak, found corroboration for these data in a treatise by
an anonymous mediaeval author.14 On must note that in
principle the reliability of these source is not much higher
than that of the hagiographical materials. Still, the date
788-820 was accepted as a serious working hypothesis by
such prominent Indologists as F. Max Müller, A. Macdonell,
A.B. Keith, M. Winternitz.15 Later this dating became
generally accepted by their followers.

Nevertheless, after some time many serious scholars
agreed that the dating of Öankara's life needed closer
definition, and that its limits should be set farther back in
the post. Similar views were advocated by Indian scholars
K. Telang,16 T. Chintamani17 and S. Kuppuswami Sastri.18

Also inclined to an earlier dating is a well-known Japanese
Indologist, Hajime Nakamura.19 An Italian scholar, G.

13. Vide : T.R. Chintamani, "The Date of Samkara", Journal of
Oriental Research, Madras, vol. 3, pp. 39 ff.

14. K.B. Pathak, "The Date of Samkaräcärya", Indian Antiquary,
vol. 2, Bombay, p. 175.

15. Vide, for instance: F. Max Müller, Three Lectures on the Vedanta
Philosophy, London, 1894; A.B. Keith, The Karma-Mimämsä, London,
1921;M. Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Literat ur, vol. II, Leipzig,
1913; and also, with some reservations, S. Dasgupta, A History of
Indian Philosophy,vols. 1-2.

16. K.T. Telang, "The Date of Samkaräcärya", New Indian Anti-
quary, vol. 13, p. 95 ff.

17. T.R. Chintamani, The Date of Samkara, pp. 39-56.

18. S. Kuppuswami Sastri, Introduction to Brahmasiddhi, Madras,
1937, p. lviii.

19. A synopsis of the initial Japanese version of the work by Hajime
Nakamura A History of Early Vedanta Philosophy (Hajime Nakamura.
Shoki no Vedanta Tetsugaku, Tokyo, 1950) was made by G. Morichini.
Vide: G. Morichini, "History of Early Vedanta", £as* and West, IsMEO,
Rome, 1960, pp. 33-39. Lately, however, a revised edition of Nakamura's
book was published in English: H. Nakamura, A History of Early
Vedanta Philosophy, Delhi, 1983.
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Tucci, reminds us of a similar opinion from French histo-
rian, P. Demieville20 ; to his mind, the former date should
be reconsidered and set back at least 45-50 years. D.
Ingalls also prefers to place Sankara in the first half of the
eighth century.21

Quite recently much attention has been paid to Sankara's
mention of or indirect reference to his opponents—both
predecessors and contemporaries. It is regarded as defi-
nite that in Sankara's works one can find traces of his
polemics with the Buddhists Difmäga (ca. the end of the
fifth century) and Dharmakirti (the beginning of the sev-
enth century),22 a Mlmämsäka Kumärila,23 There are also
references to Bhartrhari and Gaudapäda. That means
that the earliest limit of Sankara's activity cannot be set
earlier than AD 650. On the other hand, the latest limit is
usually determined by the commentary of Vacaspatimisra
on Sankara's work. One of Vacaspatimisra's writings is
definitely dated ca. AD 840; and it is generally accepted
that he is at least one generation younger than Sankara—
that is, the date should be placed about AD 800.

In trying to pin down the dates of the Advaitist's life, it
proved useful to take into account indirect evidence, pro-
vided by Jaina and Buddhist sources. However, as noted
by Che Indian scholar K. Kunjunni Raja, judging by the
material ofTattua-sahgraha (a collection of the essence of
various teachings) by Säntaraksita ( AD 705-62) and the
commentary by Kaiiialasila (713-63), Sankara's teaching
had not yet become important and well-known at the time

20. Vide : G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts, part 2, IsMEO, Rome,
1958, p. 8.

21. D.H.H. Ingalls, "Sarnkara's Arguments against the Buddhists",
Philosophy East and West, vol. 3, January 1954, no. 4, p. 292, note 2.

22. Vide : K.B. Pathak, "Bhartrhari and Kumärila", Journal of the
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 18, p. 213.

23. Vide: V. Bhattacharya, "Samkara and Dirinäga", Indian Histori-
cal Quarterly, vol. 6, p. 169.
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of these Buddhist authors.24 It looks as if early pre-
Sankara Vedanta was not yet regarded by the 'heretical'
teachers as a serious system of opposing thought. As for
Sankara's own name, it was not even mentioned in con-
temporary Jaina and Buddhist works.

So the hopes of giving more precise dates for Öankara's
life and activity through the use of his adversaries' works
proved to be mostly premature. One has to agree with
Hajime Nakamura, who wrote that "the scholarly tradi-
tion of Sankara became influential only in the context of
later social development.25 Still, starting from AD 900, Ve-
danta becomes an object of severe criticism, for instance,
in Jaina sources (one is reminded of Yaäastilaka of
Somadeva, who was a Digambara), while the only system
worthy of attention from the standpoint of the Jainas was
Sankara's school.26

Summing up the efforts of the scholars to clarify the
chronology of Sankara's life, one must admit that—in
spite of all their skill and even subtlety—they did not
attain any npticeable progress. And when, for example, a
prominent Japanese scholar, Sengaku Mayeda, who spe-
cializes in Sankara's work and has published many criti-
cal editions of his writings, regards as most likely the
interval between 700 and 750 AD, he still has reservations,
specifying that other points of view on this matter are also
justified to some extent.27 Indeed, a Dutch scholar, Til-

24. K. Kunjunni Raja, "On the Date of Samkaracarya and Allied
Problems", Adyar Library Bulletin, vol. 24, parts 3-4, 1960, p. 139.

25. Hajime Nakamura, "Bhäskara, the Vedäntin, in Buddhist
Literature", Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Golden Jubilee Volume, vols. 48-49, Poona, p. 122.

26. Hajime Nakamura, "Vedanta as Noticed in Mediaeval Jain
Literature", Indological Studies in Honor ofW. Norman Brown, New
Haven, 1962, p. 192.

27. Vide : Sengaku Mayeda, Samkara's Upadesasähasri, critically
edited with introduction and indices, Tokyo, 1973.
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mann Vetter, who painstakingly summed up not only the
data from Sanskrit sources, but also the existing critical
literature, had no option but to return to a fairly long
period from AD 650 to 800.28 At this rather vague interval
we must stop for the time being.

As for the famous digvijaya of Sankara, or, the conquest
of the parts of the world, there is really no grounds for any
doubt as to the victorious journey of the Advaitist through-
out the country. Sankara was undoubtedly not only a
philosopher and an astute theoretician, he was also one of
the most prominent religious figures and a gifted preacher,
spreading his own teaching. One glimpses this both in the
hagiographies, where the teacher invariably defeats his
adversaries, and in the echoes of lively disputes and
contests that are recorded in his own works. Sankara's
main opponents were the Buddhists. Though the decline
of Buddhism started longbefore Sankara, his active preach-
ing, directed against this heterodox teaching, certainly
contributed to the gradual forcing out of the 'heretics'. But,
as observed by F. Whaling, "Sankara not merely refuted
the Buddhists negatively, he also played his part in the
Hindu renaissance which was loosening the popular hold
of Buddhists over the people."29

Another moment is quite worthy of attention. If one
maintains the thesis of the direct impact of Buddhism on
Sankara, this impact would be doubtless perceptible prim-
arily in the sphere of practical religion. Sankara succeeded
in reforming or, to be more precise, in constructing all over
again, the monastic organization of Hinduism, in many
respects taking as a model the Buddhists sahgha, or

28. Vide : Tilmann Vetter, Studien zur Lehre und Entwicklung
§ahkaras, Wien, 1979, pp. 11-12. From critical studies Vetter uses
mainly the above mentioned works by K. Kunjunni Raja, T. Chintamani
and Hajime Nakamura, though he also pays attention to the articles by
E. Frauwallner and the book on Dharmaklrti, written by E. Steinkell-
ner, that do not directly deal with Sankara.

29. F. Whaling, äahkara and Buddhism, p. 35.
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religious community. The hagiographies enumerate ten
Hindu monasteries founded by Sankara, as well as ten
monastic orders of sannyäsins. Four of these monaster-
ies—Örngeri, Käiici, Dvärakä and Purl—still retain their
full significance. Even now the organizational structure of
Southern Hinduism, which had been the main object of
Öankara's care, is regarded as more firm and solid than its
Northern counterpart. The ascetics who are supposed to
follow Sankara's creed are called daäanämin, that is,
having ten names—in memory of the ten former monastic
orders. Meanwhile, all other sannyäsins are usually de-
fined as dandin or ekadandin (from danda, or the sacred
staff of an ascetic). On the whole, in the words of F.
Whaling, "Sankara introduced Buddhist principles of
organisation and lifelong asceticism into Hindu monastic
life, and provided for the first time some sort of guiding
authority to lay down and preach right principles of
philosophy and religion.30

Hinduism is also much indebted to the influence of
Buddhist religious practice, assimilated through Sankara's
mediation, for its rejection of bloody sacrifices, as well as
of some extreme Saktist practices. According to the living
Hindu tradition, it was Sankara, for instance, who brought
to an end the practice of worship of the dog-headed Siva in
one of the most popular centers of pilgrimage, the city of
Ujjayini. (This strange form of worship was based upon
one of the lesser known myths of the victory of Siva, who
had assumed the form of the dogKhandobä, over a mighty
Asura Manimalla; this form of worship presumed and
allowed for the corresponding 'doggish7 behavior of the
adept). Travelling over Kämarüpa (present Assam),
Öankara introduced into more sensible limits the Tantric
ritual practice of the left hand', the practice that was
mainly based on magic and erotic excesses.

What is not, however, reflected adequately in critical
literature, is the problem of the relationship between

30. F. Whaling, äahkara and Buddhism, p. 30.
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Sankara's Vedanta and Kashmir Saivism. Meanwhile.,
the correspondence between some notions of the Saivite
Pratyabhijnä-darsana (from pratyabhijnä, lit.: recogni-
tion, which is understood here as a method of sudden
realization of God) and Advaita ideas deserves some delib-
eration—or at least a preliminary analysis.31 In some
respects this similarity can be explained by their respec-
tive theoretical and philosophical roots: the history of
preparation and development presupposed a slight shad-
ing of the Buddhist concepts of Vijnänaväda and Sünya-
väda, superimposed over the traditional Saivite back-
ground. In the teaching of Somänanda (end of the ninth
century) emphasis is placed on the knower or knowing
subject (pramätr), who is identified with Siva and, simul-
taneously, with the inner Self, or ätman of the adept; the
inner luminosity (prakäsa) or vibration (spanda, vimarga)
of ätman creates the visible universe. Somänanda's pu-
pils, Utpaladeva and Abhinavagupta (beginning of the
eleventh century, maintained, in contrast to Sankara,
that the differentiation of energies or potencies, respon-
sible for the creation of the world, is really contained
within ätman and so cannot be held as illusory. Still, the
correspondence of images and terminological preferences
seems too striking for mere coincidence. Since Kashmir (in
particular, one of the temples, dedicated to the Goddess
Sarasvati, the temple Sarvajnapitha) is repeatedly men-
tioned among the places visited by Sankara during his
travels over the country, one might at least presume the
possibility of his influence upon the development of local
philosophical and religious schools, a process that drew
attention after the ninth century.

31. Two other schools of Kashmir Saivism—krama-darsana and
kula-darsana—reveal less common traits with Advaita, though the
Kula school incorporates the idea of Jivanmukti (liberation in life),
which is characteristic also of Sankara's school. About this vide: Lilian
Silburn, La Mahärthamanjarl de Makes varänanda, avec des extraits
du Parimala, Paris, 1968, pp. 14, 22; Lilian Silburn, Le Vijnäna
Bhairava, Paris, 1961.
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To make the picture complete, however, one cannot
overlook the opinion of Paul Hacker, according to which
Sankara was really a Visnuite, and the later legends
concerning his alleged Saivite inclinations can be traced
back to one of his biographers, Mädhava (or Vidyäranya).
Hacker tried to substantiate this—completely original—
point of view in one of his articles.32 To my mind, though,
his arguments are far from conclusive; they cannot ex-
plain satisfactorily Sankara's critique of the Visnuite
doctrine of Päiicarätrain his Commentary onBrahmasütra;
or the emergence of the notion of mäyä, which is so
important for the whole concept of Advaita; or, finally, the
authorship of Saivite hymns, which is ascribed to him by
orthodox tradition. Probably Hacker was somewhat mis-
led in this respect by his subconscious strivings to bring
Sankara's teaching a bit closer to his own Christian
convictions, which, of course, are more easily comparable
with the image of the benevolent and merciful Visnu.

As mentioned above, Sankara's death gave rise to two
Hindu traditions. The hagiographies, gravitating towards
the still flourishing monastery of Kafici, and going back to
Präcina-sahkara-vijaya of Änandagiri, maintain that the
Advaitist died in Känci. In memory of his death a statue
was erected, which is now situated in the temple of
Kämäksi. Another great monastery connected with
Sankara's name—the monastery of Srngeri33—supports

32. P. Hacker, "Relations of Early Advaitins tq.Vaisnavism", Wiener
Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd-und Ostasiens, no. 9, 1965, pp. 147-54.

33. Incidentally, a present-day Indian pandit, interested in the life
and activity of Sankara—H. Krishna Sastri—maintains that the
monastery of Srngeri was formerly a Saivite place of worship, which
only later, owing to Sankara's efforts, acquired an Advaita bias. In his
words, "this explains perhaps why in the Advaita Math of Sringeri there
is still a greater bias towards Shaivism and Shaiva worship than
towards Vaishnavism and Krishna worship, though the founder, the
great Shankaracharya was no respect of creeds nor of any distinction
between Siva and Vishnu." The Traditional Age of Sri Sahkaracharya
and the Maths, A. Nataraja Aiyer and S. Lakshminarasimha Sastri,
Madras, 1962, p. 83.
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quite a different version of the legend. It is based on the
evidence of the hagiographies, the common source of
which is Sahksepa-äahkara-vijaya by Mädhava. Accord-
ing to these sources, Sankara died near the sanctuary of
Kedäranätha (quite close to the temple complex of
Badarinatha in the Himalayas). Even today one can see in
Kedäranätha the ruins of the monument which is sup-
posed to have been constructed where Öankara died.

The rivalry between the monasteries of Käiici and
Örngeri continues to play an important part in present-
day religious and cultural life of the Hindu community.
Some Indologists, interested in Öankara and educated
within the framework of traditional Hindu learning, were,
sometimes quite involuntarily, drawn into the history of
petty jealousies and mutual grievances. For instance, a
well-known Vedanta scholar, Prof. T.M.P. Mahadevan,
agreed to supervise the publishing of a rather colorful and
also rather muddled volume dedicated to the sixty-eighth
prior of the monastery of Känci—Candrasekharendra
Sarasvati, who included in this collection an autobio-
graphical essay.34 It is interesting to note that, according
to established tradition, the heads of Känci and Srngeri
maths always bear the honorary title of Sahkaräcärya, or,
the teacher Öankara.

2. WORKS OF SANKARA: RELIABILITY OF
ATTRIBUTION AND COMPOSITIONAL

PECULIARITIES

During his rather short life Sankara managed to write an
enormous number of varied works., Even if one were to
exclude the writings whose attribution to Sankara is
somewhat doubtful, the scale of his creative activity is still
amazing. Indian tradition ascribes to him the authorship
of more than 400 extant Vedantlc worEsT

34. Vide : T.M.P. Mahadevan, "The Sage of Känci", Preceptors of
Advaita, edited by T.M.P. Mahadevan, Madras, 1968, pp. 469-548.
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Following the proposal of S.K. Belvalkar,35 for the sake
of convenient examination Sankara's works are usually
divided into three parts, according to genre characteris-
tics. Thejirst^aj^^ among
them are the bhäsya, or the most authoritative, 'primary'

as well as the vwarana and
the tikä, representing, as a rule, sub-commentaries on
commentaries. These sub-commentaries are supposed to
interpret both basic texts and their primary explanations.
Th^jseco^^ includes mostly hymns, poems,
m^tricjncantations aruT]^^
and stuti); whue theH^ of independent

Let us now touch upon one of tKe~most controversial
problems of present-day Sankara studies—the problem of
which works can be attributed to the Advaitist.. This
question was seriously raised for the first time by Paul
Hacker. In one of his earlier articles he writes about the
corpus of works which has survived under Sankara's
name: [T]he variety of contents makes it highly improb-
able that all these works should have been composed by
one and the same person. So it was inevitable that the
majority of historians should have taken the position that
all those writings were provisionally to be regarded as
spurious, wjj±Mth£^
the Brahrnasütrabhäsya, and that in thecase~oFaTnES°
other commentaries and independent treatises the ques-
tion of the authorship required investigation.36 Having

35. Vide: S.K. Belvalkar, Sri GopalBasuMallik Lectures on Vedanta
Philosophy, Part 1, Poona, 1929, pp. 222 ff.

36. These are the lines from P. Hacker's article "Sankaräcärya and
Sankarabhagavatpäda: Preliminary Remarks Concerning the Author-
ship Problem", published in New Indian Antiquary, (vol. 9, nos. 4-6,
1947, pp. 1-12). However, the text had so many printing errors that the
author had to revise it completely for the collection of his works. Vide:
P. Hacker, Kleine Schriften. Hrsg. von L. Schmithausen. Wiesbaden,
1978, pp. 41-58 (here the reference is to S. 42).
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clearly formulated the problem, Hacker also laid down
three main principles or methods of investigation for
determining the attribution of certain works of Sankara.
These principles laid a sound foundation for the later
analysis of specific works by the Advaitist; such analysis
was made by the German scholar himself, as well as by
many of his followers.

First of all, Hacker suggested that one should pay more
attention to ffie colophans oftham
author (allegedly, Sankara) appears under different names
and is bestowed with different titles. In the opinon of the
scholar, the name (or rather, the title) Sahkaräcärya does
not provide confirmation of such authorship—if only be-
cause, as mentioned above, "the teacher Sankara" was the
title conferred on every head preceptor of the monasteries
of Srngeri and Käiici. A more reliable attribution is se-
cured by another popular title—Bhagavat, or Lord, which
turns up in reference to Sankara in the versions
Bhagauatpada and Bhagavatpüjyapäda, usually super-
seding the proper name.

!The second investigative method makes use of evidence
from the immediate disciples öf Sanköä^primarily
Padmapäda, Suresvara and Totaka. With slightly more
caution one might also use the references to Sankara
found in the works by Anandajnäna and Väcaspatimisra.
This method should also take into account the distinguish-
ing between the texts belonging to Sahkaräcärya (and so
attributed less reliably), and those allegedly written by
Sankara—Bhagavatpäda or Bhagavatpüjyapäda. But the
evidence stemming from the nearest environment to the
Advaitist is rather reliable in itself; in most cases, argues
Hacker, one can safely depend upon it, while judging the
authoritativeness of one or the other work.

And finally, the third principle consists in analysis of
the content, as well as of the special terminology of the
work in question. In other words, if a text had been written
by Sankara, its notions should not contradict the general
conception represented in his Commentary on Brahma-
sütra. Accordingly, the terms used in the text should
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correspond to the early stage of Advaita development, and
not to its later interpretations. In his own articles Hacker
sets an example of minute philological analysis of some of
Öankara's works, paying meticulous attention to the terms
avidyä, may a and nämarüpa.37

How do these principles actually function in relation to
the three groups of texts representing the creative activity
of Sankara?

In the first group, as already noted, the authorship of
the Commentary on Brahmasütra is absolutely beyond
doubt. This confidence is explained not only by the fact
that the authenticity of the work is guaranteed by the
evidence of Padmapäda; one must also take into account
that Brahma-sütra-bhäsya provides, so to speak, the point
of reference for all other works, as well as for the very
image of the Advaitist, who remained in the memory of
subsequent generations primarily as bhäsyakära or, the
author of the commentary. Hacker himself regards as
completely proved Sankara's authorship of the commen-
taries on the ten principle Upanisads: Hä, Aitareya, Katha,
Kena, Chändogya, Taittiriya, Prasna, Brhadaranyaka,
Mandukya (which is traditionally united with Gaudapada's
Kärikä}andMundaka. Somewhat less reliable is Sankara's
authorship for the bhäsya on Svetäävataropanisad. Mak-
ing use of Hacker's method, Sengaku Mayeda demon-
strated the authenticity of the Commentary on the
Bhagavadgltä, traditionally ascribed to Öankara.38 So the
most modern philological methods confirm the correct-
ness of the usual belief that Sankara actually composed

37. Vide, for instance : P. Hacker, "Eigentümlichkeiten der Lehre
und Terminologie Öarikaras: Avidyä, Nämarüpa, Mäyä, Isvara",
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft, no. 100,
1950, pp. 246-286.

38. On this vide: Sengaku Mayeda, "The Authenticity of the
Bhagavadgitäbhäsya Ascribed to Sankara", Wiener Zeitschrift für die
Kunde Süd-und Östasiens, part IX, 1965, pp. 155-94. See also: P.
Hacker, "Sankaräcärya and Sarikarabhagavatpäda", Kleine Schriften,
p. 49.
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the commentaries to all parts of the prasthäna-traya, or
the triple canon of Vedanta.

Hacker also regards as belonging to Sankara a sub-
commentary on Yoga-sütra-bhäsya by Vedavyäsa, that is
the work Yoga-sütra-bhäsya-vivarana, as well as abhört
commentary on one of the parts ofDharmasütra by Apas-
tamba, called Adhyätma-patala-vivarana (Sub-commen-
tary on the chapter about inner ätman).39 Without going
into detail about the argument, I can only say that these
two texts are beyond the scope of the present book. Their
acceptance as authentic texts by Sankara would have led
to the postulation of a separate, pre-Advaitic period of his
creative activity.

It is not difficult to realize that the question of Sankara's
authorship of the second group of texts cannot be solved by
the analysis of their content and table of categories. Of
course, the Advaitist's metric works—from erotic, tantric
poems to Saivite hymns—do not contain strict philosophi-
cal terminology or logical argumentation. That is why the
most reliable method of sorting out Sankara's poems from
the enormous mass of religious and mystic poetry of the
mediaeval period is the evidence from his disciples and
followers. And the Vedantins are of the opinion that
Öänkara was the author of the poetical cycles Daksinä-
murti-stotra(Praise of the benevolent Siva), Gurvastakam
(Eight poems to the teacher), Bhaja-govinda-stotra (Praise
of Krsna-Govinda40 and Sivänandalahari (Wave of the

39. Vide : P. Hacker, "Sankara der Yogin und Sankara der Advaitin.
Einige Beobachtungen/' —Beiträge zur Geist es geschickte Indiens.
Festschrift für Erich Frauwallner. Hrsg. von Oberhammer. Wiener
Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd-und Ostasiens, parts XII-XIII, 1968-
1969, pp. 119-148.

40. A popular name for the Bhaja-govinda cycle of poems is Carpata-
manjarikä-stotra (The praise of the palm, where the garland of verses
lies); sometimes the hymns of Bhaja-govinda are called Dvädasa-
manjarikä-stotra, since this cycle, like another of the same time, has
twelve (dvadasa) stanzas.
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bliss of Siva).41 Less dependable is Sankara's authorship of
other cycles and single poems. However, he is usually
considered the author of the cycle Bhavänyastakam (Eight
verses to Bhaväni, or divine Mother), of the hymn
Annapurna-stotra (Praise to the giver of food), of the cycle
Visnu-sat-padl (Six verses for Visnu), the poem Gahgä-
stotra (Praise to GaiLgSiriver),Devyaparadha-ksamapana-
stotra (Praise of the Goddess-Mother for the forgiveness of
sins), Vedasära-Siva-stotra (Praise of Siva as the essence
of Veda), the cycle Siuänämälyastakam (Eight lines in the
name of Siva), Siväparädha-ksamäpana-stotra Praise of
Siva for the forgiveness of sins), Kaupina-pancakam (Five
verses about the loin-cloth of an -ascetic), Dvädaäa-
manjarikä-stotra (Praise in twelve garlands or stanzas),
as well as the author of an often-cited but probably
spurious cycle Nirväna-satkam (Six verses on liberation).42

One must say that, in spite of the absence of reliable
methods to prove the authenticity of all these works, in
spite of some vagueness of criteria applied to poetical
works by Sankara, still his inclination towards versifica-
tion, and his skill in attiring religious thoughts with arti-
stic images never raised any doubts. True, at first sight it
might appear that poetry transforms only one of the layers
of Sankara's thought—and certainly not its summit, but
rather the steps leading to it. It might seem that only the
lower tier of Advaita, its theistic foundation, is adorned
and decorated by Saivite, sometimes even Sakta (and if
one is to believe the tradition, also Visnuite) images, and
is strengthened by the passionate striving of mystics and
the adept's aspiration to be united with God which bypasses
ritual injunctions and logical argumentation.

41. Vide, for instance: T.M.P. Mahadevan, The Hymns ofäahkara,
Delhi, 1980; and also S.K. Belvalkar, Sri GopalBasuMallik Lectures on
Vedanta Philosophy, pp. 222 f.

42. Vide the Supplement to the book : Atmabodhah: Self-knowledge
of Sri Sahkaräcärya, Madras, 1978, pp. 233-310.
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To my mind, though—and it was already observed by
Rudolf Otto—the theistic background does loom through
all of Sankara's creative activity, that is, also through the
texture of the most subtle and abstract of his works.43 This
observation by Otto was later wholeheartedly supported
by Paul Hacker44; the latter's interest in theistic substruc-
tures of Vedanta is in many respects explained by his own
proselytic aspirations as well as his clear understanding
that for Christian missionaries in India it was much easier
to deal with purely religious beliefs of the native people
than with a consistent but entirely alien religious and
philosophical system. Nevertheless, the observation itself
is not devoid of wit and precision. From a formal stand-
point it is important for us now that it lends weight to the
conviction that the religious and poetical works of Sankara
are really authentic (of course, only in the cases when this
poetic creativity does not contradict—at least, directly—
the philosophical concepts of the Advaitist). One should
not overlook the aspect of content: actually, poetry and
theology were not dislodged to the periphery of important
philosophical essence, but rather continued their own
indirect, latent relations with this essence. More evidence
in favor of this approach is the history of Advaita develop-

43. Vide: Rudolf Otto, Westöstliche Mystik, Vergleich und Unter-
scheidung zur Wesensdeutung, München, 1971, S. 119-160.

44. About that vide: P. Hacker, "Eigentümlichkeiten der Lehre und
Terminologie Sankaras", p. 247; P. Hacker, "Sankara der Yogin und
Sankara der Advaitin", p. 121; as well as the special review by P. Hacker
of the 3rd edition of R. Otto's book Westöstliche Mystik: P. Hacker,
"Westöstliche Mystik" (review), Zeitschrift für Missionswissenschaft
und Religionswissenschaft, no. 58, 1974, S. 40-43. A similar point of
view is supported by R. De Smet (a doctoral thesis "Theological method
of Öankara", publishedin English, Rome, 1953) and Madeleine Biardeau
(M. Biardeau, "Quelques reflexions sur l'apophatisme de Sankara",
Indo-Iranian Journal, 1959, pp. 81-101). Among more recent publica-
tions, conceived more or less on the same lines one might mention
Wilhelm Halbfass, Studies in Kumärila and Sankara, Studien zur
Indologie und Iranistik, Monographie 9, Reinbek, 1983.
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ment, which naturally included creative activity of poets
and grammarians.

Only the third group of Sankara's work is now left for
investigation. It consists of independent writings that are
not connected with any 'basic' texts. Öankara's authorship
for the philosophical treatise Upadesasähasrl (Thousand
teachings) is firmly established. The authenticity of attri-
bution was reliably demonstrated both for its metrical
(Padya-bandha) part and for the prosaic (Gadya-bandha)
one, represented in the critical edition of Sengaku Mayeda
(Tokyo, 1973). Far less probable is Sankara's authorship
of other short treatises: Viueka-cädämani (Pearl of dis-
tinction), Atma-bodha (The awakening of ätman), Aparo-
ksänubhüti (Not invisible realization) and Satä-slokl (A
hundred slokas). Hacker expressed some doubts concern-
ing the attribution of the compendium Sarva-daräana-sid-
dhänta-sahgraha (A collection of the essence of all schools),
which is traditionally ascribed to Sankara.45 Keeping in
mind the different levels of authenticity of these works,
one can still use them during the course of investigation,
since most often their notions do not contradict the whole
of Sankara's system.

A complete list of all works belonging or ascribed to
Sankara, quite convenient and specially marked accord-
ing to the probability of his authorship, can be found in the
previously mentioned monograph by M. Piantelli.46

Having examined the main works by Sankara from the
standpoint of their formal attribution, we will return now
to their contents. One should immediately note that the
threefold division of the whole corpus of his works has a
solid foundation; and the most extensive group of texts,
which comes first (the commentaries), is at the same time
the most important one.

45. Vide: P. Hacker, "Sankaracarya and Sankarabhagavatpada",
Kleine Schriften, pp. 55-58.

46. Vide : M. Piantelli, Sankara e la rinascita del brähmanesimo,
Appendice al capitolo terzo, pp. i-xiii.
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A specific trait of philosophizing characteristic of tradi-
tional Indian system—a trait which reminds one of Euro-
pean scholastics—is a discourse that unfolds in the form of
interpretation of an original basic text. Just as in the
mediaeval religious and philosophical tradition of the
West, an indispensable base of philosophical investigation
was provided by sacred scripture (in India it is the revela-
tion of the äruti) and sacred tradition (in India, the srnrti),
and the latter includes the systematic and 'orientating'
sütras of the founders of the main darsanas. All other
knowledge was considered to be directly derived from
these initial postulates. It is only natural that the most
adequate form of inference, that is, of some development
of this 'root' (müla) philosophical content was represented
by a commentary. That is why philosophical commentary
became the most important and principal genre of theo-
retical activity, and the evolution of any philosophical
school presupposed not only the creation of new interpre-
tations of basic texts, but also the writing of sub-commen-
taries on popular works by authoritative commentators.

The poetical works of Sankara cannot be examined
directly within the context of a philosophical investiga-
tion, but still they open up some new vistas; they provide
some foreshortening or shifting sense, which contributes
to the widening of perspective. As for independent works
of the Advaitist, they are actually far less original or free
than his commentaries. Essentially, the part played by the
treatises and compendia belonging or ascribed to Sankara
is limited by their auxiliary or propaedeutical functions:
they form an introduction to complex religious and philo-
sophical problems, the subtleties of which are traced in the
multi-layered interpretations of the basic aphorisms be-
longing to the initial core of Vedanta. In the words of
Sengaku Mayeda, "The study of Sankara has mostly
centered around his chief work, the Brahmasütrabhäsya,
and his commentaries on the Upanisads. In comparison
with these great works the Upadesasähasri is a minor one
.../However,/in my opinion, there is no better introduction
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to Sankara's philosophy than the Upadeäasähasri, espe-
cially its Prose Part.47

And what is this Commentary on Brahmasütra that is
to be chiefly taken into account while investigating
Sankara's views? On the one hand, Sankara's Commen-
tary is undoubtedly the most prominent work based on
Bädaräyana's text; and on the other, it occupies a central
place in all of the Advaitist's work.

Compositionally, the Commentary is conceived as con-
tinuous dialogue, where the objections of an imaginary
opponent (they are usually defined as pürva-paksa, or
prima facie statements, literally, something conceived at
first sight) alternate with the answers of the Advaitist
himself, who uses as arguments the sayings of the
Üpanisads, as well as the Sütras of Bädaräyana. One must
say that Sankara sometimes takes liberties with Bädarä-
yana's aphorisms, allowing himself certain strained inter-
pretations; from time to time he even gives two equally
possible interpretations of one and the same sütra. Granted
the great respect that the Advaitist had for Bädaräyana,
it is quite obvious that the text of Brahmasütra is used
only as a sort of canvas to be embroidered with the
patterns of his own concepts. Special methods here are
evidently subordinated to the general task, and the overall
impression is one of the profound inner integrity of the
system, the core of which is represented by iruti sayings.
Sankara's Advaita did not simply appeal to the authority
of sacred scripture, as was usually done in other orthodox
schools of Indian philosophy. It tried to include the texts
of the Upanisads into the very fabric of its philosophical
constructions, while simultaneously demonstrating the
inner unity and absence of contradictions in the whole
corpus of these texts.

Defending his views, Sankara tries to anticipate all
possible questions and objections of his opponents. (This
pattern was quite characteristic of Indian philosophical

47. Sengaku Mayeda, Introduction to Sankara s Upadesasahasri,
p. xi.
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literature in general.) Sometimes the Advaitist offers
supplementary arguments on behalf of his imaginary
opponents, independently drawing logically unavoidable
conclusions. Sometimes the pressing of an argument is
nothing but a compositional device, designed to create an
opportunity to stop for a while and clarify an obscure
point—or just to change the course of the reasoning. Of
course, the main goal here is not any conflict with real
adversaries. It is quite clear that we are dealing rather
with a special 'polemic genre' of religious and philosophi-
cal investigation where the alleged standpoint of a 'here-
tic', an 'alien' or even of someone 'sincerely confused' (as in
the Sütras of Bädaräyana) is just a pretext for the devel-
opment of Öankara's own thought.

Formally, the complementary arguments of the second
turn, often simply carrying on the tenets of the opponent
in quite an unexpected direction, are called uttara-paksa,
or later view, subsequent examination. As a rule, they
should be followed by the final conclusion of the author,
that is, by siddhänta (final end of an argument, settled
opinion).

Tradition distinguishes three methods of philosophical
dispute, which presuppose the analysis of the opponent's
arguments and subsequent logical conclusion. They are
väda, jalpa and vitanda. It is assumed that within the
framework of the first method a disputant is really inter-
ested in finding the truth. The second method is applied to
every case of sophistic polemics, where the essential point
is to defeat the adversary by any possible means. The
situation is more intricate when one is dealing with a
discussion defined by the term vitanda; however, it was
this device that appears to have been particularly preva-
lent in Advaita polemics.

Already the Naiyäyikas, who were disputing with the
Buddhists, reproached their opponents for their polemic
methods, when the opponent's views had been reduced to
absurdity, and the Buddhists were idly picking at the
arguments or assertions of the others without attempting
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to prove their own side of the question.48 Since, from the
Madhyamikas' point of view, the essence of their main
notion—that of Sünya, or, emptiness—could not be grasped
in words, this method of polemics was considered to be
wholly appropriate. This discrepancy between critical
argumentation and inner substantiation of one's own
teaching can be regarded as the specific trait of the v itanda
dispute. Echoes of such an approach are easily traced in
Advaita—if only because the higher reality, according to
Sankära, was essentially non-verbal and ineffable, but
also self-evident, self-luminous (svayam-prakääa); its
realization presupposed some important turn in the course
of the discussion. And even a later Vedantin, the follower
of Rämänuja, Venkatanätha (thirteenth and early four-
teenth century) said that the method of v itanda was quite
acceptable both for those desiring only victory (uijigitsu),
and for those devoid of passions (vitaräga), that is, for con-
scientious, sober polemists.49

The objections of Sankara's adversaries—especially
numerous in the second, polemical, adhyäya of his Com-
mentary on BrahmasUtra—are not uniform in their char-
acter. As long as Sankara argues with the adherents of the
orthodox systems, it is often quite enough for him to
demonstrate that his opponents' view differ from äruti
revelation. Moreover, sometimes he even succeeds in pre-
senting the main notions of other orthodox schools as more
or less apt approaches to the ideas of Advaita. Sankara
maintains, for instance, that a correct understanding and
development of Sämkhya concepts is bound to reveal its
inner affinity with Vedanta {Brahma-sütra-bhäsya,
II.2.10).

48. See, for example, critical observations of a Naiyayika Vatsyayana:
Nyäya-sätra, L2.44.

49. Vide: Venkatanätha,Nyäya-parisuddhi, Chowkambha Sanskrit
Series, Benares, 1931, p. 166. About vitanda see also Bimal Krishna
Matilal, Foreword, to P. Granoff, Philosophy and Argument, pp. x-xii.
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However, the most irreconcilable adversaries of Öankara
are, without doubt, the followers of the materialist Lokäyata
system, as well as the adherents of two 'heretical' schools—
the Buddhists and the Jainas—who did not accept the
Vedic foundation. It is known that Lokäyata flatly denied
the validity of the evidence of authority, while the Bud-
dhists and the Jainas, who had their own sacred texts, still
maintained that a reference to authority occupied a sub-
ordinate place among other sources of valid knowledge
and should be substantiated by arguments based on infer-
ence and perception. Such an attitude naturally called for
an alteration in the ways and means of the polemics. Using
the arguments that were especially popular with his
rivals, Sankara pursues the discussion mainly with the
help of logic and ordinary common sense. In accordance
with the rules of traditional Indian philosophical dispute,
Öankara tries to beat them at their own game. His 'ra-
tional' critique concentrates primarily on ontological prob-
lems; it should probably regarded as a corroboration of the
view that for him the 'heretical' teachings and Lokäyata
were undoubtedly consistent and internally coherent
systems, where gnoseological and ethical aspects are wholly
dependent on their ontological foundation.

Still, the discussion, and even the exposition, presented
after the pattern of the vitanda method, presupposes a
more complex play with an imaginary or real opponent. In
my opinion, all of Sankara's polemics, representing an
integral part of his commentaries as well as the whole of
Sankara's approach to his own system, can be logically
divided into two levels.

It has to be borne in mind that in spite of his impeccable
skill in reasoning, Öankara attributed to this method only
relative value. The limits of logical inference, together
with those of ritual practice and ordinary experience, are
set within the frame ofaparavidyä, or profane, phenome-
nal knowledge. This aspect of Sankara's dispute is in-
tended for the layman—unlearned but also unprejudiced—
a kind of a hypothetical newcomer. It is to this class of
polemical arguments that Sankara resorts in those parts
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of his commentaries, the compendia and treatises, spe-
cially devoted to the refutation of the views of the Lokäy ati-
kas, the Jainas and the Buddhists.

However, this kind of a critique represents only the
lower layer of a real polemics. The actual sense of the
Advaitist's arguments would remain hidden, and the
reader would be misled, if one did not look simultaneously
for the answer that can be figured out during the course of
the polemics. After all, an argument offered on the level of
aparavidyä (or, as it is often called in Advaita, an argu-
ment from the standpoint of wordly practice, vyävahärika)
may contain insignificant cavils and quibbles; many simi-
lar objections, on closer examination, prove to be valid
.against Öankara's own Advaita. And that is only natural,
since the main goal of these arguments is to disarm an
opponent, to defeat him in a dispute. They are to be taken
for what they are worth: while judging their value, one
should keep in mind the context of the polemics.

In contrast to that, the higher level of knowledge (argu-
ments from the higher truth, or, päramärthika) reflects
essential divergencies of rival systems. For Sankara it
also presupposes a constant appeal to sruti, as well as the
construction of a coherent picture of reality. To some
extent, continuous dicussion with other philosophical and
religious schools is characteristic of all theoretical works
of the Advaitist; it is implied in various passages of his
works, even when the opponents are not directly named
and defined.

As will be shown below, such a two-level structure of
philosophical polemics correlates with Sankara's notion of
the two groups of sruti sayings, that is, the vyävahärika
(from the point of view of phenomenal practice) and the
päramärthika (from the point of view of ultimate truth).
Both groups, each in its own peculiar way, mediate be-
tween a specific, personal consciousness and the ultimate
spiritual reality (Atman-Brahman), and contribute to the
gradual approach to this new level of existence.



CHAPTER IV

Pure Brahman as Consciousness: Apophatic
Theology and the Problem of Contradiction

1. SANKARA'S ADVAITA AND LOKÄYATA

It is probably impossible to find more distant opponents
than these two systems. Their comparison is somewhat
hindered not only by the remoteness of ideas and philo-
sophical interests, but also by the fact that no work by the
adherents of Indian materialism has survived.1 True,
many Indologists now think that Lokäyata might be
adequately reconstructed in its main tenets from the
material that can be found in the works of its philosophical
opponents.2 So the bringing together of Sankara's teach-
ing and Lokäyata under one heading seems appropriate at
least because the Advaitist himself indirectly contributed
towards preservation of the ideas of the materialist sys-
tem.

One of the most valuable sources of Lokäyata are
compendia, that is, compositions that give us a short
synopsis of major philosophical schools. Their texts some-

1. Some hopes in this respect were formerly placed on the treatise by
Jayaräsi Bhatta, Tattvopaplavasimha, published in 1940 (Tattvopa-
plavasimha ofJayarääibhatta, edited by Sukhlalji Sanghavi and R.C.
Parikh, Gaekwad Oriental Series, no. 87, Baroda, 1940). However, this
work reveals a skeptical inclination, which is quite alien to the funda-
mental notions of Lokäyata.

2. Vide, for instance : G. Tucci, "A Sketch of Indian Materialism",
Proceedings of the First Indian Philosophical Congress, Delhi, 1925,
pp. 36 f.
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times include passages from the lost Brhaspati-sütra,
ascribed to the legendary founder of Lokäyata. One of
these compendia is Sarva-daräana-siddhänta-sahgraha,
whose authorship is ascribed to Öankara. Just like the
famous Sarua-daräanasahgraha of Mädhava—a later
Advaita follower—it starts with the exposition of the
materialists' views. The philosophical systems examined
by these Vedantins are organized, so to speak, according
to the level of truth inherent in them. Compositionally
they are linked by a problem, which suddenly emerges in
a preceding system and cannot be solved there; this
problem is supposed to be solved in the system that
follows. It is difficult to get rid of the impressioii that
Lokäyata is used as a sort of a whetstone for polishing the
polemical skills of its opponents. Taking up each of the
standpoints characteristic of different systems, the author
of a compendium (who personally belongs to the Vedanta
creed) moves farther and farther on from Lokäyata, as if
climbing ascending steps. Basing himself on Buddhist
texts, T. Rhys-Davids even suggested that Lokäyata had
been invented by the adversaries of materialism for purely
logical purposes—as the extreme case of vulgar, anti-
philosophical reasoning, which also should be investi-
gated for the sake of completeness.3 However, this attitude
of the celebrated translator and interpreter of Buddhist
works seems a bit excessive. T. Stcherbatsky, for example,
never doubted that "Indian materialism was a property of
a particular school, which preserved its traditions, devel-
oped and practised its teaching."4

As mentioned above, many essential aspects of the
Indian materialist school did not find full reflection in the
dispassionate exposition of compendia. To my mind,

3. One can find this observation in the commentary to the translation
of Dialogues of the Buddha. Vide : T.W. Rhys-Davids, Dialogues of the
Buddha, vol. 1, Oxford, 1899, pp. 166 ff.

4. T. Stcherbatsky, "K istorii materializma v Indii," Vostochniye
zapiski, 1. Leningrad, 1927, p. 54.
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Lokäyata is more clearly outlined in the polemical state-
ments of its opponents, if only because the opponents were
interested in drawing all the conclusions from its funda-
mental tenets. One should not, of course, overlook a
certain partiality of the opponents, who were mostly
orthodox in their beliefs: after all, Lokäyata encroached
upon the most important Brahmanic values. If one were to
believe Sankara's exposition, the Lokäyatikas maintained
that

The three Vedas are ...
/Only/ the means of livelihood for those,

who are devoid of reason and virility.5

Still, the tense opposition of different systems, quite
palpable in the critical works of Sankara on the whole
provides one with a better and a keener awareness of the
general rhythm and vector of philosophical thought than
does a sober synopsis of ideas by one of its adherents.

In the first sütra of Sankara's Commentary on Bädarä-
yana, the views of the materialist philosophers are di-
rectly likened to those of ordinary people (prakrtäjanäh),
quite foreign to philosophical discussions. The Advaitist
observes that „the Lokäyatikas, just like uneducated lay-
men, consider only the body to be the conscious ätman.
Hence the name, under which Lokäyata was known to
Sankara: dehatmavada, or, the teaching that the Self is
identical with the body. Incidentally, in Sankara's com-
pendium one finds the statement from the Lokäyatika
standpoint, dealing with this subject:

I am strong, weak, old, young,—
these characteristics /are ascribed/

5. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, II. 14-15:
trayo vedäs . . .
buddhipaurusahinänäm jiuiketi //15// .
(Sarva-siddhänta-sahgraha, edited with an English translation by

M. Rangäcärya, Madras, 1909).
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To the specific, particular body, /which is/ ätman,
and there is nothing else besides this.6

According to Advaita, the zd^butes of t ^
temporarily superimp6se3Ton the immutable ätman,j)b-

"sciiring its eternäliiatüf e. And under this category fall not
only external, physical characteristics, but alsothe psy-
cliical peculiarities belonging to a person: air emotional
features, habits, temperament—in a word7 all activity of
the senses and reasoning activity. Somewhat later we will
examine a minute analysis of consciousness, offered by
Advaita; now it is enough to say tthat 1̂1 qpn r̂etje rnanifesj
tajdons, o£ psyqhip life are considered in Adyaita.to^e,
nat]i^^^7"^rto) ''ra'mpösitions ;or functions.,. They are
distSiiguished from ätrnan just,for the reason that they pan
hß someho.w defined, objectified. In Sankara's preamble to
his Commentary on Brahmasutra he deals with the usual
confusion between ätman and 'object'7 : "Just having

6. Öankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, II.6.
sthülo 'ham taruno vrddho yuuetyädiuisesanaih /
uisisto deha evätmä na tato 'nyo vilaksanah //6// .

7. Visaya, or object, field, as a horizon or a sphere of activity or
perception. In Sankara's Commentary on Brahmasutra it is usually
opposed to visayin, that is, to somebody who is acting or perceiving
within this field, to the 'subject', to 'Self. The semantic pair visayin-
uisaya is often used in Sankara's Advaita for the purpose of opposing,
at least in a preliminary way, ätman and all the accidental, 'objective'
attributes that are superimposed upon it. However, in the strict sense
of the word, there is no complete correlation with our usual, Western
notions of subject and object. Later, we shall examine other correspon-
dences, close to the ones mentioned above. (I mean pairs that have their
own shades of meaning, for instance: kartr-karma—doer, maker, agent—
action, object; jnätr—-jnäna—knower, subject of perception,—knowl-
edge. The only pair that completely coincides in meaning with visayin-
visaya is ksetrajna (the one who knows the field) and ksetra (field); the
latter pair can be found in Sankara's Commentary on the Bhagavadgitä
(XIII. 26). The passage runs as follows: "It is said that the combining of
ksetra and ksetrajna, which is, the object and the subject, whose nature
is different, is characterized by the superimposition of the attributes of
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mutually superimposed on one another their essence and
attributes, without distinguishing them, having mixed
together the lie and the truth, /having brought together/
eternally different attributes and /eternally different/
bearers of these attributes, one gets, as is usual in worldly
practice, false /assertions/ : 'this am F, 'this is mine'.8

For those who, owing to ignorance, unconsciously ad-
here to these views—Sankara continues his reasoning—
äruti suggests the way of gradual ascension from ätman,
presented as annamaya (lit., consisting of food, that is, the
body), through the subsequent steps up to the inner ätman
(vide: Commentary on Brahmasutra, I.1.13).j\nd only for
these ordinary people, who identify ätman with the body *
are Üpämsädic"statements that ätman "is not yet found,
irsKötddHbe sought" really meaningful. Actually it is the
imieF 'witness' (säksin) of all acts of perception, which
maEes possible consciousness itself (vide: Commentary on
Brahmasutra, 1.1.14). This way is in principle open for
everyone, except, of course, the people belonging to the
varna of südras, who are not allowed to read the Vedas
(Commentary on Brahmasütra, L3.34-38).9

the one/on the attributes/of the other. The confusion/emerges/owing to
the non-distinguishing of the own nature of ksetra -andksetrajna, which
is similar to the superimposition/of the image/of the snake on the rope,
or of silver on the conch shell, when they are not distinguished from each
other." (ucyate ksetraksetrajnayoh uisayavisayinoh vibhinnasva-
bhävayoh itaretarataddharmädhyäsalaksanah samyogah ksetra-
ksetrajnasvarüpavivekäbhävanibandhanahlrajjusuktikädlnäm tad-
vivekajnänäbhäuädadhyäropitasarparajatädisamyogauat.)

8. tathäpyanyonyasminnanyonyätmakätamanyonyadharmämscä-
dhyasyetaretaräviuekena atyamtauiuiktayor dharmadharminor
mithyäjnänanimittah... ahamidammamedamitinaisargike 'yamloka-
vyavahärah.

9. In this connection one remembers how P. Deussen, who still pro-
fessed a touching belief in the power of human reason, suggested that
the Vedantins' refusal to allow südras the study of Vedanta, whose nec-
essary preliminary was the reading of sacred texts, was explained
chiefly by the same adjustment to national prejudices which forced
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As one can easily see, irlSankara's opinion even ignora-
muses are situated in a far better position than the
materialist philosophers who persevere in their delusions.
The Lokäyatikas' views, essentially opposed to Advaita,
are examined by Sankara in the third adhyäya of his
Commentary on Brahmasütra, but even in the passages of
the text, where there is no direct polemics, the main no-
tions of Advaita are used directly against the materialist
system.

The Lokäyatikas maintain that consciousness emerges
through specific combinations of inanimate primary (or
gross) elements (jada-hhüta). According to Lokäyata, there
are four of them: earth, water, heat (or fire) and wind (or
air).10 Unlike the orthodox systems of Indian philosophy,
the materialists denied the existence of limitless ether, or
space (äkäsa).11 The emergence of consciousness is likened
by the Lokäyatikas to the appearance of an intoxicating
power during the fermentation of golden syrup, which
before the beginning of the process has nothing like that.12

orthodox thinkers to derive all their knowledge from the Vedas. (Vide
: P. Deussen, The System of the Vedanta, London, 1972, p. 61).

10. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, 11.1/
In the opinion of the Lokäyatikas, the foundation

/of the world/is represented by four elements—
Such as earth, water, heat, wind—and that is all;

/they do not recognize/anything else.
lokäyatikapakse tu tattvam bhütacatustayam/
prthivyäpas tathä tejo väyur ityeua näparam //!//.

11. The Lokäyatikas equated the existence of äkäsa, which could not
be perceived by the sense, to the traditional notion of karma, where
happiness and unhappiness depend on previous merits (punya) or sins
(päpa) in preceding births. So this 'mythological' äkäsa is certainly
devoid of any reasonable sense (Vide: Haribhadra, Sad-darsana-samuc-
caya, Tenali, 1958, pp. 130-31. Concerning the 'fifth element'in Advaita
see: Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, XII. 90-92, as well as Sankara's
Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.1.21-22; IL3.1-8.

12. Vide : Commentary on Brahmasütra, III.3.53.
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The same example, characterizing the views of the
Lokäyatikas, is presented in the compendia of Mädhava
and Haribhadra, as well as in the treatise Tattva-sahgraha
of the Buddhist philosopher Säntaraksita. In Sankara's
own compendium a similar case is cited: when red color
appears during the combining of differently colored betel
leaves, areca nuts and lime (Sarva-daräana-siddhänta-
sahgraha, II.7). Thus, consciousness in Lokäyata is repre-
sented as a kind of a power or attribute that is inherent in
the body and disappears after death with the destruction
of the body. Lokäyata was the only school of Indian phi-
losophy which refused to accept the traditional doctrine of
karma and samsära. As a sort of a compensation for the
gloomy perspective of inevitable and ultimate death, the
Lokäyatikas—one should give them their due—tried to
persuade their listeners of the importance and validity of
everyday occupations which can make a person happy in
this life.13

The Lokäyatikas developed their concept of the nature
of consciousness based on the data of immediate percep-
tion. Indeed, according to ordinary experience, the psychic
activity of a person is continued up to the irrevocable
destruction of the body. In Lokäyata, direct perception by
the senses, orpratyaksa, serves as the only valid source of
knowledge and the criterion of actual existence. The
materialists deny the validity of logical inference
(anumäna) and that of authority (sabda), which are ac-
cepted, if with some reservations, by all other Indian

13. One might note incidentally that Sankara's compendium proves
to be especially interesting in this respect, since it is the only extant
source that testifies to the Lokäyatikas' attention to the problems of
ordinary life, even to the problems of economics:

With the help of/the means/accessible to perception,
that is, agriculture, cattle breeding, trade, politics,
administration and similar occupations,

Let the wise one enjoy bliss on earth.
krsigoraksauänijyadandanityädibhir budhah/
drstair eva sadopäyair bhogän anubhaued bhuvi //5//.

Sarva-dars ana-siddhänt a-sahgraha, 11.15-15 1/2.
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philosophical schools. The negative attitude of the Lokayati-
kas towards inference is to some extent explained by the
fact that in the orthodox systems logical argumentation
was often used to demonstrate the existence of supersen-
suous entities. The data of the compendium by Mädhava
allow one to suppose that the Lokayatikas realized also
the gnoseological difficulties connected with including
deductive reasoning within the framework of a purely
empirical system. Actually, the Lokayatikas regarded
inference as a useful instrument, which one could rely
upon to some extent, making reservations for its serious
inner defects and, so to speak, relative unlawfulness.14

The necessary corrections must be provided by immediate
perception.15

The means of valid knowledge (pramäna)16 in Advaita
are enumerated in the 12th chapter of Sankara's compen-

14. In Milindapanha (the questions of king Milinda) Lokayata is
even identified with the science of logic, which is treated there as
sophistical and deceptive reasoning (the term for it is, incidentally,
vitanda), aimed at engaging the opponent in a futile discussion (About
this vide: G. Tucci, "Linee di una storia del materialismo indiano",
Opera minora, Part I, Roma, 1971, pp. 64-65; 94.

15. Though the Lokayatikas accepted pratyaksa as the only source
of valid knowledge, it did not mean that the world, open for their
cognition, was regarded as a purely phenomenal one, or woven of
subjective sensations. Indeed, carried farther, the Lokäyata position,
which does not allow for any criteria of truth and actual existence, other
than perception, inevitably leads to agnosticism. Nevertheless, the
Lokayatikas did not take this step. And one might find corroboration for
this observation in the fact that they were never interested in searching
for the criterion of intersubjectivity. While denying the special role of
sabda as the evidence of authority, they still did not raise any doubts
about the animate and conscious nature of other people—and of course
its acceptance depends totally upon the statements of others concerning
their perceptions. Probably, the Lokayatikas proceeded from a suppo-
sition of inner similarity or identity of the perceptions of all people, as
well as from the assumption that these perceptions somehow corre-
spond to external objects.

16. The basic meaning of pramäna is measure; hence other derived
meanings: the means of valid knowledge (used to 'measure' the objects),
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dium; they mostly correspond to the six pramänas of
Pürva-Mimämsä. These are sensuous perception (pra-
tyaksa); logical inference (anumäna); comparison (upa-
mäna); evidence of the sacred scripture {ägama, which
takes the place of the traditional äabda, or word of the
authority); inference from transmitting some quality of
one object to another (arthäpatti); as well as anupalabdhi,
or the conclusion about the absence of some object, based
on its imperceptibility. However, the interpretations of
the latterpramäna in Advaita and Pürva-Mimämsä differ
a great deal.

In contrast to the materialists, recognizing so many
various and valid means of knowledge, Sankara quickly
specifies that the sphere of their use has certain limita-
tions. In the words of the Advaitist.

[T]here are six pramänas;
they relate to something that is called /the domain/

of phenomenal practice, and cannot be applied to
ätman.17

To my mind, the keyword here is vyävahärika, that is,
related to practice, connected with the empirical, phe-
nomenal sphere.

In other words, the pramänas in Advaita can actually
connect, bind together (or even permeate) the relations
between the entities of the 'natural', ordinary world. Let
us go farther, trying to trace the very texture of this world.
From Sankara's standpoint, the universe is composed of
the magic color play of mäyä, a veil or magic illusion, which
hides some other immutable entity. Just as a rope in the

method, proportionality. And the semantic pair of related wordspramatr-
prameya means, respectively, the subject and the object of cognition.

17. Vide : Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, XII.85-86:
pratyaksanumänäkhyam upamänamtathägamah/
arthäpattirabhävasca pramänäni sad eva hi //85//
vyävahärikanämäni bhavantyetäni nätmanil.
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hands of a juggler seems to be a snake, and a shell can look
from a distance like a piece of silver, the manifold attrib-
utes of the world are only temporarily superimposed on its
true foundation—the higher Brahman. This superimpo-
sition (adhyäsa), or mäyä, is actually the reverse side of
ffie creative power of Brahman, and it is this power or
potency (äakti) that undergoes changes and transforma-
tions, or evolution (parinäma). The higher Brahman is
devoid of any qualities or attributes (it is the so-called
Nirguna-Brahman, or Brahman without definitions); it
always remains self-identical and the only one.

Taken in its concealing aspect, mäyä is nothing but
avidyä—nescience; not justjgnorance or false knowledge,
but the only means^oFperception accessible to us, arid
simultaneously the only mode of existence of the profane
world. The limits of the sphere of action of the pramänas
would become more comprehensible if one were to take
into account that mäya-auidyä also creates indiyidTJial
peculiarities, as Veil as, in general, all psychic, 'natural'
abilities of each soul. And inside every one of these innu-
merable souls lies, as its luminous core, pure conscious-
ness*, the äftributeless ätman, originally identical with
Brahman. The realization of this identity and the disap-
pearance of the illusory evolution of the phenomenal
universe is possible only through the mystical act of disso-
lution inside Brahman, where the former distinction among
subĵ î ^dbägctv s©d the very process of cognition," disap-
pears.

But how is an ordinary person to learn about this inner
nature? First of all, argues Sankara, everyone, so to speak,
feels the ätman inside himself; it is a primary reality for
everybody, something similar to a Cartesian cogito. In the
words of the Advaitist, "it is imossible to deny ätman, since
he, who is denying it, is this very ätman"18 And besides,

18. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, 1.1.4: atmanasca pra-
tyäkhyätum asakyatvät ya eva niräkartä tasyaivätmatvät/, and its
almost literal repetition in the second adhyäya (II.3.7): "and it is
impossible to deny this essence . . . since he who tries to deny is the
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the merging oiätman and Braman is promised by the evi-
dence of revelation as the only possibility of liberation
from the circle ofsämsäric transmigrations. It is only after
the reading of sacred texts that a person acquires a
relentless desire to know Brahman (bmhma-jijnäsä), that
is, a desire to come to it, since Brahman, according to
Öankara, is this very knowledge (lit.: vidyä opposed to
avidya).

However, it is not that simple. One the one hand, one
cannot be led to the realization of Brahman through moral
and religious merits, through performing rites or worship
of a personified God, or Isvara. Finally, as we have seen,
one cannot hope to attain the goal through intellectual
effort, that is, through accumulation of various intellec-
tual data through well-establishedpraraänas. In Sankara's
words, "with the realization of non-dual atrrpan... having
been devoid of the objects, as well as of the subject wM
could use them, the means of valid knowledge cannot exist

It is impossible, according to Öankara, to teach directly
the realization of atrnan (and, therefore, the higher Brah-
man itself), since every word becomes false and dead, as
soon as one tries to use it in order to define the nature of
this higher reality. Atman in Advaita is pure conscious;
ness, being0ie^and onl^onett has nothing by way^pai^ts
or attributes. This consciousness is real and unavoidably
present in every human experience, but it depends neither
upoii changeable objects, nor upon methods of inference or
perception. Any time one tries to form some kind of notion
about it, one is compelled to make use of this entity itself
According to Advaita, ätman is the inner foundation of
every experience and judgemenP^iHHToFtEis reason it

nature of this." (na ceddasasyo nirakaranarn samhhavati / . . ya eva hi
niräkartä tad eva tasya svarüpam/. )

19. Commentary on Brahmasätra, I.1.4: nahyaheyänupädeyä-
dvaitätmävagatau satyäm nirvisayänyapramätrkäni ca pramänäni
bhavitum arhantiti/.
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cannot become its own object. Nothing can be said about it
except the undeniable.fact thaE it exists. In the words of
Yajnavalkya from Brhadäranyäkopanisad (II.3.6), there
is no other and no better definition of Brahman than neti,
neti—not this, not this. Sankara's commentary on this
passage runs as follows: "Through the removal of all dis-
tinctions ... it was said about something that is devoid of
any characteristics, that is, devoid of name, form, action,
kind or quality.20 It is pure consciousness, which cannot
turn around to grasp its own essence; it is ineffable,
indefinable. And that explains, incidentally, why ätman
cannot be taught directly, and why any attribute ascribed
to it is valid only at the level of profane knowledge.

Hence, any content jn knowledge (or, for that matter,
any attribute of individual consciousness) is just some-
thing accidental and interchangeable; it can be 'removed'21

precisely because it can be bbjectiffecl. In Öankara's words,
this external consent* is"only^-up to a certain moment—
superimposed (adhyasyate) on this inner entity. And it
certainly is not accidental that through all the works of the
Advaitist there nins t ^
rnensuraBTliiy (apramätrtva) of Brahman and theworJd.

• r or the sake of completeness I will now make a slight
digression, stepping back to the domain of Western relig-
ious and philosophical tradition. Already in the teaching
of Christian neo-Platonism one can clearly discern two
possible approaches to the notion of the dissolution of a
human soul in the divine essence. Both of them are based
on the idea of the removal of bodily and psychic limita-

20. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, II.3.6: sar-
vopädhi-visesäpohenaIyasminna kascidviseso 'sti näma vä rüpam vä
karma vä bhedo vä jätirvä guno vä taddvärena hi sabdapravrttir
bhavati/. Sahkaropanisadbhäsya, Väränasl, 1972.

21. This procedure has much in common with the eidetical and
phenomenological ^reduction' OETtoxrf) by E. Husserl; the main differ-
ence, however, lies in the fact that in Vedänta the recommendations for
its realization were not of speculative but rather of a quite practical
nature.
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tions, but a prominent scholar of Neo-Platonism, E. von
Ivanka distinguishes between an 'enstatic' way (charac-
teristic of Evagrius Pontius) and an 'extatic' one (accord-
ing to Pseudo-Dionisios Areopagites).22 The former is under-
stood on the lines of the restoration or recovery of the
true—that is, divine in its essence—nature of a person;
while the latter presupposes the rejection of his own self by
an adept, and so, the growing out of his own consciousness,
and ultimately the coming out of its limitations.

Probably the closest analogy with Sankara's teaching in
the West can be found in the mystic system of Meister Eck-
hart, where both approaches are united. The key notion of
Eckhart's teaching, that of separation (abegescheiden-
heit)> means that a man sinks down into his own essence
with the aim of coming in this way to God, having thrown
off all finite qualities and attributes. It was Rodolf Otto
who discussed the affinity between Eckhart and Sankara,
and being too enthusiastic about his concept, the scholar
practically identified their systems, overlooking some se-
rious discrepancies of the doctrines. For instance, Eckhart
places the stress on the notion of a gift, or God's mercy,
through which it becomes possible for an adept to go down
into his own self; otherwise, this sinking down might bring
him only ultimate destruction.23

In the previously mentioned review of the 3rd edition of
Otto's book, Paul Hacker drew attention to another essen-
tial point of divergence between Saftkara and Eckhart,
namely, their different interpretations of pure being.24

True, one should note that it was not Hacker but H.
Ebeling who was the first to show that Eckhart's doctrine
essentially differs from the Thomist one. While for Tho-

22. Vide: E. von Ivänka, Plato Christianus. Übernahme und Umges-
taltung des Piatonismus durch die Väter. Einsiedeln, 1964.

23. Vide: V. Lossky, Ä Vintage et ä la resemblance de Dieu, Paris,
1967, p. 50.

24. Vide: P. Hacker, Westöstliche Mystik (Review), pp. 41-42.
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mas Aquinas God is primarily pure being, the main tenet
of a Plotinian version of Neo-Platonism, as well as of a
Christian one (which represents the reference point for
Eckhart), is that God is ultimately pure consciousness.25

Therefore, argues Hacker, one should draw a comparison
between them only in this respect. In other words, one
should not go into the problem of real being but should try
to collate only their statements about pure consciousness.
And here the analogies really are remarkable. For in-
stance, Sankara maintains: "All the modifications—those
of the cause, the effect and so on—exist only /in the case/
that before them exists their foundation—their own na-
ture /in the form of/ ätman, or pure consciousness."26 And
Eckhart says the following: "Intelligere est altius quam
esse" (Rational consciousness is higher than Being).27 And
elsewEeffihe says7"Wesen istim verbürge, vernünfticheit
ist der tempel gotes" (Essence is his foothill, the ability to
cognize is the temple of God.)28

In full correlation with the tradition of apophatic theolo-
gy of Pseudo-Dionysios, that serves as a foundation for
Eckhart's teaching, this higher cognition, or Divine light
(usually we find in Eckhart's works the term ungemischte
lieht, or, unmixed light), which supports the existence of
all the things of the world, coincides for the soul with its
'nothing' (niht), that is, with the throwing of all qualities
and attributes.29 The metaphor of 'invisible light', which

25. H. Ebeling. Meister Eckharts Mystik. Studien zu den Geisteskä-
mpfen um die Wende des 13, Jahrhunderts, Aalen, 1966, p. 97.

26. Sarikara, Commentary on Isopanisad, IV: sarvä hi käryakaranä-
divikriyä nityacaitanyatmasvarupe sarvaspadabhute satyeva bhavantil

27. Meister Eckhart, Lateinische Werke, Stuttgart, Band 5, Seite 42,
no. 1.

28. Meister Eckhart Deutsche Werke, Stuttgart, vol. I, p. 150, no. 1.

29. Of course, one should not overlook the fact that the essentially
Christian mysticism of Eckhart differs from Sankara's teaching at least
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imperceptibly spreads through endless space, is one of the
favorite similes of Sankara when he discusses attrib-
uteless Brahman. When all objects are removed, when the
veil of attributes and relations is thrown off, argues
Öankara, "and the foundation, /which is nothing else but/
knowledge itself, is not perceived any more, it happens—
just as in the case of light, /which spreads through empty
space, and so is not seen/—only because there are no
objects that can be illuminated, and not because it does not
exist according to its own nature."30

And still, even though ätman, or the higher Brahman,
is not attainable by the pramänas, Advaita indicates that
there is a means that helps one at least to go in the right
direction, while moving towards it. This specific means
does not provide a guarantee that the aim will be achieved,
but it certainly helps one to come closer to this essentially
elusive entity. Among all the pramänas—the instruments
of cognition—one enjoys an exclusive role. In Öankara's
words, "even if it seems that in many spheres the reason-
ing is well-founded, still, in the sphere we are talking
about now, it cannot be beyond reproach of the lack of foun-
dation, since one cannot know this hidden nature of eve-
rything existing without the sacred texts (ägama), telling
about the binding /of samsäral and liberation."31 The evi-

in one decisive respect. As shown by the end of the 19th century by H.
Denifle, according to Eckhart's system even in the unity (Unio) of an
individual soul with God, this soul—even having totally lost its attrib-
utes—still remains a particular entity and never entirely dissolves in
the higher reality. Vide: H.S. Denifle, Die deutschen Mystiker ders 14.
Jahrhunderts, Beitrag zur Deutung inrer Lehre (Hrsg. von 0. Speiss).
Freiburg, 1951, S. 152 ff.

30. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, Il.S.18:yathä vidyäsra-
yasya prakäsasya prakäsyäbhävädanabhivyaktih na svarüpäbhäuät-
tadvat /.

31. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, II. 1.11: yadyapi
kvacidvisaye tarkasya pratisthitatvamupalaksyate tathäpi prakrte
tävadvisaye prasajyata eväpratisthitatvadosät anirmoksastarkasya/
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dence of revelation is given to a man not only as a promise,
but also as a path. Indeed, we have seen by now that an
ordinary person cannot realize ätman through inference.
The only way open to him is to draw closer to the moment
of a sudden leap into the new reality—and take the help of
axiomatic and rigid mythological texts. The function of
Vedic sayings of a päramärthika level (that is, from the
standpoint of absolute truth) is unique: even though these
sruti texts also cannot ensure the attainment of ätman,
they do help an adept to stay in the vicinity of ätman by
apophatically removing every attribute ascribed to it from
the beginning.

Of course, many scholars paid attention to the role of
ägama for Öankara's conception; this theme was most
thoroughly discussed in the previously mentioned book by
K. Satchidananda Murty. However, it happens only too
often that the heart of the matter is replaced by a sort of
historical analysis—so that one mostly encounters refer-
ence to Brahmanic tradition, whose pressure was felt by
the Advaitist. In my opinion, the specific part played by
the evidence of revelation in Advaita, as well as the very
opportunity to determine (at least roughly) the extent of
gruti approach to ätman, are brought about by Sankara's
attitude to language.

Indeed, one cannot, according to Sankara, "see the
witness of seeing... or think the essence of thinking.32 And
still, there is something inherent in the very nature of
language, something that helps to reveal reality without
giving it an exhaustive definition. There are ways and

nahidamatigambhiram bhavayathatmyam muktinibandhanamagama-
mantarenotpraksitumapi sakyam/.

32. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, III.4.2: na
drsterdrastäram pasyeh . . . na vijnätervijnätäram vijäniyäh. To be
precise, these are not the words of Sarikara himself, he is just citing the
Upanisad; however, he is explaining that the division of one entity into
two parts must be regarded here only as a concession to 'worldly5

(laukika) speech patterns.
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means to speak of—to speak around—this entity without
assigning it to a specific category. We were not told (and so
we cannot, in turn, tell) everything; that is why, according
to Öankara, we are always trying to catch this being at its
word, to apprehend it through fragments, through scraps
and broken phrases, where one can still discern the echo
of the true word, unpronounced and ineffable.33 Hence the
bent of Indian tradition in general for metaphors, par-
ables, curious etymologies; amröankara here is no excep-
tion. A present-day scholaPwould probably only smile
condescendingly, encountering this kind of etymology:
upanisad = upa (near) + ni (completely) + sad (weaken;
approach; destroy), so that the whole term upanisad is
supposed to mean something that weakens the bonds of
birth, old age and death, allows one to approach Brahman
and destroys samsära (vide: Sankara, Upadeäasähasri,
Padya-bandha, 1.25-26). Here one is obviously dealing
with 'popular etymology', where words are explained not
according to their actual historical origin, but according to
their consonance. Still it is only during this kind of bring-
ing words together—not only because of their sense, but
also through listening to their inner resonance—that
there might eventually emerge something that Boris Eikh-
enbaum, a prominent Russian literary scholar belonging
to the 'Formal school', used to call 'side meanings'.34

33. One might remember in this connection also the hypothesis of
anagrammatic structure of Vedic hymns, suggested by F. de Saussure,
and later, by V. Toporov. This construction, according to them, is
probably characteristic of Indo-European poetry in general. When we
are dealing with anagrammatic structure, "the key word might be
absent from the text, but it is essentially reconstructed by the whole of
its sonorous structure . . . . And all the lines of the hymn give some
reflection of this key word." Vide: V. Ivanov, Ocherkipo istorii semiotiki
v SSSR, Moscow, 1976, pp. 254-55.

34. All this is closely correlated with the teaching of A. Potebnia
about the 'inner form' of a word, constituting the image, ultimately
leading to some new knowledge. When this Inner form' is cognized, we
are dealing, according to A. Potebnia, with a poetic word, and when it
remains unrevealed and operates only subconsciously, there emerges a
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In European philosophy a somewhat similar attitude to
language might be found in the later works by Heidegger,
who believed in the advantage of an etymological and
hermeneutical approach rather than a purely scientific
one. His examination of Greek etymology (especially, in
his work Unterwegs zur Sprache) led him to accept the
fundamental tenet: "das Wort sei Wink und nicht Zeichen
in Sinne der blossen Bezeichnung" (the word is a hint and
not a sign in the sense of simple signification). That is, the
word should be regarded as an indication, as a pointer,
oriented towards the eternally elusive Being, and not as a
label, providing this Being with a fixed definition.35 A
radical turn made by Heidegger in respect to language,
which is regarded now not as a determination of reality,
but as its own self-revelation ("Die Sprache allein ist es,
die eigentlich spricht. Und sie spricht einsam."—The
Speech is the only one which essentially speaks. And it
speaks alone. Ibid., p. 265), demands from a person—and
not only from a poet, but also from a philosopher—an
ability to listen and to hear what is being prompted and'
suggested by language.36 Perhaps, one should also see in

'prosaic word'. A.A. Potebnia, Iz zapisok po teorii slovesnosti, Kharkov,
1905. To my mind, extremely interesting in this respect are also the ob-
servations of O. Freidenberg; in her opinion, a metaphor functions as
the means of forming a figurative sense. Incidentally, according to the
scholar, the emergence of speculative notions mark the period of
disintegration of mythological thinking, after which we are dealing with
poetical and philosophical types of cognition separately. Vide: O.M.
Freidenberg, Mifi literatury dreunosti, Moskva, 1978, (Part 2, Chapter
2).

35. Vide: M. Heidegger, Unterwegs zur Sprache, Pfullingen, 1959, p.
119.

36. "Der Mensch aber vermag nur zu sprechen, insofern er, der Sage
gehörend, auf sie hört, um nachsagend ein Wort sagen zu können." (But
man can speak only as far as he, belonging to Speech, listens to Her, so
that he later can pronounce a word.). M. Heidegger, Unterwegs zur
Sprache, p. 266. One should, by the way, pay attention to the intentional
play on words in the German text: gehörend (belonging to) and auf sie
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a different light the Vedic sayings of päramärthika level
relating to the identity ofätrnan and Brahman—sayings
that are notoriously abounding in metaphors and par-
ables. They were never meant to define the subject but
rather to describe it, barely touching upon the topic, which
was inevitably slipping away from the most diligent lis-
tener. A hermeneutical interpretation of language—pri-
marily the language of äruti—has direct analogies with
the teaching of the grammarian Bhartrhari, as well as, in
its own way, with that of the Mimämsaka Kumärila. A
comparison of Sankara's views on sacred scripture with
those of the Mimämsakas will be made in the last chapter.

So the hierarchy ofpramänas in Advaita is composed
with due consideration of the dominant position of sacred
scripture. From this angle Sankara criticizes the opinion
of the Lokäyatikas, who would not allow for tKß„e,xisieriqe
of anymMwt>f"valid knowledge other than jmmjediate
^fcepföoii; Iri Sankara's words, "a person who is speaking
aBout Brahman investigates the essence of the cause /of
the world/ and the rest, basing himself on sacred scripture,

hört (listens to her, that is to Speech). Lately, several works have
appeared dealing with Öankara's Advaita-Vedanta and Heidegger's
philosophy. This problem was extensively dealt with in the article by J.
Mehta ("Heidegger and Vedanta: Reflections on a Questionable Theme,"
International Philosophical Quarterly, New York, 1978, vol. 18, no. 2).
One might agree with the author that both these thinkers, each in his
own way, were 'completing' entire epochs of particular philosophical
traditions. In my opinion, the observations of J. Mehta on the notion of
'Being* in systems of Heidegger and Sankara are rather interesting.
However, he absolutely overlooks another essential aspect, rather
important for both teachings—that of the philosophy of language, of the
ontological role of language in the creation and self-revelation of the
world. The same bias is characteristic of a recent publication by John
Grimes (J. A. Grimes, Quest for Certainty: A Comparative Study of
Heidegger and Sankara, New York, 1989), which otherwise gives a
detailed account of some ontological problems in Heidegger's Sem und
Zeit and Öankara's Advaitic works. (The only shortcoming is that the
author made use only of the English translation, while for Heidegger,
as I have tried to show, the nuances of his language are important in
themselves.)
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and so he does not have to accept everything according to
perception, while the opponent, who ... bases himself
solely on the examples of perception, must accept every-
thing according to experience; and here is the advantage
of the former/'37 One must admit that the Lokäyatikas'
standpoint was really extremely vulnerable in this res-
pect, since, having refused to accept any criterion of true
knowledge and existence other thanpratyaksa, they were
forced to accept all perceptions (including illusions and
dreams) as equally valid and equally significant. It goes
without saying that this distinction was surely in practice,
but the opponents of the materialists readily seized the
opportunity to use this gnoseological oversight in their
polemics. For instance, Väcaspatimisra in his Commen-
tary on Sämkhyakärika notes that for a Lokayatika, who
denies inference and the evidence of authority, there is no
pramäna which could help him to realize whether one or
another observer is mistaken.38

Since we are examining here not only the concrete
polemics but also the opposition between systems, we
might touch in brief upon a 'theory of the distinction of
errors' (vibhrama-viveka) in Advaita. Except Lokäyata,
all the other philosophical schools in India were discuss-
ing the problem of valid knowledge. First of all, one might
investigate—but now from a gnoseological angle—the
Advaita concept of the levels of reality and cognition.
Indeed, besides the level of ultimate truth (päramärthika)
and that of phenomenal practice (uyävahärika), entirely
depending on the higher Brahman, Advaita distinguishes
also the level of appearance (prätibKasiEaJ,Thelatter

37. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, II.2.38: apica äga-
rnabalena brahmauädi käranädi svarüpam nirüpayatlti nävasyam
tasya yathädrstam eva sarvamabhyupagantavyam iti niyamo 'sti/
parasya tu drstäntabalena . . . yathädrstam eva sarvamabhyupagan-
tavyam ityamastyatisayah /.

38. One might find this passage in his Commentary on the 5th
kärikä. Vide also: G. Tucci, Linee di una storia del materialismo
indiano, p. 95.
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Jion^which can be Vemoved* as unreal even witHin the
limits of tffis wx>rld. Actually, the level ofprätibhäsika is
just as unreal in comparison with ordinary practice and
cognitional activity, as this latter level is unreal and
illusory in comparison with the higher reality. Parentheti-
cally, one might note that exactly because of that the
illusions of perception (a shell as silver, a rope as a snake)
constitute quite apt metaphors in the course of examining
the levels of vyävahärika and päramärthika. And it is on
account of the close connection between Advaita gnoseol-
ogy and its ontological foundations that the 'distinction of
errors' is represented there not in a psychological sense,
but rather in a logical and a methodological one. Indeed,
both parts of the equation (namely, the shell and the
silver) depend upon recollections39 and so even the practi-
cally acceptable version ('this is a shell') cannot be actually
defined as real (sat). Therefore, the most one can say about
the level of phenomenal practice is that it is can be
determined neither as real nor as unreal (sadasada-
nirvacaniya), while the level of prätibhäsika, coinciding
with the former in its ontological status, is detrimental
only from the standpoint of practical convenience.

In the sütra wholly devoted to the refutation of the
Lokäyatikas' views (Commentary on Brahmasütra,
III.3.54), Sankara specially dwells upon other gnoseologi-
cal questions. He reminds the opponent that while some
attributes of a living being (namely, external form, col-
oring, etc.) are accessible for sensuous perception, the
others—for example, memory, reason and so on—cannot
be perceived externally. And since the only criterion of
valid knowledge in Lokäyata is pratyaksa, one cannot
entirely exclude the possibility that, even if one were to
adhere to the basic notions of materialism, after the

39. As it is said in the preamble ot Sankara's Commentary on
Brahmasütra, "The superimposition (adhyäsa) . . . is the manifestation
later of something seen before, in the form of memory." (adhyäsah...
smrtirüpah paratra pürvadrstäbhäsah . . .) .
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destruction of a concrete body the activity of cognition,
inherent in it, could continue inside some other body.
According to Sankara, the possibility of such an inference
testifies to the fact that the Lokäyatikas are unable to
refute theoretically the notions of the orthodox tradition
(as well as those of other heterodox systems) concerning
sämsäric transmigrations. Still, from a formal standpoint,
one has to admit that the reproach of the Advaitist is a bit
unfair, since for the Lokäyatikas consciousness is consid-
ered to be an attribute of the body, and, according to Lokä-
yata, (incidentally, also according to Advaita itself) an
attribute cannot exist separately from its bearer (ääraya).

Referring to ordinary human experience, Öankarajd^-
tinguishes between the characteristics of the BoHy and the
attributes of consciousness. In his words, "consciousness
may not be present while the body is still intact /say,
immediately after'deatE/.40Here"Santara skillfully shows
that the Lokäyatikas—even if one were to accept their
initial tenets-—cannot determine how a specific level of
material, 'natural' organization might give rise to an
attribute of consciousness. The materialists, to his mind,
are unable to reveal the real nature of consciousness, since
they would not accept any other primal principles besides
the four elements, that are essentially inanimate (jada-
bhUta). Finally, according to Sankara, having originated
from the elements and their compositions, consciousness
could not immediately perceive them in any way. One of
the main tenets of Sankara in this respect runs as follows:
"An action, oriented towards its own source, cannot be
/thought about/without inner contradictions, since even
hot fire cannot burn itself and even the most able actor
cannot climb on his own shoulder."41 This observation is

40. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, IIL3.54: vyatireka
eväsya dehäd bhavitumarhati tadbhäväbhavitvät /.

41. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, IIL3.54: tarhi . . .
nataddharmatvarnasnuvitasuätmani kriyävirodhät / nahyaghirusnah
sansvätmänam dahati /nahi natah siksitah sans vaskandham adhiroks-
yati/.
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made in the sütra quite incidentally, as a sort of a passing
remark concerning Lokäyata, but it is not hard to notice
how closely it is connected in its very essence with the
Advaita notion.jpOhi^sfeundatipn of consciousness, which
cannot becQmaite QWXX obJBqt.

In spite of this significant digression of Sankara, which
found itself a place in the course of argumentation, one
must admit that up to now this polemical opposing of the
'qualities of the body' to the 'attributes of consciousness' is
in itself an indication that Sankara's dispute is still
carried on upon the level of aparavidyä. It is because of
that reference is so often made here to ordinary experi-
ence, accepted by Lokäyata. Of course, if one were to
regard the object of disagreement from the standpoint of
the 'ultimate truth' of Advaita, it is quite clear that all
manifold psychic attributes still remain characteristics
*Cünnected with the body' (deha-dharma),42 that can never
"possibly relate to ätman.
•̂*--fe:ia'"SSrro'clirecteä[ against the materialists, a transition
from the empirical level of discussion, where Sankara was
merely trying to expose the inner inconsistencies of their
doctrine, to the ontological notions of Advaita, essentially
opposed to materialism, is formally marked out by intro-
ducing the term upqlatydhLJt is usually translated as
'perception', but if means not so much sensuous perception
äs a means of valid knowledge,, but the very ability-"to,
cognize, to perceive, an ability identical with atmdn: In
Sankara's words from this sütra, "ätman is by nature the
very essence of perception itself—thus is its nature estab-
lished, which is different from the body; and ätman is
eternal, since perception goes on eternally and the essence
here is one and the same."43 Ätman, entering as a Jiving,
soul (fiva) all animated beings, is,3^^1^af^^EfJ^u^g"
and therefore essentially self-identical. itcahTie only one

42. Vide : Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, XII.44-47,

43. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, III.3.54: upalabdhi-
svarüpa eva ca na ätmetyätmano dehavyatiriktatvamInityatvam co~
palabdheh Jkkarüpyät.
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and the sole, since one can regard as manifold only its
bodily reflections, which depend upon the limitations of
avidyä. In other words, there is only one consciousness,
which only appears divided clue to nescience.

The role played by the body is explained in Advaita by
its auxiliary functions, just like, for instance, the lighte^
lamg^maj^assistperception but does n^t cause jtf^orever,
£he ässW£Mceiöf tlie bötfy i^otev^^bstdiitel^ecessary:
during its temporary inaction (for instance, during dream-
ing) various sensations might still arise.44 Strictly speak-
ing, here Sankara is again slightly unfair towards Lokä-
yata: even according to Advaita, the state of dreaming
(svapna) presupposes the activity of one of the body's
instruments—manas—and this activity is considered to
be based on former impressions.

A Buddhist philosopher Säntaraksita and his disciple
and commentator Kamalasila further developed this lat-
ter argument against Lokäyata. They showed that after
apparent interruptions, for example, after a deep sleep
(susupti) or a swoon, the thread of consciousness is tied up
again without any damage, though for the Lokäyatikas,
taking into account the complete inaction of sense organs,
such an interruption should be equivalent to death, while
the resuming of the conscious activity would be identical
to new birth.45 However, according to the evidence of

44. Vide : Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IIL3.54.

45, Säntaraksita, Tattva-sahgraha, 1929:
If/the existence/of consciousness is not recognized

during dreams, bewilderment and similar states,
Then/they/should be death; and if one/recognizes/

the emergence/of consciousness again after them/,
death should not exist at all.

suapnamürchädyavasthäsu cittam ca yadi nesyate /
mrtih syättatra cotpattau maranäbhäva eva uä //1929//
Tattva-sahgraha by Säntaraksita, with Kamalaslla's Panjikä,

Gaekwad's Oriental Series, no. 30, Baroda, 1926.
Kamalasila's Commentary on this kärikä runs as follows: "And if/the

opponents would say:/ 'if it happened that consciousness completely left
the body, it is assumed that consciousness originates again/when a
person awakens/^then/we will add:/when/consciousness/is assumed to
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ordinary experience, the unity of personal consciousness
is not disrupted. For Öahkara, in the deep sleep (susupti)
a soul for a period of time comes back to a peculiar state,
in some respects rather close to unity with Brahman; but
after awakening that person still remains the same, pre-
serving former recollections and being guided by äruti
injunctions.46 The ultimate cessation of all former kinds of
psychic activity (and not only in this embodiment, but also
in the entire chain of transmigrations) is possible only
after the attainment of higher knowledge (vidyä). This
notion of the unity of consciousness Advaita opposed to the
Eokayata notion which reduced consciousness to a mech-
anical conglomerate of sense organ functions.

In conclusion I would like to touch upon a point which
Sankara did not examine in any detail. Denying any
criteria of real existence except pratyaksa, the material-
ists naturally could not accept the existence of adrsta (lit.:
unseen, imperceptible), which concept plays an important
part in religious and philosophical systems. Adrst a is a
kind of a residuum of former intentions and actions, that
as an organizing principle immediately influences the
destiny of a living being in subsequent embodiments. It
was the denial of adrsta that led tfre Lokäyatikas to the
conviction of the absurdity of any belief in karma and
Isvara, as well as to the conclusion that any sins or merits
are virtually nonexistent. According to Sankara's exposi-
tion, Lokäyata came to consistent hedonism and to com-
plete denial of any moral obligations:

originate in this way, it means that death does not exist at all, since the
unjustified conclusion would follow that the awakening is similar to the
new beginning of consciousness in a dead man—and also since only
inner self-consciousness is capable of immediately continuing in an-
other embodiment."

Atha tatra tathäbhüte nirmülarnapagatavijnäne dehe punarutpat-
tirisyate vijnänasya tadä tatrotpattavisyamänayam maranäbhävah
präpnoti, mrtasyäpipunarvijnänotpattiprasahgät s uptaprabuddhavat
rnanobuddhere va janrnäntarapratisandhane samärthyät /.

46. Vide: Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, III.2.9.
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And how could something become real that was never
perceived,
like the horns of a hare?

That is why other /schools/ should not regard/as the
cause/
of happiness and unhappiness some
righteous or sinful/actions/.

But according to his own nature is a man happy or
unhappy,
and there is no other reason for that.47

Indeed, Sankara has enough arguments that could be
opposed to these tenets from the standpoint of traditional
ethical and religious notions. He says: "If/as it is argued
by the Lokäyatikas/there were no ätman, different from
the body, any äästra injunctions concerning the fruits/ of
actions, that are reaped/ in the other world, would not be
compulsory for anyone."48 But in this sütra of the Com-
mentary it is the only remark that touches upon the
ethical position of Lokäyata; and the plausibility of such
an argument cannot even be compared with his detailed
polemics about the ontological and epistemological foun-
dations of rival systems.

2. ADVAITA AND JAINISM

In Sankara's compendium, whose chapters are linked
together by key problems—so that the exposition of a
subsequent system is opened by the refutation of a former
one—the third chapter starts with the critique of Lokäyata
by Jaina philosophers. The pretext for the polemics is

47. Öankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, II.3-4:
nityädrstam katham satsyät sasasrhgädibhissamam //3//
na kalpyau sukhaduhkhabhyäm dharmädharmau parairiha /
svabhävena sukhi duhkhljano 'nyannaiva käranam I/4JL

48. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, III.3.53: nahyasati
dehavyatiriktätmani paralokaphaläscodanä upapadyerankasya . . . /.
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provided by the previously mentioned problem of adrsta.
Of course, adrsta plays an important part in the while
structure of the universe, presented by Jainism, since the
Jainas, though adhering to the heterodox current, still
shared many traditional religious and philosophical ten-
ets. In Sankara's words, the Jainas realize that happiness
and unhappiness cannot represent the nature (svahhäua)
öf ätman, since these attributes are transient; they are
only signs that serve as indication of this 'unseen' force
(adrsta), determining the destiny of a human being in
accordance with his former actions (vide: Sarva-darsana-
siddhänta-sahgraha, III. 3). The Jainas acknowledged the
general notion of a moral order, manifesting itself through
the world structure. Unlike the Lokäyatikas, the followers
of Jainism consider ätman to be distinct from the body,
subject to transmigrations and capable of attaining ulti-
mate liberation. All these notions, which cannot be sub-
stantiated by sense perceptions, are introduced into the
system through reference to sacred texts, as well as
through logic argumentation:

Owing to perception, inference and sacred scripture,
People who adhere to Jaina scripture clearly see both

seen and unseen.49

Though in his works Sankara does not touch upon the
role of pramänas in Jainism, one might note here that
these pramänas are not equally valid. In a certain respect
Jainism is closer to Lokäyata than any other system,
since, according to the Jainas, it is pratyaksa that gives
one the most clear and precise (spasta, visada) knowledge,
that is, the most sound one. Otherpramänas—recollection
(smrti), recognition (pratyabhijnä), induction (tarka),
inference (anumäna) and evidence of scripture (gruti,
ägama)—are considered to be indirect (literally, beyond

49. ÖaAkara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, III.6 :
pratyaksenänumänena pasyantyaträgamena ca /
drstßdrstam janäh spastamärkatägamasamsthitäh //6//.
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the range of sight, paroksa), because they function only
through the use either of the 'middle term' (like inference),
or of word combinations (like the evidence of authority), or
else of memory impressions (like recollection). Therefore
all these means of valid knowledge occupy a subsidiary
place in relation to pratyaksa,50 the higher kind of which,
however, is represented by the immediate intuitive cogni-
tion of Jaina saints, or ärhatas.

The system of the Jainas singles out several categories
(padartha),51 but the most important among them are only
two: fiva (soul) and afiva (inanimate object), since all the
rest define the relations between these two classes and,
according to Sankara's interpretation, are ultimately
dependent upon them.52 The very existence of a cognizant
soul is perceived directly through introspection.

All thefivas are divided into liberated ones (lit.: perfect,
accomplished ones; siddha); bound by samsära (baddha);
and so-called hellish ones (närakiya).53 Bound souls oc-
cupy a specific place inside the hierarchy of living beings
according to the number of their sense organs, starting
with plants, which have only the sense of touch, and
winding up with human beings, demons and gods, who
have at their disposal, besides five sense organs, also a
sense integrator—manas. By their nature all souls are
eternal and omniscient, and their size is determined by

50. Vide: Haribhadra, Saddarsanasamuccaya, p. 85:
Immediate perception of an object directly—

only this is pratyaksa,
All other /cognition/ is beyond the range of sight, when

one means grasping.
aparoksatayä 'rthasya grähakam jnänamidrsam /
pratyaksamitarajjheyam paroksam grahaneksayä //.

51. They are: fwa, ajiva, äsrava, nirjarä, samvara, bandha, moksa.

52. Vide: Commentary on Brahmaputra, II.2.33: samksepastudväveua
padärthau fwäfwäkhyau I.

53. Vide: Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, III.7.
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the body, A soul is soiled by a kind of a fine matter (karma)
that accrues to it in accordance with actions; the sources
or means through which karma gets into the soul are
called äsraua; the control over karmas, hindering their
mixing with souls, is samvara, while the purification of the
souls from karma, that is, the destruction of soiling, is
nirjarä, which can lead directly to liberation (moksa).54

The echoes of active polemics with Vedanta are easily
discerned in Jaina works, starting with the 7th century AD.
Samantabhadra, one of the prominent philosophers of the
Digambara school in his work Aptamlmämsä (Delibera-
tion on the attained)55 criticized even the teaching of
Advaita, probably implying, among others, the direct
predecessors of Sankara. Starting from the 10th century,
Sankara's Advaita was considered by the Jainas to be the
only school of Vedanta worthy of their attention.

Serious contradictions separated the Jaina teaching
from Buddhism. Öäntaraksita and Kamalasila accused
Jainism of being inconsistent and illogical (vide: Tattva-
sahgraha, 317-318). The Buddhists opposed the Jaina
notion of reality, where one could find a combination of the
constancy of substance with the manifoldness of its vari-
ous states. In Santaraksita's words,

That is why one has to accept /one of two possibilities/—

54. Vide: Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IL2.33;
Haribhadra, Saddarsanasamuccaya, pp. 79-84.

55. As one can see in this work (which is also known under the name
Devagama-stotra, or praise of God's scripture) about Advaita (Sloka 26)

There would not be any difference in actions, any
difference in the fruits/of actions/or in
the/existing/worlds;

It would be impossible/to find/any difference
between knowledge and nescience, as well as
any difference between the bonds; /öf samsäraf /liberation.

karmadvaitam phaladvaitam lokadvaitam ca na bhavet /
vidyävidyädvaitam na syät bandhamoksadvaitam tathä //.
Vide: Hajime Nakamura, The Vedanta As Noticed in Mediae valJain

Literature, p. 187.
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either that everything can be destroyed,
or that everything is eternal,

Since inclusion and exclusion cannot exist /simultane-
ously/ in one and the same entity.56

The reproach here is more or less justified. In the Bud-
dhists' opinion, any consistent and well-founded philo-
sophical system is confronted with an alternative: it must
either accept the Buddhist view, according to which there
is no immutable substance (dravya), since it is changing
all the time together with its qualities or disappearing
states (paryaya); or agree with the Advaitists that the
eternal self-identical substance is not affected by the
illusory evolution of its attributes.

From the standpoint of the opponents, the Jainas per-
formed something of 'unlawful' operation: being dissatis-
fied both with the picture of the world reduced to a
conglomerate of vanishing qualities, and with the image of
an illusory universe, where the attributes are only tempo-
rarily superimposed upon some real foundation, they
decided to combine the two attitudes. In the words of S.
Dasgupta, "the solution of Jainism is thus a reconciliation
of the two extremes of Vedantism and Buddhism on
grounds of common-sense experience.57

Trying to bring together the notion of the stability of the
world with that of its changeability, the Jainas formulated
a concept of relativity (lit.: uncertainty, indefiniteness;
anekäntatva) of everything existing. In their opinion, all
definitions of reality are true from some particular point
of view (nay a) and in some specific sense. Therefore, argue
the Jainas, any statement about reality should include a
necessary addition, or, to be more precise, a modal expres-
sion—the wordsyäd; that is, maybe, possibly. According to
Sankara's exposition, the Jainas apply to all their catego-

56. Santaraksita, Tattua-sahgraha, 321:
tato niranuayo dhvamsah sthiram vä saruamisyatäm /
ekätmani tu naiva sto vyävrttyanugamävimau //321// .

57. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 1, p. 175.
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ries "the logics of the so-called seven parts /with respect to
the expressions/: 'perhaps, it is not, perhaps, it is and is
not, perhaps, it is/under certain circumstances'/, 'perhaps,
it cannot be expressed in words', 'perhaps, it is and is not
expressible', 'perhaps, it is not and is not expressible',
'perhaps, it is and it is not and is not expressible.' "58

In this way the Jainas flatter themselves on making use
of—and exhausting—all possible judgements on reality,
suggested by other systems. The Jainas maintained that
every philosophical school had succeeded in grasping
some important aspect of the existing universe; any sys-
tem, to their mind, was true in a certain respect, but the
most widely spread defect of these systems consisted in
subsequent absolutization of this grain of true knowledge.
Overcoming this inevitable one-si dedness of limited stand-
points characteristic of the opponents, the Jainist philoso-
phers believe in the feasibility of combining different
notions of reality. In the words of a present-day scholar
who sympathizes with Jainism, the all-embracing view of
existence contributes towards correction of inevitable one-
sidedness, and this view should be grounded in concrete
experience, which harmoniously combines the notions of
being and becoming, identity and difference, whole and
particular.59 Other scholars are also eager to acclaim the
'dialectical foresight' of the Jainas, who allegedly were
inspired by the intuitive realization of the 'infinite com-
plexity' of being.

To my mind, though, what is important here is the fact
that in the eyes of the opponents—and primarily in the
eyes of the Advaitins—the Jainas tried to conduct an
exhaustive investigation within the framework of formal
logic, organizing the data of sense perception. From this

58. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.33: sarvatra ce-
mam sapta-bhahglnayam näma nyäyamavatärayanti/ syädasti
syännasti syädasti ca nästi ca syädavaktavyah syädasti cävaktavyasca
syännästi cävaktavyasca syädasti ca nästi cävaktavyasceti/.

59. Vide: Y.J. Padmarajiah, Jaina Theories of Reality and Knowl-
edge, Bombay, 1963, p, 58 f.
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standpoint the famous 'relativity doctrine' (syäd-väda) of
Jainism demonstrated rather an eclectic combination of
mutually contradicting attributes ascribed to the objects.
And though this type of approach proved to be fruitful for
specifically logical constructions, in the sphere of ontology
it did not allow the Jainas to transcend the simple deter-
mination of contradictions that were revealed in immedi-
ate perception. In the opinion of Hajime Nakamura, while
examining the polemics between Vedanta and Jainism,
one should take full account of the importance of the
opposition between Advaita (which ultimately aimed at
surpassing the bonds of formal logic) and Jainism (which
tried to theorize within its rules).60 One might remember
that both teachings quite willingly use purely logical
methods. The most impressive example is probably the
use of'reductio ad absurdum' through the introduction of
prasahga or atiprasahga, that is, an unlawful or unjusti-
fied conclusion. But for Öankara this kind of reasoning
represents only a preliminary stage of actual polemics.

The main argument of the Jainas, according to Sankara's
exposition, runs as follows: "When during the /investiga-
tion/ of some object there emerges a definite knowledge
that it is of a heterogeneous nature (anekätmaka), this
knowledge cannot be just /slightingly/ rejected as a mere
doubt."61 In the words of N. Tatia, "the follower of Jainism
as if demands the Vedantin to take another step and
accept every experience as real, and criticises him for an
a priori acceptance of the dictate of abstraction in his
interpretations ... of experience".62 So argues the scholar,
who is obviously biased towards Jainism: when unity and

60. Hajime Nakamura, The Vedanta As Noticed in Mediaeval Jain
Literature, p. 190 ff.

61. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmas atra, II.2.33 : nanva-
nekätmakam vastviti nirdhäritarüpam eva jnänamutpadyamänam
samsayajhänavannpramänam bhavitumarhati/.

62. Nathmal Tatia, Studies in Jaina Philosophy, Banaras, 1951,
p. 175.
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manifoldness are perceived at the same time, when iden-
tity and difference are equally justified by experience,
both these aspects should be regarded as essentially true.

But these Jaina tenets are vehemently opposed by the
Advaitist. Sankara notes that the acceptance of this atti-
tude leads to a situation in which the very knowledge of
the Jainas becomes indefinite and unreliable. No state-
ment may be regarded as authoritative if,the means of
valid knowledge, its objects, the cognizing subject, as well
as the results of cognition, are considered devoid of defi-
nite characteristics. Moreover, since the categories intro-
duced by the Jainas find specific verbal expression in their
system, and their authors are not ready to resign them-
selves to an arbitrary interpretations of these tenets, the
categories cannot ever become indefinite.63 An indefinite
statement cannot be placed in the foundation of ordinary
human practice; and even injunctions concerning appro-
priate or inappropriate actions and the possibility of
attaining ultimate liberation from samsära inevitably
lose their authoritativeness and incontestability if these
injunctions are self-contradictory. "If in this teaching,"
argues Sankara, "heaven and liberation /simultaneously/
exist and do not exist, are eternal and non-eternal, then,
owing to this indefiniteness, the action/aimed at their
attainment/ would also be impossible/'64 Finally, the Ad-
vaitist notes that one should not arbitrarily combine such
opposing attributes (viruddhadharma), as reality and
non-reality (sadasttva) in one and the same bearer
(dharmin).65

63. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.33: naisam
padärthänam avaktauyatvam sambhavati /.

64. Ibid., II.2.33:svargäpavargayoscapakse bhävahpakse cäbhävah
tathäpakse nityatäpakse cänityatä ityanavadhäranäyämpravrttyanu-
papattih/.

65. Vide: Bädaräyana's sütra (II.2.33): ekasminnasambhauät (Be-
cause of the impossibility in one), and its interpretation by Sankara:
nahyekasmindharmini yugapatsadasattvädiviruddhadharmasamä-
vesah sambhavati sitosnavat I. (Because of the impossibility of simul-
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Indeed, on the level of phenomenal existence, where
there prevails the relation of substance and its attributes
(dharma-dharmin-bhäva), Advaita unswervingly follows
the rule oftertium non datur. But even here it is not as
simple as it looks at first sight. One might remember that
in another part of the Brahrnasütra Commentary, where
Öankara's argumentation is not submitted to the tasks of
concrete polemics with an opponent, we find a completely
different remark. In the Advaitist's words, "consciousness
is the very nature of this /soul/—just like light and heat are
/the very nature/ of fire, since there is no separation into
an attribute and its bearer.66 Besides that, it is fairly well-
known that Sankara himself, referring to the Upanisadic
texts, often gave different—even mutually contradictory—
definitions ofätman, Brahman, the nature otavidya. Does
this necessarily mean that his approach to higher entities
is essentially similar to the Jainas' relativism? Certainly
not. The core of Advaita teaching is the concept that ätman
is devoid of any attributes, but Advaita opposes Jainism
primarily because it managed to organize all contradict-
ing attributes (essentially unavoidable in the statement
relating to ätman) in a strictly hierarchical sequence. The
lower layer of this sequence is represented by the sayings
oiäruti, related to profane knowledge.

Already Bädaräyana himself showed that there were
different kinds ofgruti texts: those relating to the higher
Brahman, and others, oriented towards ritual injunctions
or towards meditation on other, lower levels of reality.
Lower äruti sayings, according to Bädaräyana, should be
understood either from the context (prakaranäc-ca, sütra

taneous existence of such opposing attributes as reality and non-reality
and so on in one and the same bearer, just as cold and heat /cannot exist
together/.) This view point of Sankara remains unchanged during the
whole of his dispute with the Jainas.

66. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.3.29: caitanyameva
hyasya svarüpam agnerivausnyaprakäsau friätra gunagunivi bhägo
vidyata iti/.
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1.2.10) orin connection with other sayings/or the Upanisads/
(väkyänvayät, sütra I.4.19). This concept was further
developed by Öankara, who distinguished two tiers of
reality and, respectively, two kinds ofäruti sayings.

Advaita was conceived as an accomplishment of the
Upanisadic teaching, as its clarification and non-contra-
dictory interpretation; Öankara considered it quite pos-
sible to reconcile all sayings of sacred scripture. Hence all
the pathos of Sankara's exposition when he comments, for
instance, on the fourth sütra (first adhyäya, Ist päda) of
Bädaräyana's work; he singles it out as a separate
adhikarana on^the concert, harmony, coordination (sa-
manvaya) of all äruti aphorisms. The sayings that are
difficult to coordinate with the main concepts of Advaita
are regarded by Öankara as anuväda, or sayings adding to,
or pariphrasing something that had been previously ex-
plained in another context. These sayings should not be
comprehended in a direct, literal (mukhya) sense; they
occupy a lower, subordinate position, but still serve as
metaphorical (aupacärika) approaches to their objects.
"The subsequent part of the text," says Sankara in the
beginning of his Commentary on Brahmasütra, "is ex-
posed in order to show that, though Brahman is one and
alone, the Upanisads teach about it being the aim of
meditation and knowledge, either with the help of its
comiection with limitations—or without this connection/'67

The limitations (lit.: ingoing limitations; upädhi) here are
the grains or specific combinations produced by avidyä,
that hinder—but also determine and specify for the first
time—the cognition directed towards Brahman.

According to the Advaitist, the contradiction of äruti
texts, dealing with the definition of ätman (and Brah-
man), is only apparent. The whole corpus ofVedic sayings

67. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, LI. 11: evamekamapi
brahmäpeksitopädhi sambandham nirastopädhisambandham
copäsyatvena jneyatvena ca vadäntesüpadisyata iti pradarsayitum
paro grant ha ärabhyate / r
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can be divided into two main groups: the vyävahärika and
the päramärthika ones. Their appropriateness depends
on the previous instruction received by the adepts. It goes
without saying that in the absolute sense no word can be
related to ätman, but still the Advaitist ascertains that
"texts teaching /about Brahman/ as devoid of any defini-
tions cannot be surpassed by other ones",68 that is, by texts
teaching about it as having attributes (saguna). And
should a doubt arise as to which level of knowledge is to be
ascribed a particular äruti saying, "this question must be
resolved by taking into account the context of the exposi-
tion."69 Sankara points out that äruti aphorisms of the
lower (vyävahärika) level have a corroborative (anuväda)
or metaphorical (aupacärika) meaning; they usually deal
with the creation of the world; the perfections of Isvara, or
Saguna-Brahman, the attributes of the soul, its activity,
size, etc.

Sankara's attitude towards the two groups of sacred
texts is clearly outlined in his polemics with the Jainas
about the problem of the size of the soul (jiva).

The opponents' belief in the limited size ofjiva Sankara
classifies as the second (after relativism) defect (dosa) of
their system. The Jainas maintained thatjwa has the size
of the body (äarira-parimäna), completely fills this body
and illuminates it from within like a lamp. Yet Öankara
shows that, owing to this dependence upon the body, the
soul, which changes with every incarnation, cannot be
omniscient and omnipresent by its very nature. And that
means, he adds, that this soul cannot be regarded as
eternal (nitya), since, according to the teaching of the
Vedas, any entity that is subject to change, is essentially
non-eternal (vide: Commentary onBrahmasütra, 11,2.34).

68. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IV.3.14: ato na
visesaniräka-ranasrutinäm anyasesatvamavagantum sakyate/.

69. Ibid., I.I.11 : evamihäpyädityamandale hirahmayah purusah
sarvapäpmodayalihgätpara eveti vaksyati/.
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Finally, Sankara notes, the Jainas could not provide
any satisfactory explanation for the fact that in each new
incarnation the soul is capable of occupying a new body,
different in size from the former one. One might presume,
says the Advaitist, that according to the Jainas' teaching,
the soul has some parts (araäa) that can contract or
expand, or that the number of these parts can change. In
any case, he goes on, "one cannot escape contradictions
owing to its being subject to changes/'70 And even if the
soul is in itself changeable, contracting and expanding
like a piece of leather' (carmädivat), it is still unclear
where one should look for the source of its constant
renewing; indeed, in the Jainas' opinion, in spite of its
ability to occupy space,71 the soul is 'immaterial' (lit.:
devoid of elements; abhautika) and therefore cannot de-
rive its substance from gross elements.72

According to the Jainas' teaching, notes the Advaitist,
the 'perfect' or liberated' (siddha) state of the soul is
essentially its eternal state, which is constant and does
not undergo any change. But real eternity stretches both
ways: if it provides a key to the true nature of the soul, that
means that all other—embodied—states of theßva must
necessarily correspond to this inner nature. Therefore, in
Sankara's eyes, the Jainist notion ofßva is clearly incon-
sistent. In the second chapter of his Commentary on
Brahrnasütra, in the parts specially devoted to the dispute
with the Jainas, Sankara pursues polemics mainly along
the lines ofvitanda—that is, he tries to argue from their

70. Badarayana's sütra here runs as follows (II.2.35): "And even if
/one were to admit the changes/of the attributes, one cannot escape
contradictions, owing to changeability and so on" (nacaparyäyädapyavi-
rodho vikärädibhyah /.)

71. According to the Jaina system, the soul is one of the five
'extending* (lit., occupying place, astikäya) entities. The other four
similar entities srepudgala (body as a combination of atoms), dharma,
adharma and äkäsa (space). Vide: Sarikara, Commentary on
Brahmasütra, II.2.33.

72. Vide: Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.35.
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own tenets. Later, however, when he is not so rigidly
bound by the conventions of the polemics, the Advaitist
also draws attention to the Jainas' open hostility towards
Upanisadic tradition. For instance, in the third chapter of
the commentary Öankara says: "And there should be
rejected all the theories /concerning the embodied soul/
that proceed from human reason . . . and that contradict
the views of the Upafrisads .. ./namely, the doctrine of the
Jainas, according to which/ the soul jumps from the body
into another, just like a parrot jumps from one tree on to
another/'73

On the whole, the Jainas' erroneous assumptions con-
cerning the nature of the soul are brought about, in
Öankara's opinion, by their general concept of the indefi-
niteness of all knowledge concerning reality. And Advaita,
which is not alien to different interpretations of the nature
o£ ätman, arrives at a uniform and consistent concept of a
human soul owing to the construction of a hierarchy of
sacred texts dealing with this subject.

Atman, entering as an inner soul into every living being,
is mentioned in the Upanisads either as atomic in size
(anu), or as endless and omnipresent (vihhu, sarvagata).
The notion offiva's atomic size, which corresponds to the
vyävahärika level, is brought about, in Sankara's words,
on the one hand, by the difficulty of cognizing atman
properly (so that it is subjectively perceived as an infi-
nitely small and evasive limit of cognition); and on the
other, by its combination with 'ingoing limitations' (upädhi).
While the first aspect can be overlooked right now as a sort
of poetic licence, the second one surely calls for more thor-
ough deliberation.

And really, why is it that fiva, according to Advaita,
though, of course, only from the standpoint of'practical',
empirical needs, is of'atomic size'? The core of the matter

73. Öankara, Commentary on Brak mas ütra, IH.l.l:y ah purusamati-
prabhaväh kalpanä/h . . . jiva eva votplutya dehäddehäntararn prati-
padyate suka iva vrksät vrksäntaram jltyevamädyäh täh sarvä euänädar-
tavyäh srutivirodhät /'.
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is that Advaita (and Vedanta in general) patterned its
concept ofjiva, suitable for using on the profane plane of
knowledge, upon the notion of the soul presented by
Sämkhya. In this latter system the soul is formed by a
temporary combination ofpurusa (pure spirit, Self, ätman)
and antahkarana (lit.: inner organ), produced byprakrti,
or, nature, primal matter. This antahkarana consists of
buddhi (intellect together with will, ability to make
decisions), ahahkära (ego, the perception of one's indivi-
duality) and manas (reason or understanding, integrating
the sense data). We will discuss the difference between the
analysis of consciousness of Sämkhya and that of Advaita
more thoroughly in the fifth chapter of the present work.
But now one can still note that the alleged 'atomic size' of
jlva is a reflection of the corresponding size of buddhi,
which constitutes the main component of antahkarana.
The parameters of antahkarana, which are superimposed
on ätman, form the limitations which temporarily deter-
mine the size and other attributes of the soul. In Öankara's
words, "only owing to the combination with buddhi one
might assume that the soul is of/a specific/size.74

Meanwhile, according to sruti sayings of the päramär-
thika level, even infiniteness and omnipresence cannot be
regarded as jiva's essential attributes. "Though one and
the same ätman" says Sankara, "is hidden within all
beings ... the äruti texts thus describe that immutable and
eternally uniform ätman: there is a gradation in the
manifestation of its divine /qualities/and power /caused
by/ the gradation of consciousness (citta) /belonging to the
souls/that limit this ätman."75

74. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Bra hmasutra, IL3.29: tas mattad-
guna-säratvädbuddhiparimänenäsyaparimänavyapadesahl One might
remember, incidentally, that it is in the same sütra that we can find a
passage to the effect that the soul cannot be regarded as a substance,
that is, from the standpoint of its division into attributes and their
bearer.

75. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, Ll . l l : yadyapyeka
ätmäsarva-bhütesu. .. güdhastathäpi cittopadhivisesatäratamyädät-
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So one can easily see that even the question about the
size of the soul transcends the limits of some particular
disagreements and, to a certain extent, outlines the core of
principal divergence between the ontological tenets of
Advaita and Jainism. It is not by chance that Sankara
likens the concept of the Jainas concerning the changea-
bility of the soul to the Buddhist negation of immutable
ätman (vide: Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.35). Both
these systems, proceeding from empirical tenets, rejected
the concept of a supernatural ontological reality, essen-
tially opposed to all other worldly entities. And because of
their acceptance of heterogeneity and inner chageability
of the universe, they could dispense with the notion of
Isvara, or God the creator—the usual object of worship
according to orthodox religious tradtion.

manahkutastha-nityasyaikarupasyapyuttarottaramaviskrtasyatarat-
amyamaisvaryasakti-visesaih srüyate . . .



CHAPTER V

Brahman as Being: Cataphatic Theology
and the Boldness of Heretics

1. SANKARA'S POLEMICS WITH SARVÄSTIVÄDA

Probably only now, based on concrete text material, one
might at last substantiate the thesis proposed in the very
beginning of the book. According to this thesis, the appar-
ent similarity of some notions and conceptual schemes of
Buddhism and Advaita does not signify the typological
affinity of these two teachings; neither does it prove the
conjecture about the decisive influence of the Buddhist
heresy upon Sankara's system, since the latter always
rejnained purely orthodox in its most essential foun-
dations.

I have already mentioned that adherence to the ac-
cepted rules of polemics did not allow Öankara to refer
directly to sacred scripture during his disputes with hetero-
dox opponents. Nevertheless, as shown above, logical
inference here is merely the means to lead the listener to
the notions of Advaita that cannot be revealed without
their inner support in äruti sayings. I will try to clarify the
mechanism operating here, taking as an instance Sankara's
polemics with probably the most rationalistic and, so to
speak, 'naturalistic' school of Buddhism, namely, Sarvästi-
väda.

In his Commentary on BrahmasUtra Öankara mentions
the followers of three Buddhist schools of thought, that is,
the adherents of Sarvästiväda, those of Vijnänaväda and
those of Öünyaväda. Arranging the Buddhist schools in
this sequence, Sankara deliberately avoids the problem of

145
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a historical evolution of Buddhism; he is obviously inter-
ested neither in chronology nor in determining the names
and specific arguments of his opponents. The Advaitist
presents the three systems as three equally possible inter-
pretations of the initial teaching of the Buddha. One
should not, of course, overlook the fact that when three
Buddhist doctrines are posited in this way as synchronous
and equally justified, their inevitable collision was cer-
tainly to the advantage of the orthodox opponent. Inciden-
tally, though, the discrepancy in the notions of the main
Buddhist schools is explained by Sankara on a purely psy-
chological basis: either as a testimony to the Buddha's de-
monic enmity towards all living beings, whom he had been
ardently wishing to lead astray to their eventual perish-
ing1—or as a result of insufficient understanding of the
Tathägata's teaching even by his closest disciples, who
had been transmitting it in accordance with their compre-
hension.2 The compendium ascribed to Sankara gives a
short synopsis of the Buddhist teaching, starting with
Öünyaväda and somewhat arbitrarily dividing Sarvästi-
väda into the Vaibhäsika and Sauträntika schools.

As shown by the Advaitist, the Buddhists are classified
under different sects in accordance with their interpreta-
tion of reality: Some maintain that everything exists

1. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.32: "The Buddha
exposed for the sake of instruction three mutually contradictory doc-
trines ... having manifested thus either his own incoherent garrulity or
his enmity towards all living beings, having erroneously assumed that
they would be confused."

(trayam itaretaraviruddhamupadisatäsugateriaspastikrtamätmano
'sambaddhapraläpitvam pradueso vä prajäsu viruddhärthapratipat-
tyä vimuhyeyur imäh prajä iti l)

2. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.28: "Actually, hav-
ing noticed the attraction of some disciples towards external objects and
having taken it into account, /the Buddha/proclaimed a teaching about
/the existence/ of external objects. /But/ this is not the opinion of the
Buddha /himself/." (kesämcitkila vineyänäm bähye vastunyabhinive-
samälaksyatadanurodhena bähyärthavädaprakriyeyam viracitä /näsau
sugatäbhipräyah /.)
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(sarvo 'sti = sarvästitva) hence the name /Sarvästiväda /;
others allow for the existence of consciousnes (vijnäna)
alone; and there are some who claim everything to be void
(sünyd)? The general definition applied by Öankara to all
Buddhist schools is derived from the term vinäsa, destruc-
tion, annihilation; it points out the core of the teaching,
namely, the idea of the non-existence of ätman as a
separate ontological reality. Therefore, Buddhism is de-
termined by him as vainäsika-mata, which can be roughly
rendered as a teaching about non-existence, destruction,
or even a nihilistic teaching. The attitude of the Advaitist
is further confirmed by the material of Sarva-darsana-
siddhänta-sahgraha, according to which:

In all four Buddhist /schools/ there is agreement
about inner consciousness,

They disagree with each other about
phenomenal existence.4

While going over Sankara's arguments against the
Buddhists, D. Ingalls compared his Commentary on
BrahmasUtra with that of his younger contemporary,
Bhäskara,5 arriving at the conclusion that in all the pas-
sages where Bhäskara differed from Sankara, the latter
must have substantially deviated from the general Ve-
danta tradition. It is worth noting that the main lines of
dispute against Sarvästiväda teaching pursued by Sankara
(vide: Commentary on Brahmasütra, IL2.18-27) practi-

3. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas utra, IL2.18: tat rait e trayo
uädino bhavanti kecit sarvästivädinah kecidvijnänastitvamätravädinah
anye punah sarvasünyatuavädina iti /

4. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.4.5:
caturnamapi bauddhänämaikyamdhyätmanirnaya /
vyävahärikabhedena vivadante parasparam //5//.

5. Vide: D.H.H. Ingalls, "Sankara's Arguments against the Buddhists,"
Philosophy East and West, vol. 3, no. 4, January 1954, pp. 291-306.
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cally coincide with those touched upon by Bhäskara—and
therefore must have been derived from the same source.

Öankara's attention is concentrated on the doctrine of
'dependent origination' (pratitya-samutpäda), that of
'momentariness' (ksanikaväda), as well as 'the notion of
'uncomposite elements' (asamskrta-dharma). Some of
Sankara's arguments against Sarvästiväda, in particular,
those concerning the notion of causality, apply to all other
Buddhist schools.

As previously mentioned, 'everything exists' from the
standpoint of Sarvästiväda. The empirical world is re-
garded here as an aggregate (samudäya, samhiti) of ele-
ments. According to the Sarvästiväda notion (as presented
by Sankara), these elements may be divided into two main
classes: that of 'gross' elements and their derivations
(bhüta-bhautika) and that of elementary mental states
and their respective derivations (citta-caitta). The
Sarvästiväda teaching, though, is far from opposing them
to each other: the phenomenal world, open to our percep-
tion is homogenous in the sense that all its constituents
belong to one and the same plane of existence. Even when
the Buddhists make use of the widely accepted notion of
the so-called 'ultimate atoms' (paramänu), that allegedly
join together to form the 'gross' elements (bhuta), they
resort to it not for the sake of any naturalistic allusions
but, rather, in order to find an opportunity to identify
these minute particles with their corresponding qualities.
In this way, for example, the atom of earth is regarded not
as a substrate or bearer for the quality of solidity, smell,
etc., but rather as a source of a particular sensation which
arose from its contact with the organ of perception (in-
driya); in the ultimate sense it tends to be identified with
this sensation (and hence with the quality as such). The
Buddhists made a point of their denial of the existence of
any permanent substance, that could form the substrate
(äsraya) for transient and temporary attributes. Even the
admission of ultimate atoms (the .existence of which is
surmised by inference, based on sense perception) was
made mostly on moral grounds: by getting into the habit
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of regarding nature (including his own body) as a mere
conglomerate of atoms, an adept gradually acquired an
indifferent and detached attitude towards any natural
phenomena.

According to the Buddhsit teaching, all simple phenom-
ena are momentary (ksanika) and so, on the other hand,
the empirical world is to be regarded as infinitely hetero-
genous. Having existed just for an instant, discontinuous
momentary objects give rise to corresponding perceptions;
in the words of a Sautranitika follower, cited in Sankara's
compendium. "Objectivity is verily an ability to be a
cause."6 Just as-a forest is perceived as a whole only from
a distance, but on approaching proves to be a conglomerate
of different trees, any unity, which at first glance might
seem undeniable—whether it is the uniformity of an
external object or the unity of a consicous self—is in fact
nothing but a conglomerate of momentary elements and
mental states. According to Sarvästiväda, all the elements
are causally conditioned and can be classified under five
groups (skandha).7 It should be borne in mind that the

6. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, IV.3.7:
... visayatvam hi hetutvam ... I.

7. There are five skandhas. The first one is rüpa, that is, form, shape.
Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.4.12:

"Rüpa skandha is a combination of actual material elements".
(rüpaskandho bhauatyatra mürtibhütasya samhatih I.)
The second is vedanä, sensation (of something pleasant, unpleasant

or indifferent). The third is samjhä, image, idea; (six kinds of'images'
correspond to the five senses plus their integrator, or manas). The
fourth is samskära, an ability and readiness to accept the empirical
world within the frames of definite mental constructions (Sarua-darsana-
siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.4.11:

"The combination of inner tendencies is called
the skandha of samskära."

samskäraskandha ityukto väsanänäntu samhatih /.)
And the fifth is vijnäna, or self-consciousness (Sarva-darsana-

siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.4.10:
"The flow of the states of consciousness is called here

the skandha of vijnäna."
jnänasantatirevätra vijhänaskandha ucyate I.)
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skandhas do not have any separate ideal existence along
with, or above, the empirical phenomena; they are essen-
tially just conventional labels used for a more convenient
classification of elements. In his Commentary on Brahma-
sütra Sankara exposes the Sarvästiväda teaching in the
following way: "Having come together, these skandhas
form an inner consciousness (adhyätma) which is the
source of all phenomenal practice."8

A starting point for Sankara's polemics with Sarvästi-
väda is provided by the Buddhist notion concerning the
emergence of combinations (samudäya). In the Advaitist's
opinion, such a combination cannot be accomplished with-
out the purposeful activity of a conscious agent. Sankara
reminds the opponent that any spontaneous activity of
unconscious elements, joining together of their own accord
irrespective of the intentions of the agent, should be
considered endless, since such an activity would consti-
tute an indispensable attribute of the elements them-
selves.9 However, this assumption would inevitably con-
tradict the basic religious tenets of Indian tradition (in-
cluding its heterodox versions) where ultimate liberaion is
regarded as a complete cessation of activity.10

In this passage, as well as in many of the same kind, it
leaps to the eye that Sankara is inconspicuously trying to
shift the center of discussion from the plane of psychology
and epistemology to that of ontological problems. Indeed,
from the Buddhists' point of view, any combination of
elements was only an imaginary entity, resulting from a

8. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas utra, IL2.18: te 'pyadhyätmam
sarvavyauahäräspadabhävena samhanyanta iti many ante /.

9. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.18: "And because an
assumption of independent activity would lead to/the conclusion/ about
ceaseless /uninterrupted/activity" (... nirapeksapravrttyabhyupagame
ca pravrttyanuparamaprasahgät.)

10. One might note, incidentally, that a similar chain of reasoning
was often used in the Vedanta tradition against the notions of Sämkhya
and early Vaisesika.
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mental construction (kalpanä). In the words of a Vaibhasika
adherent, referred to in Sarvardaräana-siddhänta-
sahgraha,

A fivefold division in the form of action, substance,
quality, kind and name

Is a mental construction, that is, an illusory (bhranta)
vision; it is the very nature
of body /phenomenon/.n

In the Buddhists' opinion, discontinuous elements are
ever alternately flashing into existence, stamping their
impressions upon the corresponding sense organs (indri-
yas) and evoking various visual, oral, tactile and other
sensations. Though in his Commentary on Brahmasütra
Saiikara does not draw any distinction between the
Vaibhasika and the Sauträntika schools, one might note
that the Vaibhäsikas were in favor of the notion of some
actual foundation for the perceptible elements. This foun-
dation was supposed to move through 'three times' (trikäla),
namely, the past, the present and the future, but to reveal
itself to perception for a mere moment. According to the
Sauträntikas, only momentary elements could be consid-
ered as essentially real. Anyway, from the Buddhist stand-
point, the past could be considered real, certainly not
because it somehow continued to exist in the present in a
transformed, modified way, but because it constituted a
cause for the present, because it was significant for the
present.

According to Sarvästiväda, the essence of the elements
which form 'external objects' (bähyärtha) is in their effec-
tivity, that is, in their ability to arouse corresponding
perceptions. In a particular sense, all empirical phenom-
ena are to be regarded as causes (hetu) for other phenom-
ena. The Buddhist term for 'perception' (grahana, lit.:

11. Safikara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, IV.4.17:
nämajätigunadravyakriyärüpena pancadhä /
kalpitam bhräntadrstyaiva sarirabhavanätmakam IIYlll.
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grasping) is traditional enough, though the meaning
implied here is rather that of a superimposition or a
contact between a perceived entity (grahya), or an object,
a corresponding organ or instrument of perception
(grähaka) and a resulting sensation or specific mental
state.

According to Sankara, the greatest defect of this Bud-
dhist doctrine lies in its persistent denial of any perma-
nent subject: "And even if the whole were possible as an
object of enjoyment /or perception/, all the same, in accor-
dance with your assumption there would not be any soul
as a permanent enjoyer/or perceiver/."12 Indeed, a distinc-
tive feature of Buddhism is its denial of the traditionally
accepted division of consciousness between the eternal
ätman and the so-called 'inner organ' (antahkarana) which
plays the part of a natural, 'body' instrument of percep-
tion. In the Vaibhäsikas' opinion, consciousness is concen-
trated in manas which is regarded simply as a sixth sense
organ, coordinating the functioning of the other five indri-
yas. Manas is assumed to be a kind of a perpetual flow, a
flux (samtäna), consisting of momentary and causally
conditioned states of consciousness (citta} vijnäna) in
relation to which all other phenomena (whether physical
or mental) are just objects (visaya). It perceives external
objects through the mediation of unconscious instruments
(indriyas). In a sense, it actually animates perceptive
operations, accompanying them as a kind of a dim self-
consciousness (sva-samvedanä). Besides, it has its own
specific object—mental states and operations (buddhi,
samjna). In the words of Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-
sahgraha,

Buddhi is a composite consciousness,
manas is an /elementary/instrument of perception.13

12. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas utra, II.2.19: api cayadbhoga-
rthah samghätah syät sajivo nästi sthiro bhokteti tavadhyupagamah I

13. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.4.16:
samudäyikacaitanyam buddhih syät karanam manah /.
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So in the Vaibhäsika system, discontinuous and
momentary manas assumes some of the functions of
traditional ätman.14 Besides that, it is used to bridge sense
perception with a faculty of mental construction (kal-
panä). According to the notion of momentariness (ksanika-
väda), manas inevitably becomes different in each subse-
quent moment, being alternately identified with different
mental states. That is why Sankara draws attention to the
fact that in Sarvästiväda "enjoyment is only for the sake
of enjoyment itself, without anyone striving for it. But
then liberation must also exist only for the sake of libera-
tion itself, and there will not be anyone aspiring to it/'15

This argument might be essentially interpreted in the
following way: according to the Buddhist teaching, ulti-
mate liberation is impossible as an ontological reality,
indeed, as the only real entity above others; for the Bud-
dhists there are only subsequent mental states, equally
real and differing form each other only in their specific
features. Then along with 'enjoyment' one can also speak
of 'liberation' which conforms to certain conditions. A
popular Buddhist simile, comparing a person to a necklace
without any string running through it—that is, a person,
devoid of any permanent self (ätman)—is actually ex-
tremely vulnerable, since with the loss of such a binding
string one inevitably loses the awareness oftransition, the
awareness of crossing the border between a lower and a
higher ontological plane. An empirical manas—just an

14. One is reminded here of the Samkhya notion, according to which
manas (which experiences pleasant, unpleasant or indifferent sensa-
tions) together with buddhi (the faculty of discernment and volition)
andahahkära (ego-consciousness) form an internal, inner organ (antah-
karana). The most important point is that the five indriyas and
antahkarana are essentially inanimate and gain consciousness only
when they are illuminated by ätman, so that even introspection is
explained by analogy with sense perception.

15. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasätra, II.2.19: tatasca bhogo
bhogärtha eva sa nänyenaprarthanlyah Itathä mokso moksärtha eveti
mumuksunä nänyena bhavitavyam /.
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element completely at par with all the other elements—
might be identified with its own subsequent states; there-
fore, to Öankara's mind, it cannot pretend to assume the
part of a real Self, for the sake of which these mental states
are primarily evoked.

Sankara's argumentation here evidently attains its
goal. Any attempt to harmonize an empirical and phenom-
enological approach to reality with basic religious tenets of
karma and ultimate liberation was doomed to inner contra-
dictions. However, one might note that it was already
Sarvästiväda that outlined the direction of the further
evolution of Buddhist notions, having assigned an excep-
tional place among other skandhas to the skandha of
vijnäna. The former are regarded as dependent upon con-
sciousness; in other words, while vijnäna is synonymous
with citta, the three remaining skandhas are referred to as
derivative mental phenomena (caitta). Even rüpa is to
some extent conditioned by vijnäna, since it is the latter
that ensures the recognition of sense data as 'external
objects'. The Vijnänaväda system, which did away with
the notion of the sixth sense organ (its place in the table of
elements became occupied by empirical self, namely, the
'stained' (klista) manas) and incorporated the category of
'pure consciousness' (citta-mätra)\ as a matter of fact,
made concessions to the traditional notion oiätman.

Within the frame of Sarvästiväda, an attempt to over-
come a contradiction between its empirical postulates and
some residual religious tenets manifested itself in the
dividing of all elements into 'composite' (samskrta) and
'uncomposite' (asamskrta) ones. The former (the greater
part of all elements) were considered to be conditioned and
impermanent, while the latter {pratisamkhyänirodha, or,
cessation by consciousness, apratisamkhyänirodha, or,
extinguishing; and äkääa, that is, space or ether were
essentially unconditioned {ahetuja, lit.; not born from a
cause) and eternal. A slight modification, brought to the
notion of asamskrta-dharmas by the Sauträntikas, is
connected with their conception of derivability of the exis-
tence of all elements from mental operations (anu-
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meyatatva). In the Sauträntikä section of Sarvadaräana-
siddhäntasahgraha one might find a definition, according
to which

An element ofäkääa ... is an ultimate atom,
/Therefore/ it should be only an idea, and is not to be

considered
as something other than that.16

And the same holds true with regard to the two kinds of
cessation. While arguing with the Buddhists in this con-
nection, Sankara raised objections primarily to the
Sautrantika version: "They consider these three /entities/
to be unreal, a pure absence and impossible to define."17

And according to the interpretation suggested by T. Stcher-
batsky, "a cessation (nirodha) defines two kinds of eternal
void which come after all powers of the universe are
exhausted/'18 In his opinion, cessation here is equal to
counterbalance and eternal rest of all dharmas. That is
why it should be defined neither as identical with skan-
dhas, nor as different from them.

Sankara points out inner inconsistencies in the Bud-
dhist notion of the two kinds of nirodha. Indeed, no
cessation may ever take place inside the causal chain of
phenomena, since the distinctive feature of nirodha is its
being unconditioned by any natural cause. But no cessa-
tion is possible inside a separate element, since "it is
impossible to see the destruction of existing/phenomena/
without any trace and definition because in all the states
there is an /uninterrupted/ connection /which is revealed/

16. Sarikara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, IV.3.5:
äkäsadhätur asmabhih paramänuritiritah /
sa ca prajnaptimätram syäd naca vastvantaram matam /IB/I.

17. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmas ütr a, II.2.22: trayamapi
caitadavastvabhävamätram nirupäkhyamiti manyante /.

18. T. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic, vol. 2, Leningrad, 1930, p. 92.
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owing to recognition."19 And, as Sankara points out, even
a limited meaning of the term recognition (pratyabhijnana),
peculiar to the Buddhists, still ought to imply a change,
occurring in some existing entity (bhäva), radically op-
posed to the notion of total destruction, or non-being
(ahhäva).

A cessation by consciousness, or nirvana, is the supreme
goal of the Buddhists? teaching. It equals the destruction
of fundamental ignorance (müläjnäna, avidyä). The higher
knowledge of Advaita, identical with ätman, is also con-
nected with the ending of avidyä, but in Sankara's system
the latter is regarded as a universal potency (sakti),
dependent upon Brahman and giving rise to the individu-
ation of different souls (jiva). According to Advaita, the
ultimate liberation occurs not only through the higher
knowledge—it is nothing else but this very knowledge
which existed prior to the creation of the universe.
Roughly speaking, it is not only the purpose and the goal,
but also the cause itself. Meanwhile, in Sarvästivada
liberation is one of the elements of existence; it is not its
initial foundation but only a prospective and desirable
end.

It should be noted that Sankara does not confine himself
simply to drawing attention to some minute inconsisten-
cies of the Buddhists' doctrine. The gulf between the

19. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmas utra, II.2.22: nahi bhauanam
niranvayo nirupäkhyo vinäsah sambhauati s ar v äs v apy avast häs u
pratyabhijnänabalenänavayyavicchedadarsanät. While in Advaita the
possibility of recognition (pratyabhijnana) is based on self-evidence,
self-luminosity (svayamprakäsa) of ätman, because everybody is aware
of his own self, where various perceptions are, so to speak, brought into
a focus (the closest European analogy to this is, probably transzenden-
tale Apperzeption suggested by Kant); the Buddhsits are always trying
to divorce the act of perception from the recognition of the object. For
instance, in the passage from Sarikara's Commentary cited above (and
the text is offered from the standpoint of Sarvästivada), recognition
implies simply a possibility of inference concerning the alleged connec-
tion of phenomena, in spite of all perpetual changes occurring in the
chain of empirical events.
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systems is far deeper. In Advaita, as well as in Sarvästiväda,
the ultimate liberation is placed beyond the causal chain
of phenomena. Such a situation becomes possible only be-
cause of Sankara's notion of the identity of liberation and
eternal Brahman, so that ultimate liberation, which is re-
garded as the higher knowledge (or pure consciousness),
precedes this chain and presupposes it. Hence all Sankara's
arguments, pointing out that if, according to Sarvästiväda,
liberation were to emerge through the higher knowledge,
then it could not be regarded as 'not born from a cause'
(ahetuja); while if liberation were a conditioned entity,
emerging as a spontaneous product of the elements, this
assumption would inevitably lead to the "conclusion that
instruction about the path of liberation is meaningless."20

Both Advaita and Buddhism emphasize a deep inner
affinity of the notions of äkääa and liberation. The Bud-
dhist practice of meditation encouraged an adept's mental
identification of space axidnirväna as one of the subsidiary
means leading to the attainment of liberation.21 Just like
nirvana, äkäsa was considered to be eternal and, simulta-
neously, indefinable (nirupäkhya). The Sauträntikas,
however, somewhat modified this approach to the notion
ofäkääa, regarding it as a pure non-being (abhäva) and a
mere absence of any obstacle (niravarana).

Sankara's Commentary onBrahmasütra often presents
äkääa as a proper and apt metaphor of the higher Brah-
man devoid of any attributes (Nirguna-Brahman). Just as
space seems to be divided and limited due to earthen jars
placed in it and supposedly containing some portions of
this space, but once again becomes completely uniform
and homogenous after their removal, so the higher Brah-
man, essentially devoid of attributes, seems to be divided
into separate selves owing to the limitations (upädhi) of

20. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.23: ... margopa-
desänarthakyaprasahgah /.

21. Vide, for instance: Johannes Bronkhorst, The Two Traditions of
Meditation in Ancient India, Stuttgart, 1986, pp. 77-79, 82, 84-87.
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avidyä.22 So it is quite understandable why the very
essence of Öankara's argumentation is directed against
the concept ofäkääa as non-being. Though this entity is
considered to be essentially indefinable, it is, neverthe-
less, undeniably real. In Sankara's opinion, this tenet
finds a further confirmation, if one were to remember that
äkääa is the known substrate, or bearer, of an attribute of
sound (äabda), or, to be more exact, the condition of its
spreading; and, as Öankara hastens to remind, "the usual
practice of /the relation between/ a substance and its
attributes is based on /their mutual/ reality."23 In his
painstaking efforts to secure ample grounds for the notion
of äkääa as a real, positive entity (bhävarüpa), the Ad-
vaitist is even ready to resort to the writings of his
opponents, where äkäsa is sometimes regarded as a 'foun-
dation of the wind/24 One might add that in the cosmologi-
cal picture suggested by Advaita, äkääa is created by
Brahman and, in its turn, gives rise to other 'gross'
elements (vide, for instance: Sankara, Commentary on
Brahmasütra, IL3.1-7).

Unlike the above-mentioned three 'unconditioned' ele-
ments, all the other phenomena in Buddhism are included
in the general causal chain of events. The wheel ofsamsära,
responsible for subsequent reincarnations, is composed of
twelve main causal links (nidäna). They are enumerated
by Sankara in the passage of his Commentary on Brahma-
sütra which concerns his dispute with Sarvästiväda about
the problem of combinations.25 Avidy a, being the first link

22. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, 1.1.5; II. 1.13, etc.

23. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, II.2.24: uastväsrayatuät
dkarmadharmivyavahärasya /

24. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.24: saugate
hi samaye ...ityasminprativacanapravähe prthivyädinämante "väyuh
kirn samnisrayah" ityasya prasnasya prativacanam hhavati
"väyuräkäsasamnisrayah" iti.

25. Vide: Sankara. Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.19. The first
one is avidyä, after it comes samskära (lit., preparation), or predisposi-
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in the chain, to some extent determines all the others.
Nevertheless, one should be careful in order not to ascribe
any ontological significance to the Buddhists' interpreta-
tion of avidyä. In the words of a present-day scholar,
"though ignorance is the first to be named, it should not be
interpreted as the only source or absolute origin of an
individual. Nor does it have any cosmological sense."26

Avidyä certainly does not play the part of the ultimate
cause or uniting principle for a colorful mosaic of momen-
tary events. The Buddhists are interested only in its
epistemological aspect, manifesting itself in the ability to
conceal the true-nature of the world; and the ultimate
truth, in the eyes of the Buddhists, implies the futility of
any attempts to find an ontological principle behind a
mere linking together of various pehnomena in the wheel
of samsära.

Both in Advaita and in Buddhism the notion of avidyä
is immediately related to the problem of causality, though
the latter finds exactly opposing solutions in both systems.
In his exposition of the Sarvästiväda standpoint Sankara
states: "When this sequence /of moments/, starting with
ignorance (avidyä), perpetually revolves like a water wheel,
so that /its components /mutually determine each other,

tion entailing the appearence of the first moment of consciousness in a
new incarnation; the latter starts with the emergence ofuijnäna as the
third link. It is followed by nämarüpa (that is, rüpa, or shape, as a
physical body, together with näma which is composed of three mental
skandhas. The fifth moment brings about the emergence of six fields
(sadäyatana) of perception, or organs of sense (including manas). The
sixth one is sparsa, or touching, namely, the contact between an
indriya, its object and a state of perception. It is subsequently followed
by vedanä (sensation), trsnä (lit.: thirst, yearning), upädäna (attach-
ment), bhäva (existence on a specific plane of the empirical universe),
jäti (birth) and (jaramarana) Cold age and death7). One might note that
samskära belongs to a previous incarnation, the last two moments to a
future one, while the middle nidänas are concentrated in a present
embodiment. Avidyä applies, more or less, to the whole wheel of exis-
tence.

26. S. Bhikshu, A Survey of Buddhism, Bangalore, 1976, p. 101.
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the whole emerges by force of circumstances."27 However,
Sankara immediately draws attention to the fact that
even in this case a preceding (pürva) moment will cause a
succeeding (uttara) one, but the source of the uniform
whole would still remain without any satisfactory expla-
nation. In Sankara's own opinion, "when one is speaking
about the emergence of a pot, one assumes that there
exists some other agent of this activity /besides the neces-
sary operations for producing it, as well as besides the
parts of the pot itself/. But if it be true, when one is
speaking about the emergence of the pot, the originating
cause is supposed to be the potter and other /agents/. Still,
when one is discussing the emergence of the pot, one
cannot usually see the potters who produced it, but can
perceive only /something/ produced /by them/."28 In accor-
dance with the Buddhist doctrine of causality, there was
really no need to introduce the notion of the spiritual
entity (ätman), going through innumerable incarnations,
since the causal succession of events could still ensure the
functioning of karma rules, even in the absence of any
agent or support, bringing about the formation of the
universe as a whole.

For Sankara the problem of the emergence of avidyä,
responsible for setting into motion the wheel of phenome-
nal existence, was equivalent to the notion of creation of
the world by God. The task facing the Advaitist was a
difficult one: he had to reconcile the äruti sayings about
Brahman as the cause of the world with the orthodox
notion of Brahman's immutability. On the one hand,

27. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.19: tadevama-
vidyädikaläpa parasparanimittanaimittikabhävenaghatiyantravada-
nisamävartamäne rthaksipta upapannah samghäta iti cet /.

28. Sankara,Commentary on Brahmasütra, II. 1.18: ghatasya cot-
pattirucyamänä ghatakartrka kim tarhyantakartrka iti kalpyä syät /
tathä kapälädinäm, apyutpattirucyamänänyakartrkaiua kalpyeta /tathä
ca sati ghata utpadyate ityukte kulälädlni käranänyutpadyante
ityuktamsyät /nacalokeghatotpattirityukte kulälädlnämapyutpadya-
mänatä pratiyate Iutpannatäpratiteh /.
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Sankara maintains: "But only a divided entity might have
an effect, and origination exists because there are eff-
ects/'29 While, on the other, Brahman for him is an immu-
table and self-identical entity which is not obscured by
fortuitous phenomena. According to Indian philosophical
tradition, any division is a step towards disintegration,
towards destructive chaos; meanwhile, Brahman is re-
garded as the efficient (nimitta) and material (upädäna)
cause of the endlessly heterogenous, moving and change-
able world. What was Sankara's solution for this apparent
contradiction?

It is fairly well-known that within the framework of
religious and philosophical tradition of India one can find
two main concepts of causality. The first one was sug-
gested by the Vaisesikas and the Buddhists; in their
opinion, the effect is always a new production from the
cause, it is ever emerging anew. Hence the name of the
doctrine, asatkäryaväda, or the teaching that the effect is
non-existent prior to its production by the cause. The ad-
herents of the other concept (for instance, the Sämkhya-
yikas) maintained that the effect exists prior to its mani-
festation and only transforms from its latent state (in the
cause) to the revealed, manifested one; this doctrine
acquired the name of satkäryaväda, or the teaching that
the effect really pre-exists in the cause. Sankara, though
clearly adhering to the latter doctrine, suggested his own
version of satkäryaväda theory; later this Advaita version,
fully developed by Sankara's followers, got the name of
vivarta-väda, or the teaching of appearance. Vivarta en-
ters the same semantic cluster of terms referred to in the
previous chapter; it is synonymous with mäyä (illusion),
avidyä (ignorance), adhyäsa (superimposition). In other
words, the core of the causality concept of Advaita is the
notion that the effect, or the empirical world, is just an
illusory appearance superimposed on the eternal ätman-

29. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.3.17: nanupravibhak-
tatuäd uikäro vikäratväccotpadyata ityuktam /.
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Brahman as its cause. The universe is identical with
Brahman, since in the ultimate sense nothing ever hap-
pened to this immutable entity. So, from thepäramärthika
point of view (that is, from the standpoint of the ultimate
truth) the effects, originated by Brahman, are essentially
only new names for something already existing, and the
change does not take place at all. Ultimately, the effects
are nothing else but new definitions of the eternal reality.
That is why Sankara interprets the passage o£Chandogyo-
panisad (IV. 1.4) concerning metal objects by saying that
the modifications (vikära) of metal 'originate from speech',30

implying that they are real not as separate and specific
objects, but only to the extent of their participation in the
nature of metal. In the words of Öankara's Commentary
onBrahmasütra, "the modification originates from speech,
it is merely a kind of name."31

Up to now we were interested in the correlation of
Brahman and the world as knowledge (vidyä) and ignorance
(avidyä): their opposition in this respect was absolute, and
in order to reveal it, one had to move inwards, taking off all
futile, superimposed attributes from the ever-present
foundation of Pure consciousness. However, now one needs
to shift the angle of consideration, since the polemics
against the Buddhists brings to the foreground the aspect
of reality. The move that is needed here starts from the
core outwards, and the reality of Brahman proves to be so
powerful and strong that it shines through, illuminating
by its inner light even the illusory appearance enveloping
Brahman. So the manifold world, posited as vivarta, stays
as if suspended between real and unreal, though its nature
is obviously different from that of a mere error, a mere
delusion of the senses.

As we have seen above, the world is manifested only
because of the superimposition of attributes on some

30. Sankara, Commentary on Chandogyopanisad, IV.1.4: uikarah...
väcärambhäh /.

31. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II. 1.14: ... Väcäram-
bhanam uikäro nämadheyam /.
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immutable entity, which is ineffable, indefinable, but still
essentially real. And while Brahman—as if acquiring
some attributes inside this illusory appearance (that is,
being presented as Saguna)—is posited as the foundation
of the world, there are immediately manifested only its
attributes of sat (reality), in particular, its ability to fill
space, to be omnipresent. In this way a transparent glass
is obscured and colored by the object which is seen through
it; and, one must add, it is only this coloring and obscura-
tion which makes the glass perceptible to human eye for
the first time. In Öankara's words, "this superimposition,
so defined, is called avidyä by the sages, while the affir
mation of a true nature of something that is real by distin-
guishing / it from the superimposed things/ they call
knowledge/'32 In this sense, the source of the world and of
the differentiation of souls, the substrate which, unlike
Brahman, is ever-changing and evolving, is avidyä, or
may a. And remembering avidyä during his polemics with
the Buddhists, Sankara actually shifts the angle towards
the concept of Saguna-Brahman, though the transition to
a different level of consideration is quite intentionally left
unaccomplished. Anyway, it would be incorrect to assume
that avidyä, or mäyä, in Advaita is something unreal,
since it certainly absorbs something of the reality of its
ultimate origin, indeed, in Sankara's words "something
perceived cannot be a mere non-being."33

One might note that the notion of mäyä-avidyä in
Advaita is one of the most interesting and original ideas of
Öankara. Actually, in Bädaräyana's text the term mäyä
occurs only once (III.2.3) and the meaning implied is that
of sorcery, illusion. Sankara's interpretation of mäyä
became a pretext for violent attacks by many theistically-
minded thinkers, including those of the Vedanta school.

32. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.1.1: tametamevamla-
ksanamadhyädsam panditä avidyeti manyante / tadvivekena ca
vastusvarüpävadhäranam vidyäm ähuh /.

33. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.28: nacopalabhya-
mänasyaiväbhävo fyhavitumarhati /.
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For example, Rämänuj a considered Sankara's mayä- väda,
or the doctrine of may ä, to be a direct compromise with the
Buddhist teaching. His famous seven arguments against
the Advaita notion of mäyä deal mainly with the problem
of its receptacle (äsraya) and source.34 While discussing
Sankara's concrete arguments against the Buddhist teach-
ing, D. Ingalls also draws attention to the vagueness of
this concept, regarding it as the most vulnerable spot in
Advaita doctrine.35

However, the complaints of the later Vedantins con-
cerning the alleged incomprehensibility of mäyä-avidyä
and its inaccessibility to pramänas are hardly valid. In
Advaita this entity is indefinable in principle, and one can
approach it only through opposing it to ätman, and, simul-
taneously, through regarding it as dependent upon this
ätman. According to a popular simile, a person wishing to
know avidyä would be like somebody trying to see dark-
ness with the help of a burning torch. Even Rämänuj a
himself had to admit that for Advaita the impossibility of
understanding avidyä is rather an adornment than a
defect.

Yet another aspect of this problem might be mentioned
in this connection. The Advaitists after Sankara usually
distinguished between mäyä, a creative power of Isvara,
and avidyä, an ignorance characteristic of an individual
consciousness. Of course, it is no mere chance that Sankara
uses these terms completely interchangeably. Beginning-
less (anädi) (since time acquires meaning only with the

34. One can find this polemics in the very beginning of Ramanuja's
Commentary on Brahmasütra (Sribhäsya, 1.1.1). One might note,
incidentally, that Visistädvaita of Rämänuja defended the reality of
Isvara's modifications (vikära), which assumed the forms of individual
souls and inanimate objects depending upon Brahman. So it is no
wonder that the very term mäyä is used by Rämänuja beyond polemics
with reference to ävetäsvataropanisad (IV.9), where it "determines
wonderful things" of the manifold, but by no means illusory, world.

35. Vide: D. H. H. Ingalls, Sankara s Arguments against the Buddhists,
p. 302.
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emergence of the phenomenal universe), definable neither
as real nor as unreal (sadasadanirvacaniya), avidyä con-
tinues to be the substrate of the world and the only means
of our experience until the sudden rise of the higher
knowledge. "The name and the form",36 says Öankara,
"which constitute the seeds of all phenomenal existence
and are formed by ignorance (avidyä), are as if indistin-
guishable from omniscient God; they cannot be defined
either as real or unreal, and are mentioned in äruti and
smrti as Isvara's potency (äakti), calledmöya, or asprakrti.
But omniscient God is distinguished from them. There-
fore, just as space is divided by limitation (upädhi) in the
form of pots and so on, God is determined by the names and
the forms produced by ignorance."37

On the whole, Öankara's interpretation of causality as
inalterable preservation of the substrate, which is re-
garded as immutable from the standpoint of the ultimate
truth, is directed straight against the Buddhists. The
main principle of causality common to all Buddhist schools
was the notion ofpratitya-samutpada, or 'dependent origi-
nation'. According to Sankara, it can be summed up in the
following words: "With the emergence of the succeeding
moment, the preceding one is obliterated."38 Usually pra-
titya-samutpäda is described in terms of functional de-
pendence: the effect here is not originated by the cause—

36. In contrast to the Buddhist teaching, for Sankara the names and
forms (näma-rüpa) are the seed (blja) of the future manifestation of the
world, which becomes developed in the act of creation owing to Isvara's
grace (Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Chändogyopanisad, VI.3.2,
VIII.14.1).

37. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.1.14: sarvajnasye-
svarasyätmabhüte ivävidyäkalpite nämarüpe tattvärpyatuäbhyäm
aniruacaniye samsäraprapancabijabhüte saruajnasyesvarasya
mäyäsaktih prakrtir iti ca srutismrtyorabhilapyete / täbhyämanyah
sarvajna Isvarah ... evam avidyäkrtanämarüpopadhyanurodhisvaro
bhavati vyomeva ghatakarakädyupädhyanurodhi /.

38. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.20: k^anabhah-
gavädino 'yamabhyupagama uttarasmin ksane utpadyamäne pürvah
ksano nirudhyata iti /.
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there is nothing between them to suggest an interfusion of
essence, and, therefore, no real connection between two
successive moments of existence.

As for Sankara himself, it is impossible for him even to
imagine "the emergence of the effect which would not be
colored by the essence of its cause."39 In the first part of the
second adhyäya of Sankara's Commentary on Brahma-
sütra, where the relation of the cause and the effect is
investigated in connection with the main notions of Ad-
vaita, Öankara writes as follows: "Though /everything/ is
devoid of differences and does not exist prior to /its emer-
gence/, there is some inclination (lit.: preference, atisaya,
for curds in milk and not in a clump of clay... . But then,
owing to the existence of such an inclination, Asatkärya-
väda doctrine is destroyed and Satkäryaväda doctrine is
established /beyond doubt/ ."40 Formally, this argumenta-
tion is directed against the Vaisesikas, but its main points
are to some extent applicable to the Buddhist teaching a,s
well. Of course, a Buddhist could always argue that
atisaya must be interpreted rather as a certain combina-
tion of conditions which makes possible the emergence of
the effect. However, it should be borne in mind that the
core of Sankara's reasoning does not boil down to anything
like the Sämkhya notion of evolution (parinämaväda).

T. Stcherbatsky drew attention to the fact that the no-
tions of causality in Sämkhya and Buddhism were exactly
opposed to each other and so could be regarded as mutu-
ally complementary: the former system virtually ignored
the attributes, and development there was presented as a
kind of perpetual changing within the substrate, namely,
prakrti, while in the latter, the attributes, which became

39. Sankara, Commentary on Brak mas utr a, II.2.20: hetusvabhavanu-
paraktasya phalasyotpattyasambhavät I.

40. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasätray II.1.18: athäuisiste 'pi
prägasattve ksira eva dadhnah kascidatisayo na mrttikäyäm ... atas-
tarhyatisayavattvaprägavasthäyäasatkäryavädahänihsatkäryaväda-
siddhisca /.
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as if destitute of any foundation, were intermittingly
flashing into existence, being extinguished in the next
moment. Öankara's concept of causality might be posited
above this duality, transcending its inevitable limitations.
According to Advaita, the evolution (parinäma) continues
in the domain to avidyä, while the real (sat) foundation of
the world is the immutable Brahman, transferring a part
of its own reality of avidyä. Avidyä represents the reverse
side of Brahman, participates in its being and therefore is,
in a sense, identical with it. In Sankara's words, "Just as
Brahman, /that is/ the cause, never ceases to exist in the
three times, the universe, which is its effect, never departs
from existence in the three times. But existence is only
one. This is the additional argument for non-distinguish-
ing of the cause and the effect."41

Sankara indicates the inner core of the Buddhists'
statements which unavoidably implies that existence is
rooted in non-being (abhäva), intermittingly swelling up
into being by successive moments (ksana); he is certainly
right when he maintains that "a non-existence of the
permanent cause leads to the assumption of something
emerging out of nothing."42 Nevertheless, it is worth point-
ing out that Öankara's specific arguments brought up
against this notion are valid only on the empirical level of
knowledge. For example, he says: "If existence were to
arise out of non-existence, the assumption of different
causes would become meaningless, because non-being is
beyond any attributes,"43 or, in other words, any effect

41. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II. 1.16: yathaca
käranam brahma trisu kalesu sattvam na vyabhicaratyevam käryamapi
jagattrisu kälesu sattvam na vyabhicarati ekam capunah sattvam ato
'pyananyatvam käranätkäryasya /.

42. Sankara, Commentary onBrahmasütra, IL2.26: ...yatah sthira-
manuyäyikäranamanabhyupagacchatämabhävädbhävotpattiriti... /.

43. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.26: yadyabhäväd-
bhäva utpadyeta abhävatvävisesät käranavisesäbhyupagamo 'nartha-
kah syät /.
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could arise anywhere, which contradicts ordinary experi-
ence.44

It leaps to the eye that an objection of this kind is a
double-edged weapon which could easily be turned against
Sankara's own Advaita; indeed, Sankara himself is far
from ignoring this circumstance. "If an effect were to
emerge from immutable cause, anything could arise any-
where, because of the identity /of the cause/" argues the
Advaitist from the viewpoint of Savastivada adherents.45

An entity indeterminable in its essence and devoid of any
attributes can be called either bhäua or abhäva; its reality
is only arbitrarily postulated by the Advaitist—owing to
his reference to sruti texts. This is probably the reason
why the problem of causality is considered by Sankara in
the section of his Commentary on Brahmasütra which
deals with the investigation of Brahman as the material
cause (upadana) of the world. So when Sankara maintains
that the terms 'origination' (utpäda) and 'annihilation'
(nirodha) determine the two states called 'beginning' and
'end' of an entity which is intermediate between them,46

this statement should be considered not only as an argu-
ment directed against the Buddhist doctrine of momenta-
riness (ksanikaväda), but also in a more general way, as
Sankara's evidence concerning the grade (or level) of the
reality of phenomenal world which, according to Advaita,
is not definable as 'real' or 'unreal' (sadasadanirvacaniya).
In Sankara's words, "the state of the manifested names
and forms (nämarüpa) differs from that of the unman-
ifested ones. Therefore, though the effect remains identi-
cal with the cause even before the creation, from the stand-

44. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.20-21,

45. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.26: kütasthäccetkä-
ranätkäryam utpadyeta avisesät saruam saruata utpadyeta /.

46. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.20: ... utpäda-
nirodhasabdäbhyäm madhyavartino vastuna ädyantäkhye auasthe
abhilapyete iti ... /.
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point of the difference of the states the effect is regarded
as non-existent before /the act of/ creation". And further
on: "Because it is accepted in the world that something
exists when it is manifested through names and forms, so,
conceding to ordinary views, we say that the world did not
exist before its manifestation through names and forms/'47

The notion of causality is closely connected with the
relation of substance and its attribute (dharma-dharmi-
bhäva). The Buddhists deny the reality of such a relation;
in their opinion, the substance is identical with its attri-
butes and might be reduced to them, so that the only
reality are primary elements, qualities (svalaksana), which
appear from the non-being only in order to return to it a
moment later. In Advaita dharma-dharmi-bhäua perme-
ates all the phenomena of the empirical world. In the
worlds of Sankara, which seem to be directed specially
against the Buddhists (though, in fact, they were said in
a totally different context), "the quality which leaves its
substance would lose its essence of being the quality."48

The relation of substance and attribute in Advaita is
regarded as a more limited application of the relation of
origination, or that of cause and effect. In this way the
relation is once again connected with the creation of the
world by Brahman—which is interpreted here not as a
temporal event (such an interpretation, in Sankara's opin-
ion, is, after all, nothing else but a concession to common
sense) but rather as a temporary qualitative determina-
tion of Brahman through pehenomenal characteristics. In
other words, all the limitation ascribed to Brahman are

47. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II. 1.17: vyakrtana-
marüpatväd dharmäd avyäkrtanämarüpatvam dharmäntaram tena
dharmäniarenäyamasaduyapadesah prägutpatteh sata eua käryasya
käranarüpenäyasya /... nämarüpavyäkrtam hi vastu sacchabdärtham
lohe prasiddham / atah prännämarüpauyäkäranädasadiväsidityu-
pacaryate /.

48. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 11.3.29: gunatuam eva
hi guninamanäsritya gunasya hlyeta I.
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conditioned by avidyä, which is understood not only as
personal ignorance but as a sort of universal evolution,49

That is why, for example, the definitions of a living soul
(jiva), which is considered to be atomic in size, active, etc.,
are valid only on the profane level of discussion.50

Jiva is radically different from the rest of the world; its
reality is absolute and without reserve. In Sankara's
words, "the eternity of this /soul/ is known from äruti
through the absence of modifications and the absence of
origin of immutable Brahman which /may exist/ as Brah-
man and as individual soul".51 Jiva, falsely identifying
itself with the attributes of intellect (buddhi) and the like,
has in Sankara's system on ontological status similar to
that of Isvara; the ascribing of attributes to the individual
soul or to the personified God starts along with the mytholo-
gically interpreted history of the evolving of avidyä.

Meanwhile, the immutable foundation of transient at-
tributes is Brahman itself; its constant presence, accord-
ing to Sankara, explains the identity of the agent of
perception and memory. The corresponding passage of
Sankara's commentary on Brahmasütra runs as follows:
"And how could there emerge a conviction that I had
/earlier / seen that and see this /now/, if there were no seer
(drästr) who was the same before and afterwards?"52

A Sarvästivädin, recognizing only the reality of momen-
tary qualities, resorts to the notion of conformity or
similarity (särüpya), which is understood as a sort of co-

49. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.3.18.

50. Vide: Sankara, Commetnary on Brahmasütra, IL3.29; 3.40.

51. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.3.17: nityatvam
hyasya srutibhyo 'vagamyate tathäjatvamavikäritvam avikrtasyaiva
brahmano jivätmanävasthänam brahmätmanä ceti /.

52. Sankara, Commentary on Brhamsütra, II.2.25: katham hi aha-
m,ado 'dräksam idam pasyämi iti ca pürvottaradarsinyekasminnasati
praty ay ah syät /.
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ordination between successive mental states. For Sankara,
however, the possibility of establishing one and the same
subject of the preceding moment and the succeeding one is
ensured by the single and unified nature ofätman: "Per-
haps, sometimes a doubt may arise regarding the external
object.. .whether it is the same /thing/ or merely similar to
it. But there is never any doubt regarding the perceiving
/subject/, whether it is I or merely /somebody/ similar to
me, because one feels a certain identity/represented in the
words/: % who saw it yesterday, remember it today'.
Therefore the teaching of the nihilists /who deny ätman/is
inconsistent."53

To sum up briefly the most important points of Sankara's
dispute with Sarvästiväda, one should first of all mention
his objections against the Buddhist notion of causality, as
well as his criticism of the denial of ätman. In both cases
the main line of polemics is strengthened by the Advaitist's
conception of a permanent foundation which is itself
immutable but still capable of bringing about illusory
modifications. One is greatly tempted to present Sankara
as a kind of an objective idealist philosopher. Indeed, after
S. Radhakrishnan it became almost universally accepted
to interpret all Sankara's arguments against the Bud-
dhists in this light.54

To my mind, however, the essence of Sankara's dispute
is not exhausted by the arguments valid on the empirical
level of reasoning; otherwise one would be forced to admit
that the Advaitist did not bother himself with considering

53. Saiikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IL2.25: bhavedapi
kadäcidbähyavastuni ... tadevam syättatsadrsam veti samdehah /
upalabdhari tu samdeho 'pi na kadäcidbhauati sa e väham syäm tatsadrso
veti lya euähampürvedyuradräksam sa euähamadya smarämiti nisci-
tatadbhävopalambhät Itasmädapyanupapanno vainäsikasamayah /.

54. One is especially prone to regard Sankara in this way in view of
such passages as, for example, the often-cited instance of a seed which
is dying but still remains partly preserved in a sprout. Vide: Sankara,
Commentary on Brahmaputra, II.2.26: anupamrdyamänänämevänu-
yäyinäm bijädyavayavänämahkurädikäranabhävah ... /.
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seriously the Buddhist notion of causality and so the
controversy would lose much of its meaning because of the
substitution of the initial postulates. Actually, Sankara's
chief object was the use of critical argumentation for the
sake of gradual approach to ontological concepts of Advaita,
where causality is directly linked with the notion of Brah-
man as the foundation of the phenomenal world, as well as
with the idea of creation.

2. SANKARA AND MAHÄYÄNA BUDDHIST
SCHOOLS

As mentioned above, many scholars investigating Indian
religion and philosophy maintain that Mahäyäna Bud-
dhism and Sankara's Advaita virtually coincide in their
main concepts. Undoubtedly, this point can be substanti-
ated. One might note, for example, that through Gauda-
päda's mediation Sankara could incorporate into his own
system a Buddhist notion of mäyä which had not been
minutely elaborated in the Upanisads. Mahäyäna doc-
trines were probably the initial source of the concept of
levels of reality and knowledge. Last but not least, Advaita
is certainly close to Buddhism in its notion of the higher
reality as ineffable, inexpressible in words, lying beyond
any definitions. Probably because of these similarities,
even such an astute Buddhologist as 0. Rozenberg was of
the opinion that "a precise differentiation between Brah-
manism and Buddhism is impossible to draw."55

Still, the present work is based on a completely different
approach. One can find indirect support for this approach
in the fact that Sankara himself fought all his life against
Buddhist 'heresy'. The fact is that similar notions of
different schools are seldom really identical. In the history
of philosophy one cannot usually compare systems, simply
superimposing them on each other at their coinciding
points. Usually the relationship here is more complicated:

55.0.0 . Rozenberg, Problemy buddiyskoy fi'losofii, Petrograd, 1918,
p. 258.
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even analogous ideas are included in different pictures of
reality, placed on different planes. Therefore, while exam-
ining Öankara's Advaita and Mahäyäna teachings, one
should every time re-examine the coordinates of similar
concepts, taking into account their place in different
systems, as well as the part assigned to them.

The polemics with Vijnänaväda and Öünyaväda was so
important for Sankara that he devoted to it not only
special sections of his commentary on Brahmasütra
(IL2.28-32), but also some passages of the commentary on
Brhadäranyakopanisad (I.4.7; II.3.6; IV.3.7), where po-
lemical attacks are far more rare.

While going over the Sarvästiväda arguments support-
ing the theory of momentariness (ksanikaväda), Sankara
already examined the possibility of transmitting the
impulse (uyäpara) from the preceding moment to the
succeeding one (Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.20). If
it be held, contends the Advaitist, that in this way an
earlier moment continues until the emergence of the sub-
sequent moment, the cause and effect would become si-
multaneous,56 and so the difference between them would
be obliterated. This is rather a curious charge to be made,
since to some extent it corresponds to the views of
Vijiiänaväda. This Buddhist school considers the object of
perception and perception itself to be simultaneous, thus
fusing together the content and the act of cognition, that
is, vor|ma and vor|ais. The fact actually signified that only
one moment (ksana) was left here, since, according to Bud-
dhist tenets, all successive moments should be regarded
as heterogenous, so that any coinciding events were pos-
ited as identical. While exposing the views of Vijiiänaväda
in his Commentary on Brahmasütra, Sankara says: "Be-
sides, in accordance with the rule of joint perception, there
is a non-distinction of the object and /its/ cognition, since
they cannot be perceived apart from each other. And this

56. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.21:
athotaraksanotpattih yävattavadauatisthate pürvaksana iti brüyat
tato yaugapadyam hetuphalayoh syät /.
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could not have taken place if they had been different in
their nature.... Also for this reason there is no external
object."57

Within the frame of Buddhism Vijnänaväda was a
natural enough development of its empirical and pheno-.
menological premises. But at the same time this school
became something of a landmark in the emerging rap-
prochement between Buddhism and the initial tenets of
orthodox philosophy. True, many contact points could be
noted between Advaita and Vijnänaväda,58 but that only
forced Sankara to be even more severe in his irreconcilable
dispute with the Buddhists.

Vijnänaväda accepted only one of the known five
skandhas, that is, the skandha ofvijnäna (consciousness).
In Sankara's compendium one finds the following state-
ment, made from the standpoint of Yogäcära, or Vijnäna-
väda:

The nature of consciousness is indivisible, /but/
those who see only dimly

Distinguish as if separately—something perceived
(grähya),
the perceiver (grähaka) and the perception
(samvitti).59

57. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.28: apica sahopa-
lambhaniyamänabhedo visayavijnänayor äpatati / nahyanayore-
kasyänupalambhe 'nyasyopalambho 'sti /... tasmädapyarthäbhävah/

58. It is quite easy to compare, for example, Öankara's words
concerning Vijnänaväda: "According to this teaching,all worldly prac-
tice, connected with the valid means of knowedge, the objects of
knowledge and the results of cognition, is going on through the super-
imposition of inner forms upon consciousness" (tasmimsca vijnänaväde
buddhyärüdhena rüpenäntastha eua pramänaprameyaphalavyava-
härah sarua upapadyate /(Commentary on Brahmasütra, IL2.28)—
and an almost literal reiteration of this concept from the standpoint of
Advaita (Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.3.30).

59. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.2.4 /
avibhägo hi buddhyätmä uiparyasitadarsanaih /
grähyagrähakasamvittibhedavänivalaksyate //4// .
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'Consciousness', or vijnäna (a synonymous term used
here is buddhi, is quite a polysemantic word in Buddhist
teaching; it may mean either different, specific states of
empirical consciousness, or pure consciousness, devoid of
any attributes. On the whole, the Vijnänavädins accept
the table of elements suggested by Sarvästiväda, though
all its components are regarded now as derived from
consciousness. Therefore, any external object is consid-
ered in Vijnänaväda to be originated by consciousness.

The Buddhists explain their position thus: any percep-
tion should have some similarity (särüpya) with its object,
since it does appear as some concrete perception, for
instance, as the perception of a column, a wall or any other
sense object. "But on this assumption any image of the
object /can be explained/ only on the base of conscious-
ness/' goes on the Yogäcärin, an imaginary opponent of
Öankara, "since /these images/ are contained within
/consciousness/ and so any concept about the real exis-
tence of external object is useless."60 Since the objects are
given to us only in perception, it is more 'economical'—as
if cutting off everything superfluous by Occam's razor—to
think of them as identical with perception, without setting
oneself the task of attempting to clarify what might have
caused these perceptions. Anyway, this attitude perfectly
agrees with the Buddhist tenets that aim primarily at
quite a, practical goal, namely, the specific restructuring of
this consciousness for the sake of liberation.

60. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.28: ahgikrte ca
tasminvisayäkärasya jnänenaivävaruddhatvädanarthikä bähyärtha-
sadbhävakalpanä. A similar tenet about the identity of consciousness
and its content, suggested from the standpoint of Vijnänaväda, can be
found in Sankara's Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, IV.3.7:
"So, having assumed in this consciousness some impurity in the form of
a perceiver and something perceived, they think about purifying it;
some /Buddhists maintain that / this consciousness, being set free from
the /duality of / the perceiver and the perceived, stays pure and
momentary." (evarn tasyaiua vijnänasyagrähyagrähakäkäratämalam
parikalpya tasyaiva punarvisuddhim parikalpayanti tad grahya-
grähakavinirrnuktarn vijnänamsvacchibhütam ksanikam vyavatisthata
iti kecit I)
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In order to refute this Buddhist thesis, Sankara makes
use of a Bädaräyana's sütra (II.2.28), which runs as
follows: "There is no non-existence /of the objects/because
of /their/ perception;"61 Indeed, perception not only con-
structs the image of the object for consciousness, it is also
one of the valid means of knowledge (pramäna). One might
remember that within the limits of phenomenal existence
in Advaita all methods of logical reasoning are fully
justified, all means of knowledge are valid and all worldly
and traditional religious practices are quite legitimate
(vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahma-sütra, II.1.14).
"Only the applicability or non-applicability ofpramänas
can definitely resolve the question about the possibility or
impossibility of existence," says Sankara.62 Moreover, now
when it is convenient for this new turn of the polemics, the
Advaitist, without a shade of hesitation, identifies percep-
tion as such (upalabdhi) with sense perception (pratyaksa)
as one of the valid means of knowledge. One might note
that even the verification suggested by Sankara is feasible
only on the plane and within the limits of ordinary worldly
practice. Only in this empirical sphere "all ordinary people
(laukika) perceive the column, the wall and so on, just like
the objects /of consciousness/."63 I might add that the
conscientious determining of the domain, where such a
reasoning is really valid, is essential and does credit to
Sankara: one is being surreptitiously reminded that, even
from the Advaita standpoint, no pramäna can be directly
related to ätman.

Now we can trace the line of the polemics still further.
To Sankara's mind, the Buddhist tenet that the object does
not exist because it is similar to the corresponding percep-

61. nabhava upalabdheh /.

62. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, II.2.28:y atahpramäna-
pravrttyapravrttipürvakau sambhaväsambhavävadhäryete ... /.

63. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.28: upalabdhi visa-
yatvenaiva tu stambhakunyädln sarve laukikä upalabhante /.
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tion is absolutely inconsistent, since one can hardly imag-
ine similarity with something that just never existed at
all. The Advaitist argues: "And even / the Buddhsits
themselves / perceive the images that reflect something
external just as everyone else does but /they still/ deny the
external object by inserting the word vat (as if) in the
phrase 'as if external'. Otherwise, why should they say: "as
if external".64

From the formal point of view Sankara's position much
better corresponds to common sense; and in comparison
with Vijnänaväda views, it seems much more 'realistic'. In
the words of S. Dasgupta, "that Sankara had some realis-
tic views is proved by his own avowal when he was criti-
cising consistent idealists /of the Vijnänaväda school./"65

However, on more careful consideration the main tenets of
the opposing systems seem not so remote from each other.

First of all, one should specify the position of the Bud-
dhists. For instance, Vasubandhu never really defended
the thesis of absoulte identity of the objects and their
perceptions. In his opinion, it is only pure consciousness
(vijftapti-mätratä) that has higher reality, and this pure
consciousness undergoes some inner transformations
(vipäka). On this stage of transformation the acquired
tendencies, or directions of evolution, are separated into
the perception of psychic states (manana) and the projec-
tion of consciousness outwards, which is manifested as the
perception of objects (visaya-vijnapti). Therefore, the
external world is only ultimately brought about and con-
ditioned by consciousness, and so, also from the Buddhist
standpoint, we do not have any right to directly identify it
with subjective perceptions. Vasubandhu maintains that
the object is different from its cognitive image, although it

64. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.28: te 'pi hi sar-
valokaprasiddhäm bahih avabhäsamänäm samvidampratilabhamänäh
pratyäkhyätukämäsca bahyamartham bahirvaditi vatkäram kurvati /
itarathä hi kasmäd bahirvaditi brüyuh /.

65. S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p.2.
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is pure consciousness lying in the foundation of the world
that is divided into subject and object.

Scholars have repeatedly stressed a remarkable simi-
larity between the views of Vasubandhu and those of a
later Advaitist Prakasananda (latter part of the sixteenth
century), the propounder of the school drsti-srsti, or the
doctrine, according to which perception is ultimately equal
to creation. In his own Commentary on Brahmasütra a
Vedantin Bhäskara criticizes not only the Buddhists, but
also Sankara; he accuses the latter of succumbing to the
influence of Dharmakirti Öankara was undoubtedly quite
well acquainted with the ideas of late Vijiiänaväda; in the
very text of his commentary on Brahmasütra one finds
hidden citations or, perhaps, reminiscences from Dinnäga66

and Dharmakirti.67 To my mind, the alleged affinity of
Sankara's Advaita with late Vijnänaväda, which was
interested primarily in logical and epistemological prob-
lems, is largely overrated. However, one could easily show
many striking similarities between some theoretical no-
tions of Sankara and Vasubandhu.

66. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.28: yad
antarjneyarüpam tadbahirvadauabhäsate /. "The inner form of knowl-
edge is manifested as if externally" and, for instance, the words of
Dinnäga, referred to in Santaraksita's Tattva-sahgraha, 2082:

yad antarjneyarüpam tu bahirvad avabhäsate /
so 'rtho uijnäna rüpatvät tat pratyayatayäpi /.

67. There is almost literal coincidence in the exposition of the Bud-
dhist thesis concerning 'concomitant perception' by Sankara (Commen-
tary on Brahmasütra, II.2.28) and by Dharmakirti:

According to the rule of concomitant perception /there is/
non-distinguishing of a blue-black color
and the thought of it;

distinguishing is produced by erroneous consciousness,
/which/ appears as if divided.

sahopalambhaniyamäd abhedo nllataddhiyoh /
bhedasca bhräntavijnänair drsyate 'ndävivädvaye /.
About that and other similar instances vide: K. Kunjunni Raja, On

the Date of Sahkaräcäya and Allied Problems, pp. 134-35.
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From the Vijnänaväda standpoint, all human percep-
tions are similar to dreams; in other words, they are
illusory. The Yogacarins were rather sarcastic about the
. 'naive' concepts of the Vaibhäsikas, who, having agreed
with the general homogeneity of all perceptions, were
forced to assume that even dreams correspond to some
real objects, S. Dasgupta explains Sankara's criticism of
Vijnänaväda by the facts that, unlike the Yogacarins, the
Advaitist was sure that the objective world, open to human
consciousness, was posited actually and independently.68

And indeed, continuing his discussion on the level of
profane knowledge, Sankara points out that the charac-
teristics of dreams and the waking state are completely
different, since any object perceived in dreams, magical
illusions, mirages, etc. can be appraised as unreal after
waking or after the cessation of the illusion.69

We have already seen that in his Commentary on
Gaudapäda's Mändükya-kärikä Sankara was inclined to
share the opinion of his teacher, according to which ordi-
nary perceptions, as well as everyday human activity, are
similar to illusions or dreams. While acknowledging this
fact, S. Dasgupta hastens to add that the explanation lies
in the evolution of Sankara's views—from his early enthu-
siasm for Buddhism to the increased and noticeable Veal-
ism', characteristic of his Commentary on Brahmasütra.70

To my mind, though, one can hardly agree to this kind of
interpretation; indeed, in other passages of his Commen-

68. Vide: S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 30.

69. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.29: "But for some-
body who awakened the object that had been perceived in dreams can
be negated: 'My perception of contacts with important people was false;
my mind was engrossed in drowsy inactivity, and therefore this error
emerged.' So /he says, having awakened / ." (bädhyate hi svapnopal-
abdham vastu pratibudhasya mithyä mayopalabdho mahäjana-
samägama iti nahyasti mama mahäjanasamägamo nidränlänam turne
mano babhüva tenaisä bhräntirudbhüveti /.)

70. Vide: S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2, p. 29.
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tary on Bädaräyana's text, where purely polemical rea-
sons are set aside, Sankara says: "Prior to the realization
of/the identity of/ätman and Brahman all actions may be
regarded as true—just like the actions in a dream before
waking up."71 This is yet another proof not only of the
assertion that logic is a double-edged weapon and the
genre ofvitanda allows for some liberties and distortions
in the course of the polemics, but mainly of the fact that
logical argumentation (tarka) in Advaita plays a subsidi-
ary part and is subordinated to a more general task.
Sankara's goal can be revealed only from the context of his
discussion; and here the comparison of dreams and ordi-
nary practice reflects quite an auxiliary topic, being just a
rebuke directed at the opponent who was bold enough to
doubt the injunctions ofsruti, as well as the possibility of
combining these injunctions with the proclaiming of ab-
solute identity.

Coming back to the sütra under discussion, one might
note that the term which defines illusions or magic sorcery
is mäyä. It is really a key word in this argumentation, and
that allows us to interpret the purport of the Advaitist's
reasoning in a slightly different way, tying it up with a new
level of reality.

It is generally believed that the Advaita doctrine of
mäyä had its closest correspondence in the notion of
predisposition, or tendency (väsanä), in Vijnänaväda. T.
Stcherbatsky used to translate this latter term as T3iotic
force', implying natural inclination or temperament. In
Sankara's Commentary on Brahmasütra, in the passages
dealing with Buddhism, the notion of väsanä means some
latent inclinations or tendencies of development that are
formed before the birth of a living being and favor certain
kinds of perceptions, so that it is quite unnecessary and
superfluous to look for external objects as their source. In
the words of a Yogäcärin, presented by Sankara in his

71. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II. 1.14: sarva-
vyavahäränämevaprägbrahmätmavijnänätsatyatvopapatteh Isvapna-
vyavahärasyeva präkprabodhät /.
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Commentary, "It is known that the manifoldness of know-
ledge is brought about solely by the tendencies, since.. .one
might easily assume the existence of manifold knowledge
originated by the tendencies even in the absence of the ob-
ject, /for instance, in dreaming and other similar states/,
but one cannot assume the existence of manifold knowl-
edge only from objects in the absence of tendencies/'72

However, the Advaitist quickly objects that without
assuming the existence of objects, the tendencies would
lack any source. Sankara's reasoning runs as follows :"And
even if these /tendencies/ are beginningless, this infinite
regress would-be devoid of foundation, just like a blind
man, /who is being led/ by another blind man, so that
ordinary human practice becomes completely shattered."73

Still, one should not interpret this argument literally. For
Sankara, the only source of human activity is ever-active,
ever-divided and manifold avidyä, "since the fact that the
soul is manifested as an agent and enjoyer is brought
about by ignorance."74 Therefore, the source and condition
of the activity of the soul lies in all the created universe,
and this universe embraces the 'instruments' (karana) of
the soul, that is, its sense organs (indriya), manas, buddhi
and so on, the activity of which incidentally continues even
in dream. It also embraces external objects, the residue of
former karma etc. The very process of phenomenal prac-
tice is beginningless in itself, but it still depends upon the
permission and mercy of a personified God, or Isvara, who
"supervises over every kind of activity, staying in all the

72. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.28: apica... vasana-
nimittameva jnänavaicitryam ityavagamyate / svapnädisvantarenä-
pyartham väsanänimittasya jnänavaicitryasya ... apyäbhyämabhyu-
pagamyamäna / antarena tu väsanämarthanimittasya jnänavaici-
tryasya bhayänabhyupagamyamänatvät /.

73. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.2.30: anäditve
fpyandhaparamparänyäyena apratisthaivänavasthä uyavahäralopinl
syännabhipräyasiddhih /.

74. Sankara, Commentary on Brhamasütra, II.3.40: avidyäpra-
tyupasthäpitatvät kartrtvabhoktrtvayoh /.
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beings; he is the inner witness (säksin), who grants his
consciousness /to all/ .... Liberation can come through
knowledge—and only by his grace."75 Representing a sort
of personal emobodiment of karma, Isvara allocates the
fruits of actions according to the efforts of living beings,
just as rain contributes to the growth of greenery, the
possibility of which is ultimately inherent in the plants.76

However in spite of the apparent similarity between the
functioning ofmäyä-av idyä in Advaita and the origination
of inner tendencies (väsanä) in Vijnänaväda, Sankara
finds a way to oppose the senseless infinity of ever-
originating states. Once again I would like to ask the
reader not to trust excessively the outward arguments of
the Advaitist. The infinite regress of the causal chain in
the phenomenal world is broken off, but not owing to its
foundation in real objects, as the ingenuous quibbles of
Öankara's dispute seem to imply. In Advaita the regress is
brought to an end only through the notion of creation. The
notion allows us to realize that any restless activity of
avidyä is by no means self-originated—and therefore
must eventually come to a close.

Nevertheless, Sankara maintains that the freedom and
personal striving of a man are not depreciated by the fact
that eternal Brahman resides in him as his innermost self
and immutable basis. It is rather the other way round—
the presence of eternal Brahman, who created the world
and numerous souls, ensures both the stability of the
existence of the universe and the very possibility of its
dissolution for a liberated person. In Sankara's words,
"the effort of a striving agent gains meaning, transforming
the cause into the shape of the effect. For we have said
already that every specific effect is burdened with the

75. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.3.41: ... karmadhy-
aksätsarvabhütädhiväsät säksinascetayiturisvarät ... tadanugra-
hahetukenaiva ca vijnänena moksasiddhirbhavitumarhati /.

76. Vide, for instance: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra,
II.3.42.
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essence of the cause (käranasyätmabhüta) and that any-
thing, not existing already in the cause, cannot be pro-
duced."77 Therefore, all that is ever demanded of the soul
in Advaita is the ability to come to the realizaiton of its own
essence; and the overcoming of the restless activity of
phenomenal practice is possible only because this activity
initially contains within itself the eternal inactivity of
ätman.78 The Buddhists are not interested in the way this
causal chain was originated; dealing with its present
states which are full of former tendencies, their teaching
claims to have shown the Path of leaving behind the bonds
ofsamsära ties.

Now, having had at least a glimpse of the regular
symmetry of the 'beginning* and the 'end', inherent in the
very structure of the universe, according to Advaita, let us
examine the functioning of the same argument 'from
infinite regress' in a slightly different context. I mean the
problem of the nature of consciousness in Mahäyäna
schools of Buddhism and in Sankara's Advaita.

In the opinion of the Vijnänavädins, the very possibility
of ultimate liberation lies in the inner nature of conscious-
ness, which is regarded as self-luminous (svayamprakäsa)
and self-evident (svayamsiddha). As is said in Sankara's
Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad from the stand-
point of Vijnänaväda, consciousness is similar to a lamp,
which, "though it cannot be illuminated by something else,
illuminates both itself and an earthen pot /that does not

77. Sankara, Commentary on Brhamasutra, II. 1.18: yatah karya-
kärena käranam vyavasthäpayatah kärakauyäpärasyärthauattva-
mupapadyate /käryakäro 'pi käranasyätmabhütaevänätmabhütasyä-
närabhyatvädityabhäni /.

78. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.3.40: "Activity
is not inherent in the soul by its own nature, otherwise it would have led
to the impossibility of liberation. Were the ätman active by nature, it
could not be liberated from activity, just as fire /cannot escape / heat."
(nasvabhavikamkartrtvamätmanahsambhavatianirmoksaprasahgät
/kartrtvasvabhävatve hyätmanno nakartrtvännirmoksahsambhavati
agnerivausnyät /.
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emit any light at all A"79 True, this definition of conscious-
ness does not differ much from the image suggested by
Advaita. Probably the only difference is that Öankara was
well aware of all the latent difficulties and hidden traps.
First of all, as we remember from the analysis in the
preceding chapter, pure consciousness in Advaita can
never turn to grasp its own nature, can never become its
own object. Then how can there be self-luminous and self-
evident consciousness which is acknowledged by the Ad-
vaitist? In Sankara's words, "as soon as consciousness
emerges, there is no more striving to know its witness, and
therefore there is no danger of infinite regress, which
would have been inevitable if consciousness were grasped
by something different from its own nature—or by other
consciousness."80 The witness (säksin) of consciousness,
mentioned here, is essentially different from all other
components of a cognitive act; that is, of course, ätman,
which is devoid of any attributes. Only this ätman can be
truly regarded as self-evident and self-luminous, or dir-
ectly perceptible (aparoksa).

Anticipating further analysis, I would like to say that
this means of avoiding the senseless infinity of regress was
partly suggested by the Pürva-Mlmämsä attitude to the
nature of consciousness. The notion that the existence of
consciousness does not need any verification by some
other cognition was borrowed by Sankara from Kumarila's
teaching. However, according to Pürva-mimämsä, every
act of cognition gives its own knowledge (for instance, the
perception of color), which simply does not need any
corroboraton by other pramänas that have their own

79. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad, IV.3.7:
tasmät pradipo'nyävabhäsyo'pi sannätmänam ghatam cävabhäsayati/
There is also a simile of this kind in the Commentary on Brahmasütra,
II.2.28.

80, Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, IL2.28: vijhänagra- >
hanamätra eva vijhänasäksino grahanäkähksänutpädädanava-
st häsahkänupapatteh /.
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objects and functions. Meanwhile, Sankara emphasizes
the fact that there is absolutely no need to resort to a new
cognitive act in order to grasp the well-known perception
1 am'. The infinite regress of reflection is cut short because
it is ultimately based upon the immutable ätman.

And vice versa: when the Buddhists refused to postulate
the existence of ätman as an a priori reality, they at once
stumbled over logical and gnoseological difficulties. On
the one hand, the notion of changeable and momentary
vijnäna could not shield their conception from the re-
proach of the inevitability of infinite regress, linking
together causally conditioned states of consciousness that
incessantly originate each other. On the other hand, it is
easy to notice that even the key concept of a self-luminous
and self-evidence consciousness was partly undermined
"because of the assumption of differentiation of / attrib-
utes/ of consciousness in the form of origination, destruc-
tion and momentariness."81

Even the common receptacle of consciousness (älaya-
vijnäna), which is regarded by the Vijnänavädins as the
base and source of inner tendencies (väsanä), is devoid of
a permanent form, since it grows and changes along with
the changes in empirical consciousness of various living
beings; besides, it is, of course, momentary. If one were to
return to the classification of vijnäna by Vasubandhu, one
might remember that älaya-vijnäna is supposed to include
three stages of the development of cognition.82

Because of this inner heterogeneity of älaya-vijnäna,
Öankara denies the possibility of its connection with
liberation. Even more than that: he believes that it cannot

81. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.28: Vijnänasyot-
pattipradhuamsänekatuädiuisesauattväbhyupagamät /.

82. Alaya-vijnäna is folded up into the pure consciousness
(vijnänamätratä) of the saint. In this latter state it is called the primary
element (dhätu) of all merits. Vide: Sthiramati's Commentary on the
treatise Trimsika by Vasubandhu, as well as the analysis of that
passage by S. Dasgupta (S. Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy,
vol. 2, p.22).
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ever constitute the base of samsära. In Sankara's words,
"in the absence of one /subject/, binding and connecting the
three times, the immutable witness of all objects, the
worldly practices of memory, recognition and the like are
impossible."83 And if älaya-vijnäna were to be acknowl-
edged as something permanent, continues the Advaitist,
in this case the main distinctive feature of Buddhism
would disappear, that is, its doctrine of momentariness,
while älaya-vijnäna itself would become quite similar to
the orthodox notion ofätman. (One might note in paren-
theses that actually ätman is close to the twentieth ele-
ment from the Vijiiänaväda table, namely, to pure cognition
(citta-mätra), though even the latter remains for the
Buddhists only one of the possible cognitive states.)
Sarikara does not mention it in his polemical works, and so
it is difficult to say what his opinion was about the
identifying of this pure cognition with the reality, 'thatness'
(tathätä) of the world in the Buddhist Lahkävatära-sütra,
as well as in the teaching of Vasubandhu.

As regards Öünyaväda, this teaching as favored with
only a few phrases in Sankara's Commentary on Brahma-
sütra. According to the Advaitist, "there is no attempt to
refute Öünyaväda, since it contradicts all the means of
valid knowledge/'84 In the Commentary on Brhadaranyako-
panisad Sankara explains: "the Mädhyamikas maintain
that consciousness is hidden, that it is devoid of any parts
/in the form of/ the perceiver and the perceived, and that
it is just void (sünya)—like all external objects, pots and
the like."85 This Buddhist school is presented in more

83. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas utra, II.2.31: nahikälatraya-
sambandhinyekasminnanvayinyasati kütasthe uäsarvärthadarsini...
smrtipratisandhänädivyavahärah sambhavati /.

84. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.2.31: sünyavädi-
paksastu sarvapramanavipratisiddha iti tannirakaranaya nädarah
kriyate /.

85. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, IV. 3.7: tadapi
vijnänam samvrtam grähyagrähakämsavinirmuktam sünyameva
ghatädibähyavastuvadityapare mädhyamikä äcaksate /.
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detail in Sarva-daräana-siddhänta-sahgraha, where
Sankara says from the standpoint of the Mädhyamikas:

There is no real (sat), no unreal,
no real and unreal,
and there is nothing that is different from the two
/possibilities A86

Somewhat later the compendium sums up the argu-
mentation of some imaginary Öünyavädin:

It is established that the essence is void,
since it is /free from the four approaches.87

In his works Sankara clearly interprets the Buddhist
notion of void or emptiness (äünya) as mere absence, non-
being. One might even think that he was hardly fair in his
examination of the opponents' doctrine. This is the opinion
shared by most Buddhologists and historians of philoso-
phy.

According to F. Whaling, Sankara could not really
understand the motives of the Buddhists' attitude to
äünya: "He sees it from without where it seems to indicate
emptiness; had he seen if from within it would have also
mean fullness."88 This kind of reproach is actually just an
echo of the warning made by D. Conze, who maintained
that the notion of iünya can be grasped only from within
the Buddhist Weltanschauung, that is, only with regard to
the soteriological context of the teaching.89 For instance,
that is how emptiness is defined by Nägarjuna:

86. Öankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, IV. 1.7:
nasannäsanna sadasannacobhäbhyäm vilaksanam /.

87. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha, IV.1.10:
catuskotivinirmuktam sünyam tattvam iti sthitam /.

88. F. Whaling, äahkara and Buddhism, p. 13.

89. Vide: E. Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, Michigan, 1967, pp.
244-249.
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Liberation /emerges/ from the destruction
of the impurity of action,

And impurity of action / proceeds/
form mental construction.

These /forms of mental construction start/
from worldly manifoldness;

While worldly manifoldness
disappears in emptiness.90

On the whole European scholars were inclined to accept
the idea of a positive character of äünya, representing a
kind of general background of the world, so that emptiness
meant for them something rather like ineffability, impos-
sibility of being grasped by verbal means. Examining the
spectrum of opinions on this matter, T. Stcherbatsky
wrote: "And if Prof. Keith and Prof. M. Walleser suppose
that Nägärjuna stops at negation or denies even the
empirical reality of the world, it is only because his real
aim, the positive counterpart of his negativism...had es-
caped their attention."91

It is perfectly clear that this kind of interpretation
naturally leads to the thesis that Advaita and Sunyavada
are identical in their innermost foundation; and one might
remember that such a thesis was quite popular with S.
Dasgupta, S. Radhakrishnan and other astute scholars.
Indeed, apparently the question of whether the higher
entity is positive or negative ultimately depends upon the
angle of consideration, since the Buddhist sünya is neither
more nor less real than the higher Brahman in Sankara's
teachng. In Sankara's compendium it is said from the
standpoint of the Mädhyamikas:

90. Nagarjuna, Mädhyamika-karika, XVIII.5:
karmaklesaksayänomoksah karmaklesa vikalpatah /
te prapancätprapancastu sünyatäyäm nirüdhyate //5/A

91. T. Stcherbatsky, The Central Conception ofBuddhism, Calcutta,
1956, p. 52.
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Ätman does not have any general or individual
attributes,
therefore, it does not exist;

Hence /there follows/ the non-existence of objects,
and so consciousness does not exist either—

That is the Mädhyamikas' argumentation concerning
general emptiness.92

This kind of reasoning is quite in conformity with
Sankara's own words: "Someone who sees in ätman, which
is bliss, even a small separation from the impossibility of
being somehow defined, is not free from the dread of
samsära."93

The scholars who, for some reason or other, do not feel
inclined to identify Advaita and Buddhism, continue to
reason further on the following lines. Indeed, the absolute
truth (paramärthasatya) of the Mädhyamika teaching—
as well as the higher reality in Sankara's system—lies
beyond the sphere of discourse, language and empirical
practice. However, the Buddhists' dialectic was supposed
to fulfill a primarily destructive function in order to refute
the opponents' views by the means ofreductio ad absur-
durn (prasahgäpädänam). If Vijnänaväda refuted the
independent and real existence of the objective world, and
Mädhyamika opposed any kind of conceptualization
(vikalpa), the system of Öankara was oriented ultimately
on the self-identity and absolute validity of the higher
reality, which is exactly for this reason assumed to be free
of any attributes. According to T. Murti, who to some
extent shares similar opinions, Advaita and Buddhism

92. Sankara, Sarva-darsana-siddhanta-sahgraha, IV. 1.17-17 1/2:
jätivyaktyätmako 'rtho 'tra nästyeveti nirüpite /
vijnänamapi nästy e va jneyäbhäve samutthite HYlll
iti mädhyamikenaiva sarvasünyam vicäritam /.

93. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.1.19: yadaitasminnä-
nandamaye alpamapyantaramatädätmyarüpampasyati tadä samsära-
bhayänna nivartate /.
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could not mutually borrow ideas and doctrinal concepts
from each other, since each of them had quite a different
background of traditions, as well as a differnt concept of
reality.94

On the whole, one can easily enough sympathize with
the real purpose of similar statements; still, there is a
definite need to substantiate them with more detailed
argumentation. My proposal is to approach the opposition
of Advaita and Öünyaväda from a slightly different angle.
Let us, while examining the theory of two truths, which is
similar in both systems, focus our attention not on the
higher, absolute truth and its corresponding reality, but
rather on the profane truth.

One should specify, however, that the very correlation
of the two truths—the higher and the lower—was under-
stood in a rather peculiar way. Nägärju^ia says in the
Kärikäs:

Two truths are indicated in the Buddhists' teaching
concerning dharma:

The truth connected with the world (loka-samvrtij
and the truth from the higher standpoint (para-
märtha).95

However, the higher truth in Mädhyamika, which is
often equated with the emptiness (sünyatä) of the world,
can be comprehended also as an indication that all worldly
phenomena are inter-dependent and inter-related. The
refusal to look for some ontological reality over and above
the interlinking of phenomena—the reality which could be
separate from them but still could determine their exis-

94. Vide: T.R.V.Murti, Samvrti and Paramartha in Madhyamika
and Advaita Vedänta: The Problem of Two Truths in Buddhism and
Vedänta. Dordrecht, 1973, p. 10.

95. Nägärjuna, Mädhyamika-kärikä, XXIV.8:
eve satyd samupäsritya buddhänäm dharmadesana /
lokasamvrtisatyam ca satyam ca paramärthatah //8//.
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tence—this refusal is probably close to the initial orienta-
tion of the Mädhyamikas' teaching, since, by the Bud-
dhists' own avowal, they were actually looking for some
middle (mädhyama) way between the extremes of nihil-
ism and eternalism. In Nägärjuna's words, for instance:

This entity (ätman) cannot exist separately
from the states of consciousness,

But these states cannot exist without the self,
which gives them unity;

/but still/ they are not anything even when they are
together. 96_

Incidentally, it is only in this way that one can explain
the thesis of the identity of samsära and nirvana, since
otherwise this Mädhyamika concept remais incompre-
hensible. These two truths or, perhaps, these two realities
are completely superimposed over each other—just like
two mutually convertible figures in geStaltpsychologie.

In his Commentary on Mädhyamika-kärikä by Nägär-
juna (it is called Prasannapada, or, Clear words) Candra-
kirti gives his own interpretation of profane truth (samvrti-
satya) in Öünyaväda. First of all, in accordance with its
etymology, this truth conceals the real nature of things,
forcing people to invent some general entities that are
supposed to accompany ordinary phenomena; in this aspect
samvrti is identical with ignorance, or erroneous intellec-
tual concepts. Besides that, samvrti reflects the interde-
pendence of phenomena, their ability to become 'causes' (of
course, in the specific Buddhist meaning of the term) of
each other. Finally, samvrti is equated with ordinary
worldly practice, beingjust some conventional, convenient
(sahketa) knowledge. In Nägärjuna's words,

96. Nagarjuna, Madhyamika-karika, X.16:
ätmanasca satattvam ye bhäuänäm ca prthak prthak /
nirdisanti na tän manye säsanasyärthakovidän //16//.
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Those, who do not know the difference between
these two truths,

Do not know the profound meaning of the Buddha's
teaching.97

The Mädhyamikas (as well as some later Advaitins who
did not succeed in drawing a definite line between their
own system and Buddhist conceptions; an example is the
Vedantin Sriharsa)98 regarded samvrti as essentially erro-
neous, but still temporarily acceptable knowledge. By no
means did they consider it to be an intermediate, interpos-
ing reality. One might add that in this respect they were
willingly supported by the Jainas, as well as by the
Mimämsaka Kumärila.

In Sankara's Advaita the correspondence of samvrti is
provided by the lower, profane knowledge (aparavidyä, or
vyävahärikavidyä). It tallies with ordinary worldly
practice, vyavahära. Both this knowledge and the world of
experience as a sort of intermediary being, situated be-
tween the higher reality and a simple sense error, are
posited within the framework ofavidyä. One can see that
in Buddhism the world, which is essentially homogene-
ous, is fastened together by causal dependence; it is
structured by the interdependence and interrelation of
phenomena. This concept is vulnerable to criticism—if
only because it presupposes a general picture of reality in
which the components are rooted in each other, abiding in
each other. (In Indian logic this position was defined by the
term anyonyäsraya). The inevitable consequence of it was
infinite regress (anavasthä) and vicious circle (cakraka) in

97. Nagarjuna, Madhyamika-karika, XXIV.9:
ye 'nayor na vijänanti uibhägam satyayordvayoh /
te tattuam na vijänanti gambhiräm buddhasäsane //9/A

98. In this respect Sriharsa was probably influenced by Kashmir
Saivism especially by the teaching of Abhinavagupta. Both of them
maintain that any perception of differences cannot be essentially true,
though Sriharsa stops at this tenet, while Abhinavagupta insists upon
the absence of differences in the higher reality.
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reasoning. Besides mere logical faults, there looms the
danger of the impossibility of ultimate liberation. Fur-
thermore, when a relation between two entities is exam-
ined in Advaita, it is never posited as an equal relation-
ship; one must also take into account the vector of depend-
ence—a precisely defined direction that determines the
relationship. In other words, when two entities are con-
nected with each other in some way, one of them should be
higher and independent of the other. That is why Advaita
regards avidyä as gakti; the emphasis is laid here not only
on its creative power," but primarily on its dependence
(paratantratä) jupon eternal Brahman.

Just as in Sünyaväda, the higher (päramärthika) truth
in Advaita is related to the essentially ineffable (anabhi-
läpya) reality. However, in Sankara's opinion, though we
cannot speak about Brahman directly and literally, there
is still a way to indicate its presence symbolically (laksyä-
rtham). In the words of Sankara's Commentary on
Brahmasütra, "Brahman is known in two aspects: in one
as having limitations owing to various attributes of the
universe, which is produced by names and forms, and in
another as devoid of all attributes and opposed to that."100

Both these approaches are represented in two groups of
the Upanisadic saying: strictly speaking, all sacred texts
are contained within the sphere of avidyä, but even inside
the corpus of äruti texts there is a differentiation into the
aphorisms "from the standpoint of the ultimate truth" and
those "from the standpoint of worldly practice."

99. Padmapada, the closest of Sankara's disciples, notes in his sub-
commentary on the main work by the Advaitist that avidyä is inter-
preted by Sankara as some power or potency, which forms the inani-
mate world (jadätmikä avidyä saktih) and constitutes its foundation
(upädäna). Padmapäda, Pancapädikä, The Vizianagram Sanskrit Se-
ries, 1891, p. 4.

100. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.1.11: dvirüpam hi
brahmävagamyate nämarüpavikärabhedopädhivisistam tadviparltam
ca sarvopädhi vivarjitam /.
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The key sentence elucidating Sankara's polemics with
the Buddhists runs as follows: "No saying of the sacred
scripture may be rejected, but, on being heard, it should be
definitively added to the rest of the äruti texts, even if the
latter are non-contradictory with each other and form an
integrated whole."101 That is why, according to Advaita,
the secondary (vyävahärika) group of äruti texts is of no
less importance than the primary (päramärthika) one—
and hence all the sruti sayings relating, for instance, to
creation, which starts as a mere pastime (lila) of God,102 to
the origin of mäyä-avidyä and the like, are to be wholly
accepted.

These sayings, which seem quite subsidiary at first
glance, are used to shift the emphasis of consideration;
they accomplish a cataphatic function of describing Saguna-
Brahman (Isvara), or God the creator. It is to these texts
that Sankara turns for support when he opposes the doc-
trines which could be basically interpreted as a kind of
psycho-technique. It is not by chance that Sankara now
stresses the importance of this group of gruti sayings:
according to him, this is the only proper attitude for a
person who aspires after liberation, since it gives one an
opportunity to get hold of something transcending one's
own being, something that started at a specific time-point
(as long as the notion of time continues to make sense for
this person). In Christianity, for instance, the same sort of
guarantee, which prevents it from degenerating into just
a moral theory or a psychoanalytical therapy, is provided
by faith in the real incarnation, death and resurrection of
Christ. In the words of the Danish religious philosopher
S0ren Kierkegaard, "men Vanskeligheden er at blive Chris-
ten, fordi enhver Christen kun er det ved at vaere naglet til
det paradox at have begründet sin evige Salighed paa

101. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IL3.17: nacakvacida-
sravanamanya.tr a srutam varayitumarhati Isrutyantaragatasyäpi avi-
ruddhasyädhikasyärthasya sarvatropasamhartauyatuät /.

102. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, III .33.
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Forholdt til noget Historisk." ("But the difficulty is in be-
coming a Christian, since every Christian remains as such
only as long as he is nailed to a paradox—the necessity to
base his eternal bliss on some historical event.")103

Only with the help of vyävahärika sruti aphorisms,
which ultimately have only metaphorical meaning—but
despite this should be accepted fully and seriously—an
adept may regard his way to liberation as a way to
something that really exists and existed before him; thanks
to that, his own transition to the higher reality would not
appear to him as just a remoulding and restructuring

103. S. Kierkegaard, Afsluttende uvidenskabelig Efterskrift til de
philosophiske Smuler. Mimisk-pathetisk-dialektisk Sammenskrift,
Existentielt Indlaeg af Johannes Climacus. S0ren Kieerkegaard. Sam-
lede Vaerker. Volume 10 (Andet halvbind). K0benhavn, 1962, p. 244. In
his work Sygdommen til D0den (Sickness unto Death) Kierkegaard
says that it is absolutely indispensable to tie the thread of reflection
with a knot of paradox, since otherwise the needle of reason might go
back and forth forever: reflection would not 'sew' anything together.
Attention to this problem was by no means accidental for Protestant-
ism, where the stress was laid on personal effort, on one's inner,
subjective experience. After Kierkegaard (and largely, in the wake of
Kierkegaard) the realization of the dangers of a phenomenological ap-
proach to religious experience was manifested in the teaching of a Swiss
theologian Karl Barth, who emphasized the importance of Christology.
Soon, however, the Protestant dialektische Theologie gave rise to a
slightly different approach to these problems. Since revelation here is
regarded as a sort of breach inside eschatological time, as a sign of
Christ's presence and contemporaneity with every true believer, the
guarantees of the fulfilment of this promise are provided by the
unreserved reliance upon the Word of the New Testament. To my mind,
it is here that one should look for the core of the famous concept of
Entmythologisierung (De-mythologization) suggested by Rudolf
Bultmann (and not in the 'modernization' of the Bible interpretation, as
is often believed). In this way the tradition of hermeneutics, used for the
interpretation of Christian revelation (the foundation of which was laid
by Friedrich Schleiermacher) was continued in this century. One might
also remember that during the last years of his life Heidegger admitted
that the sources ofhislater hermeneutical investigations could be found
not in his classical philological education, but rather in the works by
Schleiermacher, as well as in his own exercises on the exegetics of
sacred scripture.
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within his own consciousness. Sankara writes in his
Commentry on Brhadäranyakopanisad: "If someone
maintains that the calming of consciousness is really the
goal of men, /we would say:/ it is not so, since there should
be a base for the fruits /of actions/; indeed, for a person who
is pierced by a thorn, the fruit would be the calming of pain
/when it is removed/, but if he were to die from this thorn,
it would be impossible to achieve the calming of this
pain."104 Of course, it is quite clear that Öankara is speak-
ing here not only about the cessation of present earthly
incarnation: the Buddhists shared the orthodox notion
concerning transmigration. Still, Sankara considered the
Buddhists' orientation on a simple 'calming down' of
consciousness to be groundless and even pernitious. To his
mind, such an orientation was not substantiated for them
by the ontological guarantees of ultimate liberation.

The restraint and auserity of Advaita in comparison
with Buddhism are plainly manifested in its efforts to
organize and differentiate the stages of ascent to the
higher turth. In Sankara's words, "it is the primary cause
(mülakärana, lit., the root cause) itself which like an
accomplished actor creates all the effects up to the last one
by pronouncing the first words of all phenomenal prac-
tice,"105 that is, Brahman is first of all to be comprehended
as the origin of the world. Only on the higher stage (when
the way is already accomplished and, so to speak, lies
behind an adept) one might maintain that "in this ätman
there is no entering,"106 one might speak about its being

104. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, IV.3.7 :yadapi
tasya uijnänasya niruänam purusärtham kalpayanti tatrapiphaläsrayä-
nupapattih kandakauiddhasya hi kandakavedhajanitaduhkhanivrttih
phalam /natukandakaviddhamarane tadduhkhanivrttiphalasyäsraya
upapadyate ... /.

105. Sankara, Commentary on Brhamasütra, II.1.18: tathä müla-
käranamevaäantyätkaryättenatenakäryakärenanatavat... vyavahä-
rasya pratipadyate /.

106. Vide: Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, IV.3.14: na
punarbrahmägamanam upapadyate /; Commentary on Brahmasütra,
1.1.4: naca tadätmanam pravesah sambhavati /.
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ungraspable, ineffable, devoid of attributes. 'Without the
realization of the other entity, Öankara warns his oppo-
nent, one cannot deny ordinary practice, established in
accordance with all means of valid knowledge."107 And, in
the words of the Advaitist, anyone who perceives objects in
a usual way, but arbitrarily interprets his perceptions,
"would become similar to a person, who is eating but still
asserts: I am not eating and I am not satisfied/7108 There-
fore, the päramärthika level presupposes a preceding as-
cent to this higher reality, and this ascent, according to
Öankara, is simply impossible without reference to Upani-
sadic sayingSvAs we recall, these sayings form a hierarchic
sequence; while going up these steps, one should not skip
over stages: each of the sayings—even those that are only
indirectly hinting at the nature of Brahman—should be
understood and accepted in turn. The need for sacred texts
loses its validity only for the adept who succeeds in
attaining his goal.109

Only after this qualitative leap and dissolution in the
higher Brahman does consciousness reveal its inner es-
sence as self-evident and self-luminous. From Sankara's
standpoint, the Buddhist assertion that consciousness is

107. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, IL2.31: nahyayam
sarvapramänaprasiddho lokavyavahäro anyattattuamanadhigamya
sakyate ... /.

108.Ibid., II.2.2S:yathähikascidbhunjäno... brüyännähambhunje
na vä trpyämiti /.

109. As long as Meister Eckhart has already been mentioned, I would
like to cite yet another of his aphorisms, which is referred to by an
Italian semiotic, Umberto Eco, in his book The Name of the rose (U. Eco,
/ / nome delta rosa). These words, presented without any translation or
even attribution, constitute the main semantic center of the concluding
passage of the book; they run as follows: "En muoz gelichesame dieleiter
abewerfen, so er an ir ufgestigen." ("it is necessary to throw away the
ladder as soon as one has climbed on it")- Historians of philosophy would
be certainly reminded in this connection of a no-less-expressive passage
from Logiko-Philosophische Traktat of Ludvig Wittgenstein.
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always manifested in this form is clearly not conscientious
and is based on the mixing up of different levels of percep-
tion, as well as on the opponents' efforts to reduce the
ontological aspect of the problem to a psychological one.



CHAPTER VI

Brahman in Language and Ritual:
Freedom and Moral Duties

1. ADVAITA AND PÜRVA-MIMÄMSÄ

Now we can go beyond the limits of the direct opposition of
openly hostile systems and investigate the relation of
Advaita with the closest of its counterparts belonging to
the sphere of orthodoxy. The differences here often seem
eroded: many of the notions and conceptions coincide and
some ot^^i^i^&m^j.l^TTOwedfrom similar systems.
Nevertheless, that only means that one should be even
more attentive and careful while drawing the line of
demarcation between similar ideas.

Sankara's Advaita, which was also called Uttara-
Mimämsä, or later, subsequent Mlmämsä, fully shared
the notion of Pürva-Mimämsä (first, earlier Mlmämsä)
aboüTthe^absolute validity of Upanisadic sayings. In both
these orthodox teachings the sacred texts are regarded as
the root or source of any human knowledge (the conception
of veda-mülatva, forrriulateSFörthe first time inMimämsä-
sütra of Jaimini).1 When speaking about their similarity,

1. The tradition of Purva-Mimamsa, as well as that of any other
Indian philosophical school, had its own teachers and disciples. Its basic
text is Mimämsäsütra by Jaimini, who was probably a contemporary of
Bädaräyana. This text became a foundation for a commentary (Bhäsya)
of Sabara (ca. fourth to fifth century AD), which in its turn inspired a sub-
commentary by Prabhäkara (seventh to the beginning of the eighth
century), who wrote a work entitledBrhati. Another prominent Mlmämsä
philosopher, Kumärila, wrote three sub-commentaries on Sahara's
Bhäsya; these three texts, written in about the seventh century, were

199
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one should remember the concept of veda-prämänyam,
that is, the assertion that the Vedas can be a valid
prarnäna; this concept is undoubtedly essential both for
Mimämsä and for Ädvaita.

One of the differences between the systems is, of course,
quite obvious. It is fairly well known that Pürva-Mimämsä
regarded the sacred texts primarily as a dependable means
to force a man to perform necessary rites. As for Sankara,
he emphasized the importance of the Vedas for the knowl-
edge of Brahman. In his words, "the texts oisruti describe
according to his own nature ... thepurusa who is taught
about by the upanisads"2 In Öankara's Commentary on
Brahmasütra his polemics with the adherents of Pürva-
Mimämsä is most thoroughly represented in the fourth
sütra of the first päda of the first adhyäya. The heart of the
matter is formulated in the following way: Advaita seeks
the knowledge about already existing, real entity, that is,
Brahman; while Mimämsä aims at the injunctions about
something which has to be done in the future (a definite,
usually a ritual, action).

Moreover, following his line of reasoning, Sankara notes
that the rites are "ordered for a person who is prone to vices
like passion and hate, /as well as/ to ignorance."3 True, in
this passage from his Commentary on Brhadäranyako-
panisad the Advaitist implies primarily some specific
kinds of ritual actions that are prescribed in special
circumstances. But somewhat later he determines the
general position of Advaita: "The injunction to perform

Sloka-varttika, Tantra-uarttikaandTuptikä. Kumarila'ssub-commen-
taries deal in detail with all the chapters of Jaimini's Sutras, as well as
with Sahara's Commentary. Sloka-värttika became the most important
of Kumarila's works; it also exercized the most profound influence upon
the teaching of Sarikara.

2. Sarikara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, IIL9.26:
aupanisadasya purusasya äkhyäyikato—srutyä svena rüpena—nir-
desah krtah /.

3. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, I.3.1:
auidyärägadvesädidosavato vihitatuät /.
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some action is not observed for somebody who has realized
the true nature of the higher ätman, except, /perhaps/, the
efforts /that are directed / towards complete peace. The
knowledge of ätman presupposes the destruction of the
very cause of action, that is, the knowledge of various
means /to attain this goal/, such as /the knowledge / of gods
and like .... Indeed, for somebody who is firmly assured
/in his own self/in Brahman, devoid of size, non-dual, non-
divided by time, space and so on, there is no performance
of rites."4

Still, even this more or less obvious discrepancy be-
tween Sankara's teaching and Pürva-Mimämsä needs
somewhat greater accuracy. First of all, an indifferent
observer or an outsider might think that the contradiction
here is not that glaring. Indeed, one cannot but agree that
the most important thing for the Advaitist was his relying
on sacred texts. And so, as long as this essential condition
is fulfilled, all the rest might be just a matter of the degree
of understanding or the stage in the adept's ascent. If, for
instance, in the beginning he is more concerned about
ritual actions taught by Mimämsä, later he might move
quite naturally to higher knowledge, proposed by Advaita.

Nevertheless, to my mind, the teaching of Sankara does
not allow for this kind of conclusion. Though Indian tradi-
tion used to combine Pürva-Mimämsä and Advaita as a
pair of kindred systems, Advaita cannot be regarded as a
simple addition to Mimämsä, or as its natural continu-
ation.

Let us examine once again, more attentively, the notion
of sacred texts in both schools of thought. The Advaitist
differs from the Mimämsä followers not only in his concep-
tion of the aim of Vedic texts, but also in his attitude
towards the correlation of their parts. However, now the

4. Safikara, Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad, 1.3.1: napara-
mätmyäthätmyavijnänavatah samopäyavyatirekena kimcitkarma
vihitamupalabhyate I karmanimittadevatädisarvasädhanavijnäno'
pamardena hyätmajnänam vidhiyate ...Ina hi desakälädyanavach-
innästhülädvayädibrahmapratyayadhärinah karmävasaro 'sti /
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two groups of Upanisadic sayings are singled out in quite
a different way than in Öankaga's polemics with the adher-
ents of heterodox schools. ̂ According to the traditional
classification, the content of Vedic texts is divided into
injunctions (vidhi), prohibitions (pratisedha), magic
incantations (mantra), names (näma) and the so-called
explaining passages (arthaväda). Singling out the artha-
väda sayings (they mainly consist of Upanisadic texts as
contrasted to the ritualistic sayings of the brähmanas) is
usually connected with the works of the grammarian
Bhartrhari; one may find the description of these parts of
the Vedas in the commentary Vrtti on his treatise
Väkyapadiya.5

Since the prohibitions might be also interpreted as
injunctions about abstention from actions, the main kinds
of Vedic texts remain the sayings vidhi and arthaväda.
The texts related to the knowledge of Brahman certainly
fall under the category of arthaväda) and Sankara himself
shows a decided preference for this group of texts. In the
words of the Advaitist, "the horizon of reality of ätman-
Brahman is knowledge and /therefore/ it does not depend
upon injunctions. Though imperative verbs /which induce
one to action/ in the Upanisads do get within this horizon,
they are inapplicable there, just like the sharpness of a
razor/is useless/ when it becomes blunt striking the stone,
since the essence of this horizon, /that is, Brahman,/is the
reality which cannot be accepted or rejected."6 Or, as he
specified even more definitely in his Commentary on
Brhadäranyakopanisad, "the reason for the authorita-

5. Especially the commentary on the first part of Vakyapadiya:
Brahmakända, 8. About this vide, also: W. Halbfass, Studies in Kumä-
rila and Sankara, Reinbek, 1983, pp.44, 77.

6.6arikara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, LI.4:yathäbhütahrahmä-
tmavisayam api jnänam na codanätantram / tadvisaye lihädayah
srüyamäna 'pyaniyojyavisayatväi kunthl bhavantyupalädisu prayuk-
taksurataiksnyädivat / aheyänupädeyavastuvisayatvät / Visaya
(visayatva here) means, of course, not an object, but rather objective
field or horizon, that is, the sphere of the cognition of Brahman.
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tiveness or non-authoritativeness of a saying does not
consist in the fact that it describes /some/ object or /a
proper/ action ... but in its ability to produce definite and
fruitful knowledge/'7

For Jaimini, Prabhäkara or Kumärila the most valid
are the sayings of the sacred scripture which immediately
prompt an adept to action, that is, definite injunctions
(vidhi), usually connected with rites. In his commentary
on Brahmasutra Sankara says from the standpoint of
Pürva-Mimämsä adherents: "Beyond their connection with
injunctions, one cannot ever show the slightest indication
that Vedic sayings have a purpose."8 Other parts of the
Vedas, in particular, the arthaväda texts, according to the
Mimämsakas, have only auxiliary meaning. When pos-
sible, they should be added to injunctions, and the role
they play boils down to the propedeutical function of per-
suasion. In other words, the Upanisadic sayings, explana-
tory and illustrative, 'superfluous' in their impracticality,
(and which are generally classified as arthaväda) are in-
tended for spiritually immature adept, who is not yet
ready to accept the grim picture of the world according to
Mimämsä, the picture that leaves no place for God or for
the absolute unity of God and ätman, where ultimately
there is only duty (dharma), regarded as an unswerving
performance of ritual actions.9 It goes without saying that

7. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadaranyakopanisad, 1.4.7: na
väkyasya vastvanväkhyänam kriyänuäkhyänam vä prämänyäprämä-
nyakäranam ... niscitaphalavadvijnänotpädakatvam / . Somewhat
later Sankara refers in his commentary to a saying from the Chändogyo-
panisad (VII.1.3), which runs as follows: "I am only the knower of the
mantras, and not the knower of ätman, and /therefore/1 grieve." (man-
travideuäsmi nätmavitso 'ham ... socämi .../.)

8. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, 1.1.4: na kvacidapi veda-
väkyänäm vidhisamsparsamantarenärthavattä drstopapannä vä/.

9. However, here one needs a certain clarification. In Sabara's words,
"dharma is the meaning which links a man to higher fulfillment/'
{'so'rthahpurusamnihsreyas enasamyunakti) (Säbara-bhäsyam, XVI.
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for Sankara the arthaväda texts cannot ever be considered
just auxiliary or subsidiary. "And if some people maintain
/like the followers of Prabhäkara /", says the Advaitist,
"that there is no part of the Vedas telling about an object
as such, except the injunctions that/induce/one to actions
or to their avoidance, as well as some additional parts
/joining these injunctions/, then /we would say that / it is
not so, since the purusa of the Upanisads cannot be
subsidiary to something else."10

Mimämsä was formed on the peak of Brahmanism as a
religion of sacrifice, being its self-reflection and a means of
philosophical comprehension. It clearly formulated its
approach to the structure of the world, according to which
the entire universe can be easily perceived in its spatial-
temporal relations. In other words, the universe is not
conceived as an outer envelope or a shell, hiding some
higher entity which is the foundation of the world and its
ultimate justifiction. The whole cosmos as nature, encom-
passing living beings, gods and people, is not based on
anything bßyond its own structure and mechanism. In the
words of Raymundo Panikkar, according to this picture of
the world, "This ultimate structure is not to be regarded as
'another' or 'deeper' 'thing5 or substance; it is in fact
sacrifice, which is, precisely, the internal dynamism of the
universe, universal rta, cosmic order itself.... Sacrifice is
the act that makes the unverse."11 Along with that, for an
ordinary man deeply engrossed in everyday life, ritual
action iyäga) is a symbol of the higher significance and

11-12.) Besides that, dharma has its cause or characteristic (laksana) in
Vedic sayings (Säbara-bhäsyam, XVI.8). Therefore, dharma cannot be
reduced to rites as such (yäga), but is revealed—or gains significance—
in ritual actions.

10. Sankara, Commentary onBrahmasütra, I.IA:yadapi keeidähuh
pravrttinivrttividhitacchesavyatirekena kevalauastuvädi vedabhägo
nästiti tan na I aupanisadasya purusasyänanyasesatvät /.

11. R. Panikkar, The Vedic Experience, Poona, 1958, pp. 352-353.
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order; it is this action which gives meaning and dynamic
tension to ordinary life. Francis D'Sa, a scholar who
investigates primarily the tradition of Pürva-Mimämsä,
writes that according to it, "such a sacrifice is not so much
a ritual as a cosmic and communitarian action which
makes and maintains cosmos as community."12

So the dharma of each individual being, the following of
proper injunctions, is something, which, according to
Sahara, "puts a man in contact with the higher ful-
fillment." And this higher fulfillment (nihsreyasa), or the
aim of man (purusärtha)13 is comprehended in Pürva-
Mimämsä as the source of permanent bliss, usually iden-
tified with heaven (svarga). Actually, there is no need for
persuasion in order to make one strive for bliss; the antici-
pated pleasure beckons and impels a man, waking in him
a passionate thirst (lipsa). Still, the higher bliss is more
problematic and evasive in this respect, since it is only
outlined in some distant perspective, and does not imme-
diately follow the performance of the act which is ordered
by injunctions. However, the unavoidable connection be-
tween the action and bliss is demonstrated in an addi-
tional definition of dharma as something, which is "re-
vealed in Vedic sayings and has a characteristic of induc-
ing one to action";14 here the validity of the higher ful-

12. Francis, X. D'Sa, Sabdapramanyam in Sahara and Kumarila,
Vienna, 1980, p. 20.

13. On the one hand, it is the common goal, towards which all people
naturally strive, while on the other it is something significant both for
an individual and for the sake of one's destiny. In Sahara's words, "that
in which a man finds pleasure, /that is,/ that significant thing, which
when accomplished, originates pleasure, is the aim of man." {yasmin
prltih purusasya yasmin krte padärthe purusasya prltirbhavati sa
purusärthahpadärthah /. (Sabara-bhäsyam, IV.1.2.2.)Accordingtothe
interpretation of Francis D'Sa, pleasure (priti) is something which is
defined as being capable of attracting people. (Frances X. D'Sa,
äabdaprämänyam in Sahara and Kumarila, p.21.)

14. Jaimini, Mimämsäsütra, 1.1.2: codanälaksano }rtho dharmah /.
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fillment acquires a solid guarantee owing to the connec-
tion ofdharma with sacred scripture.

One might note from this text that the sayings of the
Vedas (vedavacana) are defined in the teachings of Jai-
mini and Sabara by the term codanä, which literally
means impact, or compelling. The adherents of Mimämsä
regard in this way both direct injunctions and prohibi-
tions, as well as all the other Vedic texts which explain
why some specific action should be performed. Kumärila
directly identifies codanä with the word of revelation
(sabda) (Vide: Slokavärttika, Codanäsütra,), which ulti-
mately helps him not only to link the injunctions with the
general corpus of Vedic texts, but also to arrive at the
concept of the word in Pürva-Mimämsä.

As noted before, Mimämsä regards injunctions (vidhi)
as the sayings with the greatest validity among all the
Vedic texts; they are usually presented in the imperative
tense.15 This naturally follows from the concept of the
activity of the word, which is supposed to affect its listener,
thanks to the so-called 'energy of becoming' (bhävanä).16

Indeed, according to the semantic tradition popular in
various Indian philosophical schools, every phrase gener-
ates a sort of new sense impulse, which cannot be reduced
to the simple addition of the meanings of its components,
or separate words. This energy manifests itself primarily
in the main active core of the phrase, that is, its verb, and
is revealed in triple form: as a syntactic anticipation of the
implied meaning (äkähksä); as a phonetic continuity
(samnidhi), which actually forms the unity of the phrase;
and as the logical sequence of the whole sentence (yogyatä),

15. To be more precise, they are presented in the imperative,
optative, desiderative, as well as in the gerundive form.

16. In the interpretation of F. Edgerton, "the heart of each injunction
is the efficient-force, the bhävanä. This word is a noun of action from the
causative of the root bhü, 'to come into being', and means accordingly 'a
causing to come into being7, a bringing-about, tendency to produce
something; or as I have rendered it, 'efficient-force'." F. Edgerton,
Mimämsä Nyäya Prakäsa, New Haven, 1929, p. 5.
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which allows one to conclude something about the mean-
ing of the phrase. Owing to this triple correspondence,
which is fused together in a united 'energy of becoming',
the active influence of injunctions embraces not only the
ritual itself, but also the acquisition of 'heaven' through
ritual actions.

According to Mimämsä, in the injunction itself there is
latently present sabda-bhävanä, or the force which in-
duces the appearance of something new, while in the case
of the performance of the prescribed action there is gener-
ated the energy of artha-bhävana, which allows for the
inevitable attainment of the fruit of action. In other words,
having exposed himself to the inner energy of the injuc-
tion, an adept inevitably gets the result of the action, that
is, the higher fulfillment, or 'heaven' {svarga). But that
necessarily means that what is omitted from this moving
towards svarga is personal striving, since from the mo-
ment of one's exposure to the efficient force of injunction,
the process takes place on an impersonal basis, as if auto-
matically. Therefore, according to Mimämsä, the Vedic
injunction, or vidhi, is determined by its own effort, and is
by and large its own ratio sufficiens, while the sacred
scripture is certainly absolutely valid and unconditioned.
Of course, Sankara would have gladly agreed with the
latter statement, but still the Advaitist's idea of the
eternity ofsruti, as if that of man's dependence upon Vedic
sayings, was quite different. According to his profound
conviction, "the sacred texts do not hinder /people/ and do
not induce /them to act/ by force, like slaves."17

Actually the notion of the eternity of Vedic texts and the
Word in general (the notion of sabda-nityata) was reduced
by Sabara and Kumärila to the concept of the eternity of
syllables (varna-nityatä) as the smallest separate par-
ticles of revelation. This reduction was brought about by
the wish to dissociate themselves from the doctrine of
sphota-väda, characteristic of the grammarians (primär-

17. Sankara, Commentary onBrhadaranyakopanisad, II.1.20: na tu
sästram bhrtyäniua balänivartayati niyojayati uä /.
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ily, of Bhartrhari). Kumärila, who was probably closest to
the actual concept of the eternity of äruti sayings, still
could not accept the grammarians' doctrine concerning
the reality of some absolute sound entity (sphota) lying
over and above the pronounced syllables, though mani-
fested through them. In order to realize his motives, it is
enough to remember that the very pathos of Pürva-Mimäm-
sä was directed towards a sort of positivist denial of any
reality, existing as a background of manifold phenomena,
producing them and determining their very being.
/ To my mind, the concept of Pürva-Mlmämä in this
respect is curiously reminiscent of the Buddhist attitude
to existence. It certainly was not accidental that one of the
main reasons for divergence between Advaita and
Mimämsä was the concept of the omniscient and omnipo-
tent Brahman as the creator of the universe. In Mimämsä,
where the world is wound up like a clockwork mechanism
by prescribed action, that is, by rite, there is no longer any
necessity for the creator, who is supposed to have thought
out and arranged the structure of this world. Kumärila de-
nies the existence of an omniscient person (this notion is
called asarvajnatva), since, according to him, this person
could become comprehensible only to some other omnis-
cient personality, and so on. The argument from infinite
regress {anavastha) is also used by him to refute the
possibility of the existence of an omnipotent creator (the
notion of asrastrtva). Besides, maintains Kumärila, it
remains unclear why an omnipotent person should wish to
create something. As we may remember in this connec-
tion, according to Sankara, the world starts as a mere play
or pastime (lila), as a pure creative impulse of Isvara.

Meanwhile, in philosophical systems that acknowledge
the transcendentälity of the higher reality—for instance,
in Advaita—the central part is played by thinking in
analogies,18 by recourse to myths, parables, metaphors,
symbolic language in general. In Mimämsä, where action

18. Vide: the work by H. Bruckner about the role of a graphic
example (drstänta) in Sankara's system. However, the scholar unwar-
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was taking place inside the obvious spacial-temporal rela-
tions, we can see a sort of drying-up of the initial symboli-
cal definition of the role of the word, whose sphere was
narrowed down to the limits of ritual practice. The
Mimämsä language was shaped after the rigid forms of
yiähi, so that attention was paid mainly to the simple
correspondence between the word and its denotation. The
focus upon the pragmatic result led to an intellectual
situation in which even the notion of the initial eternity of
syllables was replaced by the teaching about the simple
beginninglessness (anädi-nityatä) of the pronounced syl-
lables, which manifested itself in an uninterrupted teach-
ers' tradition (guru-äisya-paramparä). This picture not
only directs against Mimämsä its own argument, accusing
the opponents of infinite regress in their reasoning; what
is really important is the fact that it perfectly corresponds
to an image of an immature adept, who is being passively
led and induced by the impersonal commands of injunc-
tions, an adept who feels himself to be just a small and
insignificant cog in the complicated mechanism of the uni-
verse.

Everything would have been probably different had
Mimämsä chosen in its philosophy of language the sayings
of the arthaväda type. The possibilities here are much
richer. It was Bhartrhari who noted that there are three
main kinds of explanatory sayings (arthaväda): the first is
gunaväda, or attributive shifting of meaning from one
object to another (for example, when one says, "The sun
has become a sacrificial pole"); the second is anuväda, or
corroborating with other words somethings already said
or implied; and the third is bhütaväda, or the reference to

rantedly narrows the sphere of the use of analogy and therefore arrives
at some unjustified conclusions concerning the allegedly logical found-
ation of Sankara's reasoning used for proving the validity of Vedic
sayings. (H. Brückner, Zum Beweisverfahren Samkaras. Eine Unter-
suchung der From und Funktion von drstänta im Brhadäranya-
kopanisadbhäsya und Chändogyopanisadbhäsya des Samkara
Bhagavatpäda, Berlin, 1979.
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some well-known fact or occurrence (usually some event
described in the Vedas). Besides that, arthaväda sayings
may express praise or blame, or give a description of some
heroic deed or some former event. It is fairly difficult to
guess what would have been the direction of Mimamsa
evolution, had this system chosen for the base of its äabda-
prämänyam notion (the doctrine of the validity of Vedic
texts) the arthaväda portions of the Vedas. In this case we
would be probably dealing with a Weltaschauung resem-
bling the dhuani doctrine of Anandavardhana,19or with a
system similar to Sankara's Advaita.

Sankara never considered Vedic sayings to be a kind of
auxiliary instrument designed to bring an immature and
dependent adept to perform necessary action; the goal of
sruti is by no means that of inducing or enlightening a lazy
or dumb disciple. In his opinion, all sruti sayings form an
integrated and organic whole: one might pull by any
thread—if it is done seriously and by right procedure—the
whole illusory intertwining of the universe might become
undone and dissolve, so that the true core of being, or
ätman, might shine through and reveal itself. That is why
the Bädaräyana's sütra (I.1.4) concerning the inner har-
mony and concert of all sacred texts is interpreted by
Sankara in his Commentary in the following way: "since in
all the Upanisads the aphorisms follow each other, being
oriented towards this goal (that is, ätman) and explaining
only it."20

Moreover, if one were really to discuss the hierarchical
structure of Upanisadic sayings, it becomes quite clear

19. Incidentally, the esthetical teaching about dhuani, or figurative
allusion of poetic expression, was evolving in close contact with Ka-
shmir Saivism. At the beginning of the eleventh century Abhinavagupta
wrote a commentary entitled Locanä (lit.: an eye) on the treatise
Dhvanyäloka (The light of dhuani) by Änandavardhana, composed in
Kashmir before the end of the ninth century.

20. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, I.1.4: saruesu hi
uedäntesu uäkyäni tätparyenaitasyärthasya pratipädakatuena sa-
manugatäni /.
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that according to Advaita, its base is formed by injunctions
and prohibitions that represent some auxiliary conditions
of attaining liberation, while the summit is manifested by
the so-called great sayings (mahäuäkya) of the Upanisads.
The latter group of sayings is composed of the celebrated
maxims Tat tvam asi (Thou art that), from Brhadaranya-
kopanisad, III.9, Chandogyopanisad, VI.8.7, etc.;
ayamätma brahma (This ätman is Brahman), from
Brhadäranyakopanisad, II.5.9, etc. These most signifi-
cant sayings are 'useless' and devoid of any pragmatic
meaning; they lead, strictly speaking, nowhere and teach
no~one, they only h&lp to shift the angle of consideration,
focusing attention on ätman. As for the portions ofsruti
which call to the knowledge of ätman, they are only appar-
ently similar to injunctions; "their aim", writes Sankara,
"is to be the means of detachment from the objects towards
which one is naturally attracted."21 The same motive of a
shifting can be found in his Commentary on the Bhagavad-
gltä, when the Advaitist speaks about the necessity to
become firm, steady (sthira), fixed in inner concentration:
"the glance of the eyes /should be/ drawn towards the
base."22

Such an angle-shifting presupposes a different notion of
the function of language. Instead of the descriptive func-
tion, which provides for maintaining fixed and uniform
correspondences between the object and meaning, priority
is given to the evocative function. Even if the word does not
directly create the world, as suggested by the grammari-
ans, only the word is capable of revealing the true nature
of the world. Legends and incantations, metaphors and
epithets, irony and pathos—everything is used in order to
create a colorful appearance, which bears a likeness to the
world and, therefore, becomes a 'reflection of a reflection'

21. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, 1.1.4: svabhavi-
kapravrttivisayavimukhlkaranärthäniti brümah /.

22. Öankara, Commentary on theBhagavadgitä, VI.13: ... caksusoh
drstisamnipätah /.
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of the higher reality, hidden under empirical phenomena.
That is why (and not fearing the danger of rationalistic
argumentation to sacred scripture) Sankara so passion-
ately opposed the 'drying-up reasoning' (suska-tarka)23 of
the logicians, as well as of the Mimämsä adherents.

In the third chapter I raised the question of the reasons
for Sankara's keen attention to language. But the matter
under discussion was mainly the poetical language ofsruti
and its part in the realization of the higher Brahman
devoid of attributes (Nirguna-Brahman), that is, in the
terms of apophatical theology. Probably the most concise
expression for this correspondence can be found in the
following äruti text: "Since the gods appear to like the
indirect (paroksa, lit., beyond the range of sight) and hate
the direct /name//724 According to Sankara, however, the
word has also another—cataphatic—role, which becomes
apparent in the gradual approach to God and Creator of
the world, or Isvara (Saguna-Brahman).

In order to comprehend this, one should remember a
great European scholastic who lived more than four cen-
turies later than Sankara. For Thomas Aquinas, the
possibility of knowing God is based on the notion of 'anal-
ogy of being' (analogia entis), that is, gradually manifests
itself from the being of the created universe. The nature of
God is profoundly different from the nature of the world,
but Various things might in a different way participate in
the likeness of God's essence. God Himself is the primary

23. The term itself was introduced by Bhartrhari (Vakyapadiya,
L34). Sankara makes use of it in his Commentary on Brahmasütra,
II . l . l l ; II.2.6, etc. Vide also Bhägavata-puräna, 12.20; XI.18.30. One
recalls that in the teaching of Bhartrhari the word is regarded as an
inner seed (blja) of being, which illuminates every cognition of an object
with its own light. This notion is directly opposed to the concept of
Nyäya, where the word is considered mostly as an outward, accidental
envelope for thought and cognition.

24. Brhadäranyakopanisad, IV.2.2: paroksapriyä iva hi deväh
pratyaksaduisah /.
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model."25 In other words, the universe is a kind of ladder
of existing things, created owing to God's permission and
mercy in order to facilitate man's ascent to God. Quite a
similar notion of the hierarchical organization of the world
surfaces in Öankara's system, as soon as his interest shifts
in the direction of Isvara, or God the creator (and, inciden-
tally, one of the main points of dispute between Advaita
and Pürva-Mlmämsä). In the words of the Advaitist,
"among those having a body, starting with the people and
.ending with /Saguna-TBrahman, owing to a certain grada-
tion of happiness from bodily /objects/, there is also the
gradation of those who enjoy them. And owing to that,
there is a certain gradation even of duty. And owing to the
gradation of duty, there is gradation of persons. It is
known that the gradation of persons is determined by
their abilities, predilections and the like."26

25. Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae, I. q. 44, 3c. Of course, it is
not by chance that some analogies with a 'regular' Christian theology
(unlike those with an 'illegitimate' breach of the mystics) appear in
Advaita only on the level of Saguna-Brahman (Brahman, having
attributes), that is, on the level of the personified Isvara. According to
some modern neo-thomistic versions of Christianity, god's plan for the
world consists in entrusting all beings to his own goodness, which is
manifested as their own aim. It is done, certainly, not for the growth of
this goodness, for that is impossible, but in order to stamp upon all these
beings some likeness with this good. The existence (esse) of every thing
and every being has its own place inside a hierarchy of different levels
of existence, while the form (forma) is something which every time
determines a specific level of esse—that is, determines also the greater
or the lesser likeness to God (Vide: Henry Chavannes, L'analogie entre
dieuetle monde, selon saint Thomas d'Aquin et selon Karl Barth, Paris,
1969, pp.64-65). Incidentally, according to the apt remark of H. Chavan-
nes, the notion of analogia entis in Thomas Aquinas is based mainly
upon the doctrine of close resemblance (or inner likeness) of cause and
effect.

26. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.4: manusyatvä-
därabhya brahmäntesu dehavatsu sukhatäratamyädadhikäritä-
ratamyam / tatasca taddhetor dharmasyäpi täratamyam gamy ate /
dharmatäratamyädadhikäritäratamyam / prasiddham cärthitvasä-
marthyävidvattädhikrtamadhikäritäratamyam /.
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It goes without saying that in Sankara's system many
notions had completely different meaning from those of
Christianity—the parallels here should not lead us too far.
For example, in Advaita the ontological status of Isvara
and that of an individual soul are similar, their conscious-
nesses are in some respect commensurable; however, the
possibility of a direct relationship here is hindered, since
the atman of man is obscured by the veiling power of
avidyä. Therefore, the beginning of the way to Brahman
calls for inserting an intermediary link, an analogy, bet-
ween the creator and the living soul (jiva). If one were to
follow the suggested comparison with creative activity,
perhaps it would be more apt to resort to a modern inter-
pretation of art, according to which the artist and the spec-
tator are essentially equal in their creative activity, but
need a concrete analogy in the form of an art object, so that
they can relate to each other.27

One is reminded in this connection of a well-known
hypothesis of the adherents of the 'Neo-Humboldtian'
approach in linguistics, in particular, of the theory of E.
Sapir and B. Whorf. In its general outline the doctrine
maintains that the world really exists for us only as long
as it is reflected in language, since it is language which

27. This kind of interpretation we find, for example, in Jean-Paul
Sartre:"L'acte imageant, pris dans sa generality, est celui d'une con-
science qui vise un objet absent ou inexistant ä travers une certaine
realite que j'ai nomme ailleurs analogon et qui fonctionne non comm un
sign mais comme un symbole" ("The act of imagination taken in its gen-
erality, is the act of consciousness which aims at an absent or nonexis-
tent object through a certain reality that I defined elsewhere an
analogon—this reality functions not as a sign but as a symbol.") (The
passage is taken from Sartre's work on Flaubert entitled Idiot de la
famille; some excerpts from it can be found in the article "L'acteur."
Vide: J.P. Sartre, Un theatre de situations, Paris, 1973, p. 199.) There
is a passage dealing with the notion of analogy (analogie) in Sartre's
workUimaginaire, where one finds the following explanation: "Si le mot
devient l'image mentale, il cesse de jouer la part d'un simple signe"
("And if the word becomes a mental image, it ceases to play the role of
a simple sign.") (J.P. Sartre, L'imaginaire), Paris, 1940, p. 112).
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preconditions the type of thinking, as well as the very
culture of a given people. According to B. Whorf, nature is
divided into separate classes and categories owing to the
suggestions of language; the manifold kaleidoscope of
impressions is organized by our consciousness, that is,
primarily by the language system that structures all our
experiences and events. A somewhat similar doctrine was
propounded by a German linguistic scholar, Leo Weisger-
ber, who regarded language as a sort of an 'intermediate
world' between consciousness and reality.28

In Advaita, Brahman creates the world and in the
beginning of each world cycle he gives it the Vedas;29 in
other words, Isvara creates a hierarchy of being, resem-
bling steps leading to liberation. The merit, and even duty,
of an adept is to meet these efforts half-way, creating, in
his turn, a sort of poetic analogy of being. The pattern for
these poetical works is provided, of course, by the sacred
texts of äruti. Then the sayings of the anuväda type, or
reiterations of something said before, become promptings
for an aspiring adept; a scholastic treatise gives enough
place for discussions about figurative (gauna) meaning
(vide: Sankara's Commentary on Brahmastura, 1.1.4),
while the most prominent philosopher quite naturally
turns out to be also one of the greatest poets of his time. It
is the creative character of language, taken to its utmost
limit and using every possibility of skillful interpretation
or expansion of meaning, that supplies a brilliant and
striking likeness to Isvara's own theurgical play (lila) of
creation.

This interpretation may seem a bit arbitrary and there-
fore somewhat distant from the actual content of Sankara's
works. However, some indirect indications speak in favor

28. Vide: L. Weisgerber, Von den Kräften der deutschen Sprache III.
Die Muttersprache im Aufbau unserer Kultur. Düsseldorf, 1957; L.
Weisgerber, Zweimal Sprache, Düsseldorf, 1973.

29. According to the sayings ofBrhadäranyakopanisad, II.4.10, from
Brahma, like clouds of smoke, spread the Vedas, the Puränas, mytho-
logical tales and images, and various arts given to man as well as to all
the universe.
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of this interpretation. First of all, one might remember
that Pürva-Mimämsä, which was oriented toward the
impersonal commands of the injunctions, vigorously re-
futed the notion of God the creator. Secondly, it is quite
easy to notice that even the structure of theJ first four
sütras Of Bädaräyana's text30 circle around these prob-
lems. For instance, in the second sütra we find a definition
of Brahman as the creator of the world; it is called 7the
one,/ from which the origination of this /universe/ and so
on" (janmädya-yatah) (I.1.2); meanwhile in the next sütra
we find a passage concerning the connection between
Brahman and the revelation of the Vedas. It is interesting
to note that this sütra (I.1.3) can be interpreted in two
different ways: the Sanskrit text sästrayonitvät might be
translated either as "/Brahman is omniscient /, since /it is/
the source (lit., yoni, or womb) of the äästras" or as "/Brah-
man cannot be known without the Vedas/, since the säs-
tras are the source /of its knowledge./" Sankara, who gives
both interpretations one after the other, is not even slightly
bewildered or confused by this double meaning; it seems
that this kind of ambiguity perfectly corresponds with his
own intentions. Actually, he is using here a purely poetical
figure—what is known in Indian literature tradition as
vakrokti, or 'double speech'.31 One might say that Sankara's
own philosophical works, in spite of their unmistakable
scholastic tinge, were modelled mainly after the pattern of
rather ornamentative exposition of sruti texts.

The same pattern was used for many of his poetical
metric works. In the famous hymn which is included in the

30. It is the first four sutras of Badarayana's text and Sankara's
Commentary that are undoubtedly the most important (and to some
respect even decisive) for understanding the Advaitist's main work. The
sub-commentary by Padmapäda (Pancapädikä) is confined simply to
their interpretation; they supply the only base of consideration for the
exposition of Sarva-darsana-siddhänta-sahgraha by Mädhava.

31. To be more precise, that is slesavakrokti, or ambiguous evasive
speech, ambiguous play of words; the term was introduced by Rudrata
in his treatise Kävyalahkära (poetical ornamentations), though it
sporadically surfaces in some earlier works on poetics.
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collection Siuänandalahari the praise of Siva is read
through a skillful word play in the description of a thun-
der-cloud. The first version runs as follows:

O you, pouring down merciful water, capable of remov-
^ ing

burning heat,
Used by the clever/peasants/ for getting crops,

assuming strange shapes,
Attended by dancing peacocks, hidden among other

clouds,
surrounded by the blazes of lightning,

Auspicious, dark rain cloud—you are always passion-
ately
thirsted after by the cätaka bird!

However, the same chain of words could be understood
in a different way:

O you, sending down the amrta of mercy, who has power
to stop painful torments,

Venerated by the wise for the sake of getting the fruit of
knowledge, assuming various forms,

Followed by the dancing bhaktas, living on top of the
mountains, you with tangled flowing hair,

Auspicious, blue-throated /Siva/,—you are always pas-
sionately
desired by my mind, which is like a cätaka
bird'.32 *

32. Sarikara, Sivanandalahari, 52:
kärunyämrtavarsinam ghanavipadgrlsmacchi däkarmatham
vidyäsasyaphalodayäya sumanahsamsevyamicchäkrtim /
nrtyadbhaktarnayüram adrinilayam cancajjatämandalam
sambho vänchati nilakamdhara sadä tväm me manascätakah//52//
One might say that it is certainly not the only example among the

poetical works of the Advaitist; as for the simile likening &va with a
blue-throated peacock, it is developed further on, in verses 53 and 54.
What is noteworthy is that this simile is just hinted at by verse 52 where
both of its parts (Siva and a peacock) are already there but presented
without a direct correspondence and comparison.
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So, according to Sankara, "the sacred texts themselves
can speak about an entity which is not yet known only by
resorting to ordinary words and meanings,"33 and yet, in
his opinion, human argumentation must be attentive not
only to the content of scared texts, but also to poetical and
even rhetorical means used by sruti. The language is
ultimately one and the same; besides the immediäte,
direct meaning, it offers to the listener the whole aura of
additional meanings_encircling it. Incidentally, that was
also the reason why Anandavardhana considered it quite
possible to make the notion ofdhvani, originally used only
in poetical speech, embrace the ordinary language as well.

2. THE PROBLEM OF THE HUMAN SOUL: ADVAITA
AND ITS CLOSEST COUNTERPARTS

The concept of the individual soul (jiua) is very convenient
for summing up the main notions of Advaita, as well as for
examining its place in the cultural tradition of India. In
Sankara's teaching it became a point of contact between
metaphysics and ethics, as well as an example of inter-
connectedness with other problems. Were one to consider
an ontological relationship of God, the soul and the world,
and the dependent issue of creation (whether regarded as
evolution or not), in other words, the inevitable problem of
causality; were one to investigate the source of self-con-
sciousness and the cognitive faculty, the means of knowl-
edge and the criterion of their validity; or were one to
consider ethical problems arising in connection with the
relative independence of a person within the limits of his
accumulated karma, as well as his relation to ritual
injunctions and traditional orthodox beliefs,—all this in
one way or another is connected with the concept of the
individual soul. Finally, the same conglomerate of prob-
lems borders the issue of the conditions and methods of
correct perception and assimilation of sacred texts.

33. Sankara, Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad, II.1.20: na ca
laukikapadapadärthäsrayanavyatirekenägamena sakyamajnätam
vastvantaramavagamayitum /.
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A specific attitude of Advaita towards the main part of
its canon, that is, to sacred scripture (primarily to the
Upanisads), was manifested in the special methods of
assimilation. These methods (based on Buddhist means of
working with a canonic text) were sravana, manana and
nididhyäsana. The äarvana (lit., listening to, hearing)
implies that the comprehension of Upanisadic sayings has
its only purpose and goal in Brahman; it can be accom-
plished with the help of six 'examinations' that contribute
to the closer definition of the meaning of texts. Manana
(thinking over) means the use of proper arguments in
order to get rid of apparent contradictions between sruti
sayings. Nididhyäsana (deep meditation) is the removal
from the adept's consciousness of everything superfluous
and the concentration of his mind on Brahman. True, in
his Commentary on Brhadäranyakopanisad Sankara
hastens to explain that even these thoroughly considered
methods do not have any absolute value and may be useful
only at preliminary stages of the ascent to Brahman. That
is why the scholarly skills of an adept are directly linked
there to simple human merits—like love of one's neigh-
bors, of God or of all living beings in general (Vide:
Sankara, Commentary onBrhadäraiiyakopanisad, II.4.5).

In the opinion of Sengaku Mayeda, Sankara's treatise
Upadesasähasrl gives the most detailed illustration on
the relations demanded by Advaita between a teacher and
disciple. To his mind the metrical part of the treatise
(Padya-bandha) is a concise manual for an adept, while
the prosaic one (Gadyabanda) represents primarily instr-
uction for a teacher. "The three prakaranas of the Prose
Part, says the Japanese scholar, "can, in content, be re-
garded as illustrating respectively the stage of hearing
(sravana), the stage of thinking (manana) and the stage of
meditation (nididhyäsana), which constitute the three
Vedantic stages to attainment of final release (moksa)"34

34. Sengaku Mayeda, Introduction to Sahkara's Uadesasahasri,
p. 66. One must note that the principle of approaching the structure of
this treatise was borrowed by Mayeda from the introduction by Paul
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As for K. Satchidananda Murty, he discovered in Upadeäa-
sähasri an indirect exposition of the anvaya-uyatireka
method, which belongs to the standard set of components
absolutely necessary for the correct accomplishment of
'hearing' (äravana).35

When he speaks about specific conditions that should be
met during the adepts's preparation for the realization of
Brahman, Sankara—quite on the same plane—mentions
both moral merits, strengthened by corresponding emo-
tional states and stable habits, and clarity of vision, which
is brought about by persistent intellectual exercises. Fin-
ally, the same commendable patterns of emotions and
thoughts continue to function for quite a long time, accom-
panying the whole initial stage of the adepts's acquain-
tance with the sayings of revelation. In his commentary to
the first sütra of Bädaräyana's text, Sankara maintains
that immediately after the hearing of sacred scripture the
disciple can rely in his ascent on the four values that pre-

Hacker, written to his German translation of Upadesasahasri (Vide:
"Upadesa-sähasri von Meister Shankara,"Az/s dem Sanskrit Übersetzt
und Erläutert vol Paul Hacker. Bonn, 1949, S. 7-9). Later the interpre-
tation by Sengaku Mayeda was favorably mentioned by Tilmann
Vetter, who made use of it while trying to prove the existence of content
coherence in Gadyabandha, as well as examining the meaning of the
whole work. Vide: Tilmann Vetter, Studien zur Lehre und Entwicklung
Sahkara, (III. Upadesasahasri, Gadyabandha II), S. 76-77.

35, Vide: K. Satchidananda Murty, Revelation and Reason in Ad-
vaita Vedänta, pp. 152-53. Anvaya-vyatireka is quite a well-known
logical method, based onthe ascertainment of invariable concomittance
of the presence and the absence of two entities. In Advaita it is used for
distinguishing ätman from non-ätman, as well as for specifying the
meaning of these terms (Vide: G. Gardona, "On Reasoning from Änvaya
and Vyatireka in Early Advaita," Studies in Indian Philosophy, Ahme-
dabad, 1981, p. 87). For instance, this method can be used for
substantiating sruti sayings about ätman, since it opposes the invari-
able presence of the witness of all cognitive acts to the possible absence
of its objects. W. Halbfass showed that in Upadesasahasri (Padya-
bandha, XVIII.96; XVIII.176; XVIII.178; XVIII.180; XVIII.189) an-
vaya-vyatireka often corresponds to the notions of vyabhicära-
avyabhicära, that is, to the so-called 'deviation', 'possibility of being
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pare the soil for the arousal of the very "desire to know
Brahman" (brahma-jijnäsä). The,four values,-or condi-
tions are "distinguishing between the eternal and non-
eternal reality, indifference towards enjoyment in this
world and in the other world; acquisition of peace, self-
control, concentration and the like; and desire for libera-
tion/'36

Let us examine now why it is that Advaita insists upon
the necessity to precede the realization of the content
inherent in sacred scripture by prerequisites for its correct
assmilation. Or, putting the same question from another
angle, is it really possible that the correlation of different
stages in the ascent towards liberation is somehow pre-
viewed in the very nature of the individual soul? What are
these 'preliminary conditions' of attaining moksa; what
lies in their foundation?

To Öankara's mind, fwa is eternal, it is beginningless
and it cannot be destroyed. The Advaitist maintains that
one cannot really speak about its creation (nor any crea-
tion at all) in the absolute sense, since ultimately every-
thing is Brahman, devoid of any parts or attributes,
Brahman, whose nature is immutable. Therefore, one
might say that jrcua is eternal and beginningless, but this
reality is the reality offiva as Brahman, and not as some
separate and independent entity; this reality is com-
pletely revealed only with the dissolution of the soul in its
initial source. The human mind, staying on the level of
profane knowledge (aparavidya) can grasp this situation
only through the concept of the cycles of creation, accord-
ing to which the soul periodically separates, divides itself
from the higher Brahman and after some time is destroyed
in the universal fire of pralay a. And if for Rämänuja, for

removed', or 'inevitable presence' (W. Halbfass, Studies in Kumarila
and Sahkara, pp. 58-59).

36. Öankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, 1.1.1: nity unity avas-
tuvivekah ihämuträrthabhogavirägah samadamädisädhanasampat
mumuksutvam ca /. The third position in the list is given to the six
merits, which are not enumerated fully. They are sama, peace; dama,
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instance, the eternity ofßva is brought about by its irre-
duciable reality as a separate atom of substance, for the
Advaitist, the eternity of the soul is caused by its being
ultimately identical with Brahman.

Both these Vedantins were adherents of the causality
doctrine called Satkäryaväda, according to which the
effect always pre-exists in the cause. In Rämänuja's opin-
ion, the cause of the origination of souls is Brahman, in the
sense that the whole might be regarded as the cause of its
parts. Brahman here is a substrate of changes, actually
evolving into the world, just as clay is transformed into
earthen pots, and milk into curds. The God of Rämänuja
is evolving and growing from a homogeneous unity into
the manifoldness of objects and separate souls (which He
already contains within himself potentially). This version
of the Satkäryaväda doctrine is usually called parinäma-
väda, or the teaching about evolution, modification
(parinäma). Besides Visistädvaita of Rämänuja it is char-
acteristic, for example, of Sämkhya. In the words of
Rämänuja from his treatise Vedarthasahgraha, "Brah-
man, whose body /is formed/ by animate and inanimate
beings, who in his gross form is divided by distinctions of
names and forms, is presented in the effect. This disunited
and gross state of Brahman is called the creation."37

I have already mentioned that Sankara adhered to a
different version of Satkäryaväda, which later became
known as vivartaväda. In Sankara's words, "/Brahman/
manifests through the unthinkable power of its real es-
sence these unmanifested /before/ names and forms, dif-
ferent from its own nature, being the- seed of the world,
supported by its essence, described neither as having its
essence nor different from it, and known by their own

self-control; uparati, renunciation; titiksä, fortitude; samädhana, power
of concentration; and sraddhä, faith.

37. Rämänuja, Vedärthasahgraha, 93: nämarüpavibhägavibhakta-
sthülacidacidvastusariram brahma käryäuastharn / brahmanah,
tathävidhasthülabhävaeva srstih ityucyate /. Vedärthasahgraha of Sri
Rämänujäcärya, Mysore, 1956.
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means."38 In other words, Brahman is the foundation of
the apparent, visible universe, the multifold attributes of
which are only temporarily 'superimposed' upon its being.
The ontological status of the phenomenal world, which is
produced by may a, is intermediary and essentially inde-
finable. Only the reality of fwa can be spoken about
without reservation; only the soul, being initially identical
with the higher Brahman, can be called sat (real). The soul
is omnipresent (vibhu) and universally diffused (sarva-
gata) like Brahman, though, of course, these characteris-
tics should not be interpreted in a literal sense, since jiva
in Advaita cannot be regarded as substance.

According to Sankar a, the notion of a multitude of souls
is valid only at the level of the empirical world; it is
connected with a preceding evolution (parinäma) which
took place entirely in the sphere of avidyä and which
endowed the soul with individuality as a concise history of
its former transmigrations. While ätman stays within the
limits of the body, emotions and intellect, there cannot be
any dissolution, any absolute unity (sarvathä-aikyam)
with Brahman; there is only similarity, resemblance—
just as between the reflection or image (pratibimba) and
the reflected prototype (bimba). In Sankara's Commen-
tary on Brahmasütra it is clearly said: "And the soul is only
the reflection of the higher ätman?™

However, besides this conception, which in later Ad-
vaita (in particular, in the systems of Prakäsätman, Sar-
vajiiätman and Vidyäranya) got the name of bimba-prati-
bimba-väda, or, the teaching about the reflection and the
prototype, Sankara suggested yet another view of the
multitude of souls. In his Commentary on Brahmasütra
(II.3.17, etc.) he gives the example of ether (äkäsa), which

38. Sankara, Upadesasahasrl, Gadya-bandha, 1.18: svamavilak-
sanayoh nämarüpayoh jagadbijabhütayoh svätmasthayoh tattvä-
nyatväbhyämanirvacaniyayoh svayamuedyayoh sadbhävamätrenä-
cintyasaktitväd uyäkartä auyäkrtayoh /.

39. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, II.3.50: äbhäsa eva
caisaßuahparasyätmano ... /.
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seems to be divided because of the earthen pots that app-
ear to contain it. After the pots are removed, the initial
unity ofäkäsa is reinstated. In the same way, the soul, now
interpreted not as a reflection of the pure consciousness in
avidyä but as this very consciousness itself, realizes its
nature as Brahman, as soon as all the temporary limita-
tions and adjuncts (upädhi) of avidyä are removed. "All the
cause of the disjunction /of the souls/," says the Advaitist,
"lies in the adjunctive limitations,/originating/from buddhi
and the like, just as the cause of the dividing of clear ether
/lies/ in its connection with earthen pots."40 This theory,
later formulated by Väcaspatimisra as the 'teaching about
disjunction' (avaccheda-väda), was slightly less popular in
Advaita.

Since both these conceptions are given by Sankara one
after the other, without pointing out possible inconsisten-
cies and contradictions, they should probably be regarded
as metaphors, useful for approaching Brahman, but not in
their literal (mukhya) senses. One might add that if bim-
ba-pratibimba-väda correlates better with the state of
similarity with the higher ätman, that can be attained
during one's life,41 avaccheda-väda, which stresses the dis-
solution of the soul in Brahman, corresponds rather to the

40. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, IL3.17: buddhyady•-
upädhinimittamtvasyaprauibhägapratibhänäkäsasyenaghatädisam-
bandhanimittam /.

41. The notion concerning the possibility of liberation in one's life
time (jivamukti) was one of the specific traits of Saiikara's Advaita.
According to it, liberation (moksa) cancels the action of all karma that
binds this individual soul—with the exception of the karma which has
already started to bear fruits (it is usually called prärabdha-karma).
Therefore the liberated one, who has attained identity with the higher
Brahma, still preserves his body up to the time of his natural death. Of
course, he does not particularly care any more about subjugating his
actions to moral and religious duties: his compassion and kindness
spontaneously pour down on all the world. Other schools of Vedanta
maintained that ultimate liberation could be possible only after shed-
ding the body after death (the concept of videha-mukti, or liberation
without the body). About this vide: S. K. Ramachandra Rao, Jiuanmukti
in Advaita, Gandhinagar, 1979.
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liberation accomplished after death, when the inertia of
former karma has been exhausted.

The very identity oifiva and the higher Brahman is
postulated by Sankara owing to their common nature.
Answering the arguments of the Vaisesikas, the followers
of Kanada, who regarded consciousness as an adventitious
(ägantuka), accidental attribute of the soul, Öankara
supports the opinion of the Sämkhyayikas, according to
which fwa is conscious by its very nature. Therefore
consciousness (caitanya, vidyä) is considered in Advaita
as the eternally existing, independent reality which is
self-evident. It manifests all the objets, 'illuminating them
as a lamp', but does not need any other entity for its own
manifestation; that is, it is understood as self-luminous
(svayamprakäsa). Finally, it is immutable, united, none
other than the higher Brahman itself.

The consciousness which is usually related to the distin-
guishing of knowledge (jnäna), the knowing subject (jnätr)
and the objects of cognition, is placed by Öankara on the
level of aparavidyä and is regarded as merely convenient
(vyävahärika). It is not by chance that one of the
Bädaräyana sütras (IL3.18)42 is presented by Sankara in
the following form: "So /the soul is/ only knowledge / or
cognition/."43 That is, he is reading in it the word jnah used
by Bädaräyana as jnäna, or, knowledge, cognition. Accord-
ing to Pänini's grammar (III. 1.135), jnah means jnätr, or
the knower, the subject of cognition. That is how this sütra
is actually interpreted by Rämänuja, as well as by the
other commentator of Brahmasütra, Nimbarka (ca. elev-
enth century), the follower of a Vedantic school called
Dvaita-Vedanta. In this way the latter Vedantists—pri-
marily Rämänuja—posit knowledge as an essential, inal-
ienable attribute, belonging to ätman (both to Isvara and
the souls) in contrast to inanimate things (jada).

42. jno 'ta eua /.

43. Saftkara, Commentary on Brahmas ütra, II.3.18: jnänamata eva i
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For Öankara himself the above-mentioned sütra repre-
sents a separate adhikarana; that is, it is supposed to
introduce its own independent topic for consideration.
Regarding consciousness as the inner nature of the soul,
Sankara, as we remember, likens consciousness to light
and heat, which represent not essential attributes or
function of fire, but are its very own nature. An indirect
corroboration for this thesis is, to his mind, provided by the
fact that this nature is invariably manifested in all states
of the soul. Even in deep sleep (susupti), notes Öankara
after Gaudapäda, jiva returns to consciousness as if to
some folded-up inner core. "There was not a time," says
the Advaitist, "when the soul was not one with Brahman,
because its nature is immutable; but in dreaming, as well
as in the waking state, it appears to assume a different
form owing to the influence of adjunctive limitations,
while in deep sleep, during their fading away, one can
speak about the attainment of one's own nature."44 Then
even liberation is regarded as the ultimate realization of
this inner nature of the soul, that is, not as the collecting
of data or cognitive methods, not as a cognitive act, but as
knowledge itself, being the pure and unmixed initial
entity. Probably because of this view in some schools of
Sämkhya and Yoga, where ätman is represented as pure
consciousness devoid of any attributes, one finds the
concept of liberation during one's life' (jivamukti), similar
to that in Advaita.

In contrast to that, for Rämänuja the Advaitist notion of
knowledge as pure identity of the soul and Brahman,
where there was no differentiations or attributes, seems
absolutely absurd. Indeed, this identity is as if balancing
on the very brink of non-being, its reality is only postu-
lated, introuduced arbitrarily, owing to the reference to

44. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, III.2.7: api ca na
kadäcijjivasya brahmanä sampattirnästi svarüpasyänupäyitvät /
svapnajagaritayostuupädhisamparkavasätpararüpäpattimiväpeksya
tadupasamät susupteh svarüpäpattirvaksyate ... I.
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äruti texts. One might remember that it was because of
this dangerous trick on the edge of Sünyaväda that the
later Vedantins—starting form Ramanuja (and prompted
by Bhäskara)—called Sankara a crypto-Buddhist (prac-
channa-bauddha).

I have already drawn attention to the fact that the
sphere of lower, or profane knowledge (aparavidyä) in
Sankara's system includes not only sense experience and
logical inference, but also ordinary religious practice,
where the object of worship (upäsanä) is the personified
God the creator, or Isvara, having numerous merits and
accomplishments. Owing to its interpretation of the higher
Brahman, Advaita occupies quite a unique place among
other Vedanta schools, since for them the higher reality is
Saguna-Brahman (most often this role is assigned to
Näräyana-Visnu). The accumulation of merits (punya) is
just a preliminary condition, which is necessary but not
sufficient for attaining liberation. One who is paying for it
by ascetics, piety or love, only gets good share (bhäga) in
a subsequent trasmigration. All these ways and means are
nothing but methods of orientation within the world of
karma, which cannot ever lead an adept beyond their
limits. "These rites and means, the adorning with a sacred
thread and the like," says the Advaitist, "are separated
from realization of unity with the higher ätman"45 Or, as
Sankara explains in his Commentary on Brhadäranya-
kopanisad, "all ordinary /rites/ prescribed by the sacred
texts for the lifetime of a man, that is, similar /in this
respect/ to specialized /rites/, also cannot have their fruit
in liberation."46 The same argumentation is applied in
Advaita to any moral norms or duties that regulate the life

45. Sarikara, Upadesasahasri, Gadyabandha, 1.30: karmanam
tatsädhanänämcayajhopavltädinämparamätmäbhedapratipattiviru-
dhatvät.

46. Sankara, Commentary onBrhadäranyakopanisad, III.3.1 (intro-
duction): ... taiscävisesännaimittikatvenajivanädinimitte ca srauanät
tathä nityänämapi na moksah phalam /.
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of people. "In its base," says Sankara, "every injunction is
an erroneous concept that exists only for somebody who
cannot see that his ätman is no ,more connected with the
body than ether with earthen pots/'47

In general, according to Advaita, the soul by its inner
nature is alien to any kind of action, since from the
acceptance of its activity there would necessarily follow
the impossibility of moksa.Unlike the adherents of the
greater part of other religious and philosophical schools,
Sankara maintains that any ability to act could not just
remain unused, folded-up in a sort of a potency—even
should the man who had already attained liberation try to
avoid any connection with worldly activity. Indeed, were
the possibility of liberation dependent upon some outward
circumstances and means, it could not be regarded as
absolutely self-contained. Therefore, one has to admit that
the soul, being identical with the higher Brahman, cannot
act and cannot enjoy the fruits of action, and the state of
activity is brought about by its adjunctive, 'body' instru-
ments. "In this world a carpenter is unhappy," argues the
Advaitist, "when he has in his hands the instruments of
his work—a small axe and the like—and only having
returned home, having put down the instruments, beting
self-contained, inactive and non-engaged, /this carpenter/
is happy. And similarly, the ätman connected wih duality,
which is brought about by avidyä, staying in dreaming or
waking state, /this ätman/ is an agent and /therefore/
unhappy. But the same /ätman/, having returned to its
own being, that is, to the higher Brahman, for the sake of
the destruction of tiredness, free from /the chain of/ cause
and effects, inactive, is happy and stays self-luminous,
clear."48

47. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II. 3.48: sat yam vyati-
rekädarsino niyojyatvam tathäpi vyomädighatavadehädyasamha-
tatvamapasyata evätmano niyojyatväbhimänah /.

48. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasüra, II.3.40: tathä tu taksä
loke väsyädikaranahastah kartä duhkhi bhavati sa eua suagrham
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Having examined the Advaita notion of the individual
soul, let us try to distinguish the concepts of this system
from those of its closest counterparts, that is, from the
ideas of Sämkhya and Visista-Advaita. It is well-known
that according to Rämänuja's teaching, fwa, being united
with Brahman, is still endowed with many specific fea-
tures: it has a specific (minimal) size and is capable of
knowing and acting. And Sämkhya has a striking likeness
with Advaita in is notion ofätman: in both systems it is
considered as pure consciousness, as inactive reality devoid
of any attributes. Still, Sämkhya, in contrast with Ad-
vaita, defends the thesis that there is a multitude of
ätmans. In the words of the Advaitist from the first
adhyäya of his Commentary on Brahmasütra, "this text
called särlraka /that is, telling about the embodied soul/ is
started against all these who refute the notion that ätman
is only one".49

First of all, I would like to remind the reader that in
Sankara's system auidyä might be linked to the concept of
shaping future incarnations of the soul by its actions in the
past. In other words, the world of auidyä, that is, the phe-
nomenal world, which is not endowed with independent
reality, is just the world where the soul is bound by its
sämsäric transmigrations which obey the law of karma.
But this kind of attitude brings us to the following line of
inference.

Firstly, beyond the act of play, or creation, Brahman is
in no way related to the universe, where only changeabil-
ity reigns (this changeability of phenomena is produced by
karma)\ it can be comprehended only as something essen-
tially opposed to karma.

prapto vimuktavasyadiarnah s vast ho nirvrto nirvyaparah sukhi
bhavatyevamavidyäpratyupasthäpitadvaitasamprkta ätmä sva-
pnajägaritävasthayoh kartä duhkhi bhauati sa tacchrarnäpanuttaye
svamätmänamparam brahmaprauisya vimuktakäryakaranasamghäto
'kartä sukhl bhauati samprasädävasthäyäm /.

49. Sankara, Commentary on Brahmasütra, I.3.19: tesäm sarvesä-
mämaikatvasamyagdarsanapratipaksabhütänäm pratibodhäyedam
särirakamärabdham /.
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Secondly, karma, or active, evolving avidyä in its turn
represents something outer or external in relation to
Brahman. As a result of specific actions, emotions and
volitions of the individual soul in the past, karma inces-
santly and unavoidably produces the no-less-definite sense
organs, and personal features of the subsequent incarn-
ation. Karma creates for the fwa its future methods and
ways of perception, thus outlining its future destiny, but
only for as long as this destiny is under its power and is
exhausted by the interlinking of the phenomena. Actually,
one might say that only karma is ever creating the world
of empirical events. On the universal scale this process is,
as we have already seen, beginningless—-just as there is no
beginning for avidyä or fwa itself.

Hopefully, this approach does not seem to be an arbi-
trary identification of Sankara's views with, say, the posi-
tion of Vijiiänaväda. Still, let us not forget that Sankara
does not distinguish between mäyä and avidyä, that is,
between the universal aspect of the illusory cosmic play of
becoming and subjectively obscured perception, or igno-
rance. Finally, do not let us forget—and this is yet another
corroboration of the ultimate 'single-layer' structure of the
world in Sankara's system, since it is not divided into a
reflection and its prototype, but rather they are ultimately
merged together—that all the psychic traits of the soul are
mere productions o£ avidyä. By analogy with Sämkhya one
might say that they are natural (prakrta) formations.

On the level of the reality of mäyä, the relation of
reflection and its prototype exists only between Brahman
and fiv a. From the standpoint of the ultimate truth, jiva
itself has nothing to reflect; it is only looking50 through the

50. As it is s&idinBrhadaranyakopanisad, IV.3.23:"If he does not see
/anything in deep sleep, it is like this because/ the seer does not see.
There is no destruction for the seer and seeing, because /they / cannot
perish. There is nothing different from him that he could have seen."
(yadvai tanna pasyati pasyanvai tanna pasyati na hi dras-
turdrsterviparilopo vidyate 'vinäsitva / na tu taddvitiyamasti tato
'nyadvibhaktam yatpasyet / . ) In his commentary on this passage
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veil or, rather, through the colored glass of avidyä. Hence—
the deep-rooted comprehension oiatman as säksin (wit-
ness). It is important to take into account that one is not
holding this piece of glass against the light: the illuminat-
ing ray of light is emanating from the side of the onlooker,
and still, the world of auidyä is not really a stable and
dependable picture. The image is vague and translucent,
since light goes through it and continues to spread farther.
While this ray of light is still passing through the layer of
glass, it seems colored itself, but moving farther and
further away, it becomes colorless.

Of cource, the world in Advaita is determined not by
subjective attributes of a concrete consciousness, but rather
by auidyä, which is common for everybody; this avidyä is
one and only one, just as Brahman is only one. "It is
impossible," maintains Sankara, "that the individual soul,
/that is/ knowledge, would be different from this Brahman,
and /it is impossible/ that there would exist numerous
effects/ or separate souls/'51

Thirdly, there is yet another argument in favor of
likening avidyä and karma: both of them are only prelimi-
nary steps in the ascent. One cannot omit them, but one
cannot rely on them alone for attaining the goal. Rational
knowledge (for instance, logical inference) in Advaita is
not just a lower kind of knowledge which has a transition,
a bridge, to the higher knowledge. In exactly the same
way, all moral and religious merits, quite rightful within

Sankara explains that deep sleep (susupti) is here a metaphor of
liberation, while the seer, the subject who perceives— in spite of the
suffix determining the agent of action (trc)—is absolutely identical with
seeing. A similar interpretation can be found in Upadesasdhasrl "Since
the perceiver himself is only eternal perception, because /here/it cannot
be as it is in logical doctrines, that perception is one thing, while the
perceiver is something different." {nityopalabdhimätra eva hi upalab-
dhä na tu tärkikasamaya iva anyä upalabdhih any a upalabdhä ca /.
(Gadyabandha, 1.79).

51. Sankara, Commentary onBrahmasütra, II.1.23: naivam ekasyäpi
brahmano jivapräjnaprthaktuam käryavaicitryam copapadyata iti... I
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the limits of karma, cannot become true means or a bridge
leading to the realization of the identity ofjlva and Brah-
man. As soon as liberation dawns, they become useless;
moreover, liberation is possible only through their des-
truction.

In Sämkhya, since ätman (purusa) is pure conscious-
ness, which cannot be defined further, and prakrti is
responsible for the creation of the empirical world, purusa
is regarded as essentially inactive. But, while in Advaita,
the multitude of souls (of course, the karmic chain of
transmigration might hold together one and the same
soul, but there are supposed to be innumerable chains,
representing different souls) is valid only on the empirical,
lower stage of reality, staying within the limits of apara-
vidyä, in Sämkhya, as mentioned before, the ultimate
reality includes a multitude ofätmans. It can probably be
explained by the fact that prakrti formations do not
depend upon purusas, while mäyä-avidyä in Advaita is
the creative potency, or power (äakti) of Brahman itself. It
is, so to speak, its own reverse side, (which cannot be
defined either as identical or as different from it). Being
essentially independent from consciousness, different
modifications of prakrti can shape and define a multitude
of pure ätmans. In other words, the multitude ofätmans
in Sämkhya correlates in a certain respect with the reality
of nature (prakrti), since beyond the relationship with
prakrti all thepurusas are equally indefinable and, there-
fore, essentially indistinguishable.

For further corroboration we might return now to the
analytics of consciousness, which perfectly reflects the
main points of dispute between Sämkhya and Sankara's
teaching. The most important shifting of emphasis can be
seen in the following circumstance. Advaita, which denies
the existence of any ultimate entity except ätman (and
therefore rejects any notion of real 'nature' or 'matter'),
refused to regard even antahkarana (internal organ) as a
kind of substance. Since all psychic states are regarded
here as different from ätman but still dependent upon it,
the 'inner organ' is represented as a sequence of functions
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or mental acts (vrtti) that are illusively superimposed on
pure consciousness. Accordingly, ahahkära (ego-conscious-
ness, the notion of T) ceases to be just an intermediate link
between buddhi and manas, but each of these elements—
components of antahkarana—-is now regarded as func-
tion, as a movement of thought which is responsible for a
confusion of ätman with specific manifestations of psychic
life. This movement may be repeated incessantly and in
different combinations, which creates the necessary pre-
requisites for the temporary, illusory dividing of ätman
into a multitude offivas.

The process of formation of antahkarana is minutely
examined by Sankara's disciple Padmapäda in Panca-
pädikä. According to him, in the first superimposition of
avidyä upon ätman it is as if the pure consciousness
assumes intentionality, becomes directed outwards, posit-
ing itself as säksin, or witness. In the second stage
au idyä produces ahahkära, which is again superimposed
upon ätman, so that the latter becomes posited as
ahahkärin, or the foundation of the notion of ego. Regard-
ing itself as an individual T, ätman is evolved into the
inner organ, or antahkarana. So, in the third stage there
begins a superimposition of this antahkarana on ätman,
and the latter becomes posited as pramätr, or cognizing
subject. In the fourth stage antahkarana evolves into
several indriyas, or sense organs; after the superimposi-
tion of these indriyas upon the cognizing subject, there
appears bhoktr, or the subject of enjoyment. The fifth
soxperimposition—that of the body together with sense
organs—upon this subject creates the prerequisites for
the appearance ofpränin (breathing, alive one), or säririn
(embodied being); while the sixth one, that is, the superim-
position of specific external conditions, contributes to the
forming of samsärin, or the subject of transmigrations.

It seems that because of the inevitable correlation
between the multitude of consciousnesses and the reality
of the 'natural', inanimate world, the inner balance of
Visista-Advaita (the core of which is the doctrine of bhakti,
or love, 'participation', which calls for relationship at least
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between two irreducibly separate and real atrnans) seems
to imply, and even demand, the admission of the real exis-
tence of the world. The same goes for a much more serious
attitude towards activity, which, together with the faculty
of cognition, is regarded by Rämänuja as an essential and
inalienable attribute of the soul, potentially preserved
even in its liberated state. And these irreducible attributes
(viäesana) effectively guard the individuality of each fiva,
which cannot be dissolved in Brahman even after libera-
tion. Finally, owing to this indestructible reality of the
external world—it could only be folded up into a subtle
(süksma) state—karma plays a much more essential role
in Visista-Advaita than in Öankara's teaching.

In Advaita, the ultimate liberation from samsära is
regarded as the event which is stipulated and actually
brought about by the very essence of the human soul:
"since buddhi and atrnan are different /in their nature/,
their combination must necessarily come to an end."52

Meanwhile, in Rämänuja's system liberation from karma
seems rather an arbitrary ending, an event that takes
place thanks to God's mercy alone: it is interpreted as a
kind of gift or favor (prasäda), and is essentially deliver-
ance from suffering only but not from all personal charac-
teristics as well. Owing to this unavoidable reality of the
world, even the faculty of cognition is understood by
Rämänuja as differing according to its scope: it is regarded
primarily as reflection, and therefore the grade of its truth
or accuracy depends mainly upon the range of the per-
ceived objects.

Still, though it might sound a bit paradoxical, Sankara's
Advaita relies much more on human freedom, if we inter-
pret the latter primarily as a right to risk and a consent to
take endless responsibility for one's own destiny. It cer-
tainly makes the adept transcend the narrow limits of a
relationship based on act and retribution, and demands

52. Sarikara, Commentary on Brahmasutra, II.3.29: tato bud-
dhyätmanorbhinnayoh samyogävasädamavasyam bhavatiti... /.
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the utmost exertion of his forces, never really promising
success. In comparison with Öankara's teaching, Visista-
Advaita of Ramanuja seems much more 'gentle' and toler-
ant: liberation is ultimately guaranteed by the endless
mercy of Isvara, and each good deed and auspicious
thought is also taken into account. One might pay particu-
lar attention to the serious attitude of Visista-Advaita
towards all religious injunctions; the path walked by aßva
in accordance with these prescriptions is regarded as
something auspicious even after liberation. And even the
most dependable means of liberation—the adept's love of
Isvara, growing out of meditation—is regarded by
Ramanuja as a sort of indispensable demand addressed to
the person and entailing a reward.



CHAPTER VII

Conclusion

1. SUMMARY

The investigation is almost accomplished, and it is now
time to sum up the main points. Aside from the retrospec-
tive history of Vedanta, and the sketch of Sankara's life
and creative activity, I have tried to provide a consistent
exposition and interpretation of the Advaitist's teaching.
The order of investigation followed (with only minor devia-
tions) the line of classification into gnoseology; ontology;
and ethics and soteriology. On the whole, this sequence is
rather closely correlated with the well-known Vedanta
definition of Brahman as saccidänanda (sat-cit-änanda);
that is, of Brahman as reality, consciousness and bliss. It
was more convenient for my purpose to switch the two first
components of the sequence. Perhaps it may be excused,
since the formula itself does not appear in Sankara's
works in any precise way—it was invented by later Ve-
danta. As for the ideas and crucial problems of Advaita,
they were examined from the viewpoint of this definition
of higher reality.

From the formal point of view, the presentation of
Sankara's teaching began by comparing its tenets with the
concepts of those systems most distant and alien in spirit,
that is with the ideas of his heterodox opponents. The
examination ended with the analysis of the closest sys-
tems—Pürva-Mimämsä, as well as Sämkhya and Visista-
Advaita. The development of problematics was simultane-
ously traced in opposite direction: starting with the high-
est conceptions of apophatic theology related to Nirguna-
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Brahman, and their down to the bottom of the pyramid of
notions, exploring the relationship to ritual, ethical duties
and the personified Isvara. Actually, though, weVe made
a full circle, since the previous chaper of the book offers an
exposition of appropriate ways of reading sacred text and
of deliberation on the higher Brahman.

Hopefully, the main conclusion of the present work is
more or less clear from the very process of argumentation.
It is the polemics of Sankara with his most hostile adver-
saries or, as in the case with Rämänuja, the collision of Ad-
vaita ideas with the concepts of his later opponents, that
clearly demonstrates the role of gruti in this orthodox sys-
tem. The texts of the sacred scripture do not represent any
unnecessary addition to Advaita; they cannot be regarded
as a tribute to time or, in the words of P. Deussen, a tribute
to 'national prejudices'. The constant reference to these
texts, and the deep-rooted reliance upon the language of
äruti ultimately sprang from the inner regularities of
Öankara's teaching, from its main theoretical tenets.

Finally, one should say at least a few words concerning
Sankara's significance for the present-day philosophical
situation, since I believe that his ideas are of quite consid-
erable interest, not only from the historical point of view,
but also from a more immediate theoretical one. Of course,
scholars examining his system do not always take into
consideration the most important sides of Advaita; to be
more precise, they do not often choose the traits and
features specific to the teaching of Sankara. For instance,
many published works deal with the practical attitude of
Advaita towards the goal of philosophizing, in contrast
with the speculative argumentation characteristic of
Western philosophical systems. One might mention, for
instance, the book by an American scholar J. Taber,1 in
which the author examines the teaching of Sankara,

1. John A. Taber, Transformative Philosophy: A Study of Sankara,
Fichte, and Heidegger, Honolulu, 1983. One might note, incidentally,
that this is one of those rare comparativist philosophical works, where
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Fitchte and Heidegger from the angle of their ability to
radically change the very outlook of man and his general
orientations to life.

However, to my mind, the quest for a possible correla-
tion between Advaita ideas and some notions of present-
day versions of hermeneutics and semiotics could prove to
be much more fruitful. It is interesting that some similar
problems, though related primarily to Buddhist material,
are now being investigated by quite a number of scholars
specializing in the philosophy of language.2

The possibility of a serious comparative analysis of
Advaita and present-day philosophical trends is to a great
extent facilitated by the specialized investigations into
Öankara's system, as well as by the existing translations
of his main works. Of course, eastern mysticism—includ-
ing the religious and philosophical currents within the
fold of Vedanta—seems to be in vogue right now; and of
course, like any fashion, it can be regarded as an indicator
of deeply ingrained social and spiritual need. Whether
Sankara will prove useful for the further evolution of
philosophical trends, will become clear only in due time.

Generally speaking, any little-known philosophical
school or trend comes to the foreground not by mere chance
but in its own opportune time. For instance, the radical
turn of Western philosophy, accomplished primarily by
Arthur Schopenhauer—the turn which made it face a new
sphere of problems, and which ultimately prepared the
way for Husserl's phenomenology and the 'philosophy of

Indian material is taken, so to speak, at first hand: from original
Sanskrit sources.

2. One of the graphic examples is presented by the conceptual argu-
mentation of a French semiotic Roland Barthes, presented in his book
on Japanese culture, which is entitled The Empire of Signs (Roland
Barthes, L'empire des signes, Geneve, 1970). One of his articles deals
with the analysis of works by P. Sollers; it is accompanied by some
rather apt observations concerning the language operations peculiar to
Zen Buddhism.
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life'—had been maturing in its own inmost recesses and
had grown in response to its own problems. The texts of the
Upanisads, as well as the Buddhist notions, were rather
handy, but had the first scholarly translations from San-
skrit and Pali not appeared, something else would have
probably turned up that would have become a suitable
pretext and source for Schopenhauer's teaching. Accord-
ingly, if a miracle had happened and Sankara's works had
become known in Europe by the 13th century (just as Arab
aristotelians become known), Thomas Aquinas would have
found some points of contact—and dispute—with the
Advaitist. But the list of problems would have been en-
tirely different: probably they would have included ques-
tions about the source of the world, the cosmological proof
of the existence of God and the hierarchical organization
of being.

Now the cutting edge in Western philosophy (except, of
course, its scientological and positivist currents) is in a
completely different place. In the foreground one can see
the problem of correlation between philosophy and lan-
guage, the question concerning 'pure' consciousness and
the possibility of its auto-reflection, the need for 'indirect'
(usually literary and poetic) means of philosophical expo-
sition and the like. For instance, the greatest among living
Western philosophers, Paul Ricoeur, considers the most
important task of present-day philosophy to be "la greffe
du probleme hermeneutique sur la methode phenomenolo-
gique" ("the grafting of the hermeneutical problem upon
the phenomenological method.")3 Here a serious acquain-
tance with Advaita may prove helpful, since in its own
historical and cultural framework it was exactly that: the

3. Paul Ricoeur,Le conflit des interpretations, Essai d'hermeneuti-
que, Paris, 1969, p. 7. Ricoeur says in this work that he fully shares the
conclusions of the later Heidegger, though to his mind the German
philosopher somewhat simplified his task, only slightly skriting some
important problems and often superseding a consistent philosophical
analysis by poeticized descriptions.
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grafting of the hermeneutical attitude of grammarians
and, partly, Mimämsakas to some aspects of Buddhist
phenomenology. The viability of the newly formed teach-
ing is amply demonstrated by the evolution of Vedanta in
India, which has successfully continued up to these days.

2. VEDANTA AFTER SANKARA

The divergence in views of the later adherents of Advaita-
Vedanta concerned mainly the problems that had not had
a uniform interpretation from Sankara, namely the prob-
lem of the source and foundation ('refuge', ääraya) of
avidyä, as well as that of the nature of Isvara andjiva.
While Sankara practically identified mäyä and avidyä, his
followers were mostly inclined towards the notion accord-
ing to which mäyä displayed primarily creative, generat-
ing (viksepa—lit.: dividing, splitting up) functions, and
avidyä was manifested as an obscuring, covering, conce-
aling (ävarana) force.

On the whole, Advaita after Sankara continued to
develop along three main lines. The first one originates in
the ideas of Sankara's closest disciple, Padmapäda, the
author of Pancapädikä. In the 12th century Prakäsätman
wrote a commentary on Pancapädikä, and the title of this
work, Vivarana, (or, clarification, sub-commentary) was
widely used as a name of a new Advaita school. The
adherents of this Vivarana school—Sriharsa (ca, 12th
century), Citsukha (12th century) and others—were lay-
ing stress on the 'positive' character of mäyä, so that this
entity was acquiring a certain independence and was
more and more resembling something like Sämkhyapra-
krti. In their solution of the problem of the notion ofjiva
the followers of Vivarana were tending towards bimba-
pratibimba-väda, since it presupposed the reflection of
Brahman in a relatively independent mäyä.

The second trend within Advaita had its foundation in
the works of another of Sankara's pupil, Suresvara (ca. 8th
to 9th century), Naiskarmya-siddhi and Värttika, a sub-
commentary on Sankara's Commentary on Brhadäranya-
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kopanisad. In his polemics with the followers of Pürva-
Mimämsä, Suresvara notes that while the knowledge of
Vedic texts, being verbalized and rationally organized,
cannot in itself directly lead to the realization of Brahman,
a constant and uninterrupted repetition of sacred sayings
(somewhat similar to the Byzantine school of hesychast
Christian mystics with its concept of 'constant inner
prayer'—'r|<TD%ia) contributes to an adept's gradual ad-
vancement towards liberation. According to Suresvara,
the base ofavidyä is not a single fwa but pure conscious-
ness itself. This latter notion supplied a pretext for the
critique of Advaita on the part of Visnuite followers within
the Vedanta fold: their main argument boiled down to the
observation that if it were so, the liberation ofsuxyjiva,
that is, the destruction of its avidyä, would automatically
lead to the liberation of all souls temporarily bound by
samsära. Some ideas of Suresvara and his adherent Sar-
vajnätman (ca. 10th to 11th century) found their later
development in the notion of drsti-srsti 'seeing, equal to
creation', or, a sort of a solipsistic interpretation of being),
the most prominent advocate of which was Prakäsänanda
(16th and beginning of the 17th century), the author of the
treatise Siddhäntamuktävali. Considering may a to be
absolutely illusory, Prakäsänanda pointed out that one
could hardly speak about causality in x^dvaita, since the
existence of the objects there might be reduced to their
perception. Marking another extreme point in the devel-
opment of Advaita, the concept of drsti-srsti is connected
most closely to the ideas of Buddhist Vijiiänaväda.

Elaboration of the third trend within Advaita was
connected with the creative activity of Mandanamisra
(the author of Brahmasiddhi) and Väcaspatimisra (the
author of Bhämati). Väcaspatimisra distinguished be-
tween two kinds ofavidyä: the subjective and the univer-
sal, or 'root' one (mülavidyä); the latter was supposed to
subsist even after the end of the universal cycle. The
followers of Väcaspatimisra gave their preference to the
doctrine of avaccheda-väda, since, in their opinion, avidyä
was rooted in separate fwas and not in the higher Brah-
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man. This Advaita school might be regarded as a sort of a
compromise between the quasi-Samkhyaic Vivarana and
the almost solipsistic notions of Suresvara's adherents.

Unlike Advaita, which emphasized the identity of Brah-
man and the human soul, the followers of the Bhedäbheda
school maintained that Brahman simultaneously exists in
two aspects: as transcendent entity, absolutely different
from the world, and as immanently residing in the world
and living souls, forming an indissoluble unity with this
world. Some scholars look for the sources of the doctrine in
Purusa-sükta of the Rgueda corpus. And the first attempt
to interpret Brahmasütra along Bhedäbheda lines—
namely, recognizing as equally valid both the sruti say-
ings concerning the identity of Brahman and the world,
and the texts on their ultimate difference—was made by
Sankara's younger contemporary, Bhäskara: Bhäskara is
also considered to be one of the founders of the Visnuite
trend inside Vedanta. Bhedäbheda denied the higher
reality of Brahman devoid of attributes (nirguna) and
upheld the view according to which Brahman, as the cause
of the world, also emanated into the manifoldness of the
universe, regarded as its effect.

Early Bhedäbheda still closely approached some no-
tions of Advaita: in spite of all his bitter dispute with
Sankara, Bhäskara maintained that Brahman is endowed
with a sort of inseparable, indivisible nature (ekl-bhäua),
while its dissolution in the world is caused by actually
existing transient limitations (upädhi). Insisting upon the
absolute reality of Brahman endowed with attributes
(saguna), he thought that in its ultimate manifestation
this Brahman was devoid of form, in particular, that it was
not affected by worldly manifoldness (nisprapanca) and
did not have any parts or 'limbs' (niravayava), and only as
such could be regarded as the object of worship.

Another eminent follower of Bhedäbheda doctrine,
Yädava (early 11th century), taught that through its
energy of emanation (parinäma-äakti) Brahman was really
evolving into its own personified form (Isvara), as well as
into numerous souls (cit) and inanimate nature (acit). The
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equality of the aspects of identity and difference and the
admission of the relative reality of a separate soul bring
this school of thought closer to Visista-Advaita. It was no
mere chance that Yädava's favorite image of the unity of
the sea and its waves—the image that depicts the indissol-
uble interconnection between the higher Brahman en-
dowed with forms and attributes, and the souls that it had
given rise to—was an image readily used by Rämänuja in
his commentary on Bmhmasütra.

Besides the ideas of Bhedäbheda that made a signifi-
cant impact on the formation oiVUist a-Advaita (lit.: non-
duality, defined by differentiations), this Visnuite school
was deeply influenced by the doctrine ofbhakti, expressed
in the texts oiPäncarätra, as well as in religious and erotic
hymns composed by the Alvaras. The main concept of
Visista-Advaita were shaped in the works of Yämuna, the
author of Siddhitraya (ca. 11th century) and, primarily,
those of Rämänuja (the treatises Vedärthasahgraha,
Vedäntasära, Vedäntadipa, the celebrated commentary
on Brahmasütra, known as Sribhäsya, etc., written in the
11th and the beginning of the 12th century).

For Rämänuja, the Advaita notion of Brahman as pure
consciousness devoid of any attributes too dangerously
resembles the Mädhyamika concept of äünya and there-
fore seems to be virtually balancing on the verge of non-
being, non-existence. According to Visista-Advaita, the
higher Brahman is "the supreme purusa which is free
from any imperfections and endowed with innumerable
virtues of unsurpassable excellence" (Sribhäsya, I.1.2). In
other words, it is Isvara, or God the Creator, Näräyana-
Visnu, worshiped by orthodox believers. It is no wonder
that the notion of mäyä gets a new interpretation in
Rämänuja's system, entirely different from that suggested
by Advaita. The very word mäyä beyond the context of
polemics is used with reference to Svetäsvataropanisad
(IV. 9), where mäyä is supposed to define 'wonderful things'.
One can easily see that here it does not mean the illusory
nature of the world but rather its manifoldness and
variety.
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In Rämänuja's opinion, Isvara is both the 'instrumen-
tal' (nimitta) and the 'material' (upädäna) cause of the
world, since the universe as a whole is its own actual
evolution (parinäma). But the satkäryaväda doctrine,
peculiar to Visista-Advaita, is much closer in its essence to
the analogous doctrine of Sämkhya than to the causality
theory of Sankara. The manifested world of inanimate
objects and living souls that has its source in Brahman had
already existed in a 'subtle' from (käranävasthä, lit.: the
state of the cause) before the very act of creation. Unlike
Bhäskara, Rämänuja believes that Brahman cannot be
even thought of without its manifestations; in other words,
the reality is recognized not only for Isvara but also for
numerous souls Q'iua) and inanimate objects (jada).

Rämänuja's doctrine of causality finds its linguistic
expression in the notion of samänädhikarana, that is, the
'universal foundation': one and the same object, to which
you can ascribe various predicates (or one and the same
source of various effects). But if for Advaita the existence
of the 'universal foundation' of the world is explained
through its initial identity with Brahman and the illusory
nature of any definitions or attributes, while for Bhedä-
bheda the stress is laid upon the recognition of simultane-
ous and equal existence of different aspects inherent in
one and the same reality, Visista-Advaita is virtually
coming back to a more literal and more immediate inter-
pretation: namely, to the notion of the relation that binds
together an attribute and its substrate (dharma-dharmin-
bhäva).

An atomic soul, whose individuality is preserved even in
liberation, is an extremely small unit of substance; be-
cause of its minimal size, it can also be regarded as ah
attribute or definition of some substance of the higher
plane. Innumerable jlvas are functioning as different
modi, or forms of manifestation (prakära) of Isvara, and as
such, are forming its 'body'. (Their own bodies are, in their
turn, formed by inanimate 'material' elements, or jada). At
the same time they are attributes, inalienable characteri-
stics (viäesana), of God. Brahman, defined (visesya) by
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these attributes, is a living, changeable whole (krtsnatva)
that is ever subject to the process of transformation, ever
undergoing internal evolution; this attitude towards
eternal parinäma allows Visista-Advaita—in spite of its
obvious inclination to Sämkhya ideas—to dispense with
the assumption of prakrti as a separate, independent
origin, or initial source of the universe. It is just the way
Rämänuja elaborates the central thesis of_Vedanta con-
cerning the unity of ätman and Brahman: Isvara, unsur-
passed in his power and glory, could not be identical with
dependent souls (while each of them, in its turn, is essen-
tially different both from him and from other jiuas), but,
being an infinitely perfect and infinitely determined sub-
stance, he is connected with his attributes by an inseparable
(aprthaksiddha) relationship.

The famous 'seven objections' (sapta-anupapatti), of-
fered by Rämänuja against Advaita (vide: Sribhäsya,
1.1.1.) spring from the difficulty of explaining the transi-
tion from the attributeless and self-identical Brahman to
the variety and changeability of the empirical world. His
polemical arguments are concentrated mainly on two
problems: the problem of the source and foundation of
avidyä, responsible for the evolving of the universe, and
that of the essential ineffability of ätman as pure con-
sciousness, as well as the problem of indescribability
(aniruacanlyatva) of nescience (that is, the concept accord-
ing to which the world is regarded not only as 'Anderssein',
but primarily as an allegory, or metaphor of the higher
Brahman).

Arguing with Advaita, Rämänuja brings forward his
own peculiar concept of knowledge and nescience. Con-
sciousness (or cognition) is always directed towards the
object, and because of this intentionality it is always given
together with the object; being filled up by its contents, it
inevitably carries within itself some differentiating char-
acteristics. This qualitatively heterogeneous, attributive
cognition (dharmabhüta-jnäna) is not a self-sufficient
essence, but rather an attribute of some substrate, or—
what is practically the same for Visista-Advaita—an abil-
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ity or faculty of some definite subject. Therefore, 'knowl-
edge-light', or 'cognition-light', suggested by Advaita, within
the frame of Visista-Advaita is being transformed into an
ability, a capacity to illuminate—or a sort of luminosity,
encircling a source of light, that is, a separate ätrnan or
even Isvara. And while the fwas, forming the parts of
God's 'body', somewhat resemble pin-pointed sources of
light, everyone of which is surrounded by a more or less
extended luminous halo, Isvara is completely illuminated
by his own being, absolutely transparent for himself, since
his every part or attribute is simultaneously an object for
his divine omniscience. In other words, the concept of
knowledge and congnition in Rämänuja's system presup-
poses a counter-positing of a subject and an object, as well
as a multiplicity of cognizing souls (cit) and cognized
inanimate objects (acit). Both the former and the latter are
ever existing (only being transformed from their 'subtle'
into 'gross' state and back in the alternation of universal
cycles) and ever relating to each other, constituting the
modi (prakära) of one and the sole God.

Considering the Advaita notion oimäyä-avidyä and its
concept of the grades of reality and knowledge to be an
impermissible concession to Buddhist views, Rämänuja
opposes to it the thesis of'correctness' (yäthärthatva—lit.:
conformity, accordance with reality) of any knowledge or
cognition. Since cognition in Visista-Advaita is reduced
just to the ability to illuminate (that is, to reflect passively)
independent objects, it differs only by the fullness of the
grasping of its object-field, contracting or extending ac-
cording to the abilities of the subject, but always painstak-
ingly reflecting something that stands opposite it.

That is why Visista-Advaita does not know the opposi-
tion of true knowledge (pramä) and illusion, mistaken
cognition (bhrama) in the absolute sense: all the worldly
phenomena, in Rämänuja's opinion, are tightly intercon-
nected, linked with each other, participating in the unity
of Brahman. Therefore, even the conch-shell, which from
a distance could be taken for a piece of silver, must neces-
sarily contain, if only in minute quantities, real particles
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of silver. And the preferability of some perceptions, which
are regarded as more 'correct' than the others, could be
accounted for by their wider pragmatic validity (vyaua-
hära-guna), just like the importance of distinguishing sil-
ver from mother-of-pearl is primarily called for by the
requirements of practice. Visista-Advaita is the only sys-
tem of Indian philosophy where the theory of'discrimina-
tion of errors' (uibhrama-viveka) is devoid of any ontologi-
cal and gnoseological significance and is interpreted on a
purely psychological basis; all perception errors are con-
sidered to be a kind of a pathological aberration and are
derived from specific defects of sense organs, intellectual
qualities and other attributes of the soul. In Rämänuja's
system logic is subordinated to psychology and through its
medium to religious speculation, since the cognition abili-
ties of every particular jiva are caused by its previous
karma.

Rämänuja recognizes the existence of three sources of
valid knowledge (pramäna): pratyaksa, or sense percep-
tion, including the so-called 'perception of absence'
(abhäua); anumäna, or inference, which includes also
comparison and conditional assumption; and ägama, that
is, the evidence of authority. While discussing the concept
of nirvikalpaka-jnäna and sauikalpaka-jnäna (that is,
knowledge 'with' or 'without' inventing attributes), which
was more or less traditional for the greater part of Indian
philosophical schools, he maintains that both these kinds
of cognition should be regarded as 'attributive' (savisesa),
though the former provides only immediate perception of
an object, while the latter includes it within the scope of
earlier associations belonging to this particular subject.
All the pramänas lead to the rise of specific and qualita-
tively heterogenous knowledge (dharmabhüta-jnäna), and
any knowledge or cognition which is devoid of character-
istics cannot exist—neither as the higher knowledge taught
by Advaita, nor as an initial stage of a cognitive process
(for instance, as a homogenous perception recognized by
Nyäya). Logical inference deals only with objects and
relations presented by sense perception; it transforms
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these sensations, re-arranging them in accordance with
formal rules of syllogistics (vyäpti, lit.: the relationship of
penetration); the evidence of authority, which also con-
forms to the data of perception, depends for its correctness
upon the person or text providing the necessary evidence.
The validity of sacred scripture is based on the evidence of
Isvara; injunctions (vidhi) supplied by these texts should
be regarded as direct instructions of God, who makes
known what he expects from people.

Brahman in Visista-Advaita is not only the support
(adhära) of all living beings, he is also the ruler (niyantr),
secretly staying inside them (antaryämin) and directing
his subjects towards liberation. The idea of the world and
the souls as constituting the body (sarlra) of Isvara finds
a new emphasis in the ethical and religious views of
Ramanuja. In his words, "the body is a substance which
can be fully controlled by ätman, and which ätman might
support in order to achieve its goals; it is totally dependent
upon ätman" (Sribhäsya, II. 1.9). Visnu, entering into all
beings as their inner soul (saririn), determines himself
their rewards and punishments, while simultaneously
acting as their only protector (raksaka).

Fully accepting the notions of traditional religious be-
liefs concerning the incarnations of Isvara (and besides
the higher, or para form of God, they include his main
emanations, vyüha, avatära, or widely known embodi-
ments of Visnu; inner rulers of separate ßvas—antar-
yämin; and area, or some minute portions of divine nature,
contained within the temple objects of worship), Ramanuja
emphasizes that God condescends to step down and enter
them owing to his infinite mercy (krpä)towards all living
beings. In its turn, jlv a—if it does not belong to the number
of eternally liberated (nitya-mukta) or already liberated
(mukta) souls, staying with Brahman in the divine world—
Vaikuntha, but for the time being remains bound by
samsära—should give Isvara an occasion to manifest this
mercy. Warning the adepts against the extremes of Ad-
vaita and Pürva-Mimämsä, Rämänuja calls for the combi-
nation of knowledge and actions based on religious injünc-
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tions. The possibility of their harmonization he sees in
bhaktiy where the knowledge of Brahman and religious
worship (upäsana) are merged together. Bhakti, being a
kind of participation in Brahman, calls for constant inner
concentration on the part of the adept. However, if one
does not feel prepared for strenuous effort and is rather
oppressed by observing preliminary conditions, there is a
somewhat easier or roundabout way to the same goal—
prapatti (lit.: falling down at somebody's feet), or the way
of self-resignation and passionate devotional love.

Rämänuja opposes the Advaita idea of an independent
and free advancement of an adept to liberation: in his
opinion, the relationship between Isvara and the separate
ßva is always that of a master and a servant; that is why
liberation is duly regarded as .a gift, as a merciful act
(prasäda) of God. The soul, which in Visista-Advaita is
understood as ätman endowed with attributes, as cogniz-
ing and acting agent, preserves its individuality even after
its union with Brahman. Along with the recognition of the
reality of the world and the continuous ascending steps of
knowledge, which differ only by the scope or range of
grasping peculiar to different ätmans—starting with lower
fivas and going up to Isvara himself—Visista-Advaita also
insists upon the continuous gradation of merits (punya),
which influences the status of ßva even after its liberation.

In the later mediaeval period the ideas of Visista-Ad-
vaita became much more popular than Sankara's teach-
ing; it may be explained by the acceptance of the doctrine
of bhakti, by a tolerant attitude towards traditional local
cults, and by the relatively more simple philosophical
views expressed by Visista-Advaita. The followers of
Rämänuj a tried to substantiate their ideas not only through
the famous 'triple canon' (prasthänatraya) of Vedanta, but
also through notions derived from Prabandham, the Tamil
corpus of texts known for its strong mystic tinge. The most
prominent Visista adherent after Rämänuja—and simul-
taneously a staunch advocate of'both Vedantas' (ubhaya-
vedänta), that is the two above-mentioned canonic tradi-
tions—was Venkatanätha (13th through the middle of the
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14th century), the founder of the so-called Northern school
(Vadagalai) of Visista-Advaita. Another of Ramanuja's
followers was Pillai Lokäcärya (13th century), who laid
the foundation for a Visnuite sect known as Tengalai, or
Southern school; he defended the leading position of the
Tamil canon. The adherents of Visista-Advaita after
Rämänuja were mainly occupied with gnoseological, as
well as ethical and religious problems (the correlation
between karma and divine mercy, etc.).

The chronological as well as semantic bridge between
the school of Rämänuja and that of Madhva was supplied
by the ideas of the 'second Bhedäbheda', suggested by
Nimbärka (ca. 1 lth century). Nimbärka managed to intro-
duce the notion of changeability into the very core of the
concept of Brahman. In his system, usually called Dvaitä-
dvaita (duality and non-duality), he distinguishes be-
tween the static, or self-identical aspect of Brahman
(abheda) andits dynamic, or differentiating aspect (bheda),
manifested as a potency, or energy (sakti). Nimbärka's
notion concerning the real separate existence of jiva,
which receives its form from Brahman and is dependent
upon it, directly leads us to the main notions of the Dvaita
school.

Dvaita-Vedänta (from dvaita, or duality) was formed
within the fold of a Visnuite trend in Vedanta. To an even
greater extent than Visista-Advaita, it tried to deepen the
theistic motifs of this religious and philosophical system.
However, in the purely philosophical constructions of
Dvaita one can easily trace the influence not only of
Sämkhya (as was true for Ramanuja's ideas) but also of
Nyäya-Vaisesika. Among the works of the Vedanta 'triple
canon' Dvaita lays particular stress upon the Bhagavadgita
(and on other epic texts as well) and theistically interpreted
Brahmasütra; besides, Dvaita can be characterized by its
clear orientation towards the Puränas. The most noted
Dvaita adherent was Madhva (13th through possibly the
beginning of the 14th century), the author of the commen-
tary on Brahmasütra (Anuvyäkhyäna) and the commen-
tary on Bhagavata-puräna, ten treatises on logic and
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metaphysics (Daäaprakarana), a metrical treatise Mahä-
bhärata-tätparyanirnaya, among other works.

According to Dvaita, the world should not be regarded
as an illusion (suggested by Sankara) or a kind of emana-
tion of Brahman (maintained by Visista-Advaita or Bhedä-
bheda): Brahman is not a material (upädäna), but only
instrumental (nimitta) cause of the universe. However,
unlike Vaisesika, Dvaita would not reduce the role of
Brahman to something like a primal act: it defends the
concept of 'permanent creation' (parädhinaviäesäpti),
understood as the acquisition of new differentiating at-
tributes, entirely dependent upon the will of another (that
is, Brahman). This creation, leading to the emergence of
new attributes, actually boils down to the constant inter-
vention of Brahman, who can at will reshape even the very
structure of the initial material. Producing its impact
upon attributes, Brahman can change the very nature of
worldly things.

Fully acknowledging the danger of certain pantheistic
tendencies within Visista-Advaita, Madhva insists upon
the entirely transcendent character of Brahman, which
directs the process of the evolving universe but by no
means exists in its foundation. Deriving the very word
äarira, or body, from gam (understood as perishable,
decaying), Madhva contends that the world and souls
cannot be regarded as a 'body' of Brahman, since it would
lead to the lessening and reducing of its perfection. In his
opinion, all corresponding texts should be interpreted as
indicating the 'spiritual' body of Isvara. The material
cause of the universe is (just as in Sämkhya) prakrti
(primordial nature, material substance).

To Madhva's mind, all äruti sayings concerning the one
and the sole Brahman are trying to convey the idea that
there is no other being which could rival Brahman in
merits and perfections. The difference between Brahman
and the rest of the world, created from prakrti, is rooted
not in the level of reality, but only in the degree of
independence. According to Dvaita, there are three real
and eternal entities: God, souls (jiva) and inanimate
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objects (jada). The first one is independent (svatantra); it
is Lord Krsna. The two latter {jlva and jada) are consid-
ered to be dependent (paratantra). The name given to the
system refers to the absolute difference which divides
every pair of these entities; in other words, the name
'duality7 indicates the initial opposition and non-similar-
ity between the parts of each dual relationship: that of God
and jiva,jiva and jada, God and jada, any two jlvas and
finally any two jadas, or particles of the inanimate world.

The world emerges into being at the beginning of every
universal cycle through the energy (sakti) of Isvara. This
energy or potency, often personified in the image of Visnu's
consort, Laksmi, begins the evolution of matter, or prakrti,
"similar to light and transparent fabric." Prakrti repre-
sents the immediate source and foundation for the three
gunas: sattva, rajas and tamas, which are ruled by the
three aspects and embodiments of Laksmi (respectively,
Sri, Bhü and Durgä). Through the medium of the gunas,
prakrti gives birth to the 24 main elements of nature; the
scheme of their emergence closely follows that of Sämkhya.
Innumerable and varied jlv as, being connected with the
instruments of cognition supplied by prakrti, animate all
the minutest atoms in the universe; they are harmoni-
ously ruled by Isvara.

In Madhva's opinion, all the jlv as are pinpoint bearers
of cognition (or consciousness), organized in a hierarchy of
cognizant subjects. The relationship between the jlvas and
Brahman is determined by the doctrine of 'image and
proto-image' Cbimba-pratibimba-väda). However, in con-
trast to Sankara's teaching, jlva is regarded here as a
reflection of God not because of the limiting adjuncts,
which are eliminated during liberation, but by its very
nature. In Madhva's words, just as a rainbow is not only a
reflection but also a refraction of sunbeams, different/ifas
are differently colored by the light of Brahman penetrat-
ing their nature (vide: Anuvyäkhyäna, IL3.50).

Though Brahman's attributes are undoubtedly tran-
scendent, they are defined by the same terms as corre-
sponding empirical qualities owing to the internal
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resemblance (sädräya) between God and the world (vide:
Anuvyäkhyäna, III.2.32-34). But that also means that
Brahman in Dvaita is in principle (even if not completely)
attainable through cognition and knowledge. There are
so-called 'pure' means of valid knowledge (kevalapramäna),
that serve as intuitive and clairvoyant perceptions of
Krsna, Laksmi and some chosenyogins, but for the souls
that are included in the wheel of samsära, there are
usually only three valid sources of knowledge (anupra-
rnäna): pratyaksa (sense perception), anumäna (infer-
ence) and ägama (evidence of sacred scripture). All these
pramänas 'correspond to the reality' (yathärtha), and,
revealing their objects, supply the material for the intui-
tive knowledge of the inner witness (säksin), which forms
the base of every fiva. All errors and faults of perception
mean that the säksin is temporarily not functioning, so
that manas (a product oiprakrti) is acting without any
control; in other words they are explained away on a
purely psychological basis. The most important of the
pramänas is ägama, because, according to Dvaita, the
Vedas are absolutely authoritative, 'uncreated by people'
(apauruseya) and are the only means of knowing Brah-
man.

Gradation (täratamya) in Dvaita is peculiar not only for
the souls' capacity of knowledge, but also for their other
qualities. Depending upon former actions, as well as upon
predominance of sattva (bright, clear, intelligent), rajas
(passionate) or tamas (dull, obscure) gunas, souls are
divided into three categories: eternally free (nityamukta),
liberated (mukta) and bound (baddha). The latter, in their
turn, might be muktiyogya (chosen for liberation), tamo-
yogya (predestined for hell) and nityasmsärinah, or des-
tined to stay in samsära forever. The concept of rigid
predestination of souls distinguishes Dvaita from other
religious and philosophical schools; some scholars were
even of the opinion that here one could find traces of
Islamic influence.

Dvaita insists upon absolute implementation of all
Vedic injunctions, stressing the validity of religious merits
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(punya), In Madhva's system an extremely important part
is played by the spiritual teacher (guru), whose task was
to lead the disciple from ritual worship (upäsana) to
meditation on the nature of Brahman, and, finally to the
immediate realization of this nature (satkarsana) (vide:
Anuvyäkhyäna, III. 3.44-46). However, the greatest spiri-
tual effort available to an adept is bhakti, which is inter-
preted as an uninterrupted flow of love (sneha) to Krsna.
When a soul serves God in this way,God bestows on it his
mercy (prasäda), as well as, eventually, liberation. The
growth ofbhakti in the heart of the adept is a clear sign
that this person is undoubtedly chosen for liberation,
while his way to Krsna is somewhat eased through the
mediation of Krsna's son Väyu.

Having reached liberation, soul does not dissolve in God
but acquires various means of bliss and 'participation' in
the divine nature. Madhva mentions four main kinds of
moksa: sayujya, or entering the 'spiritual body' of Brah-
man (with a version of srsti, or acquisition of divine
powers); salokya staying in heaven where one can see
Brahman; samipya, constant closeness to God, bestowed
upon wise yogins; and sarüpya, or resembling the divine
form, peculiar to the servants and escorts of Krsna.

The most prominent Dvaita adherents after Madhva
were Jayatirtha (14th century) and Vyäsatirtha (15th
through 16th century). The former is mostly known as an
astute commentator on Madhva's works. Vyäsatirtha, in
his turn, was quite a brilliant logician, dealing mainly
with epistemological problems. In his treatises he dis-
puted with the followers of Nyäya, Vaisesika, as well as
Visista-Advaita (primarily with Venkatanatha) and other
Vedanta schools. The immediate impact of Dvaita ideas,
as well as some notions of Nimbärka's Bhedäbheda,
shaped quite a number of teachings inside the Krsnaite
trend of Vedanta. One might mention here Visuddha-
Advaita of Vallabha (ca. 15th and 16th centuries) and the
school of Caitanya (ca. 15th century) among others.

Later developments within the fold of Vedanta, espe-
cially its Neo-Vedantic currents and the like, generally fall
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outside the scope of this book However, some observa-
tions concerning the role of äruti in this system might
prove useful in explaining the quite unusual persistence
and vitality manifested by the sacred tradition of India up
to these days. Actually, the survival of this tradition
cannot be satisfactorily understood if one is tempted to
account for it by profusely elaborating on the 'conserva-
tism' of the traditional mind, the 'stability' of cultural
tradition and the 'rigidity' of theistic dogmas.
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